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Preface

The work of Evariste Galois (1811 – 1832), whose 200th birthday was recently
celebrated, is at the origin of a theory that plays a key role in many mathematical
disciplines, such as number theory, algebra, topology, and geometry.

From 15 until 24 February 2012 we organised a Winter School on Galois Theory
at the University of Luxembourg, which attracted almost 100 participants. In
the winter school two very important topics were united: on the one hand, in
recent years there have been tremendous developments in number theory, such
as the proofs of two famous conjectures: Serre’s Modularity Conjecture and the
Sato-Tate Conjecture. It is becoming clear that these are only some instances
of a bigger picture encompassed in new directions in the Langlands programme.
Galois representations are at the core of all of this.

On the other hand, in Galois field theory, motivated by the famous inverse
Galois problem first considered by Hilbert, the so-called regular inverse Galois
problem could be solved over various classes of fields. This has been done by
developing “patching”, an algebraic analog of the “cut-and-paste” constructions
in complex geometry. The method of patching has been further developed and ex-
panded and achieved results both in Galois theory and algebra, e.g., in differential
Galois theory, division algebras and quadratic forms.

The communities of people working on Galois representations and those work-
ing in Galois field theory currently only seem to be insufficiently interacting,
although for a large part they are studying the same kind of objects, namely
absolute Galois groups. One instance, where the possible connection was success-
fully exploited, is in the proof of potential modularity: a classical result of field
arithmetic on the field of all totally real numbers is essential.

Both groups use their own very advanced sets of tools. On the one hand, at the
winter school the statement of Serre’s Modularity Conjecture, some of the tools
involved in the proof of it, as well as some generalisations and connected open
problems were presented. On the other hand, several of the patching techniques
and various applications were explained.

The winter school consisted of three ‘preparatory days’, whose content was
accessible to Master students, whereas the main week of the school addressed
mainly PhD students or young postdocs. The current Volume II unites four sets
of lecture notes from the main week, two concerning Galois representations, two
about patching, and one research article.

Gebhard Böckle’s contribution is a quite comprehensive survey on Galois rep-
resentations, touching on as diverse subjects as class field theory, Galois rep-
resentations attached to automorphic forms, Hilbert modular forms, compatible
systems of Galois representations, Weil-Deligne representations, p-adic Hodge the-
ory, the Fontaine-Mazur Conjecture, the Sato-Tate Conjecture, modularity proofs
and Fermat’s Last Theorem, and many more. The survey focusses on the key
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ideas and the long list of recommended references enables the reader to pursue
himself/herself any of the mentioned topics in greater depth.

Michael Schein’s notes sketch the proof due to Khare and Wintenberger (build-
ing on the work of many mathematicians) of one of the major theorems in arith-
metic algebraic geometry in recent years, namely Serre’s Modularity Conjecture.
It states a precise parametrisation of all Galois representations of a certain type
through modular forms. The notes also mention generalisations of Serre’s Mod-
ularity Conjecture to totally real fields and even contain a section on the mod-p
Langlands programme, which provides a natural framework for this kind of ques-
tions.

Moshe Jarden’s notes are based on his book on algebraic patching. They
develop the method of algebraic patching from scratch and give applications in
contemporary Galois theory. The notes start from the patching axioms, proceed
to examples of families of fields satisfying the axioms, like complete fields, fraction
fields of power series rings, and more generally ample fields, and finish with the
solution of the regular inverse Galois problem over such fields, and more generally
the solution of split embedding problems. The notes culminate in a proof of
a theorem of Pop saying that a Hilbertian pseudo algebraically closed field has
ω-free absolute Galois group.

David Harbater’s notes are complementary to Jarden’s notes, and describe
recent applications of patching in other aspects of algebra, for example: differential
algebra, local-global principles, quadratic forms, and more. The notes (as well as
the lectures) focus on the big picture and on providing the reader with intuition.
The notes also contain a historical discussion on the development of patching,
surveying the connection between the different patching methods.

In their research article Wulf-Dieter Geyer and Moshe Jarden present a theo-
rem of Kollár on the density property of valued pseudo algebraically closed fields
and a theorem of Abraham Robinson on the model completeness of the theory of
algebraically closed non-trivially valued fields. Then they prove that the theory
T of nontrivial valued fields in an appropriate first order language has a model
completion T̃ and give an explicit algebraic presentation of T̃ .

We wish to express our sincere gratitude to all speakers at the winter school for
their excellent lectures, and for having taken a lot of time and care in elaborating
their notes for these proceedings.

May the readers enjoy them and may they serve well!

The Editors

Sara Arias-de-Reyna
Lior Bary-Soroker
Gabor Wiese

July 2013
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Galois representations

by Gebhard Böckle

Abstract

The present notes develop some basic language on Galois representations
and strictly compatible families of such. As guiding examples we use elliptic
curves, (Hilbert) cusp forms and the (partially conjectural) relation between
the two. The notion of strict compatibility in families at ramified primes is
used to motivate Weil-Deligne representations and p-adic Hodge theory à
la Fontaine. The notes end with a rough sketch of how to use the concepts
presented to give a proof of the modularity of elliptic curves over Q. The
emphasis throughout the notes is to explain the interrelations and usefulness
of the concepts covered. Proofs are mostly omitted, but many references to
the (vast) literature are given.

These notes are a slightly expanded version of parts of a lecture series
at the Luxembourg Winter School 2012, organized by Gabor Wiese, Lior
Bary-Soroker and Sara Arias-de-Reyna. The notes claim no originality.

MSC (2010): 11F80, 11F33, 11F41, 11F85, 11G05, 11S20, 11S37.
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1 Introduction

The main focus of the present notes are Galois representations, which are an
important tool in modern number theory: Galois representations provide a conve-
nient and concrete way to represent a geometric object over a number field. Via
these representations, the geometric object tells us much about quotients of the
absolute Galois group of its underlying number field. Moreover Galois representa-
tions provide one with a tool to compare geometric objects: in the simplest form,
such a comparison could be that two objects are related if they have isomorphic
Galois representations. Already this very basic notion has deep consequences, as
we shall see.

These notes do not wish to give an axiomatic treatment. They will not explain
what a general “geometric object” (a motive) could mean. They focus on exam-
ples, mainly those of elliptic curves and (Hilbert) modular forms. Each example
will provide us with a family of Galois representations, one member for each of
the primes of the coefficient field of the object. This motivates us not only to
describe the individual members, but also to place the families within the setting
of compatible systems of Galois representations. We proceed in several steps:

Section 2 locates Galois representations within number theory, indicates some
applications of Galois representation from automorphic forms, and fixes some no-
tation. In Section 3 we describe, following our two main examples, a notion of
compatible system that only uses unramified primes. This is enough to charac-
terize the representation up to isomorphism. In practice it is also very useful to
have a notion of compatibility at the ramified primes. This requires Weil-Deligne
representations, which we introduce in Section 4. After this, the only primes that
are not included into a notion of compatibility are those that divide the residue
characteristic of the coefficient field of the Galois representation. This needs p-adic
Hodge theory, of which we give some flavor in Section 5. The following Section 6
surveys some standard predictions of the Fontaine-Mazur conjectures which try to
answer the question which Galois representations one can hope to find in geome-
try. The final Section 7 indicates the role of Galois representations in modularity
proofs of elliptic curves – such as the proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem by Wiles and
Taylor-Wiles – a theme repeatedly discussed throughout the text. The material is
supplemented by an extensive bibliography, to which we give detailed references
in the main text.

Acknowledgements: Many thanks go to Sara Arias-de-Reyna, Hendrik Ver-
hoek, Gabor Wiese for comments, corrections and suggestions. I would also like
to thank the referee for many corrections and helpful suggestions.
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2 Number theory and Galois representations

2.1 The absolute Galois group of a number field

Basic question: Describe all Galois extension of a number field of a certain type.
But this is too difficult!

Much of current day number theory is concerned with understanding exten-
sions E/F of a number field F and their ramification properties. In applications
one is mostly concerned with the case that E/F is Galois. Since the absolute Ga-
lois group GF = Gal(F̄ /F ) is profinite, it suffices to understand all finite Galois
extensions, although it is often useful to consider profinite extensions. To under-
stand the ramification properties it is also important to understand the absolute
Galois group of a local field. This is considerably simpler and for p > 2 it is
actually solved by Koch and Jannsen-Wingberg, see [JW82].

2.2 Abelian Class Field Theory versus the Langlands pro-
gram

The first main success in understanding Galois extensions of number fields is
abelian class field theory. It gives a complete classification of all abelian extensions
and their ramification properties.

Abelian class field theory by itself is rarely constructive. Over Q the cyclo-
tomic extensions generate Qab. Over CM fields one can consider CM abelian
varieties and the Galois representations attached to their torsion points. The the-
ory over quadratic imaginary fields can be found in [Si91]. For the general CM
case, see [Sh98]. Beyond this little is known. For certain conjectural constructions,
see [Da04].

Beginning in the late 1960’s, mainly due to Langlands a new approach de-
veloped. The abelian case was considered as the GL1 case. Langlands idea was
to use automorphic forms and representations to develop a class field theory for
GLn. Automorphic representations for a reductive group G over F should give
rise to Galois representations into the dual group of G and in a vague sense all
such Galois representations should come from automorphic representations and
thus from modular forms. In fact to get modular forms, one needs to require
some algebraicity of the automorphic representations. But this would get us too
far from the topic. The so far most successful case is the group GL2 over totally
real fields. Other cases beyond these lectures are unitary groups (i.e., inner forms
of GLn) and symplectic groups. References are [AEK03], [BC09], [La03].

The Langlands program is constructive whenever one has an algebraic theory
of automorphic forms. This seems to lead to a similar constraint as above: The
automorphic forms have to be defined over a totally real or a CM field.

Another important source of Galois representations is étale cohomology. In
fact, in all cases above, one uses étale cohomology to construct Galois represen-
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tations from some geometric data. A priori étale cohomology seems to give much
more representations than the theory of automorphic forms. But in the end,
one might hope that all geometric semisimple Galois representations come from
automorphic forms; see [Bel09].

For time constraints, I shall say nothing about the automorphic side; local
Langlands correspondence, compatibilities, etc.

2.3 Applications of Galois representations from automor-
phic forms:

Much of the following developments go back to Wiles work on Fermat’s Last
theorem (FLT):

(a) The Taniyama-Shimura conjecture, which is a theorem by Breuil-Conrad-
Diamond-Taylor [BCDT], states that every elliptic curve over Q is modular.

(b) By results of Frey, Ribet and Serre [Ri90, Se87](proved in the 80’s) this
implies FLT.

(c) Wiles proof of FLT established sufficiently many cases of Taniyama-Shimura
to deduce FLT; [Wi95, TW95], of which good surveys are [DDT97] and
[CSS].

(d) For elliptic curves A over an arbitrary totally real number field F , it follows
that if they are modular, then their L-function has an entire continuation
to the complex plane. Using potential modularity, Taylor has proved results
that show in many cases that the L-function of A/F has a meromorphic
continuation to C. See for instance [Sn09, Tay06].

(e) If one could show that Symn A is modular for all n ∈ N and all elliptic
curves A/F without CM, then the Sato-Tate conjecture on the deviation of
#A(kv) from #kv + 1 follows for A. One cannot quite show that. But one
can prove potential versions of this which suffice to prove the conjecture:
[BLGG, CHT, HSBT, Tay08].

Here is the heuristic for the Sato-Tate distribution: Let X be the set of conjugacy
classes of elements in SU2(C). A representative of a conjugacy class is of the form(

eiθ 0
0 e−iθ

)
. Therefore conjugacy classes can be considered as elements θ ∈ R/πZ.

Consider

SU2(C)→ X ∼= [0, π]
− cos∼= [−1, 1].

The pushforward of the measure of equi-distribution on SU2(C) yields the measure
with distribution 2

π
sin2 θdθ on [0, π], or 2

π

√
1− t2dt on [−1, 1].

The ST-conjecture asserts that for ℓ →∞ (or λ →∞), the distribution of the
numbers

aℓ(A)

2
√

ℓ
∈ [−1, 1]
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(for an elliptic curve A without complex multiplication), and of the numbers

aλ(f)

2λ(k−1)/2

(for a modular form f of weight k and without complex multiplication) converges
to a measure on [−1, 1] with the ST-distribution

2

π

√
1− t2dt.

In one lecture of the course notes [Ha07], by Michael Harris, on the proof of the
Sato-Tate conjecture by Clozel, Harris, Shepherd-Barron and Taylor, the rela-
tion between the Sato-Tate conjecture and the meromorphy of the L-function of
Symn A, n ∈ N is explained.

2.4 Some notation

(a) For a number field F fix an algebraic closure F̄ = Q̄.

(b) For a place v, i.e., an equivalence class of norms on F , let Fv be the com-
pletion of F at v and fix an algebraic closure F̄v.

(c) If v is non-archimedean, define Ov as the ring of integers of Fv, πv as a
uniformizer, kv as the residue field at v and qv := #kv is the order of kv.

(d) Fix an embedding (i.e., an F -algebra homomorphism) F̄ →֒ F̄v. This yields
a homomorphism of Galois groups Gv := GFv

→ GF (known to be injective)
from the diagram

F̄

Gal(F̄ /F )=:GF

// F̄v

GFv =:Gv

F // Fv

(e) For a set of places S of F , denote by GF,S the quotient of GF that is the
Galois group of the maximal extension of F in F̄ unramified outside S.

(f) For v a place not in S, fix a Frobenius automorphism Frobv ∈ GF,S which
is unique up to conjugation. (The kernel of Gv → GF,S contains the in-
ertia subgroup of Gv and Gv/Iv

∼= Gkv
which in turn is generated by the

Frobenius. We take the geometric Frobenius.)

3 L-functions and Galois representations

3.1 Elliptic curves

Let A be an elliptic curve over a number field F .
Let N be the conductor of A. It is defined as a product of local conductors.
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The latter are 1 at every place of good reduction of A. If A does not have good
reduction at v, then the prime corresponding to v divides N .

Definition 3.1. (a) For a prime ℓ, denote by Taℓ(A) the GF representation on
lim
←−

A[ℓn](F̄ ) and write Vℓ(A) for Taℓ(A)⊗Zℓ
Qℓ.

(b) The L-factor of A at v is Lv(A, T ) := det(1− TFrobv|Vℓ(A)
Iv)−1

(c) The L-function of A is

L(A, s) :=
∏

v finite

Lv(A, q−s
v ) for ℜ(s)≫ 0.

It is not clear that the L-factors are independent of ℓ. So in principle ℓ should
occur in the above notation. However part (b) of the following result clarifies this
problem and shows the independence of ℓ, assuming that v ∤ ℓ.

Theorem 3.2 (see [Si85], [Si91]). (a) If v ∤ ℓ, then the representation Vℓ(A) is
ramified at v if and only if v divides the conductor N (Theorem of Néron-
Ogg-Shafarevich).

(b) If v 6 |Nℓ, then Lv(A, T )−1 = 1− av(A)T + qvT
2 where Lv(A, 1)−1 !

= #A(kv)
defines av(A).

(c) If v divides N but not ℓ, then Lv(A, T ) can be computed by Tate’s Algorithm.

(d) The L-function defined above converges for all s ∈ C with ℜ(s) > 3/2.

(e) The representation Vℓ(A) is semisimple.

3.2 On traces and characteristic polynomials

Lemma 3.3. Let Π be a profinite group, let F ⊂ Π be a subset such that Π is the
topological closure of the conjugacy classes of F , and fix a positive integer n. Then
any continuous semi-simple representation ρ : Π→ GLn(L) where L ∈ {C, Fℓ, Qℓ}
is uniquely determined by the characteristic polynomials charpol(ρ(g)) ∈ L[T ] for
g ∈ F .

For C this is classical representation theory, for Fℓ this follows from the theorem
of Brauer-Nesbitt, see [CR62, 30.16]. A proof for Qℓ is in [Tay91].

Theorem 3.4. Given E/Qℓ finite and V a finite dimensional continuous linear
GF representation over E. Let kE be the residue field of E, i.e. kE = OE/mE.

(a) If V is semisimple, then there is a set S of density zero outside of which V
is unramified.

(b) In the situation of (a), one has det(1 − TFrobv|V ) ∈ OE[T ] for all v /∈ S
and ρ is completely determined by these characteristic polynomials, or even
the traces of ρ(Frobv), v /∈ S.
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(c) There exists a unique continuous semisimple GF -representation V̄ with

det(1− TFrobv|V̄ ) ≡ det(1− TFrobv|V ) mod mE in kE[T ] ∀v /∈ S.

Proof. (a) See [KR01]. (b) Follows from the existence of aGF -stable lattice (which
is deduced from the compactness of GF ) and Lemma 3.3. (c) One reduces the
lattice from (b), semisimplifies the reduction and applies Lemma 3.3.

Corollary 3.5. Let A/F be an elliptic curve. Then Vℓ(A) is completely char-
acterized by the condition Trace(Frobv|Vℓ(A)) = av(A) for all finite places v not
dividing Nℓ

3.3 Hilbert modular forms

The following definitions are from [Tay89]. General texts on Hilbert modular
forms are [BGHZ], [Fr90], [Go02], [Hi06] and references therein.

Let F be a totally real number field. Let I be the set of embeddings F →֒ R.
Denote by AF the adele ring of F . Write AF = Af × A∞ for the decomposition
into the finite and infinite adeles. Fix k = (kτ ) ∈ ZI such that kτ ≥ 2 for
each component. and suppose that all components have the same parity.1 Set
t = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ ZI , and set m = k−2t. Also choose v ∈ ZI such that each vτ ≥ 0,
some vτ = 0 and m+ 2v = µt for some µ ∈ Z≥0. Set h := {z ∈ C | ℑ(z) > 0}.

For f : GL2(AF )→ C and u = ufu∞ ∈ Gf ×G∞ = GL2(AF ) define

(f |ku)(x) := j(u∞, i)−k det(u∞)
v+k−tf(xu−1)

where:

• i = (
√
−1, . . . ,

√
−1) ∈ hI ;

• j : G∞ × hI →
(
C∗

)I
,
((

aτ bτ

cτ dτ

)
τ∈I

,
(
zτ

)
τ∈I

)
7→ (cτzτ + dτ )τ∈I ;

• (ατ )
(nτ ) :=

∏
τ∈I αnτ

τ for (ατ ) ∈ (C∗)I and (nτ ) ∈ ZI .

Definition 3.6. For U ⊂ Gf a compact open subgroup one defines the space
of Hilbert modular cusp forms Sk(U) of level U and weight k to be the set of
functions f : GL2(F )\GL2(AF )→ C satisfying the following conditions:

(a) f |ku = f for all u ∈ UZ∞ where Z∞ =
(
R∗ · SO2(R)

)I ⊂ G∞;

(b) for all x ∈ Gf , the function fx : hI → C defined by

uz0 7→ j(u∞, z0)
k det(u∞)

t−v−kf(xu)

for u ∈ G∞ is well-defined and holomorphic;

1In [Hi06], Hida explains after formula (2.3.9) why without the parity condition, the space
of Hilbert modular forms is zero – he uses a different but equivalent formalism, in which this
statement can be formulated more meaningfully.
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(c)
∫

AF /F
f
((

1 a
0 1

)
x
)
da = 0 for all x ∈ GL2(AF ) and da an additive Haar

measure on AF /F .

Depending on the choice of level, one can also talk about a nebentype character.
In any case, up to conjugation of U , there is a largest ideal N of OF such that
U ⊃ {g ∈ Gf | g ≡ 1 (mod N)}. We call N the level.

Definition 3.7. For x ∈ Gf one defines the Hecke operator [UxU ] for a function
f : GL2(AF )→ C as

[UxU ]f :=
∑

i

f |xi

where UxU =
∐

i Uxi. This assignment is well defined for f ∈ Sk(U) and defines
an endomorphism in EndC(Sk(U)).

In the special case x =
(

πv 0
0 1

)
with v not a divisor of N , one abbreviates

Tv := [UxU ].

For x=
(

α 0
0 α

)
with α = (π

ordv(a)
v )v for a fractional ideal a of F prime to N

one calls Sa the diamond operator for a. If a is a prime ideal corresponding to the
place v we simply write Sv.

Moreover, we define Tk(U) as the Z-subalgebra of EndC(Sk(U)) generated by
the Tv and Sv for all v 6 |N .

A cusp form f of weight k and level U is called an eigenform for Tk(U) if it is
a simultaneous eigenvector for all Tv, Sv with v 6 |N . The eigenvalues are denoted
by av(f) and χv(f), respectively.

Since Tk(U) is commutative, eigenforms exist.

Theorem 3.8. Let f ∈ Sk(U) be a Hecke eigenform and write av(f) for the
eigenvalue under Tv for all v not dividing the level N of U .

(a) The coefficient field Ef := Q(av(f) | v 6 |N) is a finite extension of Q. All
av(f), v 6 |N , are integral.

(b) For any prime λ of the ring of integers Of of Ef , there exists a unique2

continuous representation Vλ(f) (isomorphic to E2
f,λ), say

ρf,λ : GF → GL2(Ef,λ)

which is unramified outside Nℓ and satisfies

det(1− TFrobv|Vλ(f)) = 1− av(f)T + χv(f)qvT
2 for all v 6 |Nℓ

where ℓ is the rational prime under λ and Ef,λ is the completion of Ef at λ.

2See Remark 3.3 and Theorem 3.10(d).
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Part (a) is due to Shimura; see [Sh71, Thm. 3.48] and [Hi06, (4.3.7)]. Part (b)
follows from work of Eichler-Shimura, Deligne, Ohta, Carayol, Taylor and Blasius-
Rogawski. If [F : Q] is odd or if f has a supercuspidal prime, then the construction
takes place in the étale cohomology of a Shimura curve. Taylor’s argument for [F :
Q] even is via congruences and the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence for GL2.
See [Ca86, Tay89].

Definition 3.9. Let f be a cuspidal Hecke eigenform as in the previous theorem.

(a) The L-factor of f at v is Lv(f, T ) := det(1− TFrobv|Vλ(f)
Iv)−1 where λ is

any place of Ef such that v and λ have different residue characteristics –
see Theorem 3.10(a).

(b) The L-function of f is

L(f, s) :=
∏

Lv(f, q−s
v ) for ℜ(s)≫ 0.

Theorem 3.10. Let k0 := max{kτ | τ ∈ I}. Then

(a) The local L-factors are independent of the choice of λ (as long as v and λ
are not above the same rational prime ℓ).

(b) The poles of the local L-factor at v 6 |N are algebraic integers of absolute

value q
(k0−1)/2
v (under any complex embedding), i.e. Weil numbers.

(c) The L-function defined above converges for all s ∈ C with ℜ(s) > k0+1
2

. It
has an entire continuation to the complex plane and a functional equation
Λ(f, k0−s) = Λ(f, s) where Λ is obtained from L by multiplication by suitable
L-factors at ∞ – see the references.

(d) The representation Vλ(f) is irreducible.

References: [RT11], [Sk09], [Bl06], [Sai11, Thm 2], [Ri85] for part (d), case
of elliptic modular forms, [Tay97] for (d) for Hilbert modular forms.

Remark 3.11. The idea of [Ri85] is as follows: If the representation is reducible
get εa

ℓ εb
ℓ on the diagonal up to finite order with product εk−1

ℓ up to finite order
(by CFT). The Ramanujan-Petersson bound yields 2a = 2b = k − 1. Growth of
L-function at s = k gives two contradictory bounds (cusp form versus Eisenstein
series.)

3.4 Compatible systems of Galois representations I (see
[Se68])

Definition 3.12 (Weakly compatible system). Let E be a number field and P
its set of finite places. Let Sλ consist of the places v of F such that v and λ lie
over the same rational prime ℓ. A family of n-dimensional continuous Galois rep-
resentations

(
ρλ : GF → GLn(Eλ)

)
λ∈P

is an E-rational weakly compatibly system
(with finite ramification set S) if
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(a) for all λ ∈ P, the representation ρλ is unramified outside S ∪ Sλ;

(b) for all finite places v of F not in S there exists a polynomial pv(T ) ∈ E[T ]
such that

pv(T ) = det(1− Tρλ(Frobv)) ∈ Eλ[T ] ∀λ such that v /∈ Sλ,

where E is canonically a subfield of Eλ, its completion at λ.

Example 3.13. Let µℓ∞ denote the set of ℓ-power roots of unity in F̄ for some
number field F . It is clearly stable under GF . Define the ℓ-adic cyclotomic
character εℓ : GF → Aut(µℓ∞) ∼= Z∗ℓ by g 7→ (ζℓn 7→ ζ

εℓ(g)
ℓn ) for all n. (This

is independent of the choice of roots (ζℓn).) Then (εℓ)ℓ forms a compatibly Q-
rational system with ramification set S = ∅.

Extending Definition 3.1, we shall write Vℓ(A) for the rational ℓ-adic Tate
module of any abelian variety A.

Theorem 3.14. (a) If A is an abelian variety over a number field F , then the
representations Vℓ(A) form a Q-rational weakly compatible system with ram-
ification set, the set of places of F where A has bad reduction.

(b) If f is a Hilbert modular form over a totally real field F , then the representa-
tions Vλ(f) form an Ef -rational weakly compatible system with ramification
set, the set of places of F dividing the (minimal) level N of f .

Part (a) is [ST68, Thm. 3]. Part (b) is immediate from Theorem 3.8.

Remark 3.15. Now we can meaningfully talk about the symmetric powers of an
elliptic curve A/F . Namely we can mean by this the weakly compatible Q-rational
family (Symn Vℓ(A)) of representations of dimension n+ 1.

3.5 What does it mean for an elliptic curve A to be mod-
ular?

• A and f have the same L-function.
It is elementary to see that this implies av(A) = av(f) for all places of F at
which A has good reduction and which do not divide the level.
Converting this into a statement about Galois representations it follows that
Vℓ(A) = Vℓ(f) (and Ef = Q). Remembering that we defined L-factors at
bad (or at all places) via the Galois representation (and inertia invariants),
it follows that we must have equality of the remaining L-factors.

• The ℓ-adic Tate module Vℓ(A) of A and the ℓ-adic Galois representation
Vℓ(f) attached to f are isomorphic for one ℓ (or all ℓ).
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• Even better: From f one can (often, and always if [F : Q] is odd) construct
an elliptic curve Af (in some jacobian of a modular/Shimura curve). Then
A being modular means that A is isogenous to some Af .

The three notions above are equivalent, provided they all make sense – note that
Af is not always defined. The proof is an instructive exercise. The following
remarks may be helpful.

Remark 3.16. (a) If two elliptic curves A and A′ are isogenous over F , then
they have the same Galois representation and thus the same L-function.
Consider the isogeny 0 → K → A → A′ → 0 with finite kernel K. Passing
to ℓ∞-torsion points and Tate modules, we deduce

0→ K[ℓ∞]→ Taℓ(A)→ Taℓ(A
′)→ 0.

Tensoring with Qℓ over Zℓ, the left hand term disappears and the other two
become isomorphic.

(b) It is a deep theorem due to Faltings [Fa82], the semisimplicity conjecture
of Tate, that shows that for Galois representations of abelian varieties A, A′

over a number field F we have that A and A′ are isogenous if and only if they
have isomorphic Galois representations. Faltings proves that the following
natural homomorphism is an isomorphism:

Hom(A, A′)⊗Z Qℓ︸ ︷︷ ︸
rational isog. A→A′

−→ HomQℓ[GF ](Vℓ(A), Vℓ(A
′))︸ ︷︷ ︸

GF−equiv. homom.

.

4 Weil-Deligne representations

The following is based on notes by T. Gee from the 2011 Winter School in Postech,
Korea. The ultimate source for this is the important article [Tat79].

Question: Can one define a refined notion of compatible system that also takes
ramified primes into account?
Answer: Yes, by introducing Weil-Deligne representations.
Question: Can one refine the notion of compatible system even further to also
include primes above the residue characteristic of the representation?
Answer: Yes (later), via Fontaine’s p-adic Hodge theory – and again Weil-Deligne
representations.
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4.1 Galois representations of local fields

The Weil group

Let K/Qp be a finite extension, OK its ring of integers, πK its uniformizer,
k = kK its residue field of cardinality qK . Let vK : K∗ → Z be the normalized
additive valuation and | |K the multiplicative valuation with |πK |K = q−1

K .
Every element g of GK = Gal(K̄/K) preserves OK̄ and induces an automor-

phism of the residue field k̄ of OK̄ . The kernel of the induced homomorphism
GK → Gk is the inertia subgroup IK .

Denote by FrobK the canonical topological generator of Gk, the geometric
Frobenius, i.e., the inverse automorphism to k̄ → k̄ : x 7→ xqK . Pullback of
1→ IK → GK → Gk → 1 along 〈FrobK〉 → Gk defines the Weil group WK in the
s.e.s.

0→ IK → WK → 〈FrobK〉 → 0.

Here WK is a topological group by taking the neighborhoods of IK (under the
profinite topology of GK) as a neighborhood basis of the identity.

The inertia subgroup

Define Knr as K̄IK . Then Knr = ∪nK(ζpn!−1) and Gal(Knr/K) → Gk is an
isom.
Define Ktame := ∪gcd(n,p)=1K

nr(π1/n). By Kummer theory Ktame/K is Galois and

Gal(Ktame/K) ∼= Gal(Ktame/Knr)⋊Gal(Knr/K) ∼= Ẑ′ ⋊ Ẑ

with Ẑ′ =
∏

ℓ6=p Zℓ.

Kummer theory says that g ∈ Gal(Ktame/Knr) maps to Ẑ′. Explicitly: choose
a compatible system of roots of unity ζ := (ζn)n prime to p ⊂ Knr. Define for g ∈ IK

a sequence tn(g) in the inverse limit Ẑ′ by g(π1/n)/π1/n = ζ
tn(g)
n . The tn define

a surjective homomorphism tζ : IK → Ẑ′. Denote by tζ,ℓ the composite of tζ
with the projection Ẑ′ → Zℓ. The kernel of GKnr → Gal(Ktame/Knr) is the wild
ramification subgroup PK . It is the pro-p-Sylow subgroup of IK .

Let ξK : WK → 〈FrobK〉 → Z be character defined by FrobK 7→ 1.Then one
has

(4.1) tζ(gτg−1) = q−ξK(g)
v tζ(τ)

for τ ∈ IK and g ∈ WK .

Theorem 4.1 (Main Thm of local CFT). Let W ab
K denote the group

WK/[WK , WK ]. Then there is a unique system of isomorphisms (for all extensions
of Qp)

ArtK : K∗ → W ab
K

such that
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(a) if K ′/K is a finite extension and πK′/K : W ab
K′

can→ W ab
K , then πK′/K ◦ArtK′ =

ArtK ◦NK′/K,

(b) and we have a commutative square

K∗
ArtK

∼
//

vK

��

W ab
K

can: g 7→ḡ

��ξK

wwpp
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

Z
a 7→Froba

K

// 〈FrobK〉

Definition 4.2 (Weil and Weil-Deligne representations). Let L be a field of char-
acteristic zero.

A representation of WK over a field L (on a finite dimensional vector space over
L) is a representation which is continuous with respect to the discrete topology
on L and the one defined above for WK .

A Weil-Deligne representation of WK on a finite dimensional L-vector space V
is a pair (r,N) (or a triple (V ; r;N)) where r is a representation of WK on V and
N is in End(V ) such that for all σ ∈ WK one has the following analog of (4.1)

(4.2) r(σ)Nr(σ)−1 = q−ξK(σ)
v N.

Remark 4.3. For r as above the image r(IK) is finite. Moreover by considering
the eigenvalues of N it easily follows that N is nilpotent. Finally, the relation
(4.2) is equivalent to r(σ)N = Nr(σ) for all σ ∈ IK and r(φ)Nr(φ)−1 = q−1

K N for
φ ∈ WK a lift of the geometric Frobenius FrobK .

The conductor of a WD-representation is

c(r,N) := c(r) + dimV IK − dim(Ker(N : V → V )IK )

where c(r) is the usual Artin conductor of a discrete representation in characteris-
tic zero. The Artin conductor of c(r) can be defined as the Artin conductor c(r′)
of the finite image representation r′ from part (f) of the following exercise – r′ is
a twist of r by an unramified character.

Exercise 4.4. (a) For a representation (V ; r) of WK and m ≥ 1, define Spm(r)
as the triple ( ⊕

i=1,...,m

V,
⊕

i=1,...,m

r · |Art−1
K |m−i

K , N
)

with N restricted to the i-th component V that is acted on by r · |Art−1
K |iK

being the isomorphism to the i+1-th component acted on by r · |Art−1
K |i+1

K .
Then this defines a WD-representation.

(b) Every WD representation is isomorphic to a direct sum of representations
Spm(r).
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(c) If (r;V ;N) is a WD representation of WK and K ′/K is a finite extension,
then the restriction (r|GK′

;V ;N) is a WD representation of WK′ .

(d) If r is a representation of WK , then there exists a finite index subgroup H
such that r(H) lies in Z(r(WK)). In particular, the projective representation
induced from r has finite image.

(e) There exists a representation r′ of GK (of finite image) such that r and r′|WK

have the same projective image, and in particular any Weil representation
is a twist of a representation of GK (of finite order) by character of WK .
(Hint: [Se77, Cor. of Thm. 4].)

(f) There exists a representation r′ of GK (of finite image) and an unramified
character χ of WK such that r = χ⊗ r′.

(g) Let σ be in WK \ IK . Then for any τ ∈ WK there exist n in Z and m ∈ Z>0

such that r(σm) = r(τn).

(h) For a representation r of WK the following conditions are equivalent: (a) r
is semisimple. (b) r(σ) is semisimple for all σ ∈ WK . (c) r(σ) is semisimple
for some σ /∈ IK .

(i) If (r;N) is a Weil-Deligne representation of WK , then (r,N)F−ss := (rss, N)
is a WD-representation of WK .

Note that by rss we mean the following semisimplification: suppose the α is any
automorphism of a vector space over a field L. Then α can be written in a unique
way as α = αss · αunip for commuting endomorphisms αss and αunip such that αss

is semisimple, i.e., it is diagonalizable over Lalg, and αunip is unipotent, i.e., all of
its eigenvalues are one. Now one defines rss to mean that for any g ∈ WK , one
sets rss(g) := (r(g))ss in the sense just described. Note that since IK has finite
image under r, all elements in r(IK) are semisimple.

Definition 4.5. A WD-representation (r,N) is Frobenius semisimple if r is semi-
simple. (i.e. r(φ) is semisimple as an endom.)

Definition 4.6. Let L be an algebraic extension of Qℓ with ℓ 6= p.

(a) A ∈ GLn(L) is bounded if detA lies in O∗L and det(1− TA) in OL[T ].

(b) A representation r of WK is bounded if r(σ) is bounded for all σ in WK

Remark 4.7. (i) In (a), the matrix A is bounded if it stabilizes an OL lattice
in Ln.

(ii) In (b), the representation r is bounded if and only if r(σ) is bounded for
some σ /∈ IK .
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Theorem 4.8 (Grothendieck’s Monodromy Theorem, [Tat79, Cor. (4.2.2)]). Sup-
pose l 6= p, K/Qp is finite, L/Qℓ is finite and V is a finite dimensional L-vector
space. Fix a lift φ ∈ WK of FrobK and a compatible system ζ = (ζn) of roots of
unity in Kalg. (This defines a unique tζ,ℓ : IK → Zℓ for all ℓ 6= p.)

For any continuous representation ρ : GK → GL(V ), there exists a finite
extension K ′ of K such that ρ(IK′) ≡ 1 mod 2ℓ for an OL-lattice of V stabilized
by GK and there exists a unique nilpotent endomorphism N of V such that for all
σ ∈ IK′ one has r(σ) = exp(Ntζ,ℓ(σ)).

Moreover if r : WK → GL(V ) is defined by

r(σ) = ρ(σ) exp(Ntζ,ℓ(φ
−ξK(σ)σ)),

then (r,N) =: WD(ρ) defines a WD-representation of WK. The functor WD =
WDφ,ζ defines an equivalence of categories from continuous representations ρ to
bounded WD-representations (r,N).

Finally for any choices (φ, ζ) and (φ′, ζ ′) there is a natural isomorphism

WDφ,ζ →WDφ′,ζ′ .

Proof. Exercise: The main tool needed is the existence of an ℓ-adic logarithm.
This is ensured by the condition that ρ on IK′ has pro-ℓ image and that the
matrices of this image are congruent to 1 mod 2ℓ. Then the usual series for the
log converges.

Remark 4.9. Suppose ρ : GK → Aut(V ) is unramified. Then N = 0 and
r(IK) = {1} for (r,N) = WD(V ). Thus r is completely determined by ρ(φ)
for a lift φ of FrobK . In other words, WD(ρ) depends on the conjugacy class
of ρ(φ), i.e., its rational canonical form. If one passes to WD(ρ)F−ss, then the
isomorphism type of the latter is completely determined by the characteristic
polynomial det(1− TFrobK |V ).

4.2 Compatible systems II

Definition 4.10 (Strictly compatible system). Let E be a number field and P
its set of finite places. For λ ∈ P let Sλ denote the set of places v of a number
field F such that v and λ lie over the same rational prime ℓ. A family of n-
dimensional continuous Galois representations (Vλ)λ∈P of GF is an E-rational
strongly compatibly system (with finite ramification set S) if

(a) for all λ ∈ P, the representation Vλ is unramified outside S ∪ Sλ;

(b) for all finite places v of F not in S there exists a polynomial pv(T ) ∈ E[T ]
such that

pv(T ) = det(1− TFrobv|Vλ) ∈ Eλ[T ] ∀λ such that v /∈ Sλ;
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(c) for all finite places v in S there exists an Frobenius semisimple WD-repre-
sentation (rv, Nv) of Fv such that

WD(Vλ|GFv
)F−ss = (rv, Nv) ∀λ such that v /∈ Sλ.

Conjecture 4.11 (Fontaine, Serre, Deligne). If V is a representation that occurs
in the ℓ-adic étale cohomology of a smooth proper variety over a local field, then
its associated Weil-Deligne representation is Frobenius semisimple. Moreover the
Weil-Deligne representation is independent of ℓ. See [Tat79], [Fo94c, Section
2.4.], [Se91, §§11,12].

Theorem 4.12 (Carayol, Eichler-Shimura, Langlands, Deligne, see [Ca86]). For
v a Hilbert modular eigenform, the family (Vλ(f)) is a strongly compatible Ef -
rational system;

Theorem 4.13. Suppose A/F is an abelian variety. Then (Vp(A)) is a strongly
compatible system.

I could not find a reference for Theorem 4.13 as stated. Strict compatibility
at places of good reduction is standard. The case of semistable reduction can be
deduced from the thesis of A. Laskar from 2011 (Strasbourg). According to private
communication with Fontaine, the result as stated has the status of a theorem. It
can be deduced from Raynaud’s rigid analytic models for abelian varieties with
semistable reduction. Apparently the finite Galois action of a Galois extension
over which semistable or good reduction is acquired poses no problems. But a
reference for the general case seems to be absent from the literature.

5 How to deal with primes above ℓ?

5.1 An example

Given A/F an elliptic curve, ℓ a rational prime, v a place of F above ℓ and with
residue field kv. What do we know about Vℓ(A) restricted to a decomposition
group at v?

• good reduction at v. If A/Fv has good reduction, then A/kv is an elliptic
curve and there is a short exact sequence

0→ A0[ℓ∞](F̄v)→ A[ℓ∞](F̄v)→ A[ℓ∞](k̄v)→ 0

where A0[ℓ∞]](F̄v) is given by a formal group of dimension 1 and height
1 (ordinary case) or height 2 (supersingular case) and A[ℓ∞](k̄v) is either
isomorphic to Qℓ/Zℓ if A/Fv is ordinary or trivial if A/Fv is supersingular.
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– ordinary subcase. Here Vℓ(A)|Gv
is an extension of two 1-dimensional

representations and thus of the form

ρv : Gv → GL2(Qℓ) : g 7→
(

εℓ(g)χ(g) ∗

0 χ−1(g)

)

with respect to a suitable basis and where εℓ is the ℓ-adic cyclotomic
character and χ is an unramified character. Due to the Weil-paring,
the determinant must be εℓ. Note the εℓ is infinitely wildly ramified –
so that there is no associated WD-representation.

– supersingular subcase. Now Vℓ(A)|Gv
need not have a filtration.

If EndF̄v
(A/Fv) is 2-dimensional then the formal group is given by two

conjugate Lubin-Tate characters and easy to describe via local class
field theory. In general, the representation is absolutely irreducible
and remains so over any finite index subgroup H of Gv. The mod ℓ
reduction is rather special as can be seen from analyzing the ℓ-torsion
group via the formal group law of A/Fv. The representation is infinitely
ramified and again there is no direct way to get a WD representation.

Exercise 5.1. Suppose A has good reduction and π denotes the Frobenius endo-
morphism on A/kv, so that π satisfies the quadratic polynomial pv(T ) = T 2−avT+
qv with integer coefficients, where #A(kv) = qv − av(a) + 1. Let α, β ∈ Z be the
roots of pv so that vqv

(αβ) = 1. It is also standard that #A(kn
v ) = qn

v −αn−βn+1
for kn

v the unique extension of the finite field kv of degree n. Show that A/kv is
supersingular if and only if vqv

(α), vqv
(β) > 0, if and only if vqv

(α) = vqv
(β) = 1/2.

If Av is ordinary, then without loss of generality vqv
(α) = 0. Show that χ−1(Frobv)

acts on the p∞ torsion points in the same way as π and that χ−1(Frobv) = α.

• semistable reduction at v (here only split multiplicative reduction).
Here one uses the Tate curve of A/Fv. It shows that the Galois action on
the ℓ∞-torsion points is given by the Galois action on F̄ ∗v /qZ for q ∈ F ∗v an
element of valuation strictly less than one. The ℓ∞ torsion points are given
by the set {qi/ℓn

ζj
ℓn | i, j ∈ Z}. This describes an infinite Kummer extension

of Fv. The corresponding Galois extension is of the form

ρv : Gv → GL2(Qℓ) : g 7→
(

εℓ(g) ∗
0 1

)

• potentially good or potentially semistable reduction (or non-split
multiplicative reduction).
The representation is as above after one restricts GFv

to a suitable open
subgroup (coming from the field over which good or semistable reduction is
acquired).
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Comparison to ℓ′-adic data.
If one looks at the ℓ′-power torsion, then the above cases correspond to unramified,
unramified, semistable (N 6= 0) WD-representations or the general case of a WD-
representation.

For the representations that arise from modular forms one has a similar be-
havior. The solution of the puzzle:

5.2 Fontaine’s mysterious functors

References are [Ber02, Ber10, Ber12], [CB09], [Fo94a, Fo94b], [FO09], [GM09].
Let K be a finite extension of Qp and K0 the subfield of K that is maximal

unramified over Qp. Fontaine defines functors D∗, ∗ ∈ {HT, dR, cris, st} from
{

ρ : GK → GLn(Qp) | ρ is cont.
}

to modules over K∗ ⊗Qℓ
Qℓ for K∗ = K, K, K0, or K0, respectively, with some

additional structure coming from some rings B∗ of Fontaine with Bcris ⊂ Bst ⊂
BdR and BHT is the graded ring associated to BdR. The structures are a continuous
action of GK and

(a) a graduation,

(b) a filtration,

(c) a filtration and a semilinear endomorphism φ (Frobenius)

(d) a filtration and two endomorphisms φ, N – for more, see 5.3.

The rings B∗ also satisfy BGK
∗ = K∗. One calls a representation ρ to be ∗ (=

Hodge-Tate, de Rham, crystalline, semistable) if

(V (ρ))⊗Qp
B∗)

GK is free over K∗ ⊗Qp
Qp of rank equal to dimQp

V (ρ).

In all cases one has ≤ for the rank.
The ring BHT attaches the HT-weights (in Z) to a representation. The ring

BdR carries a Z-graded filtration. The property of being Hodge-Tate or de Rham
is invariant under finite extensions E/K. The property of being cris and st are
not invariant under such extensions. So one also has the notions of potentially
crystalline and potentially semistable; for instance ρ is potentially crystalline if
there exists a finite extension E/K such that ρ|GE

is crystalline. The implications
for a representation V are described in the following diagram

V is cris +3

��

V is semist.

��

V is pot. cris +3 V is pot. semist. ksA−B−K−M +3 V is dR +3 V is HT.

The proof of Fontaine’s conjecture that the notions de Rham and potentially
semistable are equivalent, due to A=I. André, B=L. Berger, K=K. Kedlaya, M=Z.
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Mebkhout, is described by Colmez in [Co03]. Berger proves that Crew’s conjec-
ture is equivalent to the conjecture of Fontaine, and the three other authors,
independently, give a proof of Crew’s conjecture.

5.3 The WD-representation of a potentially semistable
V = V (ρ) of rank d (after Fontaine)

Let K, V be as above and suppose K ′/K is a finite Galois extension such that
V |G′

K
is semistable. Then Dst(V |GK′

) = (D, φ,N,Fili) where

(a) D is a free K ′0 ⊗Qp
Qp module of rank d.

(b) φD : D → D is σ⊗ id linear with σ : K ′0 → K ′0 the Frobenius in Gal(K
′
0/Qp),

(c) ND : D → D an K ′0⊗Qp
Qp-linear endomorphism such that NDφD = pφDND,

(d) a decreasing, separating, exhausting filtration Fili of (D ⊗K′
0
K ′),

and the quadruple is equipped with an action of Gal(K ′/K), i.e., an action

Gal(K ′/K) −→ Aut(D, φD, ND,Fil•).

If the representation is semistable, one has K ′ = K, if it is potentially crystalline,
then N = 0 (and vice versa).

Remark 5.2. The quadruple (D, φD, ND,Fili) is weakly admissible - which is a
characterization of the image of the mysterious functor; it means that tH(D) =
tN(D) and tH(D

′) ≤ tN(D
′) for all stable (but not necessarily free) subobjects D′

of D. Here tH(D) is the index of the unique jump of the filtration of the induced
filtration Fili

∧d D and tN is the slope of
∧d φD.

The associated WD-representation to ρ is basically obtained by forgetting the
filtration, see [GM09] and [Sav05, Def. 2.15] for K = Qp: Observe that

K ′0 ⊗Qp
Qp =

⊕

τ : K′
0
→Qp

Qp.

Correspondingly one has

D = D ⊗K′
0
⊗QpQp

K ′0 ⊗Qp
Qp =

⊕

τ : K′
0
→Qp

Dτ

with suitable components Dτ of D. One verifies that φ
[K′

0
:Qp]

D induces an isomor-
phism of the Dτ since it is K ′0 ⊗Qp

Qp-linear. Fix τ0 among the τ .

Definition 5.3. Let K, V,K ′, D be as above and let φ ∈ WK be a lift of FrobK .
Then the WD-representation WD(V ) is the triple (U, r, N) where
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(a) U is the Qp vector space Dτ0 ,

(b) r : WK → AutQp
(U) is the Weil representation determined by

(i) defining r|IK
as the restriction of the K0 ⊗Qp

Qp-linear action IK →
Gal(K ′/K) on D to the invariant subspace Dτ0 ,

(ii) and having φ act as φ−1
2 φ1 on Dτ0 where φ1 is the action of φ via

Gal(K ′/K) and φ2 is the action φ
[K0:Qp]
D both times on D and then

restricted to the invariant subspace Dτ0 ,

(c) N is the restriction of the endomorphism ND from D to its invariant sub-
space Dτ0 .

In the case whereK = Qp andK ′/K is totally ramified, so thatK ′
0 = K0 = Qp,

the vector space U is simply equal to D and φ is the inverse of φD (and N = ND).

Note: The eigenvalues of r(φ) to the power [K ′
0 : K0] are those of φ

−[K′
0
:Qp]

D .
Hence their p-adic valuations are up to the scalar [K0 : Qp] the slopes (= p-adic
valuations) of the eigenvalues of φD. In particular they are typically not units, and
thus r is typically unbounded. This is therefore different from the case where K
and L have different residue characteristic.

5.4 Continuation of Example 5.1 of an elliptic curve A/Fv

(a) If A has ordinary reduction, one has a short exact sequence

0→ Dcris(Zℓ(εℓχ))→ Dcris(Vℓ(A))→ Dcris(Zℓ(χ
−1))→ 0

where the outer modules have underlying D of rank 1. Thus Dcris(Vℓ(A)) is
reducible.

(b) If A has supersingular reduction, then either Dcris(Vℓ(A)) is a simple object
and remains so after base change to any finite extension E/Fv, or there is
an extension E/Fv of degree at most 2 over which Dcris(Vℓ(A)) becomes the
sum of two 1-dimensional subobjects.

(c) If A has semistable but non-good reduction, then N =
(

1 1
0 1

)
, Dst(Vℓ(A))

has rank 2 and is reducible while Dcris(Vℓ(A)) has rank 1 only; see [Ber02,
p. 18].

5.5 Compatible systems III

Definition 5.4 (Strictly compatible system, strong sense). Let E be a number
field and P its set of finite places. For λ ∈ P, and F a number field, let Sλ denote
the places v of S such that v and λ lie over the same rational prime ℓ.

A family of n-dimensional continuous Galois representations (Vλ)λ∈P of GF is
an E-rational strictly compatibly system in the strong sense, (with finite ramifica-
tion set S) if
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(a) for all λ ∈ P, the representation Vλ is unramified outside S ∪Sλ and poten-
tially semistable at the places in Sλ;

(b) for all finite places v of F there exists a Frobenius semisimple WD-repre-
sentation (rv, Nv) of Fv such that

WD(Vλ|GFv
)F−ss = (rv, Nv) ∀λ ∈ P.

Remark 5.5. As remarked earlier, if v is not in S, then (rv, Nv) is simply
(ρ(Frobv)

ss, 0) – this is also true for places v in Sλ \ S (so that Vλ is crystalline
locally at v). In particular, at v /∈ S ∪ Sλ it suffices to require a compatibility of
characteristic polynomials

pv(T ) = det(1− TFrobv|Vλ) ∈ Eλ[T ] ∀λ such that v /∈ Sλ;

Remark 5.6. One can add further conditions on compatible systems: For in-
stance a purity of weight condition: All roots of all characteristic polynomials are
Weil-number of the same weight. Etc.

Theorem 5.7 (Faltings, see [Fa87]). For a cuspidal Hecke eigenform f the rep-
resentations (Vλ(f))λ are semistable of HT-weights (0, k − 1).

Remark 5.8. The HT weights of Vℓ(A) for an abelian variety A over a number
field F are 0 and 1 equally distributed over all places v of F above ℓ and all
embeddings Fv →֒ Qℓ. A proof in other language is contained in [Tat67].

Theorem 5.9 (T. Saito, see [Sai11]). For a cuspidal Hilbert modular Hecke eigen-
form f the system (Vλ(f))λ is strictly compatible in the strong sense.

Question 5.10. Is it known that for an abelian variety A over number field F
the family (Vℓ(A))ℓ is strictly compatible in the strong sense? (The HT-weights
are 0 and 1 each with multiplicity dimA.)

5.6 A refinement: Fontaine Laffaille theory

The above is not the end of the story of understanding ℓ-adic Galois represen-
tations of ℓ-adic fields. One also needs integral information on V (ρ). Fontaine’s
theory above only contributes to ℓ-adic information, but does not help if one
studies the mod ℓ-reduction. One theory that achieves this is due to Fontaine and
Laffaille from [FL82].

Let K0/Qp be unramified (there are slight extensions which shall not bother
us) with ring of integers W , the ring of Witt vectors of the residue field of K0.

Definition 5.11. A strongly divisible module is a free W -module M of finite
type equipped with a decreasing filtration by sub-W -modules (FiliM)i∈Z such
that Fil0M = M , FiliM = 0 for i ≫ 0, each subquotient M/FiliM free over W
and one has a semilinear, i.e., a σ-linear, endomorphism φ : M → M such that
φ(FiliM) ⊂ piFiliM and M =

∑
i≥0 p−iφ(FiliM).
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Theorem 5.12 (Fontaine-Laffaille). If M is a strongly divisible module, then
M ⊗Zp

Qp is admissible, i.e., equal to Dcris(V ) for some rankW M dimensional
(crystalline) representation of GK0

.
Suppose conversely that V is a crystalline representation of GK0

of HT weights
between 0 and p − 2 and with Qp-coefficients. Then Dcris(V ) contains a strongly
divisible module. (Hard part.)

Let A be a W -algebra. (e.g. W or W/pW or a finite W -algebra, or ...)

Definition 5.13. A Fontaine-Laffaille module over A is a finitely generated
W ⊗ A-module M equipped with a decreasing filtration by sub-W ⊗ A-modules
(FiliM)i∈Z such that Fil

0M = M , FiliM = 0 for i ≥ p− 1, and with a semilinear,
i.e., a σ ⊗ idA-linear, endomorphism φi : FiliM → M such that φ|FiliM = φi and
M =

∑
i≥0 φi(FiliM).

Define a torsion crystalline representation of weight k (k ∈ N) to be any finite
representation ofGK0

that can be written as T/T ′ where T is a Galois stable lattice
in a crystalline representation of GK0

with Hodge-Tate weights in {0, . . . , k} and
T ′ ⊂ T is a Galois stable sublattice. This yields a category of crystalline torsion
modules.

Theorem 5.14 (Fontaine-Laffaille). Suppose A is a finite W -algebra. If M is a
Fontaine-Laffaille-module over A, then under the integral version Tcris of Dcris the
module M is the image of the crystalline torsion A-module.
Conversely, if M is a torsion crystalline representation over A of weight k ≤ p−2,
then the image under Tcris is a Fontaine-Laffaille-module M over A.

Special case (we still assume that K0/Qp is unramified):

Theorem 5.15 (Fontaine-Laffaille + Raynaud). Let MF1
tor be the category of

Fontaine-Laffaille torsion modules over W with Fil2 = 0 and suppose p > 2.
Then there are equivalences of abelian categories:

MF1
tor

∼=
//

FL
{ finite flat group schemes/W}

∼=
//

Ray.
{ flat repns. of GK0

}.

The latter applies in particular to modular forms of weigh 2 and abelian vari-
eties (with level prime to p or conductor not divisible by p, respectively). Refer-
ences are [Ra74] and [FL82].

It is possible to describe finite flat group schemes over finite extensions K/Qp.
For this rather deep theory, we refer to [Ki09b].

6 The Fontaine Mazur conjecture

The Fontaine-Mazur conjecture is the following statement:
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Conjecture 6.1 ([FM95]). Let F be a number field and S a finite set of places
of F . Suppose that ρ : GF,S → GLn(Qℓ) is continuous and irreducible and that
ρ|Gv

is de Rham for all v|ℓ. Then ρ comes from geometry, i.e., there exists a
smooth projective variety X over F such that ρ is a subquotient of some ℓ-adic
cohomology H i(XF̄ , Qℓ).

In special cases, the conjecture can be phrased in a more concrete form, in the
sense that a recipe is given where in geometry one can find the representation:

Conjecture 6.2. Let S be a finite set of places of Q. Suppose that ρ : GQ,S →
GL2(Qℓ) is continuous and irreducible. Suppose further that ρ|Gp

is de Rham with
HT weights 0, w ≥ 1. Then there exists an elliptic cuspidal Hecke eigenform f
and a place λ of the coefficient field Ef of f such that V (ρ) ∼= Vλ(f).

Under the hypothesis that ρ is odd, conjecture 6.2 is proved in the majority
of cases by Emerton and by Kisin, independently, in [Em11] and [Ki09a]. The
oddness does follow from the Fontaine-Mazur conjecture, but so far it remains a
technical hypothesis in basically all arguments.

A second special case is the following:

Conjecture 6.3. Let F be a totally real number field. Suppose ρ : GF,S →
GL2(Qℓ) is continuous, irreducible and of weight 2, i.e., it is de Rham at all places
above ℓ with HT-weights (0, 1) for all places v|ℓ and all embeddings Fv → Qℓ. Then
ρ arises from a Hilbert modular form of weight (2, . . . , 2).

Conjecture 6.3 in the form stated is completely open – even if one assumes that
ρ is totally odd. All known results impose severe restrictions on the ramification
at places above ℓ. A weaker assertion is given by the potential modularity results
of Taylor. We follow the cases given in [Sn09]:

Theorem 6.4 (Taylor,Dieulefait (version of [Sn09])). Suppose ρ is as in conjecture
6.3 and that its reduction mod ℓ is absolutely irreducible, that ℓ ≥ 3 and that for
ℓ = 5 some extra hypotheses are satisfied. Then

(a) the L-function L(ρ, s) has a meromorphic continuation to C and the expected
functional equation;

(b) there exists a strictly compatibly system (in the strong sense) (ρλ : GF,S →
GLn(Eλ))λ for some number field E and a place λ0 such that ρλ0

= ρ.

Note that the theorem applies in particular to elliptic curves over F . The proof,
as a combination of Brauer’s theorem on characters and the potential modularity
result by Taylor; both ideas stem from [Tay06]. Dieulefait in [Die07] observed how
to deduce (b) from Taylor’s results. An excellent survey of potential modularity
and modularity lifting theorems is also [Bu10].
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7 How to prove that A/Q is modular?

• Let N be the conductor of the elliptic curve A.

• We search for a cuspidal Hecke eigenform of weight 2 because A has HT-
weights {0, 1}.

• Choose a prime p > 2 (for simplicity) not dividing N for which A[p] is
absolutely irreducible and modular; the later means that A[p] ∼= V℘(f) for
some modular form f (any weight and level). [By Taylor, potentially, this is
always possible. Wiles in [Wi95] uses p = 3 (but has to deal with problems
coming from p|N) and results of Langlands and Tunnel.]

• By the weight and level part of Serre’s conjecture: we can assume that f
has level dividing N and weight equal to 2.

• Consider the Hecke-algebra T2(Γ0(N)) over Zp acting on S2(Γ0(N)) gener-
ated by Tq and Sq for primes q not dividing Np. Each Hecke-eigensystem of
some eigenform g ∈ S2(Γ0(N)) yields a ring homomorphism T2(Γ0(N)) →
Fp : Tv 7→ av(f) mod mZp

. Let mρ̄ be the kernel for our fixed f . Then the
localization Tρ̄ := T2(Γ0(N))mρ̄

is a local ring.

Proposition 7.1. (a) HomRi(Tρ̄, Qp) is in bijection with the set of cuspidal
Hecke newforms of level dividing N and weight 2 whose associated mod p
Galois representation is isomorphic to ρ̄. (Mod p means mod λ for some λ
over p.)

(b) There exists a Galois representation ρmod : GQ → GL2(Tρ̄) characterized
completely by

Trace ρ(Frobv) = Tv (and det ρ(Frobv) = qv) for all v 6 |Np.

The proposition says that any Galois representation that arises from a level N
form g of weight 2 and that is congruent to f mod p is obtained from ρmod by a
ring homomorphism Tρ̄ → Qp. Let Mρ̄ denote the set of these modular forms.

Proof. Part (a) is an elementary exercise. For (b), let O be the ring of integers of
a finite extension K of Qp that contains all coefficients of all g ∈Mρ̄. Then there
is a representation

ρ̃ : GQ → GL2(
∏

g∈Mρ̄

O)

with ρ̃(Frobv) = (av(g))g∈Mρ̄
. Observe that Tρ̄ is a natural subring via the homo-

morphisms from (a) of
∏

g∈Mρ̄
O which contains all traces Trace(ρ̃(Frobv)) = Tv.

(under the various embeddings, Tv maps to the tuple (av(g))g∈Mρ̄
.) Now there is

a theorem of Carayol [Ca94] and independently Serre that uses the hypothesis:
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(i) Tρ̄ is a complete noetherian local ring with finite residue field, (ii) the ring∏
g∈Mρ̄

O is semilocal with finite residue fields and it contains Tρ̄, (iii) all traces

of the representation ρ̃ belong to the subring Tρ̄, (iv) ρ̄ is absolutely irreducible.
Then ρ̃ is already defined over Tρ̄, and this is exactly the claim of (b)

So now that we have a universal Galois representation for cusp forms of level
N , weight 2 and fixed ρ̄, the idea is to compare it to a Galois theoretically defined
universal representation, that is hopefully of the same kind but defined abstractly
and made so that it ”contains” Vp(A).

Define (R = Rρ̄,N,2, ρR) as the ”universal deformation ring” that parameterizes
all 2-dimensional p-adic Galois representation whose mod p reduction is A[p],
which at primes q | N have the same WD-representation type as A, which at
p are crystalline of weights 0,1 (flat)3, and which have the same determinant as
Vp(A) and are unramified at all primes not dividing Np. (By the Weil-paring the
latter determinant is a finite twist of the cyclotomic character.)
Such a ring was first defined and studied by Mazur. The main method to relate
such rings to Hecke algebras is due to Wiles.
From the universality of R and the construction of Tρ̄ one deduces (elementary):

Proposition 7.2. There exists a unique surjective homomorphism α : R → Tρ̄

such that
ρmod conj.∼ α ◦ ρR.

In the above situation one has the following result:

Main Theorem 7.1 ([Wi95, TW95, BCDT]). The map α : R → Tρ̄ is an iso-
morphism.

There are many refinements by Clozel, Harris, Khare-Wintenberger, Kisin,
Taylor and “his” school and others, of which some are listed in the bibliography,
e.g. [BLGG, CHT, KW09, Ki09a, Ki09b, Tay08].
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2#$%$ -#$ /()$. %$9%$.$)- ()0/1.(+).4 5$ '..1&$ #$%$ -#'- F (. -#$ ()-$%.$0-(+) +,

F1 ')* F2 ().(*$ -#$ 0+&&+) +:$%;$/* F04

>. ') $F'&9/$B 2$ &'8 0+).(*$% -#$ .(-1'-(+) *(.01..$* 6$,+%$< ' .9'0$ S (.

0+:$%$* 68 -2+ .16.$-. S1, S2G ')* S0 (. -#$ ()-$%.$0-(+) +, S1∩S24 H) -#(. 0+)-$F-

2$ -'3$ F -+ 6$ -#$ ;$/* +, C%'-(+)'/ +% &$%+&+%9#(0E ,1)0-(+). +) S ')* 2$ /$-

Fi 6$ -#$ ;$/* +, ,1)0-(+). +) SiB ,+% i = 0, 1, 24 I(:$) .+&$ .-%10-1%$ +:$% S1 ')*

+:$% S2B -+7$-#$% 2(-# ') (.+&+%9#(.& 6$-2$$) -#$(% %$.-%(0-(+). -+ S0B 2$ 2(.#

-+ J9'-0#K -#$& -+7$-#$% () +%*$% -+ +6-'() ' .-%10-1%$ +:$% -#$ ,1// .9'0$ S -#'-

()*10$. -#$ 7(:$) .-%10-1%$. 0+&9'-(6/84 L%+& -#$ '/7$6%'(0 9+()- +, :($2B 7(:$)

.-%10-1%$. +:$% F1, F2 2(-# ') (.+&+%9#(.& 6$-2$$) -#$ .-%10-1%$. -#$8 ()*10$

+:$% F0B 2$ 2')- -+ .#+2 -#'- -#$%$ (. ' 1)(M1$ .-%10-1%$ +:$% F -#'- ()*10$.

-#$& 0+&9'-(6/84

"+ &'3$ -#(. &+%$ 9%$0(.$B 2$ )$$* -+ ()-$%9%$- -#$ )+-(+) +, J.-%10-1%$K4 >.

' ;%.- 0'.$B -'3$ -#$ .-%10-1%$. -+ 6$ ;)(-$ *(&$).(+)'/ :$0-+% .9'0$.4 I(:$) '

;$/* EB /$- Vect(E) 6$ -#$ 0'-$7+%8 +, ;)(-$ *(&$).(+)'/ :$0-+% .9'0$. +:$% E4 H,

E ⊆ E ′
B -#$%$ (. ' ,1)0-+% Vect(E) → Vect(E ′) 7(:$) 68 V 7→ V ⊗E E ′

4 L+% '

*('7%'& +, ,+1% ;$/*. '. () CD4AE '6+:$B -#$%$ (. ' 6'.$ 0#')7$ ,1)0-+%

CD4DE Φ : Vect(F )→ Vect(F1)×Vect(F0) Vect(F2),

2#$%$ -#$ +6=$0-. () -#$ %(7#- #')* 0'-$7+%8 0+).(.- +, -%(9/$. (V1, V2, µ)B 2(-# V1

() Vect(Fi) ')* 2(-# µ ') (.+&+%9#(.& +, F0N:$0-+% .9'0$. V1⊗F1
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<- 09, $/*=, ,>$:+7,? @, 5$- $7'* 5*-'&2,% 09, *+,- ',0 U2 ⊂ X 3&=,- /A 09,

5*:+7,:,-0 *4 09, +*&-0 x = 0 *- X = P1
k; B9&' &' $-*09,% 5*+A *4 09, $C-,

7&-, *=,% k? @&09 %&-3 *4 4.-50&*-' k[x−1]; D, 09,- */0$&- R̂U2
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4%$50&*- 6,72 FU2
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Spec(R̂U2
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)
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2&'5%,0, =$7.$0&*- %&-3 ".-7&(, 09, %&-3' $/*=,? @9&59 @,%, 0@* 2&:,-'&*-$7); <0'

F.*0&,-0 6,72 &' F∅ = k(x)((t));
H' &- I,50&*- J;J? @, 5$- &-'0,$2 5*-'&2,% 09, $-$7*3*.' 5$', *4 09, x87&-,

*=,% T = Zp; B9, '59,:$0&5 +&50.%,' $%, $3$&- 09, '$:, $' &- 09, +*@,% ',%&,'

5$',? 09*.39 09, %&-3' $%, $ /&0 :*%, $@(@$%2 0* @%&0, 2*@- ,>+7&5&07A; D&09

U1 09, $C-, 7&-, $' $/*=,? 09, %&-3 R̂U1
&' 09, p8$2&5 5*:+7,0&*- *4 Zp[x]? &;,;

lim
←

Zp[x]/(p
n); K*% ,>$:+7, 1 − px &' $ .-&0 &- 09&' %&-3? @&09 &-=,%',

∑
∞

0 pixi
;

L- 09, *09,% 9$-2? 09, ,7,:,-0' x? x−p? $-2 p ,$59 2,6-, +%*+,% +%&-5&+$7 &2,$7'?

5*%%,'+*-2&-3 0* 5.%=,' &- Spec(R̂U1
); I&:&7$%7A? &4 @, 7,0 U2 /, 09, 5*:+7,:,-0

*4 ∞ &- P1
T $-2 7,0 U0 /, 09, 5*:+7,:,-0 *4 09, 0@* +*&-0' 0,∞ &- P1

T ? 09,- R̂U2

$-2 R̂U0
$%, 09, p8$2&5 5*:+7,0&*-' *4 Zp[x

−1] $-2 Zp[x, x−1]; M*0, $7'* 09$0 &-

09&' '&0.$0&*-? R̂∅ &' 09, p8$2&5 5*:+7,0&*- *4 09, 2&'5%,0, =$7.$0&*- %&-3 Zp[x](p);

<0' 4%$50&*- 6,72 F∅ &' 09, '$:, $' 09, 5*:+7,0&*- *4 09, 6,72 Qp(x) @&09 %,'+,50

0* 09, N$.'' =$7.$0&*-1 &;,; @&09 %,'+,50 0* 09, :,0%&5 &-2.5,2 *- 09&' 6,72 /A 09,

&2,$7 (p) ⊂ Zp[x](p);

 !" #$%&'($)* '$ +,'-.()/ +0$1%23*

H' 09, $/*=, +&50.%,' '.33,'0? @, 5$- %,3$%2 X̂ $' 5*=,%,2 /A 09, O$-$7A0&5 *+,-

',0'P S1 := Spec(R̂U1
) $-2 S2 := Spec(R̂U2

)? @&09 S0 := Spec(R̂U0
) $' 09, &-0,%8

',50&*- *4 09,', ',0'; <- 4$50? 09&' 5$- /, :$2, +%,5&',Q 09, -$0.%$7 :*%+9&':'

S0 → Si → X̂ "i = 1, 2) 2,6-, &-G,50&*-' *- 09, .-2,%7A&-3 ',0' *4 +*&-0'? @&09

09, &:$3,' *4 S1 $-2 S2 5*=,%&-3 X̂? $-2 @&09 09, &:$3, *4 S0 &- X̂ /,&-3 09,

&-0,%',50&*- *4 09*', 0@* &:$3,'; R*%,*=,%? $' @, 2&'5.'' /,7*@ &- I,50&*- S? 09,

6,72' F $-2 Fi := FUi
"i = 0, 1, 2) 4*%: $ 2&$3%$: *4 6,72' $' &- "J;T)1 $-2 09,

5*%%,'+*-2&-3 4.-50*% Φ $' &- "J;J) 0.%-' *.0 0* /, $- ,F.&=$7,-5, *4 5$0,3*%&,';



 !"#$%&' %& ()'*+,!  !

"#$% &%'%$())*+ )%, X̂ -% ('* ./##,0 1$#2%3,45% T 637$5% 84,0 97'3,4#' :%); F
('; 3)#.%; :-%$ X+ ('; )%, U1, U2 -% .7-.%,. #9 X 84,0 U1∪U2 = X< =711#.% ,0(,

'%4,0%$ Ui 3#',(4'. ()) ,0% 3)#.%; 1#4',. #9 X< >$4,% U0 = U1 ∩ U2 ('; Fi := FUi
<

?0%' ,0% -(.% 30('&% 97'3,#$ Φ : Vect(F ) → Vect(F1) ×Vect(F0) Vect(F2) 4. ('

%@745()%'3% #9 3(,%&#$4%.< ?07. &45%' :'4,% ;4/%'.4#'() 5%3,#$ .1(3%. Vi #5%$ Fi

Ai = 1, 2B ('; (' F064.#/#$104./ -%,8%%' ,0% F065%3,#$ .1(3%. Vi ⊗Fi
F0 ,0(,

,0%* 4';73%+ ,0%$% 4. ( 7'4@7% :'4,% ;4/%'.4#'() F 65%3,#$ .1(3% V 4';734'& ,0%/

 !"#$%&'()< "#$%#5%$+ 49 8% 4;%',49* Vi 84,0 4,. 4.#/#$1043 4/(&% 4' Vi ⊗Fi
F0+

('; 49 8% 4;%',49* V1 ⊗F1
F0 84,0 V0 := V2 ⊗F2

F0 54( ,0% 4.#/#$104./ µ+ ,0%' 8%

&%, ,0(, V 4. %@7() ,# V1 ∩ V2 4'.4;% V0< C' 1($,437)($+ 49 8% )%, n = dimF1
(V1)

A80430 4. %@7() ,# dimF2
(V2)B+ ,0%' dimF (V1 ∩ V2) 4. '%3%..($4)* %@7() ,# n< =%%

?0%#$%/ D<E -%)#8<

 !" #$%&'()* +,- ,%'.- ,/0.&%1

>04)% ,0% (-#5% .1%34:3())* 3#'3%$'. :'4,% ;4/%'.4#'() 5%3,#$ .1(3%.+ /('* ()&%6

-$(43 #-2%3,. #5%$ ( :%); 3#'.4., #9 ( :'4,% ;4/%'.4#'() 5%3,#$ .1(3% ,#&%,0%$ 84,0

(;;4,4#'() .,$73,7$% ,0(, 4. &45%' -* /(1. .730 ,0(, 3%$,(4' ;4(&$(/. 3#//7,%<

F#$ %G(/1)%+ 3#'.4;%$ :'4,% ;4/%'.4#'() (..#34(,45% ()&%-$(. A #5%$ F < ?# &45%

A 4. ,# &45% ( :'4,% ;4/%'.4#'() F 65%3,#$ .1(3% A ,#&%,0%$ 84,0 (' F 65%3,#$ .1(3%

0#/#/#$104./ A⊗F A → A .730 ,0(, ( 3%$,(4' ;4(&$(/ 3#//7,%. A3#$$%.1#';6

4'& ,# ,0% (..#34(,45% )(8B< ?0% (-#5% %@745()%'3% #9 3(,%&#$4%. 9#$ 5%3,#$ .1(3%.

A80430 1$%.%$5%. ,%'.#$ 1$#;73,.B+ ,#&%,0%$ 84,0 ,0% (..%$,4#' ,0(, V = V1 ∩ V2+

*4%);. ,0% 3#$$%.1#';4'& %@745()%'3% #9 3(,%&#$4%. 9#$ :'4,% ;4/%'.4#'() (..#34(,45%

()&%-$(.+ (&(4' 84,0 4'5%$.% &45%' -* 4',%$.%3,4#'<

H. %G1)(4'%; 4' IJJKL+ =%3,4#' MN+ .#/% #,0%$ %G(/1)%. #9 ()&%-$(43 #-2%3,. 9#$

80430 %@745()%'3%. #9 3(,%&#$4%. 9#))#8 4' ,04. /(''%$ ($% ,0%.%O :'4,% ;4/%'.4#'()

(..#34(,45% F 6()&%-$(. 84,0 4;%',4,*P :'4,% ;4/%'.4#'() .%1($(-)% F 6()&%-$(.P 3%'6

,$() .4/1)% F 6()&%-$(. A4<%< ,0% 3%',%$ 4. F ('; ,0%$% ($% '# '#'6,$454() ,8#6.4;%;

4;%().BP ;4Q%$%',4() F 6/#;7)%. A4<%< :'4,% ;4/%'.4#'() F 65%3,#$ .1(3%. ,#&%,0%$

84,0 ( ;%$45(,4#' #5%$ F BP .%1($(-)% F 6()&%-$(. A4<%< 1$#;73,. #9 :'4,%)* /('*

:'4,% .%1($(-)% :%); %G,%'.4#'. #9 F BP ('; G6R()#4. A3#//7,(,45%B F 6()&%-$(.

A9#$ .#/% :'4,% &$#71 GB<

H' #-2%3, #9 ,04. )(., .#$, 4. -* ;%:'4,4#' ( .%1($(-)% F 6()&%-$( A #9 ;4/%'.4#'

%@7() ,# |G| 80#.% :G%; :%); 7';%$ G 4. F < ?0%.% ($% #9 ,0% 9#$/

∏
E+ ( 1$#;73,

#9 3#14%. #9 ( R()#4. :%); %G,%'.4#' E/F #9 R()#4. &$#71 H ⊆ G+ 4';%G%; -* ,0%

3#.%,. #9 H 4' G< C9 H = G+ ,04. 4. ,0% .(/% (. ( G6R()#4. :%); %G,%'.4#'< H,

,0% #,0%$ %G,$%/%+ 49 H = 1+ ,0%' A 4. ( 1$#;73, #9 3#14%. #9 F 4';%G%; -* (';

1%$/7,%; -* GP ,04. 4. 3())%; ( %*&+&$( G6R()#4. F 6()&%-$(< C9 E/F 4. ('* G6R()#4.

F 6()&%-$(+ ,0%' E eF := E ⊗F F̃ 4. ( G6R()#4. F̃ 6()&%-$( 9#$ ('* :%); %G,%'.4#'

F̃ /F P ('; 49 F̃ /F 4. .7S34%',)* )($&% A%<&< ,0% .%1($(-)% 3)#.7$% #9 F B+ ,0%' ,0%

G6R()#4. F̃ 6()&%-$( E eF 4. ,$454()<
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 !""#$%&'$()* (+ "&'%,$)-

"#$%& '()*+$%& ,-. (/&01.($* #).2*)2.0# (# 3$#*2##03 (1-405 -%0 *(% -1)($% (''/$6

*()$-%# -, 4(.$-2# #-.)#7 8-. 09(:'/05 2#$%& )+0 *()0&-.; -, G6<(/-$# F 6(/&01.(#5

-%0 *(% -1)($% (''/$*()$-%# -, '()*+$%& )- <(/-$# )+0-.;7 "#$%& )+0 *()0&-.; -,

3$=0.0%)$(/ :-32/0#5 -%0 *(% -1)($% (''/$*()$-%# )- 3$=0.0%)$(/ <(/-$# )+0-.; >)+0

<(/-$# )+0-.; -, /$%0(. 3$=0.0%)$(/ 0?2()$-%#@7 A%3 2#$%& *0%).(/ #$:'/0 (/&01.(#5

-%0 *(% -1)($% (% (''/$*()$-% )- ( 3$4$#$-% (/&01.( (%(/-& -, <(/-$# )+0-.;7 B0

3$#*2## )+0#0 $% )2.% 10/-C7

 !" #$$%&'()&*+, )* -(%*&, )./*01

D2''-#0 )+() C0 +(40 ( E%$)0 &.-2' G )+() C0 C$#+ )- .0(/$F0 (# ( <(/-$# &.-2'

-40. F 5 )+0 ,2%*)$-% E0/3 -, ( *2.40 -40. ( *-:'/0)0 3$#*.0)0/; 4(/203 E0/37 B0

*(% '.-*003 $%32*)$40/;5 &0%0.()$%& G 1; )C- #).$*)/; #:(//0. #21&.-2'# H1, H2 ⊂
G7 D2''-#0 )+() 0(*+ Hi $# )+0 <(/-$# &.-2' -, ( <(/-$# E0/3 09)0%#$-% Ei/Fi5

C+0.0 )+0 E0/3# Fi (.0 -40.E0/3# -, F (# $% >G7H@7 D2''-#0 $% (33$)$-% )+()

#2*+ 09)0%#$-%# *(% 10 ,-2%3 ,-. C+$*+ Ei⊗Fi
F0 $# ( ).$4$(/ Hi6<(/-$# F06(/&01.(7

I(J$%& ( '.-32*) -, E%$)0/; :(%; *-'$0# -, Ei5 $%30903 1; )+0 *-#0)# -, Hi $% G5 C0

-1)($% G6<(/-$# Fi6(/&01.(# Ai ,-. i = 1, 27 K2) %-)0 )+() Ai $#  !" ( E0/35 10*(2#0

)+0 $%309 (G : Hi) $# &.0()0. )+(% -%07 L040.)+0/0##5 C0 *(% 2#0 )+0#0 (/&01.(# )-

-1)($% )+0 30#$.03 E0/3 09)0%#$-% -40. F 5 2#$%& )+0 *-:'-#$)$-% µ -, $#-:-.'+$#:#

A1⊗F1
F0 →

∼
∏

G F0 →
∼ A2⊗F2

F0 (.$#$%& ,.-: )+0 ).$4$(/$); -, Ai -40. F07 L(:0/;5

)+0 (/&01.(# Ai )-&0)+0. C$)+ )+$# $#-:-.'+$#: 30E%0 ( '()*+$%& '.-1/0: ,-.

G6<(/-$# (/&01.(#5 $707 (% 0/0:0%) -, )+0 *()0&-.; GAlg(F1) ×GAlg(F0) GAlg(F2)5
C+0.0 GAlg 30%-)0# G6<(/-$# (/&01.(#7 K; )+0 0?2$4(/0%*0 -, *()0&-.$0# Φ5 )+$#
$# $%32*03 1; (% -1M0*) A $% GAlg(F )5 $707 1; ( G6<(/-$# F 6(/&01.(7 "#$%& )+0

,(*) )+() H1, H2 &0%0.()0 G5 )-&0)+0. C$)+ )+0 *+-$*0 -, '()*+$%& $#-:-.'+$#:

µ (# (1-405 -%0 *(% #+-C >NOOH!5 D0*)$-% PQ@ )+() A $# (*)2(//; ( G6<(/-$# #$%&

09)0%#$-% -, F R

I+$# #).()0&; 09'/($%# +-C )- .0(/$F0 $%3$4$32(/ E%$)0 &.-2'# (# <(/-$# &.-2'#

-40. )+0 E0/3 F 5 '.-4$303 )+() )+0 #21&.-2'# *(% )+0:#0/40# 10 .0(/$F037 D$%*0 046

0.; E%$)0 &.-2' $# &0%0.()03 1; *;*/$* #21&.-2'# >$% ,(*)5 040% 1; *;*/$* #21&.-2'#

-, '.$:0 '-C0. -.30.@5 $) $# #2S*$0%) )- .0(/$F0 )+-#05 #21M0*) )- )+0 *-%3$)$-% -,

10$%& ).$4$(/ -40. F07 I+$# $# 0(#; )- 3- 1; T2::0. )+0-.; $, F +(# *+(.(*)0.$#)$*

F0.- (%3 *-%)($%# (// .--)# -, 2%$);7 U-.0 &0%0.(//; )+$# #).()0&; C-.J# '.-4$303

)+() G *-%)($%# '.$:$)$40 n6)+ .--)# -, 2%$); ζn5 C+0.0 n .(%&0# -40. )+0 -.30.#

-, )+0 *;*/$* &0%0.()$%& #21&.-2'#7 B$)+-2) )+$# *-%3$)$-%5 $, n $# %-) 3$4$#$1/0 1;

)+0 *+(.(*)0.$#)$* -, F 5 -%0 *(% *-%#).2*) ( #2$)(1/0 n6*;*/$* <(/-$# 09)0%#$-% -,

Fi(ζn) 1; T2::0. )+0-.; #2*+ )+() $) $# $%32*03 1; #-:0 n6*;*/$* <(/-$# 09)0%#$-%

-, Fi7 8$%(//;5 $, char(F ) = p5 )+0% A.)$%6D*+.0$0. )+0-.; (%3 B$)) 40*)-.# *(% 10

2#03 )- *-%#).2*) (''.-'.$()0 *;*/$* 09)0%#$-%# -, p6'-C0. -.30.7 A# ( .0#2/)5 $)



 !"#$%&' %& ()'*+,!  !

"#$$#%& '()' *+*,- ./0'* 1,#23 0& ) 4)$#0& 1,#23 #+*, F 5 6** 78,9:;<= %(*,* '(*

>*')0$& #" '(* ?#/&',2?'0#/ #" '(*&* ?-?$0? 920$>0/1 9$#?@& 0& 10+*/= '(#21( 0/ '(*

?#/'*A' #" "#,B)$ 3)'?(0/15

C/* ?)/ 1# "2,'(*,= 9- &'2>-0/1 '(* )9&#$2'* 4)$#0& 1,#23 #" F = +0D5 '(*

4)$#0& 1,#23 Gal(F ) := Gal(F sep/F ) #+*, F #" '(* &*3),)9$* ?$#&2,* F sep
#"

F 5 E(0& 3,#./0'* 1,#23 0& '(* 0/+*,&* $0B0' #" '(* 4)$#0& 1,#23& #" '(* ./0'*

4)$#0& *A'*/&0#/& #" F 5 6# '# 2/>*,&')/> '(* 1,#23 Gal(F )= 0' &2F?*& '# ./> )$$

'(* ./0'* 4)$#0& 1,#23& #+*, F )/> (#% '(*- .' '#1*'(*, 0/ )/ 0/+*,&* &-&'*B

G?#,,*&3#/>0/1 '# '(* >0,*?' &-&'*B #" ./0'* 4)$#0& *A'*/&0#/& #" F H5 I#, '(0&=

#/* %)/'& '# @/#% %(*/ #/* ?)/ &#$+*  !" ##$%& '()"* !+5 I,#B '(* 3*,&3*?'0+*

#" .*$>&= '(* J2*&'0#/ 0& '(0&K 40+*/ ) ./0'* 1,#23 G )/> ) J2#'0*/' 1,#23 H=

)/> 10+*/ )/ HL4)$#0& .*$> *A'*/&0#/ E/F = ?)/ E 9* *B9*>>*> 0/ ) GL4)$#0&

.*$> *A'*/&0#/ #" FM N*0/'*,3,*'0/1 '(0& 0/ '*,B& #" 1,#23&= 0' )&@&K 40+*/ )

&2,O*?'0#/ π : G → H #" ./0'* 1,#23&= )/> ) &2,O*?'0#/ f : Gal(F )→ H= 0& '(*,*

) &2,O*?'0#/ f̃ : Gal(F ) → G &2?( '()' πf̃ = fM P" '(* )/&%*, 0& )$%)-& -*&=

)/> 0" Gal(F ) 0& ?#2/')9$- 1*/*,)'*> )& ) 3,#./0'* 1,#23= '(*/ Gal(F ) B2&' 9* )

",** 3,#./0'* 1,#23= 9- ) '(*#,*B #" P%)&)%) G7P%) Q= 35 R;<H5 S 1*/*,)$0D)'0#/

#" '(0& '(*#,*B= >2* '# T*$/0@#+ )/> U()'D0>)@0&= ()/>$*& '(* 2/?#2/')9$* ?)&*

7V),W = X*BB) Y5!<5

ZA'*/>0/1 '(* 3)'?(0/1 &',)'*1- '# '(0& ?#/'*A' ()& B)>* 0' 3#&&09$* '# &(#%

'()' B)/- *B9*>>0/1 3,#9$*B& ?)/ 9* &#$+*>[ )/> 2&0/1 '(#&* ,*&2$'&= 0' ()&

9**/ &(#%/ '()' '(* )9&#$2'* 4)$#0& 1,#23 #" k(x) 0& ",** 0" k 0& )/ )$1*9,)0?)$$-

?$#&*> .*$> #" ),90',),- ?(),)?'*,0&'0?5 G6** 78,9W <= 7\#3W <= 78V]]<= %(0?( ,*L

&3*?'0+*$- >*&?,09* '(0& 3,##" 0/ '*,B& #" "#,B)$= ,010> )/> )$1*9,)0? 3)'?(0/15

E(0& '(*#,*B ()> 3,*+0#2&$- 9**/ &(#%/ O2&' 0/ ?(),)?'*,0&'0? D*,#= 9- ,*$)'0/1 k
'# C[ &** 7^#2R_<5H `#'* '()' k(x) 0& %), ) .*$> #" '(* "#,B F ?#/&0>*,*> )9#+*=

'(#21( k((t))(x) 0& #" '()' "#,B5 a2' 0' 0& 3#&&09$* '# 2&* ,*&2$'& )9#2' *B9*>>0/1

3,#9$*B& #+*, k((t))(x) '# #9')0/ &2?( ,*&2$'& #+*, '(* .*$> k(x)= 9- 3)&&0/1 '#

) &29.*$> #" k((t))(x) #" ./0'* '-3* )/> '(*/ 2&0/1 '()' ) +),0*'- #+*, )/ )$1*L

9,)0?)$$- ?$#&*> .*$> k ()& kL3#0/'&5 I#, B#,* )9#2' '(0& >0,*?'0#/= &** 6*?'0#/  

#" 78,9]Q< )/> )$&# '(* X2A*B9#2,1 /#'*& #" T#&(* V),>*/5

 !" #$$%&'()&*+, )* -&./0/+)&(% (%1/20(

8*,* %* ?#/&0>*, 3)'?(0/1 0/ '(* ?#/'*A' #" ) #$- ( %,$.* / *#= 05*5 ) .*$> F
'#1*'(*, %0'( ) >*,0+)'0#/ ∂5 b* )&&2B* '()' char(F ) = 0= '# )+#0> '(* 2/3$*)&)/'

&0'2)'0#/ 0/ %(0?( ∂(xp) = 05 E(* / *# )0 1)%+,.%,+ 0/ F 0& '(* &29.*$> C
#" *$*B*/'& c ∈ F &2?( '()' ∂(c) = 05 GI#, *A)B3$*= 0/ '(* >0c*,*/'0)$ .*$>

F = K(x) %0'( >*,0+)'0#/ ∂/∂x= '(* ?#/&')/' .*$> 0& K= 2&0/1 char(F ) = 05H S

#$- ( %,$.* !)#2* M #+*, F 0& ) ./0'* >0B*/&0#/)$ F L+*?'#, &3)?* '#1*'(*, %0'(

)/ F L>*,0+)'0#/ ∂M #/ M 5 E()' 0&= ∂ : M → M 0& )/ )>>0'0+* B)3 &2?( '()'

∂M(fm) = ∂(f)m+ f∂M(m) "#, f ∈ F )/> m ∈M 5



 !  !"#$ %!&'!()&

"# $%&'()#* (& +,*-($./,* , 0#/) F ,' 1#2%*#3 (4#4 -5# 0#/) %2 *,-(%&,/ 2.&$-(%&'

%& , '6%%-5 +*%7#$-(8# $.*8# X̂ %8#* , $%6+/#-# )('$*#-#/9 8,/.#) 0#/) T 4 :#-

U1, U2 1# '.1'#-' %2 -5# $/%'#) 01#* X3 '.$5 -5,- X = U1 ∪ U2 ,&) &#(-5#* Ui

$%&-,(&' ,// -5# $/%'#) +%(&-' %2 X3 ,&) /#- U0 = U1 ∩U24 "*(-# Fi = FUi
2%* #,$5

i4 ;&$# <# =(8# F -5# '-*.$-.*# %2 , )(>#*#&-(,/ 0#/) <5%'# $%&'-,&- 0#/) (' -5#

2*,$-(%& 0#/) K %2 T ?#4=4 -,@(&= ∂ = ∂/∂x (2 X̂ = P1
T A3 -5# %8#*0#/)' Fi %1-,(&

$%6+,-(1/# '-*.$-.*#' ,' )(>#*#&-(,/ 0#/)'4

"*(-# DiffMod(E) 2%* -5# $,-#=%*9 %2 )(>#*#&-(,/ 6%)./#' %8#* , 0#/) E4 B'

&%-#) (& C#$-(%& !4 3 (& -5# ,1%8# $%&-#D- -5# 2.&$-%*

Φ : DiffMod(F )→ DiffMod(F1)×DiffMod(F0) DiffMod(F2),

(' ,& #E.(8,/#&$# %2 $,-#=%*(#'3 ,&) (& +,*-($./,* #8#*9 +,-$5(&= +*%1/#6 2%* )(2F

2#*#&-(,/ 6%)./#' 5,' , '%/.-(%&4

G5(' $,& 1# .'#) -% +*%8# -5# ,&,/%= %2 -5# (&8#*'# H,/%(' +*%1/#6 (& -5#

$%&-#D- %2 )(>#*#&-(,/ ,/=#1*,4 "5#*#,' %*)(&,*9 H,/%(' -5#%*9 %*(=(&,-#) (& -5#

'-.)9 %2 +%/9&%6(,/ #E.,-(%&'3 )(>#*#&-(,/ H,/%(' -5#%*9 %8#* , )(>#*#&-(,/ 0#/) F
%*(=(&,-#) (& -5# '-.)9 %2 /(&#,* )(>#*#&-(,/ #E.,-(%&'3 <5($5 =(8# *('# -% )(>#*#&F

-(,/ 6%)./#'4 H(8#& '.$5 ,& #E.,-(%& ?%* -5# ,''%$(,-#) )(>#*#&-(,/ 6%)./#A3 -5#*#

(' ,& ,&,/%= %2 -5# '+/(--(&= 0#/) %2 , +%/9&%6(,/3 $,//#) -5# ,''%$(,-#)  !"#$%&

'())!*+ (,+(-)!*-4 G5(' (' , )(>#*#&-(,/ 0#/) #D-#&'(%& E/F -5,- (' =#&#*,-#) 19

-5# '%/.-(%&' -% -5# )(>#*#&-(,/ #E.,-(%&3 ,&) '.$5 -5,- -5# 0#/) %2 $%&'-,&-' %2

E (' -5# ',6# ,' -5# 0#/) %2 $%&'-,&-' %2 F 4 I- (' @&%<& -5,- , J($,*)FK#''(%-

#D-#&'(%& E #D('-' ,&) (' .&(E.# (2 -5# $%&'-,&- 0#/) C (' ,/=#1*,($,//9 $/%'#)

?.&/(@# 2%* -5# 0#/)' F <# 5,8# 1##& $%&'()#*(&= ,1%8#AL 2%* 6%*# =#&#*,/ 0#/)'

-5#*# ,*# ,))(-(%&,/ '.1-/#-(#'4 G5# ,''%$(,-#) %!.($(-+!#/ 0#/*!) 1$*23 (' -5# ,.F

-%6%*+5('6 =*%.+ %2 E/F ,' ,& #D-#&'(%& %2 )(>#*#&-(,/ 0#/)'4 G5(' (' , /!-(#$

#/1(4$#!" 1$*233 (4#4 , ?'6%%-5A M,*('@( $/%'#) '.1=*%.+ %2 GLn,C 4 C## NOJPQ3

C#$-(%& !R 2%* 6%*# )#-,(/'4

G5# (&8#*'# )(>#*#&-(,/ H,/%(' +*%1/#6 ,'@' <5#-5#* #8#*9 /(&#,* ,/=#1*,($

=*%.+ %8#* C (' , )(>#*#&-(,/ H,/%(' =*%.+ %8#* F 4 G5# $,'# -5,- C = C <,'

+*%8#& (& NGGSTR3 1.(/)(&= %& $/,''($,/ <%*@ %2 J/#6#/7 %& U(/1#*-V' !W'- +*%1/#6

$%&$#*&(&= -5# *#,/(X,-(%& %2 =*%.+' ,' 6%&%)*%69 =*%.+' %2 /(&#,* )(>#*#&-(,/

#E.,-(%&'4 I& NU*-P R3 (- <,' '5%<& -5,- (2 F = C(x) <(-5 C ,&9 ,/=#1*,($,//9

$/%'#) %2 $5,*,$-#*('-($ X#*%3 -5#& #8#*9 /(&#,* ,/=#1*,($ =*%.+ %8#* C (' -5# )(2F

2#*#&-(,/ H,/%(' =*%.+ %2 '%6# )(>#*#&-(,/ 6%)./#4 Y'(&= +,-$5(&= %2 )(>#*#&-(,/

6%)./#'3 (- $,& 1# '5%<& -5,- -5# ',6# (' -*.# (2 F (' (&'-#,) , 0#/) ,' $%&'()#*#)

(& -5# =#&#*,/ )('$.''(%& ,1%8#3 8(X4 -5# 2.&$-(%& 0#/) %2 , $.*8# %8#* , $%6+/#-#

)('$*#-#/9 8,/.#) 0#/) K %2 $5,*,$-#*('-($ X#*%4 ?C## NU*-PSR4A Y'(&= -5('3 (- (' +%'F

'(1/# -% %1-,(& ,&%-5#* +*%%2 %2 -5# *#'./- 2%* 2.&$-(%& 0#/)' %8#* ,& ,/=#1*,($,//9

$/%'#) 0#/) %2 $5,*,$-#*('-($ X#*%4

I& $%&&#$-(%& <(-5 -5# ,1%8# 5('-%*($,/ $%66#&-'3 (- (' <%*-5 6#&-(%&(&= -5,-

-5# $/,''($,/ <%*@ %2 J/#6#/73 Z(*@5%> ,&) %-5#*' (& -5(' ,*#, *#/(#) %& ,&,/9-($



 !"#$%&' %& ()'*+,!  !

"#$%&'() *+$&,-. /+0)0 .++ 12'345670 8 9+: '-+# ;#. $&+ <.+ ,= *#$3'> =#%$,3'?#@

$',(0 A&'B+ $&+ $+3* CD'+*#((@E'BF+3$ "3,FB+*G ;#. '('$'#BB: <.+- $, 3+=+3 $,

H+3.',(. ,= E'BF+3$I. J4.$ "3,FB+*K '$ &#. #B., %,*+ $, *+#( "3,FB+*. 3+B#$+- $,

*#$3'> =#%$,3'?#$',( '( #( #(#B:$'% %,($+>$0 L( ,$&+3 %,($+>$. '(H,BH'() "#$%&'()K

*#$3'> =#%$,3'?#$',( #B., "B#:. # 9+: 3,B+ =,3 3+B#$+- 3+#.,(.K ,=$+( <(-+3 $&+ (#*+

CM#3$#(I. N+**#G0 O++ 1E3FP!K O+%$',( J0J6 =,3 # -'.%<..',( ,= '$. <.+ '( O+33+I.

Q8Q8R 1E3FSTK O+%$',( J6 =,3 '$. <.+ '( =,3*#B "#$%&'()R $&+ N<>+*F,<3) B+%$<3+.

,= U,.&+ V#3-+( =,3 '$. <.+ '( #B)+F3#'% "#$%&'()R #(- .++ O+%$',( T F+B,; =,3 '$.

<.+ '( "#$%&'() ,H+3 W+B-.0

 ! "##$%&'(%)* () +'$)%, (-.)/0 )1 2%3%,%)* '$4.5/',

Q'H+( # W+B- F K # /%+($3#B7  !"!#!$% &'()*+& A ,H+3 F '. # W('$+ -'*+(.',(#B

#..,%'#$'H+ F @#B)+F3# ;'$& '-+($'$: .<%& $&#$ A '. # -'H'.',( 3'() #(- $&+ %+($+3

,= A '. +X<#B $, F 0 Y;, +>#*"B+. #3+ $&+ E#*'B$,( X<#$+3(',( #B)+F3# H ,H+3 $&+

W+B- RK #(- $&+ n×n *#$3'> #B)+F3# Matn(F ) ,H+3 #(: W+B- F 0 Y&+ F @-'*+(.',(

,= A '. (+%+..#3'B: # .X<#3+ d2
K #(- d '. %#BB+- $&+  )(+)) ,= A #. #( F @#B)+F3#0

ZH+3: .<FW+B- E ,= A $&#$ %,($#'(. F .#$'.W+. [E : F ] ≤ dK #(- *,3+,H+3 $&+3+

+>'.$. .<%& # .<FW+B- E ;'$& [E : F ] = d0 O<%& # W+B- E '. %#BB+- ,&-!,&'0 L=

.<%& # *#>'*#B .<FW+B- E ⊆ A '. Q#B,'. ,H+3 F K .#: ;'$& Q#B,'. )3,<" GK $&+(

$&+ #B)+F3# .$3<%$<3+ ,= A %#( F+ -+.%3'F+- 3#$&+3 +>"B'%'$B:K #(- '( $&+.+ $+3*.

A '. %#BB+- # .+$##) /0+$ 1.2 F /&'()*+& =,3 G0 /[,3 +>#*"B+K .++ 1\'+SJ607

L( 1O%&]S6K O%&#%&+3 -+W(+- # W('$+ )3,<" G $, F+ & ,!##!*') ,H+3 # W+B- F '=

$&+3+ '. #( F @-'H'.',( #B)+F3# A $&#$ %,($#'(. # *#>'*#B .<FW+B- E $&#$ '. Q#B,'.

,H+3 F ;'$& )3,<" G0 ZX<'H#B+($B:K $&+ %,(-'$',( '. $&#$ $&+3+ '. # %3,..+-@"3,-<%$

F @#B)+F3# A =,3 G0 ^(+ %#( $&+( #.9 $&+ =,BB,;'() #(#B,) ,= $&+ '(H+3.+ Q#B,'.

"3,FB+*_ Q'H+( # W+B- F K ;&'%& W('$+ )3,<". #3+ #-*'..'FB+ ,H+3 F`

a(B'9+ $&+ %#.+ ,= $&+ <.<#B '(H+3.+ Q#B,'. "3,FB+*K '$ '. 9(,;( $&#$ %$2 +H+3:

W('$+ )3,<" '. #-*'..'FB+ ,H+3 Q0 L( 1O%&]S6K O%&#%&+3 .&,;+- $&#$ # (+%+..#3:

%,(-'$',( =,3 # )3,<" G $, F+ #-*'..'FB+ ,H+3 Q '. $&#$ +H+3: O:B,; .<F)3,<"

,= G '. *+$#%:%B'% /'0+0 $&+ +>$+(.',( ,= # %:%B'% )3,<" F: # %:%B'% )3,<"70 E+

%,(b+%$<3+- $&#$ $&+ %,(H+3.+ .&,<B- F+ $3<+R F<$ $&'. 3+*#'(. ,"+(K #B$&,<)& '$

'. 9(,;( '( $&+ %#.+ $&#$ $&+ )3,<" '. .,BH#FB+ /1O,(S!670 A,39 ,( $&'. "3,FB+*

&#. #B., F++( -,(+ *,3+ )+(+3#BB: =,3 )B,F#B W+B-.K '0+0 W+B-. F $&#$ #3+ W('$+

+>$+(.',(. ,= +'$&+3 Q ,3 Fp(x) =,3 .,*+ "3'*+ p /+0)0 .++ 1O%&]SK M,3,BB#3: 4P0!6

'( $&+ =<(%$',( W+B- %#.+70

a.'() "#$%&'()K $&+ #-*'..'F'B'$: "3,FB+* %#( F+ .$<-'+- '( $&+ %#.+ $&#$ $&+

W+B- F '. ,= $&+ $:"+ $&#$ ;+ &#H+ F++( %,(.'-+3'() '( $&'. *#(<.%3'"$K '0+0 # W('$+B:

)+(+3#$+- W+B- ,= $3#(.%+(-+(%+ -+)3++ ,(+ ,H+3 # %,*"B+$+ -'.%3+$+B: H#B<+- W+B-

K0 L( "#3$'%<B#3K '( $&+ %#.+ $&#$ K = C((t))K '$ ;#. .&,;( '( 1EEc446 H'#

"#$%&'() ,H+3 W+B-. $&#$ # W('$+ )3,<" G '. #-*'..'FB+ ,H+3 F '= #(- ,(B: '= +H+3:

O:B,; .<F)3,<" ,= G '. #F+B'#( *+$#%:%B'% /,3 +X<'H#B+($B:K # -'3+%$ "3,-<%$ ,=
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"#$ %&%'(% )*$+,-./ 01*12 "31 451'(46 %$67("($6 (- *1'4"17 "$ "31 84%" "34" "3(-

%3$(%1 $8 K %$6"4(6- 4'' "31 *$$"- $8 +6("&/

 !"#$%"#&' (&" )*$+,#'-

91 *1"+*6 "$ 4 :$*1 )161*4' -("+4"($62 4- 4" "31 51)(66(6) $8 ;1%"($6 <2 #("3 8$+*

=1'7- 8$*:(6) 4 7(4)*4: $8 (6%'+-($6->

F0

F1

uuu

F2

III

F

JJJ ttt

91 #('' )(?1 4 %*("1*($6 8$* ,4"%3(6) "$ 3$'7 8$* ?1%"$* -,4%1- $?1* "31-1 =1'7-2 8$*

+-1 (6 $5"4(6(6) "31 "&,1 $8 *1-+'"- 7(-%+--17 45$?1/ @34" (-2 #1 )(?1 4 61%1--4*&

467 -+A%(16" %$67("($6 8$* "31 8+6%"$*

Φ : Vect(F )→ Vect(F1)×Vect(F0) Vect(F2),

"$ 51 46 1B+(?4'16%1 $8 %4"1)$*(1-/

@$ -"4"1 "3(- %*("1*($62 #1 %$6-(71* "#$ %$67("($6->

 !"#$%$!" &'('  !"#$%&'!#&$( )%$)*%#+ ,-.!%#!(/0 1*22!345  $% *6*%+ n ≥ 17
*6*%+ 2!#%&8 A0 ∈ GLn(F0) "!( 9* :!"#$%*; !0 A1A2 <&#= Ai ∈ GLn(Fi)>

 !"#$%$!" &')' ?(#*%0*"#&$( )%$)*%#+5 F = F1 ∩ F2 ⊆ F0>

C- 4" "31 51)(66(6) $8 ;1%"($6 <2 D$67("($6 !/< (- (6"+("(?1'& ,'4+-(5'1 (8 #1

"3(6E $8 F 4- "31 =1'7 $8 *4"($64' 8+6%"($6- $6 4 -,4%1 SF F1, F2 4- "31 =1'7- $8

8+6%"($6- $6 "#$ -+5-,4%1- S1, S2 #("3 S1∪S2 = SF 467 F0 4- "31 =1'7 $8 8+6%"($6-

$6 S0 = S1 ∩ S2/ G$"1 4'-$ "34" $61 :4& #*("1 "31 84%"$*(H4"($6 #("3 $61 $8 "31

84%"$*- Ai *1,'4%17 5& A−1
i F -$:1"(:1- "3(- (- 4 :$*1 64"+*4' #4& "$ #*("1 ("/

*+,!-,. &'/' Φ &0 !( *@A&6!B*("* $: "!#*C$%&*0 &: !(; $(B+ &: .$(;&#&$(0 D>E

!(; D>F =$B;>

G%$$:> I$* "31 *1?1*-1 7(*1%"($62 "31 E1& 4--1*"($6 "$ -3$# (- "34" D$67("($6- !/J

467 !/< (:,'& "34" 1?1*& ,4"%3(6) ,*$5'1: 34- 4 -$'+"($6/ @$ 7$ "3(-2 -+,,$-1

"34" #1 4*1 )(?16 4 ?1%"$* -,4%1 ,4"%3(6) ,*$5'1: V 8$* =1'7- -4"(-8&(6) "31-1

%$67("($6-/ @3(- ,4"%3(6) ,*$5'1: %$6-(-"- $8 =6("1 7(:16-($64' FiK?1%"$* -,4%1-

Vi 8$* i = 1, 22 $8 4 %$::$6 7(:16-($6 n2 "$)1"31* #("3 46 (-$:$*,3(-:

µ : V1 ⊗F1
F0 → V2 ⊗F1

F0 =: V0

$8 F0K?1%"$* -,4%1-/ 91 :4& "316 (716"(8& V1 ⊗F1
F0 #("3 V0 ?(4 µ2 467 #1 %46

"3+- ?(1# V1, V2 4- -+5-1"- $8 V0/ 9("3 *1-,1%" "$ "31-1 (6%'+-($6-2 #1 #('' -3$#



 !"#$%&' %& ()'*+,!   

!"#! !"$ %&!$'($)!%*& V := V1 ∩ V2+ ,%$-$. #( # ,$)!*' (/#)$ *,$' F + %( # (*01!%*&

!* !"$ 2%,$& /#!)"%&2 /'*30$45

6* .* !"%(+ -$ -%00 7&. # )*44*& 3#(%( B 8*' V1, V2 *,$' !"$ 7$0.( F1, F2

'$(/$)!%,$09+ #&. -%00 ("*- !"#! V %( !"$ F :(/#& *8 B5 ;%'(!+ 0$! Bi 3$ #&9 Fi:

3#(%( 8*' Vi+ 8*' i = 1, 25 6"1( B1, B2 #'$ 3*!" F0:3#($( *8 V0+ #&. !"$'$ %( #

!'#&(%!%*& 4#!'%< A0 ∈ GLn(F0) 3$!-$$& !"$4+ (#!%(89%&2 B1 = A0(B2)5

B1 V0 B2

A0

xx

B1

ssssssss

V1

sssssssss

KKKKKKKKK F0 V2

KKKKKKKKK

sssssssss
B2

KKKKKKKK

F1

ssssssss

V F2

KKKKKKKK

F

KKKKKKKKK

sssssssss

=$<!+ 39 >*&.%!%*& ?5@+ -$ 4#9 -'%!$ A0 = A1A2 -%!" Ai ∈ GLn(Fi)+ i = 1, 25
A$! B = A2(B2) = A−1

1 (B1)5 6"$& B %( #0(* #& Fi:3#(%( *8 Vi+ 8*' i = 0, 1, 25
6"$ %&!$'($)!%*& V = V1 ∩ V2 %( !"1( !"$ F :(/#& *8 !"$ )*44*& 3#(%( B+ (%&)$

F = F1 ∩ F2 39 >*&.%!%*& ?5B5

6"$ F :,$)!*' (/#)$ V !"$'$8*'$ %&.1)$( V1 #&. V2 -%!" '$(/$)! !* !"$ #3*,$

%&)01(%*&( *8 V1, V2 %&!* V05 6"%( ("*-( !"#! V + !*2$!"$' -%!" !"$ )*''$(/*&.%&2

%(*4*'/"%(4(+ /'*,%.$( # (*01!%*& !* !"$ /#!)"%&2 /'*30$45 CD1%,#0$&!09+ !"$

81&)!*' Φ %( $(($&!%#009 (1'E$)!%,$+ %5$5 (1'E$)!%,$ *& %(*4*'/"%(4 )0#(($(5

6* )*4/0$!$ !"$ /'**8 %& !"%( .%'$)!%*&+ &*!$ !"#! >*&.%!%*& ?5B 9%$0.( !"$

("*'! $<#)! ($D1$&)$

F?5@G 0→ F
∆
−→ F1 × F2

−
−→ F0 → 0

*8 F :,$)!*' (/#)$(+ -"$'$ ∆ %( !"$ .%#2*&#0 %&)01(%*& #&. − %( !"$ (13!'#)!%*&

4#/5 6$&(*'%&2 *,$' F -%!" Hom(V, W ) 9%$0.( !"$ $<#)! ($D1$&)$

0→ HomF (V, W )
∆
−→ HomF1

(V1, W1)× HomF2
(V2, W2)

−
−→ HomF0

(V0, W0)→ 0,

1(%&2 !"#! Fi ⊗F HomF (V, W ) = HomFi
(Vi, Wi)5 6"%( (#9( !"#! !"#! !"$ &#!1'#0

4#/ Hom(V, W ) → Hom(Φ(V ),Φ(W )) %( # 3%E$)!%*&+ %5$5 !"#! !"$ 81&)!*' Φ %(

81009 8#%!"8105 6"1( %! %( #& $D1%,#0$&)$ *8 )#!$2*'%$(+ )*4/0$!%&2 !"$ /'**8 *8 !"$

'$,$'($ .%'$)!%*&5

;*' !"$ 8*'-#'. .%'$)!%*&+ 2%,$& # D1#.'1/0$ *8 7$0.( #( #3*,$+ &*!$ !"#! $#)"

A0 ∈ GLn(F0) .$7&$( # /#!)"%&2 /'*30$4 -%!" A0 !"$ !'#&(%!%*& 4#!'%< 3$!-$$&

2%,$& 3#($( *8 !"$ ,$)!*' (/#)$( *,$' F1, F25 H 3#(%( 8*' # (*01!%*& !* !"%( /#!)"%&2

/'*30$4 9%$0.( # 8#)!*'%I#!%*& *8 A05 J* >*&.%!%*& ?5@ "*0.(5 =*- 0$! F ′ := F1∩F2K

!"1( F ⊆ F ′5 6"$ '$,$'($ .%'$)!%*& *8 !"$ !"$*'$4 F/'*,$& #3*,$G %4/0%$( !"#!

!"$ 3#($ )"#&2$ 81&)!*' Vect(F )→ Vect(F ′) %( #& $D1%,#0$&)$ *8 )#!$2*'%$(K #&.

!"%( %4/0%$( !"#! F = F ′ = F1 ∩ F2+ 2%,%&2 >*&.%!%*& ?5B5
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 !"#$%&'$() #*+ ,"#-*$() -.$#+.$/(

"# $%&'( ')*# +% &,# -.#%/#0 123 +% ,.%$ +.4+ 54+6.)78 .%'(, 9%/ :&4(/&5'#, %9

;#'(, 4, )7 <#6+)%7 =212 -.4+ ),> F ), +.# 9&76+)%7 ;#'( %9 4 ,0%%+. 5/%?#6+)@# T A

6&/@# X̂ .4@)78 6'%,#( ;B#/ X> $.#/# T ), 4 6%05'#+# (),6/#+# @4'&4+)%7 /)78 $)+.

9/46+)%7 ;#'( K2 "# +4*# ,&B,#+, U1, U2 ⊂ X> 7#)+.#/ 6%7+4)7)78 4'' +.# 6'%,#(

5%)7+, %9 XC 47( $# $/)+# U = U1 ∪ U2 47( U0 = U1 ∩ U22 D%7,)(#/ +.# 9/46+)%7

;#'(, Fi := FUi
%9 R̂i := R̂Ui

2 EF -.#%/#0 123> 5/%@)78 +.4+ 54+6.)78 .%'(,

9%/ +.# ;#'(, FU ⊂ F1, F2 ⊂ F0 ), #:&)@4'#7+ +% 5/%@)78 +.4+ +.#,# ;#'(, ,4+),9F

D%7()+)%7, 12G 47( 12=2 HI#64'' +.4+ FU = F BF (#;7)+)%7> )9 U = X2J "# $)''

(#,6/)B# +.# 5/%%9 %9 54+6.)78 )7 #K5')6)+ #K405'#,> 9%/ ,)05')6)+F %9 #K5%,)+)%72

L%/ 9&'' 5/%%9,> ,## MNNGO> <#6+)%7 1P2

"# B#8)7 $)+. +.# 946+%/)Q4+)%7 5/%5#/+F> 47( )''&,+/4+# )+ 9%/ +.# #K405'#

%9 +.# :&4(/&5'# 6%7,)(#/#( )7 <#6+)%7, =23 47( =21 4B%@#2 -.4+ ),> $# +4*#

T = k[[t]] 47( K = k((t))C $# '#+ X̂ B# +.# 5/%?#6+)@# ')7# P1
T > $)+. 9&76+)%7

;#'( F = k((t))(x)C 47( $# +4*# U1, U2, U0 +% B# +.# 6%05'#0#7+, )7 P1
k %9 +.#

,#+, {∞}, {0}, {0,∞}> /#,5#6+)@#'F2 -.&, R̂1 = k[x][[t]]> R̂2 = k[x−1][[t]]> 47(

R̂0 = k[x, x−1][[t]]2
"# ;/,+ #K5'4)7 $.F D%7()+)%7 12G .%'(, )7 +.# *#F 64,# )7 $.)6.

H 2GJ A0 ∈ GLn(R̂0) and A0 ≡ I mod t.

R7 +.), ,)+&4+)%7 $# $)'' %B+4)7 +.4+ )7 946+ A0 = A1A2 $.#/# Ai ∈ GLn(R̂i)
9%/ i = 1, 22 "# $)'' (% +.), BF 6%7,+/&6+)78 A1, A2 0%(&'% tj )7(&6+)@#'F %7 j>
+.#/#BF ;7()78 +.# ,&66#,,)@# 6%#S6)#7+, %9 +.# 5%$#/, %9 t )7 +.# #7+/)#, %9 +.#

04+/)6#, Ai2

-% ,+4/+ +.# )7(&6+)@# 5/%6#,,> '#+ A1, A2 B# 6%78/&#7+ +% I 0%(&'% t2 -% (%

+.# )7(&6+)@# ,+#5> $# &,# +.4+ #@#/F #'#0#7+ )7 k[x, x−1] ), +.# ,&0 %9 #'#0#7+,

)7 k[x] 47( k[x−1]2 T, 47 #K405'#> +4*# n = 1> 47( 6%7,)(#/ +.# 1× 1 04+/)K

A0 = (1 + (x+ 1 + x−1)t) ∈ GL1(R̂0) = R̂×0 .

U%(&'% t> +.# 946+%/)Q4+)%7 ), ?&,+ 1 · 12 L%/ +.# 946+%/)Q4+)%7 0%(&'% t2> $# $/)+#

x+ 1 + x−1
4, +.# ,&0 %9 x+ 1 ∈ k[x] 47( x−1 ∈ k[x−1]> 47( %B+4)7

A0 ≡ (1 + (x+ 1)t)(1 + x−1t) mod t2.

-.# (),6/#5476F B#+$##7 +.# '#9+ 47( /)8.+ .47( ,)(#, ), (1 + x−1)t2> 47( ,% 4+

+.# 7#K+ ,+#5 $# $/)+#

A0 ≡ (1 + (x+ 1)t− t2))(1 + x−1t− x−1t2) mod t3.

"# 6%7+)7&# )7 +.), $4F> 47( )7 +.# ')0)+ $# 8#+ +.# (#,)/#( 04+/)6#, Ai2 -.#

,40# ,+/4+#8F .47('#, +.# n× n 64,#> 484)7 5/%@)(#( +.4+ A0 ), )7 +.# 4B%@# *#F

64,#2
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"#$% &''()&*# *&+ ,- &.%) /%-0 $1 2- 3&4- 32) 5)(- 6-+-(&. %-3% U1, U2 2#)%-

/+$)+ $% P1
k7 +-$3#-( )1 2#$*# *)+3&$+% &.. 3#- *.)%-0 ')$+3% )1 P1

k8 "#- $+0/*3$9-

'()*-0/(- &% &,)9- %3$.. 2)(4% $+ 3#- 4-: *&%- ; 8<=7 %$+*- &6&$+ 2- *&+ 2($3-

-9-(: (-6/.&( 1/+*3$)+ )+ U0 := U1 ∩ U2 &% & %/5 )1 (-6/.&( 1/+*3$)+% )+ U1

&+0 U27 ,-*&/%- )1 3#- '&(3$&. 1(&*3$)+% 0-*)5')%$3$)+8 >)( -?&5'.-7 $1 U1 $% 3#-

*)5'.-5-+3 )1 3#- ')$+3 x = 1 &+0 U2 $% 3#- *)5'.-5-+3 )1 x = −17 &+0 $1

A0 = (1 + 1
x2−1

t)7 3#-+ 2- *&+ 2($3-

1
(x−1)(x+1)

= 1
2(x−1)

− 1
2(x+1)

7 &+0 '()*--0 &%

,-1)(- $+ )(0-( 3) 1&*3)( A08 ;"#$% 2)(4% -9-+ $1 U1, U2 &(- +)3 +-*-%%&($.: @&($%4$

)'-+A -868 $1 U1 $% & *.)%-0 ')$+3 )1 P1
k &+0 U2 $% $3% *)5'.-5-+38= B+ 3#$% 2&:7 2-

%-- 3#&3 C)+0$3$)+ D8< #).0% $+ 3#- 4-: *&%- ; 8<=8 "#- &''()&*# &.%) 2)(4% 1)( &

5)(- 6-+-(&. *#)$*- )1 *)5'.-3- 0$%*(-3- 9&./&3$)+ ($+6 T 8

E-1)(- 3/(+$+6 3) 3#- 6-+-(&. *&%-7 2- ),%-(9- &+ $5')(3&+3 *)+%-F/-+*- )1

C)+0$3$)+ D8< /+0-( ; 8<=7 3&4$+6 n = 1G

 !"#$"% &'( ;H-$-(%3(&%% I(-'&(&3$)+ "#-)(-5='  ! U "# $% &'(% #)*#(+ &! +,(

-.&#(/ 0*(1 X2 +,(% (3(14 f ∈ FU -$% *( 51"++(% "% +,( !&16 f = au 5"+, a ∈ F
$%/ u ∈ R̂×U 7

81&&!7 >)( %$5'.$*$3: )1 -?')%$3$)+7 2- -?'.&$+ 3#- '())1 $+ 3#- %'-*$&. *&%- 3#&3

T = k[[t]]7 2$3# X̂ = P1
T &+0 U = A1

k7 3#- &J+- xK.$+- )9-( k8 L$+*- FU $% 3#-

1(&*3$)+ M-.0 )1 R̂U 7 2- 5&: &%%/5- 3#&3 f .$-% $+ R̂U = k[x][[t]]8 N-3 f0 ∈ k[x] ,-
3#- *)+%3&+3 3-(5 )1 f 7 9$-2$+6 f &% & ')2-( %-($-% $+ t8 "#/% f/f0 ∈ k(x)((t))7
&+0 f/f0 ≡ 1 mod t8 H($3$+6 U1 = {∞} &+0 U2 = U 7 C)+0$3$)+ D8< /+0-( ; 8<=

2$3# n = 1 &%%-(3% 3#&3 f/f0 = f1f2 1)( %)5- fi ∈ GL1(Ri) = R×i 1)( i = 1, 28

E/3 f0f1 = ff−1
2 7 2#-(- 3#- .-13 #&+0 %$0- .$-% $+ R̂1[x] = k[x−1](x−1)[[t]][x] &+0

3#- ($6#3 #&+0 %$0- .$-% $+ R̂2 = k[x][[t]]8 L$+*- 3#- .-13 #&+0 %$0- #&% ,)/+0-0

0-6(-- $+ x7 &+0 3#- ($6#3 #&+0 %$0- #&% +) x−1
3-(5%7 3#$% *)55)+ -.-5-+3 .$-%

$+ k[[t]][x] ⊂ F 8 L) 2- 5&: 3&4- a = f0f1 &+0 u = f28

B+ 3#- *&%- 3#&3 X̂ = P1
T 7 3#$% $% -F/$9&.-+3 3) 3#- *.&%%$*&. H-$-(%3(&%% I(-'&K

(&3$)+ "#-)(-5 ;%-- OE)/!PQ7 I()')%$3$)+ RBB8S8T8U=8

)#$#**+$, &'-' 9(+ U1, U2 *( &'(% #)*#(+# &! +,( -.&#(/ 0*(1 X2 .(+ U0 = U1∩U22

$%/ 51"+( U = U1 ∪ U2 $%/ Fi = FUi
7 :,(% FU = F1 ∩ F2 ⊆ F07

81&&!7 >)( %$5'.$*$3:7 2- 3&4- 3#- %'-*$&. *&%- )1 T = k[[t]]A X̂ = P1
T A U1 $% 3#-

*)5'.-5-+3 )1 3#- ')$+3 0A &+0 U2 $% 3#- *)5'.-5-+3 )1 3#- ')$+3 ∞8 V-(-

Ui = Spec(R̂i) 2$3# R̂1 = k[x−1][[t]] &+0 R̂2 = k[x][[t]]8 H($3- R′ = R̂1[x] ∩ R̂28

"#/% R′ = k[[t]][x]7 2$3# 1(&*3$)+ M-.0 -F/&. 3) F 8

L&: f ∈ F1 ∩ F28 E: "#-)(-5  8<7 2- 5&: 2($3- f = f1u1 = f2u2 2$3# fi ∈ F
&+0 ui ∈ R̂×i 8 L$+*- F $% 3#- 1(&*3$)+ M-.0 )1 R′7 2- *&+ 2($3- fi = ai/bi 2$3#

ai, bi ∈ R′8 L) f = a1u1/b1 = a2u2/b28 "#- *)55)+ -.-5-+3 a1b2u1 = a2b1u2 .$-%

$+ R′7 %$+*- 3#- .-13 #&+0 %$0- .$-% $+ R′R̂×1 ⊆ R̂1[x] &+0 3#- ($6#3 #&+0 %$0- .$-% $+

R′R̂2 = R̂28 "#-(-1)(- f = a1b2u1/b1b2 .$-% $+ F 7 ,-$+6 3#- (&3$) )1 32) -.-5-+3%

)1 R′8
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"#$%& '($#) *+ ,-'.$% '(.' '(+ /0$'+0$,% ,1 2+/'$,% 3 $# #.'$#4+5 1,0 ,60 4+75#)

.%5 (+%/+ 8.'/($%& (,75#9

 !"#$"% &'('  !" U1, U2 #! $%#$!"$ &' "(! )*&$!+ ,#!- X &' X̂. /0+ 1-2"! U =
U1∪U2 /0+ U0 = U1∩U23 4-2"! Fi = FUi

3 5(!0 "(! '&%- ,!*+$ FU ⊆ F1, F2 ⊆ F0

$/"2$'6 7&0+2"2&0$ 839 /0+ 83:. /0+ (!0)! "(! #/$! )(/0;! '%0)"&- Φ &' :;9;< 2$

/0 !<%2=/*!0)! &' )/"!;&-2!$3 5(/" 2$. >/")(20; (&*+$ '&- ,02"! +2?!0$2&0/* =!)"&-

$>/)!$ &=!- "(!$! ,!*+$3

@-&&'3 =,%5$'$,% 39; 1,77,*# 10,> =,0,77.0?  9;) .%5 '(+ 7.#' 8.0' ,1 '(+ .##+0'$,%

1,77,*# 10,> '(+ 40#' 8.0' ',&+'(+0 *$'( @(+,0+> 39A9 2, $' 0+>.$%# ', #(,* '(.'

=,%5$'$,% 39B (,75#9

C,0 '($#) ,%+ 40#' 0+56/+# ', '(+ /.#+ '(.' U1 .%5 U2 .0+ 5$#D,$%'9 @($# $# 5,%+

-? .887?$%& '(+ 5$#D,$%' /.#+ ', .% $%E+0'$-7+ >.'0$F ,E+0 F0 ⊆ F∅) *$'( 0+#8+/'

', '(+ 4+75# F1 .%5 F ′2) *(+0+ F ′2 = FU ′2
*$'( U ′2 '(+ /,>87+>+%' ,1 U0 $% U29

G%+ /(+/H# '(.' '(+ #+/,%5 1./',0 $# .% $%E+0'$-7+ >.'0$F ,E+0 F2) -? .887?$%&

=,0,77.0?  9; ', &+' F0 ∩ F ′2 = F29

I% '(+ 5$#D,$%' /.#+) *+ .0+ &$E+% A0 ∈ GLn(F∅)J .1'+0 >67'$87?$%& -? . 8,*+0

,1 t) *+ >.? .##6>+ '(.' A0 $# . >.'0$F ,E+0 '(+ /,>87+'+ 5$#/0+'+ E.76.'$,% 0$%&

R̂∅9 K? '(+ tL.5$/ 5+%#$'? ,1 R∅ ⊆ F ⊆ FU $% R̂∅) '(+0+ $# . >.'0$F C ,E+0 R∅

#6/( '(.' A0C ≡ I mod t9 M+ '(+% /,%/765+ -? 6#$%& '(.' =,%5$'$,% 39B (,75#

$% '(+ N+? =.#+ : 9B<9

O# $% 2+/'$,% ;9 ) $% ,60 &+,>+'0$/ #$'6.'$,% *+ '(+% (.E+ 8.'/($%& 1,0 >.%?

,'(+0 .7&+-0.$/ ,-D+/'#) *($/( /,%#$#' ,1 4%$'+ 5$>+%#$,%.7 E+/',0 #8./+# *$'(

.55$'$,%.7 #'06/'60+9 O%5 .# $% 2+/'$,% A) E.0$,6# .887$/.'$,%# '(+% 1,77,*9

 !"#$"%&' (% &)* +"&,)$%- '*&./+

 !" #$%&' ()*+ ,-.& ,/) )0+& $+,$

P.'(+0 '(.% /,E+0$%& . #6-#+' U ,1 '(+ /7,#+5 4-+0 X *$'( D6#' '*, 80,8+0 #6-#+'#)

$' $# 8,##$-7+ ', 6#+ . 7.0&+0 %6>-+0 ,1 #6-#+'#9 @($# /.% -+ 6#+167 $% /,%#'06/'$,%#)

+9&9 $% '(+ #$'6.'$,%# 5+#/0$-+5 $% 2+/'$,% A9 Q.>+7?) #688,#+ '(.' U ⊆ X $# '(+

6%$,% ,1 #6-#+'# Ui) 1,0 i = 1, . . . , n9 C,0 #$>87$/$'? *+ .##6>+ '(.' .77 5,6-7+

$%'+0#+/'$,%# Ui ∩ Uj .0+ +R6.7 ', . /,>>,% #+' U0) 1,0 i 6= j9 2688,#+ *+

.0+ &$E+% 4%$'+ 5$>+%#$,%.7 E+/',0 #8./+# Vi ,E+0 +./( Fi := FUi
',&+'(+0 *$'(

$#,>,08($#># νi : Vi⊗Fi
F0 → V0 1,0 i = 1, . . . , n9 @(+% '(+ .0&6>+%'# $% 2+/'$,%  

/.% -+ &+%+0.7$S+5 ', #(,* '(.' '(+0+ $# . 6%$R6+ /(,$/+ ,1 . 4%$'+ 5$>+%#$,%.7

FU LE+/',0 #8./+ V ',&+'(+0 *$'( $#,>,08($#># αi : V ⊗FU
Fi → Vi 1,0 i = 0, . . . , n

#6/( '(.' νi ◦ (αi⊗F0) = α0 1,0 i = 1, . . . , n9 T,0+,E+0 '($# 5+4%+# .% +R6$E.7+%/+

-+'*++% '(+ /.'+&,0? Vect(FU) .%5 '(+ /.'+&,0? ,1 8.'/($%& 80,-7+># '(.' /,%#$#'

,1 5.'. (Vi, νi)i .# .-,E+9 @($# +R6$E.7+%/+ ,1 /.'+&,0$+# /.% -+ 80,E+% 10,> '(+
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"#$%&'(")*" +%,- ,+. ./") 0",0 &%' %)1$*,%.)2 3"" 455678 9-".:"; <26<= >.:

1",'%(02

3%)*" ,-" '?.&" >$)*,.: %0 ') "#$%&'(")*" .> *',"@.:%"0 ')1 /:"0":&"0 ,")0.:

/:.1$*,08 %, *'::%"0 .&": >:.; A)%," 1%;")0%.)'( &"*,.: 0/'*"0 ,. .,-": *',"@.:%"0

.> .?B"*,0 ,-', *.)0%0, .> 0$*- &"*,.: 0/'*"0 ,.@",-": +%,- '11%,%.)'( 0,:$*,$:"8

'0 %) ,-" 0%,$',%.) .> 3"*,%.) C2 2 D0 ' :"0$(,8 '//(%*',%.)0 *') ?" .?,'%)"1 %) '

0%)@(" 0,"/8 :',-": ,-') ?$%(1%)@ $/ .?B"*, %)1$*,%&"(E '0 %) 3"*,%.) F262 G) ,-',

0%,$',%.)8 ' A)%," @:.$/ G *') ?" @")":',"1 ?E *E*(%* 0$?@:.$/0 Gi >.: i = 1, . . . , n2
HE *.&":%)@ X ?E n ./") 0$?0",0 Ui '0 '?.&"8 ')1 ?$%(1%)@ ' GiIJ'(.%0 "K,")0%.)

.> Fi >.: "'*- i L"2@2 ?E M$;;": ,-".:EN8 .)" *') ,-") .?,'%) ' GIJ'(.%0 "K,")0%.)

.> F 2 9-" '@:"";"), .&": F0 *') ?" '*-%"&"1 ?E *-..0%)@ ,-" *E*(%* "K,")0%.)0

.> ,-" A"(1 Fi "'*- ,. %)1$*" ,:%&%'( "K,")0%.)0 .&": ,-" A"(1 F02

 !" #$%&' ( )*%&+ (&, ( -*.)/0.0&+

D11%,%.)'( O"K%?%(%,E %) *.)0,:$*,%.)0 *') ?" .?,'%)"1 ?E '((.+%)@ /',*-"0 ,-',

*.;" >:.; /.%),08 :',-": ,-') >:.; 0$?0",0 .> ,-" *(.0"1 A?": X2

P.: ')E /.%), P ∈ X8 (", RP ?" ,-" (.*'( :%)@ .> X̂ ', P 8 ')1 (", R̂P ?"

,-" *.;/(",%.) .> ,-%0 (.*'( :%)@ ', %,0 ;'K%;'( %1"'( mP 2 9-%0 %0 ' 1.;'%)8 ')1

%,0 >:'*,%.) A"(1 +%(( ?" 1").,"1 ?E FP 2 LQ.," ,-', '(,-.$@- RP = R{P}8 ,-"

*.;/(",%.)0 R̂P ')1 R̂{P} ':" 1%R":"),8 ,-" >.:;": ?"%)@ ,-" mP I'1%* *.;/(",%.)

')1 ,-" (',,": ?"%)@ ,-" tI'1%* *.;/(",%.)2 9-$0 FP ')1 F{P} ':" '(0. 1%R":"),8

+%,- ,-" >.:;": *.),'%)%)@ ,-" (',,":2N

P.: "K';/("8 %> T = k[[t]] ')1 X̂ = P1
T 8 +" ;'E *.)0%1": ,-" /.%), P +-":"

x = t = 02 9-") R̂P = k[[x, t]] ')1 FP %0 ,-" >:'*,%.) A"(1 k((x, t)) .> k[[x, t]]2

9'S%)@ U ,. ?" ,-" *.;/(";"), .> P %) ,-" *(.0"1 A?": X = P1
k8 0. ,-', R̂U =

k[x−1][[t]]8 +" .?,'%) ,-" >.((.+%)@ /%*,$:"T

�� ���� ��
Spec(R̂U)

��
��q
Spec(R̂P )

U',*-%)@ *') ,-") ?" *'::%"1 .$, $0%)@ ,-" A"(10 FP ')1 FU %) /('*" .> ,-" ,+.

A"(10 FU1
')1 FU2

.> 3"*,%.) C2 9. 1. ,-%08 +" '(0. )""1 ,. ,'S" ') '//:./:%',"

.&":A"(1 .> FU ')1 FP 8 +-%*- +%(( ,'S" ,-" /('*" .> ,-" A"(1 FU0
%) 3"*,%.) C2 G)

,-" '?.&" "K';/("8 +" +%(( ,'S" ,-" A"(1 F0 := k((x))((t))8 +-%*- %0 ,-" >:'*,%.)

A"(1 .> ,-" 1.;'%) R̂0 := k((x))[[t]]2 Q.," ,-', R̂0 %0 tI'1%*'((E *.;/(","8 ')1

*.),'%)0 ,-" :%)@0 R̂U ')1 R̂P V ')1 0%;%(':(E F0 *.),'%)0 FU ')1 FP 2 9-%0 *-.%*"

.> R̂0 ;'S"0 0")0" %),$%,%&"(E8 ?"*'$0" Spec(U) %0 ,-" *.;/(";"), .> ,-" /.%),

(x = 0) %) X8 +-%(" Spec
(
k[[x]]

)
*') ?" &%"+"1 '0 ' 0;'(( )"%@-?.:-..1 .> ,-%0



 !  !"#$ %!&'!()&

"#$%& $% X' (# &)*& Spec
(
k((x))

)
+*% ,- .$-/-0 *( &)- +#11-("#%0$%2 "3%+&31-0

%-$2),#1)##0 4($%+- k((x)) = k[[x]][x−1]56

7#1- 2-%-1*889' $: T $( * +#;"8-&- 0$(+1-&- .*83*&$#% 1$%2 *%0 X̂ $( * (;##&)

"1#<-+&$.- T =+31.-' &)-% /- ;*9 "$+> * +8#(-0 "#$%& P #% &)- +8#(-0 ?,-1 X #:

X̂' *%0 +#%($0-1 &)- 1$%2 R̂P *%0 $&( :1*+&$#% ?-80 FP 6 @)- +#;"8-;-%& U #:

P $% X $( * (;##&) *A%- +31.-' *%0 /- ;*9 *8(# +#%($0-1 &)- 1$%2 R̂U *%0 $&(

:1*+&$#% ?-80 FU 6 B-& π ∈ RP ,- *% -8-;-%& /)#(- 1-03+&$#% $( * 3%$:#1;$C-1 #:

&)- +#;"8-&- 8#+*8 1$%2 #: X *& P 6 D- &)-% &*>- R̂0 &# ,- &)- t=*0$+ +#;"8-&$#%

#: RP [π
−1]' *%0 F0 &# ,- $&( :1*+&$#% ?-806

E% &)$( ($&3*&$#%' &)- (&1*&-29 #: F-+&$#% G +*% ,- +*11$-0 #.-1' &# ()#/ &)*&

H#%0$&$#%( G6I *%0 G6J )#806 K( * 1-(38&' &)- +#11-("#%0$%2 ,*(- +)*%2- :3%+&#1

Φ : Vect(F )→ Vect(FU)×Vect(F0) Vect(FP ),

$( *% -L3$.*8-%+- #: +*&-2#1$-(6 4M#1 0-&*$8(' (-- NOOI!' @)-#1-; P6QR6 @)-1- $( *8(#

* 2-%-1*8$C*&$#% &)*& *88#/( ;#1- &)*% #%- "#$%& P S (-- NOOI!' @)-#1-; P6I!R65

@)$( *""1#*+) $( 3(-:38 :#1 +-1&*$% *""8$+*&$#%(' (3+) *( ("8$& -;,-00$%2 "1#,=

8-;( $% T*8#$( &)-#196 E% (3+) * "1#,8-;' #%- $( 2$.-% * (31<-+&$#% #: ?%$&- 21#3"(

f : G → H &#2-&)-1 /$&) * (-+&$#% s : H → G #: f ' *%0 *8(# *% H=T*8#$( ?-80

-U&-%($#% E/F 6 @)- "1#,8-; $( &)-% &# -;,-0 E $%&# * G=T*8#$( ?-80 -U&-%($#%

E ′/F ' (3+) &)*& &)- T*8#$( +#11-("#%0-%+- *((#+$*&-( &)- $%+83($#% E →֒ E ′
&#

&)- (31<-+&$#% f 6 4F-- &)- 0$(+3(($#% $% F-+&$#% V6I' /)-1- %# ("8$&&$%2 +#%0$&$#%

/*( *((3;-065 @)- 0$A+38&9 /$&) 3($%2 <3(& &)- ?-80( FU $( &)*& &)- -U&-%($#%

E/F 0#-( %#& $% 2-%-1*8 ,-+#;- &1$.$*8 #.-1 *%9 FU 6 W3& E/F /$88 ,-+#;- &1$.$*8

#.-1 FP $: P $( 3%1*;$?-0 *%0 ("8$& $% E/F 6 @)$( *""1#*+) )*( ,--% 3(-0 &# #,=

&*$% * .*1$-&9 #: 1-(38&( *,#3& -;,-00$%2 "1#,8-;( $% T*8#$( &)-#19' *%0 &)#(- $%

&31% )*.- ,--% 3(-0 &# #,&*$% $%:#1;*&$#% *,#3& &)- (&13+&31- #: *,(#83&- T*8#$(

21#3"( 4-626 *( 0$(+3((-0 $% F-+&$#%( I6GXI6 *,#.-56

 !" #$%&'()* +,-. /()*01$. &0.,-/

Y%&$8 %#/' /- )*.- +#%($0-1-0 (;##&) "1#<-+&$.- T =+31.-( X̂6 W3& 2$.-% * :3%+&$#%

?-80 F #: &1*%(+-%0-%+- 0-21-- #%- #.-1 &)- :1*+&$#% ?-80 K #: * +#;"8-&- 0$(+1-&-

.*83*&$#% 1$%2 T ' &)-1- %--0 %#& ,- * (;##&) ;#0-8 X̂ #: F #.-1 T 6 @)*& $(' &)-1-

%--0 %#& ,- * (;##&) "1#<-+&$.- T =+31.- X̂ /)#(- :3%+&$#% ?-80 $( &)- K=*82-,1*

F 6 M#1 21-*&-1 2-%-1*8$&9' /- /$88 %#/ "-1;$& "1#<-+&$.- T =+31.-( X̂ &)*& *1-

;-1-89 *((3;-0 &# ,-  !"#$% *( (+)-;-(' $6-6 &)- 8#+*8 1$%2( *1- $%&-21*889 +8#(-0

0#;*$%(6 T$.-% *%9 :3%+&$#% ?-80 F #: &1*%(+-%0-%+- 0-21-- #%- #.-1 K' #%- +*%

-*($89 #,&*$% * %#1;*8 "1#<-+&$.- ;#0-8 X̂' -626 ,9 /1$&$%2 F *( * ?%$&- -U&-%($#%

#: K(x)' *%0 &)-% &*>$%2 &)- %#1;*8$C*&$#% #: P1
T $% F 6 4E% :*+&' ,9 NK,) QR

*%0 NB$"ZPR' :#1 -*+) (3+) F &)-1- -.-% -U$(& 1-238*1 "1#<-+&$.- ;#0-8( X̂ #.-1

T ' $6-6 #%-( :#1 /)$+) -.-19 8#+*8 1$%2 O bX,P $( * 1-238*1 8#+*8 1$%26 @)-(- +*%

,- #,&*$%-0 ,9 (&*1&$%2 /$&) *%9 "1#<-+&$.- ;#0-8 *%0 &)-% *""89$%2 * (3$&*,8-



 !"#$%&' %& ()'*+,!  !

"#$%&'()&#' #* '#+$(,&-()&#' ('. %,#/&'0 123 41"5 +601,(+ $#.6,78 5#/696+8 7)&,,
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 % -! #9, "-&#!/# *. /-(#8*$ #%3 45#$# ξ $-!8#% *"#$ P ⊔ U ⊔ B:
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-5 *+%4 2-4:'*),(=P '#7 *+)/ )/ '# %Q0).'(%#2% -5 2'*%$-&)%/9 >+)/ '//%&*)-# '0*-R
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"#$%& #'() (* +,-* .**# /,$0+%#1 2$340$43*2 $+,$ 0'#2%2$ '5 6#%$* 7%8*#2%'#,&

-*0$'3 2/,0*2 (%$+ ,77%$%'#,& 2$340$43* 9%:*: 240+ $+,$ 2'8* 7%,13,82 0'884$*;:

<'3 *=,8/&*) G>?,&'%2 F >,&1*.3,2 ,3* 6#%$* 7%8*#2%'#,& .*0,42* $+* 13'4/ G %2

6#%$*: @4$ (+,$ %5 (* ,&&'(  !"! #$ 7%8*#2%'#,& -*0$'3 2/,0*2A <'3 *=,8/&*) 0,#

(* 1*#*3,&%B* G>?,&'%2 F >,&1*.3,2 $' %#6#%$* 13'4/2 G) 240+ ,2 8,$3%= 13'4/2A

C' 0'#2%7*3 $+%2) (* %#$3'740* $+* #'$%'# '5 $'32'32:

 !" #$%&'()*%+'$ %' %'&,'&,

D,E G %2 , &%#*,3 ,&1*.3,%0 13'4/ '-*3 , 6*&7 F ) %:*: , 28''$+ F,3%2G% 0&'2*7

24.13'4/ '5 GLn 5'3 2'8* n: H*3* G #**7 #'$ .* 0'##*0$*7) ,#7 %# /,3$%04&,3

,&& '37%#,3E 6#%$* 13'4/2 G ,3* &%#*,3 ,&1*.3,%0 13'4/2 9,2 13'4/2 '5 /*384$,$%'#

8,$3%0*2;: I G>#%&'%& '-*3 F %2 , /3%#0%/,& +'8'1*#*'42 G>2/,0* '-*3 F : C+,$

%2) %$ %2 ,# F >-,3%*$E H $'1*$+*3 (%$+ , 93%1+$; G>,0$%'# α : H × G → H $+,$

%2 2%8/&E $3,#2%$%-*: C' .* 8'3* /3*0%2*) $+%2 2%8/&* $3,#2%$%-%$E /3'/*3$E ,22*3$2

$+,$ $+* 8'3/+%28 (pr1, α) : H × G → H ×H %2 ,# %2'8'3/+%28 '5 F >20+*8*2)

(+*3* pr1 %2 $+* 632$ /3'J*0$%'# 8,/: D' %#$4%$%-*&E) 1%-*# $(' /'%#$2 '5 H) $+*3*

%2 , 4#%K4* *&*8*#$ '5 G $,G%#1 '#* $' $+* '$+*3:

I G>$'32'3 H %2 #& ( )* %5 %$ %2 F >%2'8'3/+%0 $' G) (%$+ $+* G>,0$%'# .*%#1 1%-*#

.E 3%1+$ 84&$%/&%0,$%'#) (%$+ 3*2/*0$ $' $+%2 %2'8'3/+%28: L'$* $+,$ , G>$'32'3

H %2 $3%-%,& %5 ,#7 '#&E %5 %$ +,2 ,# F >/'%#$: L,8*&E) %# $+* 5'3(,37 7%3*0$%'#) $+*

%7*#$%$E *&*8*#$ '5 G 0'33*2/'#72 $' ,# F >/'%#$ '5 HM ,#7 %# $+* 3*-*32* 7%3*0$%'#)

.E 2*#7%#1 ,# F >/'%#$ '5 H $' $+* %7*#$%$E '5 G (* '.$,%# , 4#%K4* %2'8'3/+%28

H → G $+,$ %2 0'8/,$%.&* (%$+ $+* 3%1+$ G>,0$%'#2: C+42 %5 F %2 ,&1*.3,%0,&&E

0&'2*7) $+*# *-*3E G>$'32'3 %2 $3%-%,&) 2%#0* %$ ,4$'8,$%0,&&E +,2 ,# F >/'%#$:

C'32'32 ,3* %8/'3$,#$ %# /,3$ .*0,42* $+*E 0&,22%5E -,3%'42 ,&1*.3,%0 '.J*0$2:

<'3 *=,8/&*) $'32'32 5'3 $+* '3$+'1'#,& 13'4/ O(n) 0&,22%5E K4,73,$%0 5'382 %# n
-,3%,.&*2 '-*3 F ) /3'-%7*7 $+,$ char(F ) 6= 2 92** NOPQCRS) 9TR:TS;U;:

V# $+* 0,2* $+,$ G %2 , 6#%$* 13'4/ %# $+* 0&,22%0,& 2*#2*) %5 (* 3*1,37 G ,2

, $'32'3 '-*3 F ) $+*# G>$'32'32 ,3* '5 $+* 5'38 Spec(A)) (+*3* A %2 , G>?,&'%2

F >,&1*.3,: 9L'$* $+,$ G ,0$2 '# A '# $+* &*5$) 2%#0* %$ ,0$2 '# $+* $'32'3 '#

$+* 3%1+$:; D' %# $+%2 0,2*) $+* $+*'3E '5 G>$'32'32 %2 J42$ $+* $+*'3E '5 G>?,&'%2

F >,&1*.3,2: I$ '#* *=$3*8*) %5 A %2 , G>?,&'%2 "$*+ *=$*#2%'# E/F ) $+*# Spec(A)
0'#2%2$2 '5 J42$ '#* /'%#$) -%B: Spec(E): I$ $+* '$+*3 *=$3*8*) %5 A %2 , /3'740$

'5 0'/%*2 '5 F %#7*=*7 .E $+* *&*8*#$2 '5 G) $+*# Spec(A) 0'#2%2$2 '5 |G| 0'/%*2
'5 Spec(F )) ,1,%# %#7*=*7 .E G: C+%2 %2 , #& ( )* G>$'32'3:



 !"#$%&' %& ()'*+,!  !

 !" #$%&$%& '() *$+$,$-$./

"# $% &'()*($*(# #' %#+,- #'.%'.% $( #*./% '0 123'$% &'4'/'3'5-6 72- G $% 2 3$(*2.

235*8.2$& 5.'+9 ')*. 2 :*3, F 6 ;'(%$,*. /29% χ : Gal(F )→ G(F sep) %+&4 #42#

χ(στ) = χ(σ)σ(χ(τ)) for all σ, τ ∈ Gal(F ).

7+&4 /29% χ 2.* &233*, 1 !"!#!$%& 0'. Gal(F ) $( G(F sep)6 <=' 1>&'&-&3*% χ, χ′ 2.*
&233*, !"'"("$")"*& $0 #4*.* $% 2 g ∈ G(F sep) %+&4 #42#

χ(σ) = g−1χ′(σ)σ(g) for all σ ∈ Gal(F ).

<4* %*# '0 &'4'/'3'5- &32%%*% '0 1>&'&-&3*% $% ,*('#*, 8- H1(F, G)6 <4$% $%

#4* +,&- ./$"0& !"'"("$")# &%- '0 F =$#4 &'*?&$*(#% $( G6 "# $% 2 5.'+9 $0 G
$% &'//+#2#$)*@ '#4*.=$%* $# $% A+%# 2 9'$(#*, %*# B=4'%* ,$%#$(5+$%4*, *3*/*(#

&'..*%9'(,% #' #4* #.$)$23 &'&-&3* χC6
<4* D*- 9'$(# $% #42# #4*.* $% 2 (2#+.23 8$A*&#$'(

BE6FC {isomorphism classes of G−torsors over F} ↔ H1(F, G).

G2/*3-H 5$)*( 2 G>#'.%'. HH 9$&D 2 9'$(# P ∈ H(F sep)6 I'. *2&4 σ ∈ Gal(F )H
=* 42)* #4* #=' 9'$(#% P, σ(P ) ∈ H(F sep)6 J- #4* #'.%'. 9.'9*.#-H #4*.* $% 2

+($K+* *3*/*(# g ∈ G(F sep) %+&4 #42# σ(P ) = Pg6 L.$#* χ(σ) = g6 <4*( #4*

/29 χ : Gal(F )→ G(F sep) $% 2 1>&'&-&3*6 "# ,*9*(,% '( #4* &4'$&* '0 P @ 8+# $# $%

%#.2$54#0'.=2., #' &4*&D #42# &42(5$(5 P ,'*% ('# &42(5* #4* *K+$)23*(&* &32%% '0

χ6 <4+% =* 42)* 2 =*33>,*:(*, *3*/*(# [χ] '0 H1(F, G) #42# $% 2%%'&$2#*, #' #4*

G>#'.%'. H6 M(* &2( #4*( &4*&D #42# #4* 2%%'&$2#$'( H 7→ [χ] ,*:(*% 2 8$A*&#$'(

2% $( BE6FC6 BG'#* 23%' #42# #4$% 8$A*&#$'( 92.233*3% #4* 02&# $( #'9'3'5- #42# #4*

9.$(&$923 G>8+(,3*% ')*. 2 %92&* X 2.* &32%%$:*, 8- H1(X, G)6C
M(* &2( 23%' ,*:(* Hn(F, G) 0'. '#4*. )23+*% '0 nH #4'+54 0'. n > 1 '(*

.*K+$.*% G #' 8* &'//+#2#$)*6 "( 92.#$&+32.H H0(F, G) $% A+%# G(F )6 N'.*')*.

H0(F, E/J) &2( 23%' 8* ,*:(*, 0'. 2(- %+85.'+9 J ⊆ E '0 2 5.'+9 E@ #4$% $% #4*

%*# '0 Gal(F )>$()2.$2(# &'%*#% eJF sep
'0 JF sep

H =$#4 e ∈ E(F sep)6
7** O7*.PPH "H 7*&#$'( !Q 0'. /'.* 28'+# ('(>28*3$2( 123'$% &'4'/'3'5-6

 !0 #$%&$%& '() 1'2*+3(.

L* ('= .*#+.( #' #4* K+*%#$'( '0 92#&4$(56 R% $( 7*&#$'( S6FH $# $% 9'%%$83* $(

#4* &'(#*T# '0 '+. :*3,% #' 92#&4 G>123'$% F >235*8.2%H '. *K+$)23*(#3- G>#'.%'.%H

=4*.* G $% 2 :($#* 5.'+96 N'.* 5*(*.233-H 3*# G 8* 2 3$(*2. 235*8.2$& 5.'+9 ')*.

F 6 "0 G $% $(:($#*H #4*( 2(- G>#'.%'. $% '0 #4* 0'./ H = Spec(A)H =4*.* A $% 2(

F >235*8.2 #42# $% 01+10-% ,$/*(%$'(23 ')*. F 6 "# #+.(% '+# #42# $# $% %#$33 9'%%$83*

#' 92#&4 G>#'.%'.%U

<' %** #4$%H =* :.%# .*32#* #'.%'.% #' /2#.$&*%6 V$*= G ⊆ GLn ')*. F 6 I'.

h ∈ GLn(F
sep)H &'(%$,*. #4* #.2(%32#* B'. *K+$)23*(#3-H &'%*#C hG ⊆ GLn6 "0



   !"#$ %!&'!()&

h ∈ GLn(F )! "#$% &'( )$*" +,)"'-)'.("'/% 01 h 23#'.# '4 (% F 5'4/+/6-#'4+7! hG
'4 '4/+/6-#'. "/ "#$ "6'&'() G5"/64/6 hG = G8 9* h 6∈ GLn(F )! "#$% "#$ "6(%4)("$

hG %$$: %/" 0$ :$;%$: /&$6 F < 0," '* '" '4! "#$% '" :$;%$4 ( G5"/64/6 "#(" 3'))

'% =$%$6() 0$ %/%5"6'&'()8 >/ 4(1 "#(" hG '4 :$;%$: /&$6 F '4 $?,'&()$%" "/ "#$

./%:'"'/% "#(" */6 $&$61 σ ∈ Gal(F )! hG = (hG)σ = hσG< '8$8 "#(" hσ ∈ hG8

@4 (% $A(+-)$! )$" F = R! )$" G 0$ "#$ /6"#/=/%() =6/,- O(2)! (%: )$" h 0$

"#$ +("6'A

(
1 0
0 i

)
8 >#$% hG :$;%$4 ( %/%5"6'&'() G5"/64/6 /&$6 R8

>#$ (0/&$ ./%4"6,."'/% '% *(." ='&$4 6'4$ "/  !! "/64/64< '8$8 $&$61 G5"/64/6 /&$6

F (6'4$4 *6/+ ( "6(%4)("$ hG (4 (0/&$8 >#'4 */))/34 *6/+ "#$ $A(." 4$?,$%.$

2B8C7

1→ H0(F, G)→ H0(F,GLn)→ H0(F,GLn /G)→ H1(F, G)→ H1(F,GLn)

24$$ DE$6FF! 98G8H! I6/-/4'"'/% J K7 (%: "#$ *(." "#(" H1(F,GLn) '4 "6'&'() 01

L')0$6"M4 >#$/6$+ NF 2DOPQ>NR! >#$/6$+ N8CK78 9% *(." "#'4 4#/34 "#(" "#$6$ '4

( 0'S$."'/% /* -/'%"$: 4$"4 GLn(F )\H
0(F,GLn /G) → H1(F, G), 3#'.# .)(44';$4

G5"/64/64 /&$6 F 8

E/ 3$ .(% 4",:1 "/64/64 01 4",:1'%= +("6'.$48 T4'%= "#'4 (--6/(.#! /%$ .(%

4#/3 '% (% (04"6(." ./%"$A"U

 !"#$"% &'(' "#$%&  '&#(% #&$%)*% *+*(%, -. '%!/*0 #. 1 (23#&4 3-!/* .-) '&#(%

/#,%&*#-& ! $%2(-) *1 2%*0 (3%& 1 (23#&4  !*- 3-!/* .-) G5(-)*-)*0 .-)  !! !#&% )

 !4%6) #2 4)-71* G8

>#(" '4! '* F '4 "#$ '%&$64$ )'+'" /* ( ;%'"$ '%&$64$ 414"$+ /* ;$):4 (Fξ)ξ∈I ! (%: '*

"#$ 0(4$ .#(%=$ *,%."/6

Φ : Vect(F )→ lim
←

Vect(Fξ)

/% &$."/6 4-(.$4 '4 (% $?,'&()$%.$ /* .("$=/6'$4! "#$% 4/ '4 "#$ 0(4$ .#(%=$ *,%."/6

ΦG : GTors(F )→ lim
←

GTors(Fξ)

*/6 (%1 )'%$(6 ()=$06('. =6/,- G /&$6 F ! 3#$6$ GTors :$%/"$4 "#$ .("$=/61 /*

G5"/64/64 /&$6 "#$ ='&$% ;$):8

V$ $A-)('% "#$ -6//* '% "#$ 0(4'. ./%"$A" /* */,6 ;$):4 (4 '% 2C8W7 (%: 2C8C78

E,--/4$ "#(" "#$4$ ;$):4 F ⊆ F1, F2 ⊆ F0 4("'4*1 -(".#'%= */6 ;%'"$ :'+$%4'/%()

&$."/6 4-(.$48 X1 >#$/6$+ H8J! "#$ *(."/6'Y("'/% Z/%:'"'/% H8W (%: "#$ '%"$65

4$."'/% Z/%:'"'/% H8C #/): */6 "#$4$ ;$):48 E,--/4$ 3$ (6$ ='&$% G5"/64/64 Hi

/&$6 Fi */6 i = 1, 2! "/=$"#$6 3'"# (% '4/+/6-#'4+ /&$6 F08 X1 "#$ (0/&$ :'45

.,44'/%! 3$ +(1 36'"$ Hi = hiG! 3'"# hi ∈ GLn(F
sep
i )< (%: 3$ (6$ ='&$% (%

F05'4/+/6-#'4+ h2G → h1G8 >#'4 +(- '4 :$;%$: 01 )$*" +,)"'-)'.("'/% 01 4/+$

g0 ∈ GLn(F0)8 >#,4 h1G = g0h2G8 @--)1'%= Z/%:'"'/% H8W "/ g0! 3$ /0"('% $)$5

+$%"4 gi ∈ GLn(Fi) */6 i = 1, 2 4,.# "#(" g−1
1 g2 = g08 [$" h′i = gihi ∈ GLn(F

sep
i )

*/6 i = 1, 28 >#,4 h′1G = h′2G /&$6 F08 >#(" '4! "#$ "6(%4)("$4 h′iG! */6 i = 1, 2!



 !"#$%&' %& ()'*+,!  !

"#$%# &'#  !"# F0()*+%& *% &'# ,-*&+#%& GLn /G. /'+0' +1 2% F (324+#&5 6#787

1## 9:*4;<. ='#*4#> ??7 7@AB7 ='+1 )*+%& *C GLn /G +1 &'#% "#$%#" *3#4 D*&' F1

2%" F2. 2%" '#%0# *3#4 F D5 E*%"+&+*% F7G7 ='# )*+%& &'-1 "#$%#1 2% #H#>#%& *C

H0(F,GLn /G). 2%" '#%0# 2 G(&*41*4 "#$%#" *3#4 F . D5 &'# 2D*3# #I20& 1#,-#%0#

6!7GB7

J11#%&+2HH5 &'# 12># 248->#%& '*H"1 C*4 2 >*4# 0*>)H+02&#" $%+&# +%3#41#

151&#> *C $#H"17 K# &'-1 *D&2+% &'2& )2&0'+%8 C*4 $%+&# "+>#%1+*%2H 3#0&*4 1)20#1

+>)H+#1 )2&0'+%8 C*4 &*41*417

?% &'# 0*%&#I& *C *%#(324+2DH# C-%0&+*% $#H"1 F *3#4 2 0*>)H#&# "+104#&#H5 32H(

-#" $#H" K. /+&' 2 %*4>2H )4*L#0&+3# >*"#H X̂ 2%" 1#&1 P ,U ,B 21 D#C*4#. )2&0'+%8

C*4 $%+&# "+>#%1+*%2H 3#0&*4 1)20#1 '*H"1 D5 ='#*4#>  7<7 M#%0# ='#*4#> !7<

5+#H"1N

 !"!##$"% &'(' $% &'#  (&)!&(*% *+ ,#-&(*% ./01 2!&-'(%3 +*4 G5&*4 *4 '*67 8(&'

4# 2#-& &* &'# (%7#9  #& P ⊔ U ⊔ B1 +*4 !%: 6(%#!4 !63#;4!(- 34*)2 G *<#4 F /

 !"#$%&'%"($% )*+,#+)%-.

O2&0'+%8 C*4 &*41*41 02% D# -1#" &* 1&-"5 H*02H(8H*D2H )4+%0+)H#1 C*4 2H8#D42+0

*DL#0&17 P*4 #I2>)H#. -1+%8 &*41*41 -%"#4 &'# *4&'*8*%2H 84*-) O(n). H*02H(8H*D2H
)4+%0+)H#1 02% D# *D&2+%#" C*4 ,-2"42&+0 C*4>17

='# >*1& 0H211+02H H*02H(8H*D2H )4+%0+)H#. +% C20&. 0*%0#4%1 ,-2"42&+0 C*4>1.

&'*-8' *3#4 2 "+Q#4#%& &5)# *C $#H"7 ='# M211#(R+%S*/1S+ &'#*4#> 1&2&#1 &'2&

2 ,-2"42&+0 C*4> *3#4 Q +1 +1*&4*)+0 6+7#7 '21 2 %*%(&4+3+2H T#4*B +C 2%" *%H5 +C +&

+1 +1*&4*)+0 *3#4 #20' $#H" Qp 2%" 2H1* *3#4 R7 R*4# 8#%#42HH5. &'# 2%2H*8*-1

211#4&+*% '*H"1 C*4 2%5 8H*D2H $#H" K. /+&' 4#1)#0& &* +&1 0*>)H#&+*%1 Kv /+&'

4#1)#0& &* &'# 2D1*H-&# 32H-#1 v *% K7 ?% &'# 021# *C #,-2H 0'2420&#4+1&+0 8H*D2H

$#H"1 6+7#7 C-%0&+*% $#H"1 *C 0-43#1 *3#4 2 $%+&# $#H"B. &'+1 +1 #,-+32H#%& &* &2S+%8

&'# 0*>)H#&+*%1 2& &'# 0H*1#" )*+%&1 *C &'# 211*0+2&#" 1>**&' )4*L#0&+3# 0-43#7

U 4#H2&#" 0H211+02H H*02H(8H*D2H )4+%0+)H# +1 &'# &'#*4#> *C UHD#4&. :42-#4.

M211#. 2%" V*#&'#47 ='2& &'#*4#> 0*%0#4%1 0#%&42H 1+>)H# 2H8#D421 *3#4 8H*D2H

$#H"17 ?& 1251 &'2& 1-0' 2% 2H8#D42 +1 1)H+& 6+7#7 +1 +1*>*4)'+0 &* 2 >2&4+I 2H8#D42

*3#4 &'# 8+3#% $#H"B +C 2%" *%H5 +& +1 1)H+& *3#4 #20' 0*>)H#&+*%7

W*02H(8H*D2H )4+%0+)H#1 02% &5)+02HH5 D# 4#)'421#" +% &#4>1 *C &'# #I+1&#%0# *C

42&+*%2H )*+%&1 *% 324+#&+#17 P*4 #I2>)H#. +% &'# 0*%&#I& *C &'# M211#(R+%S*/1S+

&'#*4#>. H#& q D# 2 ,-2"42&+0 C*4> *3#4 2 8H*D2H $#H" K7 ?C q +1 2 C*4> +% n
324+2DH#1. &'#% +& "#$%#1 2 ,-2"4+0 '5)#41-4C20# Q +% Pn−1

K X 2%" q +1 +1*&4*)+0 *3#4

K +C 2%" *%H5 +C Q '21 2 K()*+%&7 P4*> &'+1 )*+%& *C 3+#/. H*02H(8H*D2H )4+%0+)H#1

211#4& &'2& 2 324+#&5 '21 2 )*+%& *3#4 K +C 2%" *%H5 +C +& '21 2 )*+%& *3#4 #20'

0*>)H#&+*% *C K7

=* 8* D#5*%" &'# 0*%&#I& *C 8H*D2H $#H"1. /# D4*2"#% &'# %*&+*% *C 2 H*02H(

8H*D2H )4+%0+)H#N +& +1 2% 211#4&+*% &'2& 2 8+3#% )4*)#4&5 61-0' 21 &'# )4#1#%0# *C



 !  !"#$ %!&'!()&

"#$%&' #% ()*$+&$+', -#./' #(+* ) 0$(+% 1+./ F $2 )%/ #%.3 $2 $& -#./' #(+* +)4- #2

) 0$(+% '+& #2 #(+*1+./' Fξ #2 F 5 6-+*+ ξ *)%0+' #(+* '#7+ $%/+8 '+& I9
:% &-+ '$&;)&$#% #2 &#*'#*'5 6+ 4)% 4#%'$/+* &-+ 2#..#6$%0 .#4).<0.#=). "*$%4$".+>

? G<&#*'#* H #(+* F $' &*$($). @#* +A;$().+%&.35 -)' )% F <"#$%&, $2 )%/ #%.3 $2 &-+

$%/;4+/ &#*'#* Hξ := H ×F Fξ $' &*$($). #(+* Fξ 2#* +)4- ξ ∈ I9 B-$' )''+*&$#%

4)% *+"-*)'+/ $% &+*7' #2 C).#$' 4#-#7#.#035 '$%4+ &-+ G<&#*'#*' #(+* F )*+

4.)''$1+/ =3 H1(F, G)9 D)7+.35 &-+*+ $' ) %)&;*).  !"# $% !&# '#( H1(F, G) →∏
ξ H1(Fξ, G) #2 "#$%&+/ '+&' @#* #2 0*#;"'5 $2 G $' 4#77;&)&$(+,9 B-+ .#4).<0.#=).

"*$%4$".+ &-+% '&)&+' &-)& &-+ E+*%+. #2 &-$' 7)" $' &*$($).F $9+9 &-)& #%.3 &-+ &*$($).

+.+7+%& #2 H1(F, G) 7)"' &# &-+ &*$($). +.+7+%& $% &-+ "*#/;4&9 B-$' %++/ %#&

).6)3' -#./5 -#6+(+*F )%/ ) *+.)&+/ "*#=.+7 $' &-+% &# /+&+*7$%+ &-+ E+*%+. #2 &-$'

7)"5 )%/ $% ")*&$4;.)* &# /+&+*7$%+ 6-+&-+* $& $' 1%$&+ @+(+% $2 %#& %+4+'')*$.3

&*$($).,9

?% $7"#*&)%& 4.)''$4). +8)7".+ 4#%'$/+*' ) 0.#=). 1+./ K )%/ $&' 4#7".+&$#%'

Kv5 ).#%0 6$&- )% )=+.$)% ()*$+&3 A #(+* K @+909 )% +..$"&$4 4;*(+ #(+* K,9 :% &-$'

4)'+ &-+ .#4).<0.#=). 7)" $' ) 0*#;" -#7#7#*"-$'75 )%/ $&' E+*%+. $' ) 0*#;"5

4)..+/ &-+ )#*+$,-#.#/+01"- %/!2( X(K, A)9 ? 7)G#* #"+% A;+'&$#% $' 6-+&-+*

$&' #*/+* $' %+4+'')*$.3 1%$&+9 :% 2)4&5 $&' #*/+* -)' =++% 4#%G+4&;*+/ $% &-+ 4)'+ #2

+..$"&$4 4;*(+'5 $% &+*7' #2 '"+4$). ().;+' #2 L<2;%4&$#%'F &-$' $' &-+ 4#%G+4&;*+ #2

H$*4- )%/ I6$%%+*&#%<J3+*9

:% &-+ 4)'+ &-)& G $' ) .$%+)* ).0+=*)$4 0*#;" #(+* ) %;7=+* 1+./ K5 $& 6)'

'-#6% =3 H#*+. )%/ I+**+ @KHI LM, &-)& X(K, G) $' 1%$&+9 @N+*+ 6+ )0)$% &)E+

&-+ .#4).<0.#=). 7)" 6$&- *+'"+4& &# &-+ '+& #2 )='#.;&+ ().;+' #% K9, O#* &-+

)%).#0#;' "*#=.+7 $% &-+ 2;%4&$#% 1+./ 4)'+ #2 0.#=). 1+./'5 &-+ 1%$&+%+'' #2

X(K, G) 6)' '-#6% =3 H*$)% P#%*)/ @KP#%QRM,9

 !"#$%&'%"($% )*+,#+)%-. +, /0- )$/#0+,' #",/-1/

:% #;* 4#%&+8&5 6+ 6$.. &)E+ F &# =+ &-+ 2;%4&$#% 1+./ #2 ) "*#G+4&$(+ %#*7). 4;*(+

X̂ #(+* ) 4#7".+&+ /$'4*+&+ ().;)&$#% *$%0 T 5 )%/ 6+ 6$.. .+& Fξ *)%0+ #(+* ) 1%$&+

'+& #2 #(+*1+./' 4#**+'"#%/$%0 &# ")&4-+' FU )%/ FP )' $% I+4&$#%  9S9 D#&+ &-)&

&-$' $%(#.(+' ;'$%0 G;'& ) 341*+ 4#..+4&$#% #2 #(+*1+./'5 ;%.$E+ &-+ 4.)''$4). '$&;)&$#%

$% 6-$4- $%1%$&+.3 7)%3 #(+*1+./' )*+ 4#%'$/+*+/9 B-+ .#4).<0.#=). "*$%4$".+ 2#*

&#*'#*' &-+% ')3' &-)& ) G<&#*'#* H #(+* F $' &*$($). $2 )%/ #%.3 $2 Hξ $' &*$($).

#(+* Fξ 2#* +)4- ξ ∈ P ⊔U 9 TA;$().+%&.35 $& ')3' &-)& &-+ E+*%+. #2 &-+ .#4).<0.#=).
7)"

H1(F, G)→
∏

P∈P

H1(FP , G)×
∏

U∈U

H1(FU , G)

$' &*$($).9 B-+ E+*%+. #2 &-$' 7)" 6$.. =+ /+%#&+/ =3 X bX,P(F, G)5 6-+*+ P /+&+*<

7$%+' U 9 :2 &-+ 7#/+. X̂ #2 F $' ;%/+*'&##/5 6+ 6$.. '$7".3 6*$&+ XP(F, G)9



 !"#$%&' %& ()'*+,!  !

"#$ %&'()*%+ ,-))#,% ./'. F = K(x)+ 0/%$% ', 1%2#$% K 3, ./% 2$'4.3#5 6%*7

#2 T + '57 .'8% X̂ = P1
T 9 :%. P 4#5,3,. ;-,. #2 ./% )#35. P = ∞ #5 ./% 4*#,%7

61%$ X = P1
k+ ,# ./'. U 4#5,3,., ;-,. #2 ./% ,35<*% #)%5 ,%. U = A1

k9 =5 ./3,

4',% XP(F, G) 3, ./% 8%$5%* #2 H1(F, G)→ H1(FP , G)×H1(FU , G)9 :%. ℘ 1% ./%

-53>-% 1$'54/ #2 X '. P 9 ?,35< ./% 2'4. ./'. )'.4/35< /#*7, 2#$ 653.% 73(%5,3#5'*

@%4.#$ ,)'4%, 35 ./3, 4#5.%&.+ #5% ./%5 #1.'35, ./% 2#**#035< A'B%$CD3%.#$3, .B)%

%&'4. ,%>-%54% E,%% FGGHII'+ J/%#$%( K9LMNO

 !"#$"% &'('  !"#" $% &' "(&)* %"+,"')" -. /-$'*"0 %"*%

1 // H0(F, G) // H0(FP , G)×H0(FU , G) // H0(F℘, G)
:;

ON

δ

��

H1(F, G) // H1(FP , G)×H1(FU , G) //
// H1(F℘, G).

1#--.2 P%65% ./% ('), #5 H i(F, G) .# 1% ./% 73'<#5'* 354*-,3#5,9 P%65% ./%

*',. '$$#0 #5 ./% 6$,. *35% ', ./% >-#.3%5. i−1
U iP #2 ./% 354*-,3#5 ('), 2$#( ./%

2'4.#$, 35 ./% (377*% .%$( .# ./% <$#-) H0(F℘, G)9 EJ/3, >-#.3%5. (') 3, 5#. 35

<%5%$'* ' <$#-) /#(#(#$)/3,(9N J/% .0# '$$#0, '. ./% %57 #2 ,%4#57 *35% '$%

./% ('), '$3,35< 2$#( ./% 354*-,3#5, #2 FP , FU 35.# F℘9 Q&'4.5%,, '. ./% (377*%

.%$( #2 ./'. *35% (%'5, ./'. ./% %>-'*3R%$ #2 ./%,% .0# ('), 3, %>-'* .# ./% 3('<%

#2 H1(F, G)9 E=2 G 3, 4#((-.'.3@% ./%5 H1(F℘, G) 3, ' <$#-) '57 0% 4#-*7 .'8%

./% 4#$$%,)#5735< >-#.3%5. 35,.%'7 #2 -,35< ' 7#-1*% '$$#09N

J/% 4#1#-57'$B (') δ 3, 7%65%7 ', 2#**#0,O J'8% .$3@3'* GC.#$,#$, HP , HU

#@%$ FP , FU 03./ $'.3#5'* )#35., xP , xU 9 S3@%5 g℘ ∈ H0(F℘, G)+ 0% /'@% '5

3,#(#$)/3,(

HP ×FP
F℘ → HU ×FU

F℘

#2 .$3@3'* GC.#$,#$, #@%$ F℘+ .'835< xP .# xUg℘9 J/3, 7%65%, ' )'.4/35< )$#1*%(

2#$ GC.#$,#$,9 TB U#$#**'$B V9W+ ./%$% 3, ' ,#*-.3#5 H .# ./3, )'.4/35< )$#1*%(+

@3R9 ' GC.#$,#$ H #@%$ F 4#$$%,)#5735< .# '5 %*%(%5. #2 H1(F, G)9 J/3, %*%(%5.

3, ./%5 7%65%7 .# 1% δ(g℘)9
X3./ ./% '1#@% ('),+ #5% 4'5 ./%5 4/%48 ./'. ./% ,%>-%54% 3, %&'4.9

=5 ./% %&'()*% #2 ./% *35%+ %&'4.5%,, 3()*3%, ./'. XP(F, G) 3, ./% 4#8%$5%*

#2 ./% *',. (') #2 H0
.%$(,+ 39%9 G(FP ) × G(FU) → G(F℘)+ <3@%5 1B (gP , gU) 7→

g−1
U gP + 0/%$% 0% $%<'$7 G(FP ), G(FU) ', 4#5.'35%7 35 G(F℘)9 T-. ./% ,-$;%4.3@3.B
#2 ./3, (') 3, %>-3@'*%5. .# ./% 2'4.#$3R'.3#5 )$#)%$.B 2#$ ./% <$#-) G9 EY#.%

./'. -5.3* 5#0 0% /'@% 4#5,37%$%7 2'4.#$3R'.3#5 #5*B 2#$ ./% <$#-), GLn+ 5#. 2#$

#./%$ *35%'$ '*<%1$'34 <$#-), G9N G%54% ./% *#4'*C<*#1'* )$3543)*% 2#$ GC.#$,#$, 3,

%>-3@'*%5. .# ./% 2'4.#$3R'.3#5 )$#)%$.B 2#$ ./% <$#-) G9

X/3*% ./% '1#@% 3, 2#$ ./% %&'()*% #2 ./% *35% '57 03./ P = {∞}+ J/%#$%( !9I

4'$$3%, #@%$ .# '$13.$'$B 5#$('* T C4-$@%, X̂ .#<%./%$ 03./ P ⊂ X9 EZ%% FGGHII'+

J/%#$%( K9LM9N J/%$% ./% (377*% '57 *',. .%$(, #5 %'4/ *35% #2 ./% A'B%$CD3%.#$3,
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"#$%& '"()"*%" $+" +",-$%". /0 ,+1.)%&'2 34"+" P, U, ℘ +"',"%&56"-0 +$*7" 16"+ P 2
U 2 B8 9)'& $' &4" '5:)-&$*"1)' ;$%&1+5<$&51* ,+1,"+&0 ;1+ GLn 3$' %1*'5."+". 5*

="%&51* >8?2 1*" %$* $-'1 %1*'5."+ &45' ,+1,"+&0 ;1+ $* $+/5&+$+0 -5*"$+ $-7"/+$5%

7+1), G8 @" &4"* 1/&$5*A

 !"!##$"% &'('  ! "#$ %&"'("&)! )* +$,"&)! -./0 &* G &% ( 1&!$(2 (13$42(&, 32)'5 )6$2

F 0 "#$! "#$ 1),(1731)4(1 52&!,&51$ *)2 G7")2%)2% &% $8'&6(1$!" ") "#$ %&9'1"(!$)'%

*(,")2&:("&)! 52)5$2"; *)2 "#$ 32)'5 G.

 ! "#$%&'(%)*+$ %* ,*(-,./,*#-, 0&)+()0,1$

B* &4" ,+"651)' '"%&51*2 -1%$-C7-1/$- ,+5*%5,-"' ;1+ &1+'1+' 5* &4" %1*&"#& 1; ,$&%4"'

3"+" +";1+:)-$&". 5* &"+:' 1; ;$%&1+5<$&51*8 D'5*7 &45'2 3" %$* *13 "#$:5*" 34"*

')%4 ,+5*%5,-"' 41-.2 $*. 34"&4"+ &4" 1/'&+)%&51* XP(F, G) 5' E*5&" "6"* 5; *1&

*"%"''$+5-0 &+565$-8

 !" #$%& '( )$*+',$- .',,&.*&/ 0)'12%

F' 3" .5'%)'' /"-132 '5:)-&$*"1)' ;$%&1+5<$&51* 41-.' ;1+ G2 $*. 4"*%" XP(F, G)
6$*5'4"'2 ,+165.". &4$& &4" 7+1), G 5' %1**"%&". $*. +$&51*$- G58"8 +$&51*$- $'

$* F C6$+5"&02 :"$*5*7 &4$& 5& 5' /5+$&51*$--0 5'1:1+,45% &1 An
F ;1+ '1:" nH8 I1+

"#$:,-"2 &4" ',"%5$- 1+&4171*$- 7+1), SO(n) 5' $ %1**"%&". +$&51*$- 7+1),2 /0

&4" J$0-"0 ,$+$:"&+5<$&51*8 B* ;$%& :$*0 %1**"%&". -5*"$+ $-7"/+$5% 7+1),' $+"

K*13* &1 /" +$&51*$-L $*. 16"+ $* (13$42(&,(11; ,1)%$< =$1< 5& 5' K*13* &4$& "6"+0

-5*"$+ $-7"/+$5% 7+1), 5' +$&51*$-8

@" ."'%+5/" &4" 5."$ 1; &4" ,+11;2 $*. &1 '5:,-5;0 &4" .5'%)''51* 3" $7$5*

+"&)+* &1 &4" "#$:,-" 1; &4" ,+1M"%&56" -5*" $*. P = {∞}8 F' 5* &4" %$'" 1;

,+165*7 ;$%&1+5<$&51* ;1+ &4" 7+1), GLn2 3" 35-- %1*'&+)%& &4" ;$%&1+' 5*.)%&56"-02

:1.)-1 ')%%"''56" ,13"+' 1; &4" )*5;1+:5<"+ t 1; T 8 N)& )*-5K" 5* &4" GLn %$'"2

3" 4$6" &1 /" %$+";)- &1 "*')+" &4$& &4" -5:5& 1; &4"'" 5*.)%&56" '"()"*%"' 1; :1.

ti ;$%&1+' 35-- 5&'"-; -5" 5* &4" 7+1), G8 GO45' 3$' $)&1:$&5% ;1+ GLn2 '5*%" $*0

:$&+5# &4$& 5' %1*7+)"*& &1 &4" 5."*&5&0 :1.)-1 t 35-- -5" 5* GLn8H O1 .1 &45'2 3"

35-- )'" &4" +$&51*$-5&0 1; &4" 7+1), G8

=,"%5E%$--02 '5*%" G 5' $ %1**"%&". +$&51*$- 6$+5"&02 '$0 1; .5:"*'51* m2 &4"+"

$+" P$+5'K5 1,"* *"574/1+411.' N ⊆ G $*. N ′ ⊆ Am
1; 1 ∈ G $*. 0 ∈ Am

2

+"',"%&56"-02 &17"&4"+ 35&4 $* 5'1:1+,45': 1; F C6$+5"&5"' η : N → N ′
8 O4"

:)-&5,-5%$&51* :$, µ : G × G → G 1* G2 +"'&+5%&". &1 $* 1,"* *"574/1+411. 1;

(1, 1) 5* N ×N 2 %1++"',1*.' )*."+ η &1 $ :$, f : Ñ ′ → N ′
2 34"+" Ñ ′

5' $* 1,"*

."*'" ')/'"& 1; N ′ × N ′
&4$& %1*&$5*' &4" 1+575*8 N0 $* 5*.)%&56" %1*'&+)%&51*

&4$& 7"*"+$-5<"' &4" ;$%&1+5<$&51* %1*'&+)%&51* ;1+ GLn2 3" %$* '413 &4$& ;1+

'1:" 1,"* *"574/1+411. M ′
1; &4" 1+575* 5* N ′

2 "6"+0 B0 ∈M ′(F℘) 5' 1; &4" ;1+:
f(BU , BP )2 ;1+ '1:" BU ∈ N ′(FU) $*. BP ∈ N ′(FP ) 35&4 (BU , BP ) ∈ Ñ ′

8 Q13
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"#$% #&' A0 ∈ G(F℘) "(#" )% )*+( ", -#.",/0 1-"%/ "/#&+2#"*,&3 )% 4#' #++54%

"(#" A0 ∈ N(F℘) #&6 "(#" B0 := η(A0) ∈ M ′(F℘)0 7#$*&8 BU , BP #+ #9,:%3

"(% %2%4%&"+ AU := η−1(BU) ∈ G(FU) #&6 AP := η−1(BP ) ∈ G(FP ) "(%& +#"*+-'

AUAP = A03 #+ 6%+*/%60 ;<%% =>>?@AB3 7(%,/%4+ C0D #&6 C0E3 -,/ 4,/% 6%"#*2+0F

G& "(% 4,/% 8%&%/#2 +*"5#"*,&3 )(%/% P 3 U 3 #&6 B .#& %#.( (#:% 4,/% "(#&

,&% %2%4%&"3 ,&% .#& 8%&%/#2*H% "(*+ #&6 I/,:%  !"#$%&'()# -#.",/*H#"*,& -,/ .,2J

2%."*,&+ ,- %2%4%&"+ ,- G(F℘)3 ℘ ∈ B0 ;<%% =>>?@AB3 7(%,/%4 C0K0F L' M,/,2J

2#/' A0D3 *" -,22,)+ "(#" "(% 2,.#2J82,9#2 I/*&.*I2% (,26+ -,/ GJ",/+,/+3 ,/ %N5*:#J

2%&"2' XP(F, G)3 )(%/% G *+ #&' /#"*,&#2 .,&&%."%6 2*&%#/ #28%9/#*. 8/,5I ,:%/

F 0

 !"# $%&' () *+,-' ./(01&

19,:%3 "(% 8/,5I+ .,&+*6%/%6 )%/% .,&&%."%60 7(*+ 2%#:%+ ,I%& "(% N5%+"*,& ,-

)(#" (#II%&+ *- "(% 8/,5I *+ 6*+.,&&%."%60 O,/ %P#4I2%3 +5II,+% "(#" G *+ #&

,/6*&#/' Q&*"% 8/,5I3 :*%)%6 #+ # Q&*"% 2*&%#/ #28%9/#*. 8/,5I0 1+ 6*+.5++%6 *&

<%."*,&  3 GJ",/+,/+ ,:%/ F #/% "(%& R5+" "(% +I%."/# ,- GJS#2,*+ F J#28%9/#+0 O,/

+5.( #& F J#28%9/# A3 )% .#& "#$% "(% &,/4#2*H#"*,& ,- X̂ *& A3 #&6 ,9"#*& # GJ

S#2,*+ 9/#&.(%6 .,:%/ Ŷ → X̂ )(,+% .,//%+I,&6*&8 %P"%&+*,& ,- F *+ A0 ;>%/%3

"(% ')*"&$!+&%!)' *+ ,9"#*&%6 9' "#$*&8 "(% *&"%8/#2 .2,+5/% S ,- R *& A -,/ %:%/'

T#/*+$* #U&% ,I%& +59+%" Spec(R) ⊂ X̂V #&6 "(%& "#$*&8 Ŷ ", 9% "(% 5&*,& ,-

"(% #U&% +.(%4%+ Spec(S)0 W,/% -,/4#22'3 Ŷ = Spec(S)3 )(%/% S *+ "(% *&"%8/#2

.2,+5/% ,- "(% +"/5."5/% +(%#- O bX *& A0F >%/% Ŷ *+ .,&&%."%6 ;*& -#." *//%65.*92%F

*- #&6 ,&2' *- A *+ # Q%260

7(5+ H1(F, G) *+ *& 9*R%."*,& )*"( "(% +%" ,- *+,4,/I(*+4 .2#++%+ ,- GJS#2,*+

9/#&.(%6 .,:%/+ ,- X̂0 7(% +59+%" XP(F, G) ⊆ H1(F, G) .,//%+I,&6+ ", "(,+%

.,:%/+ "(#" #/% "/*:*#2 ,:%/ %#.( FP #&6 %#.( FU 0 M,:%/+ ,- "(#" "'I%3 )(*.( )%

.#22  ,$!% -).(* 3 #/% &%.%++#/*2' 5&/#4*Q%6 ,:%/ X̂3 +*&.% "(%' #/% 5&/#4*Q%6 ;*&

-#."3 "/*:*#2F 2,.#22'0

1+ )% )*22 6*+.5++3 "(% 2,.#2J82,9#2 I/*&.*I2% -,/ G .#& -#*2 *& "(*+ +*"5#"*,&0

L5" "(% ,9+"/5."*,& XP(F, G) *+ Q&*"%3 #&6 .#& 9% .,4I5"%6 *& "%/4+ ,- # 8/#I(

Γ "(#" *+ #++,.*#"%6 ", "(% .2,+%6 Q9%/ X ,- X̂0 X#4%2'3 Γ .#& 9% /%8#/6%6 #+

# ",I,2,8*.#2 +I#.%3 #&6 XP(F, G) .#& 9% 6%+./*9%6 *& "%/4+ ,- *"+ -5&6#4%&"#2

8/,5I0

7(*+ 8/#I(3 .#22%6 "(% *(/#-%!)' 0*&,13 *+ %#+*%+" ", 6%+./*9% *& "(% +I%.*#2 .#+%

"(#" "(%/% #/% %P#."2' "), 9/#&.(%+ ,- X #" %#.( I,*&" ,- P 3 #&6 "(#" "(%+% "),

9/#&.(%+ 2*% ,& 6*+"*&." *//%65.*92% .,4I,&%&"+ ,- X0 G& "(*+ .#+%3 )% .#& 5+%

"(% 6%Q&*"*,& 8*:%& *& =YWKA3 I0 ZKB[ "(% :%/"*.%+ ,- "(% 8/#I( .,//%+I,&6 ", "(%

*//%65.*92% .,4I,&%&"+ ,- X3 "(% %68%+ .,//%+I,&6 ", "(% ;+*&852#/F I,*&"+ "(#"

2*% ,& "), 6*+"*&." .,4I,&%&"+3 #&6 "(% :%/"*.%+ ,- # 8*:%& %68% .,//%+I,&6 ", "(%

"), .,4I,&%&"+ ,& )(*.( "(% .,//%+I,&6*&8 I,*&" 2*%+0
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"#$ %&'()*%+ ,-% .$')- '//#01',%2 ,# ,-% 0#34.5$',1#3 )10,5$%2 13 6%0,1#3 789

1/ '/ :#**#;/<

rr r
U1 P1 U2 P2 U3

=3 ,-% 0'/% ,-', (#$% ,-'3 ,;# 0#()#3%3,/ #: X 0'3 (%%, ', ' )#13,+ ,-%

'>#?% 2%431,1#3 2#%/ 3#, '))*@8 A5, #3% 0'3 13/,%'2 0#3/12%$ ' (#214%2 ?%$/1#3+

;-10- 13 ,-% '>#?% /)%01'* 0'/% .1?%/ ,-% >'$@0%3,$10 /5>21?1/1#3 #: ,-% .$')- '/

2%/0$1>%2 '>#?%8 B-1/ .$')- ;1** ,-%3 >% -#(#,#)10 ,# ,-% .$')- '>#?%+ '32 ,-',

;1** /5C0% :#$ #5$ )5$)#/%/ D:#$ ;-10- #3*@ ,-% -#(#,#)@ 0*'// #: ,-% .$')- ;1**

>% $%*%?'3,E8

F'(%*@+ ;% 0#3/,$50, ' >1)'$,1,% .$')-+ 18%8 ' .$')- ;-#/% ?%$,%& /%, V 1/

)'$,1,1#3%2 13,# ,;# /5>/%,/ V1,V2 /50- ,-', %?%$@ %2.% 0#33%0,/ ' ?%$,%& 13 V1 ,#

#3% 13 V28 G-##/% ' 3#3H%(),@ 431,% /5>/%, P #: X ,-', 0#3,'13/ '** ,-% )#13,/

;-%$% ,-% 0*#/%2 4>%$ X -'/ (#$% ,-'3 #3% >$'30-8 DB-1/ 0#3,'13/ 13 )'$,105*'$

'** ,-% )#13,/ ;-%$% 21/,130, 1$$%2501>*% 0#()#3%3,/ #: X (%%,8E I%, U 0#3/1/,

#: ,-% 0#33%0,%2 0#()#3%3,/ #: X r P J 1,/ %*%(%3,/ U '$% 13 >1K%0,1#3 ;1,- ,-%

1$$%2501>*% 0#()#3%3,/ #: X+ >@ ,'L13. M'$1/L1 0*#/5$%/8 N% '*/# #>,'13 ' /%, B+
0#3/1/,13. #: ,-% >$'30-%/ #: X ', ,-% )#13,/ #: P J %'0- >$'30- *1%/ #3 ,-% 0*#/5$%

#: ' 531O5% U ∈ U 8 "#$ ,-% >1)'$,1,% .$')-+ *%, V1 = P '32 V2 = U 8 B-% %2.%/ #:
,-% .$')- 0#$$%/)#32 ,# ,-% >$'30-%/ #: X ', ,-% )#13,/ #: P + ;1,- ,-% ?%$,10%/

#: ' >$'30- 0#$$%/)#3213. ,# ,-% '//#01',%2 )#13, P ∈ P '32 %*%(%3, U ∈ U 8
P/ '3 %&'()*%+ 0#3/12%$ ,-% /1,5',1#3 #: ' 0*#/%2 4>%$ X 0#3/1/,13. #: ,-$%%

0#()#3%3,/ X1, X2, X3 ,-', '** (%%, ', ,;# )#13,/ P1, P28 B-5/ Ui = Xi r

{P1, P2}8 B-%$% '$% /1& >$'30-%/ ℘1, . . . , ℘6 #3 X ', ,-% )#13,/ #: P + #3% :#$ %'0-

)'1$ (Pi, Uj)8 B-1/ 0#34.5$',1#3 0'3 >% )10,5$%2 '/ :#**#;/<

U1

P1

q U2

P2

q
U3

℘1℘2

℘3

℘4
℘5

℘6

B-% '//#01',%2 >1)'$,1,% .$')- 1/ ,-%3 '/ :#**#;/+ ;-%$% ,-% 4?% ?%$,10%/ 0#$H

$%/)#32 ,# P ⊔ U '32 ,-% /1& %2.%/ 0#$$%/)#32 ,# ,-% /1& >$'30-%/ ℘i8
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P1

U2
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"# $%#%&'() *+ ,% %#('&$% P -. '//*#$ '# '//*0*1#'( 2(13%/ 41*#0 5'#/ 36&*#7*#$

06% 21&&%341#/*#$ 3%0 U ∈ U -. /%(%0*#$ 06'0 41*#08) 06%# 06% 6191014. 2('33 1+

06% $&'46 *3 :#26'#$%/; <6% 3'9% *3 0&:% *+ ,% -(1, :4 X̂ '0 ' &%$:('& 41*#0

P ∈ P;

=19*#$ -'27 01 (12'(>$(1-'( 4&*#2*4(%3) 21#3*/%& ' ?#*0% $&1:4 G) ,6*26 ,%

2'# '(31 21#3*/%& '3 ' ?#*0% 01&31& 1@%& F ; A# %(%9%#0 1+ XP(F, G) *#/:2%3 '

G>B'(1*3 21@%&*#$ 34'2% 1+ 06% '3312*'0%/ &%/:20*1# $&'46 Γ) '3 +1((1,3; <6*3

21@%&*#$ 34'2% *3 (12'((. 0&*@*'( 1@%& ' #%*$6-1&611/ 1+ %'26 @%&0%C) *#2(:/*#$ 06%

'/D'2%#0 14%# %/$%3; <6% (12'( 21@%&3 '&% $(:%/ 1@%& 06% 1@%&('43) '221&/*#$ 01 06%

4'026*#$ /'0' 1+ 06% $*@%# %(%9%#0 1+ XP(F, G) ⊆ H1(F, G); <6*3 /'0' 21#3*303

1+ 06% $*@%# F℘>*3191&46*393 1+ 06% 0&*@*'( G>01&31&3 1@%& FU '#/ FP 06'0 '&%

1-0'*#%/ @*' -'3% 26'#$% +&19 06% $*@%# 01&31& 1@%& F ; 5<6%3% -'3% 26'#$%3

'&% 0&*@*'( G>01&31&3 -%2':3% 06% $*@%# 01&31& (*%3 *# XP(F, G);8 =1#@%&3%(.) '

21@%&*#$ 34'2% 1+ Γ *#/:2%3 '# %(%9%#0 1+ XP(F, G)) -. 4'026*#$;

<6:3 06% %(%9%#03 1+ XP(F, G) '&% 2('33*?%/ -. Hom(π1(Γ), G)/ ∼) ,6%&% ∼
*3 06% %E:*@'(%#2% &%('0*1# $*@%# -. 21#D:$'0*#$ 9'43 -. %(%9%#03 1+ G; <6*3 *3

-%2':3% 06*3 3%0 2('33*?%3 06% 54133*-(. /*321##%20%/8 G>B'(1*3 21@%&*#$ 34'2%3 1+

06% $&'46 Γ; 5"+ ,% *#30%'/ 2('33*?%/  !"#$%& G>B'(1*3 21@%&*#$ 34'2%3 1+ Γ) ,%
,1:(/ #10 #%%/ 01 91/ 1:0 -. 06*3 %E:*@'(%#2% &%('0*1#;8

B*@%# X̂ '#/ P ) ,% 2'# ?#/ Γ %C4(*2*0(.) '#/ 06%# 2194:0%

XP(F, G) = Hom(π1(Γ), G)/ ∼,

,6*26 *3 ' ?#*0% 3%0; F'9%(.) π1(Γ) *3 ' +&%% $&1:4 1+ 319% ?#*0% &'#7 r) ,6%&%
r *3 06% G#:9-%& 1+ (1143 *# ΓH; I% 2'# 06%# */%#0*+. Hom(π1(Γ), G) ,*06 Gr

;

<6:3 XP(F, G) 2'# -% */%#0*?%/ ,*06 Gr/G) ,6%&% 06% '20*1# 1+ G 1# Gr
*3 -.

:#*+1&9 21#D:$'0*1#;

F10% 06'0 06*3 /%32&*40*1# 1+ XP(F, G) *3 *#/%4%#/%#0 1+ 06% 261*2% 1+ P

'#/ 1+ X̂ 5,6*26 2'# -% @'&*%/ -. -(1,*#$ :48) 3*#2% 06% 6191014. 2('33 1+ Γ *3

*#/%4%#/%#0 1+ 06%3% 261*2%3; F10% '(31) +1& G 6= 1) 06'0 XP(F, G) @'#*36%3 51&

%E:*@'(%#0(.) 06% (12'(>$(1-'( 4&*#2*4(% 61(/38 *+ '#/ 1#(. *+ Γ *3 ' 0&%%;



 !  !"#$ %!&'!()&

 !"# $%&'())*'+*, -.+%()./ 0-(12&

"# $%&# '()*+,#-#, .$# (/*.-0'.+()* XP(F, G) .( 1('%1231(/%1 4-+)'+41#* +) .$#

*4#'+%1 '%*#* .$%. G +* % -%.+()%1 '())#'.#, 3-(045 (- +6 G %-+*#* 6-(7 % 8)+.#

3-(049 :#-# ;# .0-) .( 1+)#%- %13#/-%+' 3-(04* *0'$ %* O(n) .$%. %-# %. )#+.$#-

(6 .$(*# .;( #<.-#7#*9

"# *%= .$%. % >)(. )#'#**%-+1= '())#'.#,? 1+)#%- %13#/-%+' 3-(04 G +*  !"#$%

&!' +6 #%'$ '())#'.#, '(74()#). (6 .$# F 2&%-+#.= G +* % -%.+()%1 F 2&%-+#.=9 @)

#A0+&%1#). '$%-%'.#-+B%.+() +* .$%. .$# +,#).+.= '(74()#). G0
(6 G +* % -%.+()%1

'())#'.#, 3-(04 %), .$%. #%'$ '())#'.#, '(74()#). (6 G $%* %) F 24(+).9 @)2

(.$#- #A0+&%1#). '$%-%'.#-+B%.+() +* .$%. G0
+* % -%.+()%1 '())#'.#, 3-(04 %), .$#

A0(.+#). Ḡ := G/G0
+* % 8)+.# '()*.%). 3-(04 *'$#7# >+9#9 %-+*#* 6-(7 %) (-,+)%-=

8)+.# 3-(04? *0'$ .$%. G(F )→ Ḡ(F ) +* *0-C#'.+&#9
D(- *0'$ % 3-(04 G5 ;# $%&# % *$(-. #<%'. *#A0#)'#

1→ G0 → G → Ḡ → 1

(6 3-(04*5 ;+.$ G0
'())#'.#, %), Ḡ % 8)+.# '()*.%). 3-(049 @**('+%.#, .( .$+*

+* % 1()3 #<%'. '($(7(1(3= *#A0#)'#5 ;$+'$ +)&(1&#* C0*. H0
%), H1

+6 G +* )(.

'(770.%.+&# >*## EF#-GG5 H9I9I5 J-(4(*+.+() KLM?9 N(7/+)+)3 .$%. ;+.$ .$# O%=#-2

P+#.(-+* *#A0#)'# +) Q$#(-#7 R9S5 ()# (/.%+)* % *$(-. #<%'. *#A0#)'# (6 4(+).#,

*#.* >%), (6 3-(04*5 +6 G +* '(770.%.+&#?T

1→XP(F, G0)→XP(F, G)→XP(F, Ḡ)→ 1.

>F## N(-(11%-= U9V (6 E::WSS%M9? :#-# .$# 8-*. .#-7 &%)+*$#*5 %* ,+*'0**#, +)

F#'.+() SG9SX %), .$# .$+-, .#-7 +* 3+&#) /= Hom(π1(Γ), Ḡ)/ ∼)5 %* +) F#'.+() SG9U9

"# .$#) (/.%+) .$# 6(11(;+)3 ,#*'-+4.+() (6 .$# (/*.-0'.+() XP(F, G) .( .$#

1('%1231(/%1 4-+)'+41# 6(- G2.(-*(-* >;$#-# *(7# #<.-% ;(-Y +* )##,#, +6 G +* )(.

'(770.%.+&#?T

 !"#$"% &'(&( ()" X̂ *) ! &$ +!' , $-)."#/) +$0)' $1 ! 2)'0 F $1 " !&3.)&0)&.)

0)4 )) $&) $/) ! .$+,')") 0#3. )")'5 /!'6)0 2)'07 ()" P *) ! &$&%)+,"5 2&#")

36*3)" $1 "8) .'$3)0 2*) X "8!" .$&"!#&3 !'' "8) ,$#&"3 98) ) X 8!3 +$ ) "8!& $&)

* !&.87 ()" G *) !  !"#$&!' '#&)! !'4)* !#. 4 $6, $/) F : !&0 9 #") Ḡ = G/G0
7

;8)&

XP(F, G) = Hom(π1(Γ), Ḡ)/ ∼ .

@* % '()*#A0#)'#5 XP(F, G) +* 8)+.#5 %), +.* (-,#- '%) /# #<41+'+.1= '(740.#,5

6(- G -%.+()%19 O(-#(&#- ;# (/.%+) .$# 4-#'+*# '(),+.+() 6(- .$# 1('%1231(/%1

4-+)'+41# .( $(1,T

)#$#**+$, &'(-( <#"8 F !3 !*$/) !&0 G !  !"#$&!' '#&)! !'4)* !#. 4 $6, $/) 

F : "8) '$.!'%4'$*!' , #&.#,') 1$ G%"$ 3$ 3 8$'03 #1 !&0 $&'5 #1 )#"8) G #3 .$&&).")0

$ "8)  )06."#$& 4 !,8 #3 ! " ))7



 !"#$%&' %& ()'*+,!  !

"#$%&'( )*%+% #,% -,%./+%&' )*% .012/)/01+ 312%, 4*/.* Hom(π1(Γ), Ḡ)( #12 *%1.%

#&+0 Hom(π1(Γ), Ḡ)/ ∼( /+ ),/5/#&6
7*% #805% 2/+.3++/01 #1+4%,+ )*% 93%+)/01 0: 4*%)*%, )*%,% /+ # &0.#&;<&08#&

-,/1./-&%( #12 $0,% <%1%,#&&' 4*#) )*% 08+),3.)/01 /+ )0 +3.* # -,/1./-&%( /1 )*%

.#+% 0:  !"#!"# :0, ,#)/01#& <,03-+6 =3) )*% 93%+)/01 ,%$#/1+ #803) &0.#&;<&08#&

-,/1./-&%+ :0, 0)*%, *0$0<%1%03+ +-#.%+ :0, +3.* <,03-+6

70 8% $0,% -,%./+%( .01+/2%, #1 F ;5#,/%)' H )0<%)*%, 4/)* # ,/<*) G;#.)/01

α : H ×G → H6 >% +#' )*#) G $% #  "$&#' '()*+ !& H /: :0, %5%,' ?%&2 %@)%1+/01

E/F ( )*% #.)/01 0: G(E) 01 H(E) /+ ),#1+/)/5%6 A5%,' )0,+0, *#+ )*/+ -,0-%,)'B

83) 10) .015%,+%&'( +/1.% ),#1+/)/5% #.)/01+ .#1 *#5% +)#8/&/C%,+6

>% .#1 )*%1 +*04D

 !"#"$%&%"' ()*+* ,) G -) $ *'&)$" $*.)-"$'% ."!/0 !()" $ 1)*2 F $# $-!()3 45  6)

*!%$*7.*!-$* 0"'&%'0*) 6!*2# 5!" G7 !"#!"#8  6)& ' $*#! 6!*2# 5!" ,-- F 7($"') ')# H !&

96'%6 G $% #  "$&#' '()*+3 :;/'($*)& *+8  6) #'</* $&)!/# 5$% !"'=$ '!& %!&2' '!&

5!" G '<0*')#  6$ *!%$*7.*!-$* 0"'&%'0*)# 6!*2 5!" $**  "$&#' '() G7($"') ')#3

>"!!53 7*% ?,+) -#,) :0&&04+ :,0$ )*% +%.012 -#,) )0<%)*%, 4/)* E0,0&&#,' F6G6

E01.%,1/1< )*% +%.012 -#,)( :0, +/$-&/./)'( 4% +H%).* )*% -,00: /1 )*% +/$-&%

.#+% 4*%,% 4% *#5% I3+) 01% U #12 01% P 6 J0,% #8+),#.)&'( 4% *#5% :03, ?%&2+

F ⊆ F1, F2 ⊆ F0 +#)/+:'/1< E012/)/01+ K6L #12 K6G M)*% &#))%, #&+0 8%/1< +#)/+?%2

*%,%( #+ 2/+.3++%2 /1 N%.)/01 OP6

N#' )*#) 4% *#5% -0/1)+ P1 ∈ H(F1) #12 P2 ∈ H(F2)6 >% 4/+* )0 ?12 # -0/1)

P ∈ H(F )6 Q/%4/1< Pi ∈ H(F0)( )*% ),#1+/)/5/)' -,0-%,)' /$-&/%+ )*#) )*%,% %@/+)+

+0$% A0 ∈ G(F0) +3.* )*#) P1A0 = P26 =' )*% :#.)0,/C#)/01 .012/)/01( )*%,% %@/+)

A1 ∈ G(F1) #12 A2 ∈ G(F2) +3.* )*#) A0 = A1A26 R%) P ′1 = P1A1 ∈ H(F1) #12
&%) P ′2 = P2A

−1
2 ∈ H(F2)6 7*%1 P ′1, P

′
2 2%?1% )*% +#$% -0/1) /1 H(F0)6 N/1.%

F1 ∩ F2 = F ( /) :0&&04+ )*#) )*/+ .0$$01 -0/1) P /+ 2%?1%2 05%, F ( /6%6 &/%+ /1

H(F )( #+ 2%+/,%26

  !""#$%&'$()* (+ #(%&#,-#(.&# "/$)%$"#0*

  ! "##$%&'(%)*+ () ,-'./'(%& 0)/1+

S+ 8%:0,%( &%) F 8% )*% :31.)/01 ?%&2 0: # .3,5% 05%, # .0$-&%)% 2/+.,%)%&' 5#&3%2

?%&2 K( #12 &%) X̂ 8% # 10,$#& -,0I%.)/5% $02%& 0: F 05%, )*% 5#&3#)/01 ,/1< T
0: K6 N3--0+% 104 )*#) char(F ) 6= 26 T: q /+ # 93#2,#)/. :0,$ 05%, F ( )*%1 #:)%,

# .*#1<% 0: 5#,/#8&%+ /) .#1 8% 2/#<01#&/C%2( /6%6 4,/))%1 #+ q =
∑n

i=1 aiz
2
i 6 >%

#++3$% )*#) q /+ ,%<3&#,( /6%6 %#.* ai 6= 06 S+ /1 N%.)/01 U( q 2%?1%+ # 93#2,/.

*'-%,+3,:#.% Q /1 Pn−1
K B #12 q /+ /+0),0-/. 05%, F /: #12 01&' /: Q *#+ #1 F ;-0/1)6

T1 )*/+ +/)3#)/01( 4% $#' .*00+% # 101;%$-)' ?1/)% +38+%) P ⊂ X 0: )*% .&0+%2

?8%, 4/)* -,0-%,)/%+ #+ 8%:0,%( #12 &%) U 8% )*% +%) 0: .011%.)%2 .0$-01%1)+ 0: )*%

.0$-&%$%1)6 7*% &0.#&;<&08#& -,/1./-&% :0, q 05%, F 4/)* ,%+-%.) )0 )*% 05%,?%&2+



 !  !"#$ %!&'!()&

Fξ" #$% ξ ∈ P⊔U " &'() *++(%&+ &'*& q ,+ ,+$&%$-,. $/(% F ,# *)0 $)12 ,# ,& ,+ ,+$&%$-,.

$/(% (*.' Fξ3 $% (45,/*1()&12"

Q(Fξ) 6= ∅ for all ξ ∈ P ⊔ U ⇔ Q(F ) 6= ∅.

6'( 45(+&,$) ,+ 7'(&'(% &',+ -%,).,-1( '$10+8

9(& O(q) :( &'( $%&'$;$)*1 ;%$5- *++$.,*&(0 &$ &'( 45*0%*&,. #$%< q3 ,8(8 &'(
+5:;%$5- $# GLn &'*& -%(+(%/(+ &'( #$%< q8 6'( -%$=(.&,/( '2-(%+5%#*.( Q ,+ *

'$<$;()($5+ +-*.( #$% &'( ;%$5- O(q)" &'$5;' )$& * &$%+$% #$% &',+ ;%$5-8 6',+

;%$5- ,+ %*&,$)*1" :2 &'( >*21(2 -*%*<(&%,?*&,$) @ABCD6EFG" -8 HIJ" KL(%.,+( EM"

:5& )$& .$))(.&(08 N) #*.&" ,& '*+ &7$ .$))(.&(0 .$<-$)()&+" 7,&' &'( ,0()&,&2

.$<-$)()& :(,); SO(q)8
O$&( &'*& dim(Q) = n−28 N) -*%&,.51*%" Q ,+ $# 0,<()+,$) ?(%$ ,# q ,+ * :,)*%2

45*0%*&,. #$%<8 N) &'*& .*+(" Q .*) .$)+,+& $# &7$ -$,)&+" *)0 :( 0,+.$))(.&(0

@(8;8 ,# q = x2 − y2
M8 P5& ,# n > 2" &'() Q ,+ .$))(.&(0" *)0 '().( &'( .$))(.&(0

+5:;%$5- SO(q) *1+$ *.&+ &%*)+,&,/(12 $) Q8 Q,).( &'( ;%$5- SO(q) ,+ :$&' %*&,$)*1

*)0 .$))(.&(0" &'( 1$.*1R;1$:*1 -%,).,-1( '$10+ #$% Q" 5+,); >$%$11*%2 JI8H *)0

S%$-$+,&,$) JI8T8 D(-'*+,); &',+" 7( '*/(U

 !"#$"% &&'&'  !" #$%&#'(#$)&# *+,-%,*#" .$+ ,/$0+$*1 $. 23&4+&0,% .$+5/ $6"+ F 7
8,0! +"/*"%0 0$ *&0%!"/ Fξ7 !$#4/ .$+ .$+5/ $. 4,5"-/,$- n > 29

6',+ %(+51& ,+ *)*1$;$5+ &$ &'( .1*++,.*1 V*++(RC,)W$7+W, &'($%(< #$% 45*0%*&,.

#$%<+ $/(% ;1$:*1 X(10+ @+(( Q(.&,$) FM8 P5& 5)1,W( &'*& +,&5*&,$)" '(%( &'(%( .*)

:( *) (L.(-&,$)" ,) &'( .*+( $# :,)*%2 #$%<+8 Y)0 ,) #*.&" &'(%( %(*112 0$ (L,+&

(L*<-1(+ $# :,)*%2 #$%<+ ,) 7',.' &'( -%,).,-1( 0$(+ )$& '$108 P2 >$%$11*%2 JI8H"

*)2 +5.' (L*<-1( <5+& ,)/$1/( * X(10 F #$% 7',.' &'( %(05.&,$) ;%*-' *++$.,*&(0

&$ * <$0(1 ,+ )$& * &%((8 6'( +,<-1(+& .*+( $# &',+ ,+ * 6*&( .5%/(" 7'(%( &'(

;()(%*1 X:(% ,+ * ;()5+ $)( .5%/( $/(% K" *)0 &'( .1$+(0 X:(% .$)+,+&+ $# $)( $%

<$%( -%$=(.&,/( 1,)(+ 7'$+( .%$++,);+ #$%< * Z1$$-[8 \)( +5.' -$++,:,1,&2 .$)+,+&+

$# &7$ -%$=(.&,/( 1,)(+ &'*& .%$++ (*.' $&'(% *& &7$ -$,)&+8 6'( .1$+(0 X:(% &'()

1$$W+ 1,W(

U1

P1

q
P2

q
U3

℘1

℘2

℘3

℘4

*)0 &'( %(05.&,$) ;%*-' 1$$W+ 1,W(
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U1

P1 P2

U2

q q
a

a

℘1

℘2

℘3

℘4

!"#$" #% &'( ) (*++, -& +./0#$#( +.)1/0+ '2 ("#% %#(3)(#'& #% ("+ 4'350+ $'6+* X̂ '2

P1
T 7#6+& #& )8&+ $''*4#&)(+% 59 y2 = x(x−t)(1−xt): !#(" P1, P2 5+#&7 ("+ /'#&(%

x = 0,∞ '& ("+ $0'%+4 ;5+* (t = 0), <"+ 2'*1 q = x(x−t)z2
1−z2

2 #% 0'$)009 #%'(*'/#$

53( &'( #%'(*'/#$ '6+* ("+ 23&$(#'& ;+04 '2 X̂, =<"#% /"+&'1+&'& !)% '5%+*6+4

59 >,?@, A'00#'(?<"B0C&+: 5)%+4 '& DE)#FG: H.)1/0+ I, J, E++ DAKELI: M+1)*N O,OJ

)&4 DPPQRS: H.)1/0+ O,OJ 2'* <)(+ $3*6+ +.)1/0+% !#(" )& #**+43$#50+ $0'%+4

;5+*,T

<"+*+ #% )&'("+* !)9 (' 3&4+*%()&4 ("+ 2)$( (")( ("+ 0'$)0 70'5)0 /*#&$#/0+ !#00

"'04 2'*  !! U3)4*)(#$ 2'*1% '6+* F =!#("'3( )&9 *+%(*#$(#'& '& 4#1+&%#'&T #2 )&4

'&09 #2 ("+ )%%'$#)(+4 *+43$(#'& 7*)/" Γ #% ) (*++, <"#% $'&$+*&% ("+ "#$$ %&'()

'2 ("+ ;+04 F , <"#% 7*'3/ W (F ) #% 4+;&+4 (' 5+ ("+ %+( '2 +U3#6)0+&$+ $0)%%+%

'2 U3)4*)(#$ 2'*1%: !#(" (!' 2'*1% 5+#&7 $'&%#4+*+4 +U3#6)0+&( #2 ("+9 4#V+* 59

) "9/+*5'0#$ 2'*1

∑m
i=1(x

2
i − y2

i ): 3/ (' ) $")&7+ '2 6)*#)50+%, <"+%+ +U3#6)0+&$+

$0)%%+% 2'*1 ) 7*'3/ 3&4+* '*("'7'&)0 4#*+$( %31: #,+, )44#&7 *+/*+%+&()(#6+ 2'*1%

#& 4#%W'#&( %+(% '2 6)*#)50+%, <"+ 0'$)0?70'5)0 /*#&$#/0+ 2'* ("+ X#(( 7*'3/ !'304

)%%+*( (")( W (F ) #% (*#6#)0 #2 )&4 '&09 #2 +)$" 7*'3/ W (Fξ) #% (*#6#)0, -% ) *+%30(

'2 ("+ (!'?4#1+&%#'&)0 +.$+/(#'& #& <"+'*+1 LL,L: ("#% !#00 &'( )0!)9% "'04: 43+

(' ("+ /*+%+&$+ '2 (!'?4#1+&%#'&)0 2'*1% (")( 5+$'1+ #%'(*'/#$ '6+* +)$" Fξ 53(

)*+ &'( #%'(*'/#$ '6+* F , =- (!'?4#1+&%#'&)0 2'*1 #% "9/+*5'0#$ #2 )&4 '&09 #2 #( #%

#%'(*'/#$,T Y&%(+)4: ("+ '5%(*3$(#'& (' ("#% /*#&$#/0+ $)& 5+ 2'3&4 +./0#$#(09: 3%#&7

("+ *+%30(% 4+%$*#5+4 )5'6+Z

 !"#"$%&%"' (()*) *+, -,&.,! '/ $+, !'0 !1%!'2 ! 3 )

W (F )→
∏

ξ∈U⊔P

W (Fξ)

'. "#$$ %&'()4 #4 Hom(π1(Γ), Z/2)5 6+,&, Γ #4 $+, &,7(0$#'. %& )+ '/  .8 &,%(! &

)&'9,0$#:, 3'7,! '/ F ; <,.0, $+, !'0 !1%!'2 ! )&#.0#)!, /'& "#$$ %&'()4 +'!74 #/  .7

'.!8 #/ Γ #4  $&,,;

<"+ N+9 #&7*+4#+&(% #& ("+ /*''2 )*+ <"+'*+1 LL,L )&4 <"+'*+1 LR,L !#(" G
)& '*("'7'&)0 7*'3/, ['* 1'*+ 4+()#0%: %++ DPPQLL): <"+'*+1 S,\J =!"+*+ ("+

)%%+*(#'& !)% /"*)%+4 %'1+!")( 4#V+*+&(09T,



 !  !"#$ %!&'!()&

" #$%&'()*+ *,,+()*-(.# ./ -0& *1.2& (3&*4 (4 %.-(2*-&3 15 )+*44()*+ 6$*3'*-()

/.'% -0&.'5 .2&' 7+.1*+ 8&+349 :*%&+5; -0& <*44&=>(#?.@4?( -0&.'&% (%,+(&4 -0&

/.++.@(#7 -0&.'&% ./ >&5&'A B/ q (4 * 6$*3'*-() /.'% .2&' Q ./ 3(%&#4(.# 7'&*-&'

-0*# /.$'; *#3 (/ q (4 #.- ,.4(-(2& .' #&7*-(2& 3&8#(-&; -0&# q (4 (4.-'.,() .2&'

Q9 CD&& ED&' F; D&)-(.# BG9F9HI9J >.'& 7&#&'*++5; -0(4 *44&'-(.# 0.+34 .2&' *#5

7+.1*+ 8&+39 :.-& -0*- (# -0& /$#)-(.# 8&+3 )*4&; #. /.'%4 *'& ,.4(-(2& .' #&7*-(2&

3&8#(-&; *#3 -0& *44&'-(.# 4(%,+(8&4; -. 4*5 -0*- &2&'5 6$*3'*-() /.'% (# %.'&

-0*# /.$' 2*'(*1+&4 (4 (4.-'.,()9

B# -0& 4(-$*-(.# ./ -0& 8&+34 F -0*- @& 0*2& 1&&# ).#4(3&'(#7; (9&9 .#&=2*'(*1+&

/$#)-(.# 8&+34 .2&' * ).%,+&-& 3(4)'&-&+5 2*+$&3 8&+3 K; K0&.'&% LL9L )*# 4(%=

(+*'+5 1& $4&3 -. .1-*(# *# *#*+.7.$4 '&4$+- ).#)&'#(#7 (4.-'.,5 ./ /.'%4 (# M-..

%*#5 2*'(*1+&49N CD(#)& @& *'& (# -0& /$#)-(.# 8&+3 )*4&; -0&'& (4 #. (44$& ./ 1&(#7

,.4(-(2& .' #&7*-(2& 3&8#(-&9J B# ,*'-()$+*'; (/ K = Qp @(-0 p 6= 2; *#3 (/ q (4

* 6$*3'*-() /.'% .2&' F ./ 3(%&#4(.# 7'&*-&' -0*# 8; -0&# q (4 (4.-'.,() .2&' F 9

"#3 -. 7(2& *#.-0&' &O*%,+&; (/ K = Qp((t)) @(-0 p 6= 2; *#3 (/ q (4 * 6$*3'*-()

/.'% .2&' F ./ 3(%&#4(.# 7'&*-&' -0*# 16; -0&# q (4 (4.-'.,() .2&' F 9 K0&4& *#3

.-0&' '&+*-&3 '&4$+-4 C&979 /.' 8&+34 ./ -0& /.'% Fξ @(-0 K = QpJ @&'& 40.@# (#

E<<PQR; D&)-(.# SI $4(#7 -0& *1.2& %&-0.349

T#-(+ -0& LRRQU4; (- @*4 #.- ?#.@# (/ -0&'& @&'& '&4$+-4 ./ -0(4 4.'-; &2&# (#

-0& )*4& ./ K = Qp9 K0& *1.2& '&4$+- (# -0*- )*4& @*4 8'4- 40.@# 15 * 3(V&'&#-

*,,'.*)0 (# EWDLQI9 "#.-0&' ,'../; (# EX&&LHI; +*-&' 40.@&3 -0*- -0*- '&4$+- 0.+34

/.' K = Q2 *4 @&++9 Y$(+3(#7 .# E<<PQR; D&)-(.# SI *#3 E<<PLL*I; (- 0*4 1&&#

'&)&#-+5 40.@# %.'& 7&#&'*++5 (# EWDLFI -0*- (/ K (4 * ).%,+&-& 3(4)'&-&+5 2*+$&3

8&+3 ./ )0*'*)-&'(4-() Z&'. @0.4& '&4(3$& 8&+3 (4 * ,&'/&)- 8&+3 ./ )0*'*)-&'(4-()

-@.; -0&# *#5 6$*3'*-() /.'% ./ 3(%&#4(.# 7'&*-&' -0*# 8 %$4- 1& (4.-'.,() .2&'

F 9 K0&4& '&4$+-4; 0.@&2&'; @&'& .1-*(#&3 15 ,'../4 -0*- 3(3 #.- *,,+5 -. 4$)0

)*4&4 *4 K = Qp((t))9

  !" #$$%&'()&*+, )* '-+).(% ,&/$%- (%0-1.(,

Y5 * 4(%(+*' *,,'.*)0; +.)*+=7+.1*+ ,'(#)(,+&4 )*# 1& .1-*(#&3 /.' )&#-'*+ 4(%,+&

*+7&1'*4 .2&' .$' 8&+3 F 9 [& 1&7(# 15 '&2(&@(#7 4.%& 1*)?7'.$#3\ 4&& *+4.

EW(&!HI9

]&)*++ -0*- [&33&'1$'#U4 K0&.'&% 4-*-&4 -0*- &2&'5 C8#(-& 3(%&#4(.#*+J )&#=

-'*+ 4(%,+& *+7&1'* A .2&' * 8&+3 K (4 ./ -0& /.'% Matn(D); @0&'& D (4 * C)&#-'*+J

3(2(4(.# *+7&1'* .2&' K9 >.'&.2&' -0& (#-&7&' n (4 $#(6$&+5 3&-&'%(#&3 15 A; *#3

D (4 $#(6$& $, -. (4.%.',0(4%9 K0&  !"#$ ./ A (4 -0& 3&7'&& ./ -0& 3(2(4(.#

*+7&1'* D C4&& D&)-(.# F9FJ\ &6$(2*+&#-+5; (- (4 -0& %(#(%*+ 2*+$& ./ [E : F ] @0&'&
E/F (4 * 8&+3 &O-&#4(.# 4$)0 -0*- AE := A ⊗F E (4 4,+(- .2&' E C(9&9 * %*-'(O

*+7&1'*J9

^#& 4*54 -0*- -@. )&#-'*+ 4(%,+& F =*+7&1'*4 A, A′ *'& %&'(#& #)( *'+#!, (/

-0& *44.)(*-&3 3(2(4(.# *+7&1'*4 *'& (4.%.',0()9 K0& 4&- ./ Y'*$&' &6$(2*+&#)&

)+*44&4 /.'% * 7'.$, $#3&' -&#4.' ,'.3$)-; )*++&3 -0& %&'(#& -&.(/ Br(K) ./



 !"#$%&' %& ()'*+,!  !

K" #$ %&' ()*+', -%. '/'0'1%. (2' -1 )-3'4%-*1 5-%& -.*0*26&-.0 4/(..'. *7 K8

9-+-.-*1 (/:')2(." ;1' .($. %&(% A -.  !"#$ -7 -%. #2(<'2 4/(.. -. %&' %2-+-(/ 4/(..=

-"'" A = Matn(K) 7*2 .*0' n" >&-. -. '?<-+(/'1% %* %&' 4*19-%-*1 ind(A) = 1"
@. 0'1%-*1'9 -1 A'4%-*1 B, %&' 4/(..-4(/ %&'*2'0 *7 @/)'2%, #2(<'2, C(..', (19

D*'%&'2 .($. %&(% -7 K -. ( %"&'(" E'/9 (19 -7 A -. ( 4'1%2(/ .-06/' K8(/:')2(,

%&'1 A -. .6/-% *+'2 K -7 (19 *1/$ -7 Av := A ⊗K Kv -. .6/-% *+'2 Kv 7*2 '+'2$

4*06/'%-*1 Kv *7 K"

@1(/*:*<./$ -1 *<2 .-%<(%-*1, 5-%& F , X̂, P , (19 U (. )'7*2', 5' 4(1 .&*5

%&' 7*//*5-1: /*4(/8:/*)(/ 62-14-6/' 7*2 4'1%2(/ .-06/' (/:')2(. FGCCHI!J, >&'*8

2'0 K"LMN

 !"#$"% &&'(' ) *+,$-("  #.!"+ F /("%+'-( A #  !"#$ &0+- F #1 (,2 &,"3 #1 Aξ :=
A⊗F Fξ #  !"#$ &0+- Fξ 1&- +0+-3 ξ ∈ P ⊔U 4 5, 1(*$ +0+, .&-+ # $-6+7 ind(A) =
lcmξ∈P⊔U ind(Aξ)4

>&' 62**7 6(2(//'/. %&(% *7 >&'*2'0 LL"L" #<% -1.%'(9 *7 <.-1: %&' 2(%-*1(/

4*11'4%'9 :2*<6 SO(q), 5' <.' %&' :2*<6 GL1(A)" O7 %&' 9':2'' *7 A -. d F-"'"

dimF (A) = d2
M, %&'1 GL1(A) -. ( P(2-.Q- *6'1 .<).'% *7 Ad2

F , (19 &'14' -% -. (

2(%-*1(/ (19 4*11'4%'9 F 8:2*<6" >&'2' (2' 4(1*1-4(//$ 9'E1'9 +(2-'%-'. SBi(A),
Q1*51 (. %+,+-("#8+2 9+0+-#/:-(6+- 0(-#+$#+ *7 A, *1 5&-4& GL1(A) (4%. %2(18

.-%-+'/$" FA'' GR9#BBJ, 6" SST, (19 GA''!!J, >&'*2'0 S"U"M V.-1: %&'.' -1 6/(4'

*7 %&' &$6'2.<27(4' Q, %&' (2:<0'1% -1 %&' ?<(92(%-4 7*20 4(.' 4(22-'. *+'2 %*

62*+-9' %&' 9'.-2'9 /*4(/8:/*)(/ 62-14-6/' 7*2 4'1%2(/ .-06/' F 8(/:')2(." D*%' %&(%

&'2', <1/-Q' -1 %&' ?<(92(%-4 7*20. .-%<(%-*1, %&'2' -. 1* 'W4'6%-*1 %* %&' 62-14-6/'"

>&(% -. )'4(<.' &'2' 5' 4*1.-9'2 +(2-'%-'. *1 5&-4& ( 2(%-*1(/ 4*11'4%'9 :2*<6

(4%. %2(1.-%-+'/$, 5&'2'(. -1 %&' ?<(92(%-4 7*20. 4(.' %&' 4*11'4%-+-%$ 62*6'2%$

4(1 7(-/ 7*2 n = 2"
@. -1 %&' 4(.' *7 ?<(92(%-4 7*20., %&' /*4(/8:/*)(/ 62-14-6/' 7*2 4'1%2(/ .-06/'

(/:')2(. 4(1 )' <.'9 %* *)%(-1 %&' +(/<'. *7 1<0'2-4(/ -1+(2-(1%. (..*4-(%'9 %*

F %&(% 4*14'21 %&' )'&(+-*2 *7 4'1%2(/ .-06/' (/:')2(." O7 A -. ( 4'1%2(/ .-06/'

F 8(/:')2(, %&'1 %&' #2(<'2 4/(.. *7 A &(. E1-%' *29'2 -1 Br(F )= %&-. -. 4(//'9

%&' !+-#&2 *7 A" X':(29/'.. *7 %&' :2*<19 E'/9, %&' 6'2-*9 (/5($. 9-+-9'. %&'

-19'W, (19 0*2'*+'2 %&*.' %5* -1%':'2. (2' 9-+-.-)/' )$ 62'4-.'/$ %&' .(0' .'% *7

62-0'." >&<. 7*2 '+'2$ A %&'2' -. (1 -1%':'2 e .<4& %&(% ind(A) 9-+-9'. per(A)e" @1
-06*2%(1% ?<'.%-*1 -. 5&'%&'2 %&'2' -. ( +(/<' *7 e %&(% 5*2Q. 7*2 ("" A F*2 (% /'(.%,

(// A 5&*.' 6'2-*9 -. 1*% 9-+-.-)/' )$ %&' 2'/'+(1% 4&(2(4%'2-.%-4M" Y(2(//'/-1: %&'

(2:<0'1% -1 %&' 4(.' *7 ?<(92(%-4 7*20., .<4& <1-7*20 +(/<'. *7 e 4(1 )' 7*<19 -1

0(1$ 4(.'." Z*2 'W(06/', -7 K = Qp((t)) %&'1 7*2 (/:')2(. *7 6'2-*9 1*% 9-+-.-)/'

)$ p, 5' &(+' e = 2 7*2 A *+'2 K, (19 e = 3 7*2 A *+'2 F " @. -1 %&' .-%<(%-*1

*7 ?<(92(%-4 7*20., %&'2' (2' (/.* .-0-/(2 2'.</%. *+'2 %&' E'/9. FP (19 FU " A''

GCCHI!, A'4%-*1 KJ, 5&'2' %&' ()*+' -. 4(22-'9 *<%" A'' G[-'LLJ 7*2 ( 9-\'2'1%

62**7 -1 %&' 4(.' *7 %&' E'/9 F " A'' (/.* GYALSJ 7*2 2'4'1% 2'.</%. -1 %&' 4(.' %&(%

K -. *7 0-W'9 4&(2(4%'2-.%-4 (0, p) (19 %&' 6'2-*9 *7 %&' (/:')2( A -. ( 6*5'2 *7 p"



 !  !"#$ %!&'!()&

 ! "#$%&'$'()*

 !" #$%&' ()*+(,-().+( /&$,01/

"#$%&' (& )*%& +$,-./&0&/ 1$+*1231$#*1 40.,+.41&- 5$0 $,&2%*0.*#1& 56,+7.$, 8&1/-

F $%&0 * +$941&7& /.-+0&7&1: %*16&/ 8&1/ K; <)&-& )*%& #&&, 4)0*-&/ ., 7&09- $5

* 8,.7& -&7 $5 $%&08&1/- Fξ $5 F ' +$00&-4$,/.,3 7$ * +)$.+& $5 4*7+)&- $, * ,$09*1

40$=&+7.%& 9$/&1 X̂ $5 F $%&0 7)& %*16*7.$, 0.,3 T $5 K; >).1& .,-4.0&/ #:

+1*--.+*1 1$+*1231$#*1 40.,+.41&- 5$0 31$#*1 8&1/-' 7).- -&7264 .- ,$7 ?6.7& *,*1$3$6-'

-.,+& ., 7)& +1*--.+*1 +*-& $,& 7*@&- .,8,.7&1: 9*,: $%&08&1/-' +$00&-4$,/.,3 7$

*11 7)& +$941&7.$,- $5 7)& 31$#*1 8&1/; "1-$' 7)& +1*--.+*1 1$+*1231$#*1 40.,+.41&-

/$ ,$7 /&4&,/ $, 9*@.,3 * +)$.+&' 6,1.@& $60 -.76*7.$, *#$%&' ()&0& (& +)$$-&

* ,$,2&947: 8,.7& -6#-&7 P $5 7)& +1$-&/ 8#&0 X $5 X̂' ., $0/&0 7$ /&8,& $60 -&7

$5 $%&08&1/-;

<)& *#$%& 50*9&($0@ +*, #& 9$/.8&/' )$(&%&0' 7$ #& +1$-&0 ., -4.0.7 7$ 7)&

+1*--.+*1 -.76*7.$,; >& /&-+0.#& 7($ (*:- 7$ /$ 7).-;

<)& 80-7 $5 7)&-& #&3.,- (.7) * ,$09*1 9$/&1 X̂ $5 F ' *,/ +$,-./&0- 7)& -&7

$5  !! 7)& 8&1/- FP 5$0 P ∈ X; <).- .,+16/&- ,$7 $,1: 7)& .,8,.7&1: 9*,: +1$-&/

4$.,7- $5 X' #67 *1-$ 7)& 8,.7&1: 9*,: ,$,2+1$-&/ 4$.,7- $5 X; <)&-& 1*77&0

4$.,7- *0& 7)& 3&,&0.+ 4$.,7- η $5 7)& A8,.7&1: 9*,:B .00&/6+.#1& +$94$,&,7- U $5

X; AC&0& Fη .- 7)& 50*+7.$, 8&1/ $5 7)& +$941&7.$, R̂η $5 7)& 1$+*1 0.,3 Rη = O bX,η

$5 X̂ *7 η;B
D, 7).- -.76*7.$,' 6,1.@& $60 40.$0 -&7264 *#$%&' (& /$ ,$7 )*%& $%&08&1/- 7)*7

($61/ 41*: 7)& 0$1& $5 7)& 8&1/- F℘; E$ (& +*,,$7 *-@ 5$0 4*7+).,3 7$ )$1/; F67

(& +*, -7.11 *-@ 5$0 1$+*1231$#*1 40.,+.41&-; D, 7)& +*-& $5 G27$0-$0-' 5$0 G * 1.,&*0

*13&#0*.+ 30$64 $%&0 F ' 7).- -*:- 7)*7 7)& 1$+*1231$#*1 9*4

H1(F, G)→
∏

P∈X

H1(FP , G)

.- .,=&+7.%&; G&7 XX(F, G) /&,$7& 7)& @&0,&1 $5 7).- 9*4 A(.7) 7)& 9$/&1 X̂
#&.,3 6,/&0-7$$/B; D7 760,- $67 7)*7 .5 G .- 0*7.$,*1 $%&0 F ' 7)&, XX(F, G) .-
,*760*11: .-$9$04).+ 7$ XP(F, G)' 5$0 *,: +)$.+& $5 * 8,.7& ,$,2&947: -6#-&7 P
$5 X 7)*7 +$,7*.,- *11 7)& 4$.,7- ()&0& X )*- 9$0& 7)*, $,& #0*,+) AHCCIJJ*'

K$0$11*0: L;MNB; <)6- 7)& $#-706+7.$, XP(F, G) .- 9$0& +*,$,.+*1 7)*, .7 )*/

*44&*0&/ 7$ #&' *- .7 /&4&,/- $,1: $, 7)& 9$/&1 X̂; O$0&$%&0 XX(F, G) +*,

7)&0&5$0& #& ./&,7.8&/ (.7) Hom(π1(Γ), Ḡ)/ ∼' ()&0& 7)& 0&/6+7.$, 30*4) Γ .-

7*@&, (.7) 0&-4&+7 7$ *,: +)$.+& $5 P *- *#$%& A*,/ ()&0& Ḡ = G/G0
*- #&5$0&B;

<)& -&+$,/ 9$/.8+*7.$, .,-7&*/ +$,-./&0- 7)& -&7 ΩF $5 A&?6.%*1&,+& +1*--&- $5B

/.-+0&7& %*16*7.$,- v $, 7)& 8&1/ F ' =6-7 *- ., 7)& +1*--.+*1 +*-& $5 31$#*1 56,+7.$,

8&1/- $,& +$,-./&0- 7)& -&7 $5 /.-+0&7& %*16*7.$,-; P$0 G * 1.,&*0 *13&#0*.+ 30$64



 !"#$%&' %& ()'*+,!  !

"#$% F & '$( X(F, G) )$ (*$ +$%,$' "- (*$ '"./'01'")/' 2/3

H1(F, G)→
∏

v∈ΩF

H1(Fv, G).

4*$, X(F, G) 56 ,/(7%/''8 .",(/5,$9 5, XX(F, G) :;<<=!!/& >%"3"65(5",  ?@AB&

/,9 (*$ C7$6(5", 56 D*$(*$% (*$8 /%$ $C7/'? E, 1$,$%/' (*56 56 7,+,"D,& )7( 5( 56

+,"D, 5, 6$#$%/' ./6$6 :6$$ ;<<=!!/& 4*$"%$2  ?!FAB& $?1? 5- G 56 %/(5",/' /,9

(*$ %$6597$ G$'9 k "- T 56 /'1$)%/5./''8 .'"6$9 "- .*/%/.($%56(5. H$%"? I"%$"#$%

(*$ '"./'01'")/' 3%5,.53'$& 5, (*56 6$,6$& 56 +,"D, (" *"'9 -"% C7/9%/(5. -"%26 "-

952$,65", 1%$/($% (*/, (D" 3%"#59$9 (*/( (*$ %$6597$ G$'9 k 56 ,"( "- .*/%/.($%0

56(5. (D" :6$$ ;J>K!@A& 4*$"%$2 L?!B& (*$%$)8 ./%%85,1 "#$% 4*$"%$2 !!?! (" (*56

65(7/(5",? I"%$"#$% (*$ '"./'01'")/' 3%5,.53'$ -"% .$,(%/' 6523'$ /'1$)%/6& 15#$, 5,

(*$ G%6( 3/%( "- 4*$"%$2 !!?L& /'6" ./%%5$6 "#$%M 6$$ ;J>K!@& 4*$"%$2 N?L:55BA /,9

;<<=!!/& 4*$"%$2 O?!LA? 4*$ 6$.",9 3/%( "- 4*$"%$2 !!?L /'6" */6 /, /,/'"1

-"% 956.%$($ #/'7/(5",6& /( '$/6( 5, (*$ 3%$6$,.$ "- 67P.5$,('8 2/,8 %""(6 "- 7,5(8M

6$$ ;QK!L& 4*$"%$2 @A& D*"6$ 3%""- %$'5$6 ", 4*$"%$2 !!?L?

 !"! #$%&'()*$%(+ ,'$-./

R'(*"71* "7% 3/(.*5,1 %$67'(6 -"% ("%6"%6 9" ,"( %$C75%$ (*/( (*$ '5,$/% /'1$)%/5.

1%"73 56 %/(5",/'& (*$ 3%""-6 "- (*$ %$67'(6 /)"#$ .",.$%,5,1 '"./'01'")/' 3%5,.53'$6

9" %$C75%$ (*/(? 4*$%$ 56 (*$, (*$ C7$6(5", "- D*$(*$% 67.* %$67'(6 *"'9 2"%$

1$,$%/''8? E, 3/%(5.7'/%& (*$%$ 56 (*$ C7$6(5", "- D*$(*$% '"./'01'")/' 3%5,.53'$6

*"'9 -"% .",,$.($9 '5,$/% /'1$)%/5. 1%"736 (*/( /%$ ,"( %/(5",/'?

E, .$%(/5, ./6$6 D*$%$ / .",,$.($9 '5,$/% /'1$)%/5. 1%"73 G "#$% F 56 ,"(

+,"D, (" )$ %/(5",/'& '"./'01'")/' 3%5,.53'$6 */#$ )$$, 6*"D,? E, 3/%(5.7'/%& (*56

D/6 9",$ -"% 1%"736 "- (83$ G2 5, ;<<=!!/& ST/23'$ O?NA& )8 765,1 '"./'01'")/'

3%5,.53'$6 -"% C7/9%/(5. -"%26? 4*56 */6 /'6" )$$, 9",$ -"% #/%5"76 "(*$% (83$6

"- 1%"736 )8 ."2)5,5,1 ."*"2"'"15./' 5,#/%5/,(6 D5(* '"./'01'")/' 3%5,.53'$6 -"%

*51*$% U/'"56 ."*"2"'"18M 6$$ ;J>K!@& K$.(5", VA& ;<7!@A& /,9 ;<<=!@& K$.(5", NA?

R'6"& 5, ;=%/!FA& 5( D/6 6*"D, (*/( '"./'01'")/' 3%5,.53'$6 *"'9 -"% .",,$.($9 '5,$/%

/'1$)%/5. 1%"736 (*/( /%$  !" #$"  #"%&'#(& / .",95(5", (*/( 56 6(%5.('8 D$/+$% (*/,

)$5,1 %/(5",/'?

4*$6$ %$67'(6 6711$6( (*$ 3"665)5'5(8 (*/( '"./'01'")/' 3%5,.53'$6 251*( *"'9 -"%

/'' .",,$.($9 '5,$/% /'1$)%/5. 1%"736 "#$% "7% G$'96 F ? W7( 5, -/.(& (*56 56 ,"( (*$

./6$? E, ;J>K!LA& $T/23'$6 D$%$ ")(/5,$9 "- / .",,$.($9 '5,$/% /'1$)%/5. 1%"73 G
"#$% / G$'9 F /6 /)"#$& 67.* (*/( (*$ '"./'01'")/' 3%5,.53'$ -"% G0("%6"%6 -/5'6? E,

-/.(& 5( -/5'6 5, $/.* "- (*$ (*%$$ 6$((5,16 956.766$9 /)"#$X D5(* %$63$.( (" 3/(.*$6&

3"5,( ", (*$ .'"6$9 G)$%& /,9 956.%$($ #/'7/(5",6?

E, '51*( "- (*56& 5( D"7'9 )$ #$%8 5,($%$6(5,1 (" G,9 / ,$.$66/%8 /,9 67P.5$,(

.",95(5", ", .",,$.($9 '5,$/% /'1$)%/5. 1%"736 G "#$% F -"% '"./'01'")/' 3%5,.53'$6

(" *"'9?



 !  !"#$ %!&'!()&

 !"!#!$%!&

"#$%&'( )%*++*,- ). #$%,/0,*.  !"#$%&'#( #) "'(*%$+,'&'!" #) +$*!-,+'. "%,)+.!".

1/ /010 2$*!-,+'. 3!#4!&,5 67(&!,(+&8 9#$$#:8; <+&+ 7("&8 =%(>8  !"8; ?#4@

-+5; /01AB2 33. 45442 6789*: ;/<=. >*+??2 @9/:9/.

"A<*4B( C+9*D+ E,=<: A<*0%9F. 2 &C!#,!4 #( 4+&,'.!" #) +(+$5&'. )%(.&'#(". G,H%.

#//. BI J4'4BK2 !IL5!M4.

"A9*'4( #*-,/: A9*+N. D'(!+, 2$*!-,+'. 3,#%E"2 ?+O9/: +:<H<9/. C*,:P,H+ Q+7H?

</ G,H%+-,H<O?2 =9NP-+ 4!&. )3*</D+*RS+*N,D2 T+U V9*02 A+*N</ ,/: W+<:+NR

$+*D2 4''4.

"A)&I( #*-,/: A9*+N ,/: X+,/R><+**+ )+**+. <CF#,G4!" >! H('&%>! !( .#C#4#$#@

*'! *+$#'"'!((!8 Y9--+/H. G,H%. W+N=.  ! J4'&IK2 44454&I.

"A9PB!( T<O9N,? A9P*$,0<. 9#44%&+&'I! 2$*!-,+. #::<?9/RZ+?N+[ >P$N<?%</D Y9.2

4'B!.

"Y>)4!( X+,/R@9P<? Y9NN<9HRQ%\N]/+2 ^. >,*<-,N,2 ,/: S. )P*+?%. J+&.C'(* +(>

$#.+$@*$#-+$ E,'(.'E$!" )#, C#4#*!(!#%" "E+.!" #I!, )%(.&'#( H!$>" #) p@+>'.
.%,I!". Y9--+/H. G,H%. W+N=. "# J!L4!K2 4L4454L__.

"Y>)4_( X+,/R@9P<? Y9NN<9HRQ%\N]/+2 ^. >,*<-,N,2 ,/: S. )P*+?%. D#'" >! ,F@

.'E,#.'&F "%EF,'!%,!" !& E#'(&" ,+&'#((!$". !L4_ -,/P?O*<3H. #=,<N,$N+ ,H

,*`<=a-,H%b4_L!.!_BB.

"Y9/4!( A*<,/ Y9/*,:. ='('&!(!"" &C!#,!4" )#, +$*!-,+'. *,#%E" #I!, )%(.&'#(

H!$>". Y9-39?. G,H%. $%" J!L4!K2 MMM5&_'.

"EG&'( ><+**+ E+N<D/+ ,/: E,=<: GP-89*:. <C! ',,!>%.'-'$'&5 #) &C! "E+.! #)

.%,I!" #) *'I!( *!(%". >P$N. G,H%. 1Wc)2 =9N. _&2 BM54L'2 4'&'.

"E9P&I( #:*<+/ E9P,:[. KF&!,4'(+&'#( >L%( *,#%E! >! 3+$#'". Y.^. #O,:. )O<.

>,*<? &'" J4'&IK2 M_LM5M_L .

"d*'M( G<O%,+N d*<+:2 +:.  !.!(& K!I!$#E4!(&" '( &C! 7(I!,"! 3+$#'" J,#-$!42

#G) Y9/H+-39*,*[ G,H%. )+*<+?2 =9N. 4 &2 4''M.

"CWB ( >%<NN<3 C*<eH%?2 X9?+3% W,**<?. J,'(.'E$!" #) +$*!-,+'. *!#4!&,5. >P*+

,/: #33N<+: G,H%+-,H<O?. Z<N+[R1/H+*?O<+/O+2 T+U V9*02 4'B .

"C*9M'( #N+7,/:+* C*9H%+/:<+O0. 3F#4F&,'! )#,4!$$! !& *F#4F&,'! +$*!-,':%!.

)+-. A9P*$,0< $"& J4'M'K2 45! .

"C*9&4( #N+7,/:+* C*9H%+/:<+O0. M$!4!(&" >! *F#4F&,'! +$*!-,':%!; 777. >P$N.

G,H%. 1Wc)2 =9N. 442 4'&4.



 !"#$%&' %& ()'*+,!  !

"#$% & '() #(*() ()+ ,-./0 $(*+0)1  !"#$%& '($)* !+,!--)." (&/,$!+' /0!& 1#.23
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Algebraic Patching1

by Moshe Jarden

Abstract

The most effective challenge to the inverse problem of Galois theory has
been Hilbert Irreducibility Theorem. Indeed, one may use both arithmetic
and geometry in order to realize finite groups over Q(t). Once this has been
successfully done for a finite group G, HIT yields many specializations of
t to elements of Q that lead to a realization of G over Q. However, the
realization of G over Q(t) usually requires the existence of rational point
on a certain algebraic variety defined over Q. Unfortunately, one can not
always guarantee the existence of such a point, so the inverse Galois problem
over Q is still wide open.

The only known class of fields for which points that lead to realization
of all finite groups exist is that of “ample fields”. A field K is said to
be ample if every absolutely irreducible curve C defined over K with a
K-rational simple point has infinitely many K-rational points. Among
others, PAC fields, Henselian fields, and real closed fields are ample. Using a
method called “algebraic patching” we will prove that if K is an ample field,
then every finite split embedding problem over K(t) is properly solvable.
In particular, if K is countable and algebraically closed, this implies that
Gal(K) is isomorphic to the free profinite group F̂ω on countably many
generators. Also, if K is PAC and countable, then K is Hilbertian if and
only if Gal(K) ∼= F̂ω.

MSC (2010): 12E30.

1For more details, including exact references, see “Algebraic Patching”, Springer 2011, by
Moshe Jarden.
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Introduction

The ultimate goal of Galois theory is to describe the structure of the absolute
Galois group Gal(Q) of Q. This structure will be specified as soon as we know
which finite embedding problems can be solved over Q. If every finite Frattini
embedding problem and every finite split embedding problem is solvable, then
every embedding problem is solvable [9, Prop. 22.5.8]. However, not every finite
Frattini problem over Q can be solved. For example,

(Gal(Q)→ Gal(Q(
√
−1)/Q), Z/4Z → Gal(Q(

√
−1)/Q))

is an unsolvable Frattini embedding problem. So, one may ask:

Problem A. Is every finite split embedding problem over Q solvable?

More generally, one would like to know:

Problem B. Let K be a Hilbertian field. Is every finite split embedding problem
over K solvable?

An affirmative answer to Problem B will follow from an affirmative answer to
the problem for the subfamily of Hilbertian fields consisting of all rational function
fields:

Problem C (Débes–Deschamps). Let K be a field and x a variable. Is every
finite split embedding problem over K(x) solvable?

1 Ample Fields

The most significant development around Problem C is its affirmative solution for
ample fields K. This family includes two subfamilies that seemed to have nothing
in common: PAC fields and Henselian fields. Indeed, if K is a PAC field and v is
a valuation of K, then the Henselization Kv of K at v is the separable closure Ks

of K. In particular, if a PAC field is not separably closed, then it is not Henselian.
Florian Pop made a surprising yet simple and useful observation that both

PAC fields and Henselian fields are existentially closed in the fields of formal
power series over them. This property is one of several equivalent definitions of
an ample field.

Proposition 1.1. The following conditions on a field K are equivalent:

(a) For each absolutely irreducible polynomial f ∈ K[X, Y ], the existence of a
point (a, b) ∈ K2 such that f(a, b) = 0 and ∂f

∂Y
(a, b) 6= 0 implies the existence

of infinitely many such points.
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(b) Every absolutely irreducible K-curve C with a simple K-rational point has
infinitely many K-rational points.

(c) If an absolutely irreducible K-variety V has a simple K-rational point, then
V (K) is Zariski-dense in V .

(d) Every function field of one variable over K that has a K-rational place has
infinitely many K-rational places.

(e) K is existentially closed in each Henselian closure K(t)h of K(t) with respect
to the t-adic valuation.

(f) K is existentially closed in K((t)).

Proof. We only prove the implication “(f) =⇒ (a)” and refer the reader for the
other implications to [12, Lemma 5.3.1].

Inductively suppose there exist (ai, bi) ∈ K2, i = 1, . . . , n, such that f(ai, bi) =
0 and a1, . . . , an are distinct. We choose a′ ∈ K[[t]], t-adically close to a such that
a′ 6= ai, i = 1, . . . , n. Then f(a′, b) is t-adically close to 0 and ∂f

∂Y
(a′, b) 6= 0. Since

K((t)) is Henselian, there exists b′ ∈ K[[t]] such that f(a′, b′) = 0 and ∂f
∂Y
(a′, b′) 6=

0. Since K is existentially closed in K((t)), there exists an+1, bn+1 ∈ K such that
f(an+1, bn+1) = 0 and an+1 6= a1, . . . , an. This concludes the induction.

Corollary 1.2. Every ample field is infinite.

It is possible to strengthen Condition (b) of Proposition 1.1 considerably.

Lemma 1.3 (Fehm [7, Lemma 4]). Let K be an ample field, C an absolutely
irreducible curve defined over K with a simple K-rational point, and φ : C → C ′

a separable dominant K-rational map to an affine curve C ′ ⊆ An defined over K.
Then, for every proper subfield K0 of K, card(φ(C(K))r An(K0)) = card(K).

The proof uses among others a trick of Jochen Koenigsmann that Pop applied
to prove Proposition 1.4(b) below.

Proposition 1.4. Let K be an ample field, V an absolutely irreducible variety
defined over K with a K-rational simple point, and K0 a subfield of K. Then:

(a) K = K0(V (K)).

(b) card(V (K)) = card(K).

Proposition 1.5 (Pop [16, Prop. 1.2]). Every algebraic extension of an ample
field is ample.

Problem 1.6. Let L/K be a finite separable extension such that L is ample. Is
K ample?
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2 Examples of Ample Fields

The properties causing a field K to be ample vary from diophantine, arithmetic,
to Galois theoretic.

(a) PAC fields, in particular, algebraically closed fields.

(b) Henselian fields.

More generally, we say that a pair (A, a) consisting of a domain A and a
nonzero ideal a of A is Henselian if for each f ∈ A[X] satisfying

f(0) ≡ 0 mod a and f ′(0) is a unit mod a

there exists x ∈ a such that f(x) = 0.
Pop [17, Thm. 1.1] has observed that the proof that Henselian fields are ample

can be adjusted to a proof that if (A, a) is a Henselian pair, then Quot(A) is
ample.

(c) If A is complete with respect to a nonzero ideal a, then (A, a) is a Henselian
pair, hence Quot(A) is ample.

For example, K((X1, . . . , Xn)) is ample for every n ≥ 1 and any field K.
So is, for example, the field Quot(Z[[X1, . . . , Xn]]). Note that if n ≥ 2, then
F = K((X1, . . . , Xn)) is Hilbertian (by Weissauer [9, Thm. 13.9.1]), hence F is
not Henselian (by Geyer [9, Lemma 15.5.4]), even though the ring K[[X1, . . . , Xn]]
is complete and therefore Henselian.

(d) Real closed fields.

(e) Fields satisfying a local global principle.

Let K be a field and K be a family of field extensions of K. We say that K is
PKC (or also thatK satisfies a local global principle with respect to K) if every
nonempty absolutely irreducible variety defined over K with a simple K̄-rational
point for each K̄ ∈ K has a K-rational point. In this case, if each K̄ ∈ K is ample,
then K is also ample.

For example, let K be a countable Hilbertian field and S a finite set of local

primes of K. Thus, each p ∈ S is an equivalence class of absolute values whose
completion K̂p is a local field. Let Kp = Ks ∩ K̂p. Consider also an e-tuple
σ = (σ1, . . . , σe) taken in random in Gal(K)e (with respect to the Haar measure).
Let Ks(σ) be the fixed field in Ks of σ1, . . . , σe and let Ks[σ] be the maximal
Galois extension of K in Ks(σ). Then the field

Ktot,S[σ] = Ks[σ] ∩
⋂

p∈S

⋂

ρ∈Gal(K)

Kρ
p
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is PKC with K = {Kρ
p | p ∈ S, ρ ∈ Gal(K)}. Since each of the fields Kσ

p is
Henselian or real closed, it is ample (by (b) and (d) above). Hence, Ktot,S[σ] is
ample (Geyer-Jarden [12, Example 5.6.6]).

(f) Fields with a pro-p absolute Galois group (Colliot-Thélène [2], Jarden [11]).

Problem 2.1. Let K be a field such that the order of Gal(K) is divisible by only
finitely many prime numbers. Is K ample?

3 Finite Split Embedding Problems

The raison d’etre of ample fields is that they are the only known fields for which
Problem C has an affirmative answer.

Theorem 3.1 (Pop [Main Thm. A], Haran-Jarden [3, Thm. A]). Let K be an
ample field, L a finite Galois extension of K, and x a variable. Suppose Gal(L/K)
acts on a finite group H. Then K(x) has a Galois extension F that contains L
and there is a commutative diagram

Gal(F/K(x))

res

��

γ

vvlllllllllllll

Gal(L/K)⋉H α
// Gal(L/K)

in which α is the projection on the first component and γ is an isomorphism.

The proof of Theorem 3.1 is carried out in two steps. First one solves the
corresponding embedding problem over the field K̂ = K((t)) using patching.
Then one reduces the solution obtained over K̂(x) to a solution over K(x), using
that K is existentially closed in K̂.

The most striking application of Theorem 3.1 is a solution of a problem of
Field Arithmetic that stayed open for a long time:

Theorem 3.2 ([12, Thm. 5.10.2]). Every PAC Hilbertian field K is ω-free (that
is, every finite embedding problem over K is solvable). In particular, if K is
countable, then Gal(K) is isomorphic to the free profinite group F̂ω on countably
many generators.

For the next application we need an improvement of Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 3.3 (Harbater-Stevenson [10, Thm. 4.3], Pop [17, Thm. 1.2], Jarden
[12, Prop. 8.6.3]). Let K be an ample field and x a variable. Then every finite
split embedding problem over K(x) has as many solutions as the cardinality of K.
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In particular, this theorem applies when K is algebraically closed. Since
Gal(K(x)) is projective, we get the following generalization of a theorem that
was proved in characteristic 0 using Riemann existence theorem.

Corollary 3.4 (Harbater [6, Cor. 4.2], Pop [15, Geometric (SC)], Haran-Jarden
[4, Main Theorem]). Let K be an algebraically closed field of cardinality m. Then
Gal(K(x)) ∼= F̂m.

Actually, Theorem 3.3 was proved in a stronger form, in whichK(x) is replaced
by an arbitrary function field E of one variable over K and the solution field is
regular over the field of constants of E.

Harbater-Stevenson proved that every finite split embedding problem over
K((t1, t2)) has as many solutions as the cardinality of K. Moreover, this property
is inherited by K((t1, t2))ab. Finally, the absolute Galois group of the latter field
is projective. Together, this proves the following result:

Theorem 3.5. Let K be a separably closed field and E = K((t1, t2)). Then
Gal(Eab) is isomorphic to the free profinite group F̂m of cardinality m = card(E).

Theorem 3.3 can be improved further.

Theorem 3.6 (Bary-Soroker, Haran, Harbater [1, Thm. 7.2]; Jarden
[12, Thm. 11.7.1]). Let E be a function field of one variable over an ample field
K. Then Gal(E) is semi-free. That is, every finite split embedding problem over
E

(res : Gal(E)→ Gal(F/E), α : G→ Gal(F/E))

has card(E)-linearly disjoint solution fields Fi (i.e. the fields Fi are linearly
disjoint extensions of F .)

Combining this proposition with results of Bary-Soroker-Haran-Harbater,
Efrat, and Pop, we were able to prove the following result.

Theorem 3.7 (Jarden [12, Thm. 11.7.6]). Let K be a PAC field of cardinality
c and x a variable. For each irreducible polynomial p ∈ K[x] and every positive
integer n satisfying char(K) ∤ n let n

√
p be an nth root of p such that ( mn

√
p)m = n

√
p

for all m,n. Let F be the compositum of all fields K( n
√
p). Then, F is Hilbertian

and Gal(F ) ∼= F̂c.

Here is a special case:

Corollary 3.8 (Jarden [12, Example 11.7.8]). Let K be an PAC field of cardinality
m and x a variable. Suppose K contains all root of unity. Then Gal(K(x)ab) ∼=
F̂m.

And here is another example of a semi-free absolute Galois group:
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Theorem 3.9 (Pop [12, Thm. 12.4.4]). Each of the following fields K is Hilbertian
and ample. Moreover, Gal(K) is semi-free of rank card(K).

(a) K = K0((X1, . . . , Xn)), where K0 is an arbitrary field and n ≥ 2.

(b) K = Quot(R0[[X1, . . . , Xn]]), where R0 is a Noetherian domain which is not
a field and n ≥ 1.

More about Theorem 3.9 can be found in Chapter 12 of [12].

Problem 3.10. Give an example of a non-ample field K such that every finite
split embedding over K(x) is solvable.

Note that the existence of an example as in Problem 3.10 will give a negative
answer to Problem C. Conversely, a positive answer to Problem C is a negative
answer to Problem 3.10.

4 Axioms for Algebraic Patching

Let E be a field, G a finite group, and (Gi)i∈I a finite family of subgroups of G
that generates G. Suppose that for each i ∈ I we have a finite Galois extension
Fi of E with Galois group Gi. We use these extensions to construct a Galois
extension F of E (not necessarily containing Fi) with Galois group G. First we
‘lift’ each Fi/E to a Galois field extension Qi/Pi, where Pi is an appropriate field
extension of E (that we refer to as “analytic”) such that Pi ∩ Fi = E and all of
the Qi’s are contained in a common field Q. Then we define F to be the maximal
subfield contained in

⋂

i∈I Qi on which the Galois actions of Gal(Qi/Pi) combine
to an action of G.

Pi
Gi Qi Q

E
Gi

Fi

The construction works if certain patching conditions on the initial data are
satisfied.

Definition 4.1 (Patching data). Let I be a finite set with |I| ≥ 2. Patching

data

E = (E,Fi, Pi, Q;Gi, G)i∈I

consists of fields E ⊆ Fi, Pi ⊆ Q and finite groups Gi ≤ G, i ∈ I, such that the
following conditions hold.

(4.1a) Fi/E is a Galois extension with Galois group Gi, i ∈ I.

(4.1b) Fi ⊆ P ′i , where P
′
i =

⋂

j 6=i Pj, i ∈ I.
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(4.1c)
⋂

i∈I Pi = E.

(4.1d) G = 〈Gi | i ∈ I〉.
(4.1e) (Cartan’s decomposition) Let n = |G|. Then for every B ∈ GLn(Q) and

each i ∈ I there exist B1 ∈ GLn(Pi) and B2 ∈ GLn(P
′
i ) such that B = B1B2.

We extend E by more fields. For each i ∈ I let Qi = PiFi be the composi-
tum of Pi and Fi in Q. Conditions (4.1b) and (4.1c) imply that Pi ∩ Fi = E.
Hence, Qi/Pi is a Galois extension with Galois group isomorphic (via restriction
of automorphisms) to Gi = Gal(Fi/E). We identify Gal(Qi/Pi) with Gi via this
isomorphism.

Definition 4.2 (Compound). The compound of the patching data E is the set
F of all a ∈ ⋂

i∈I Qi for which there exists a function f : G→
⋂

i∈I Qi such that

(4.2a) a = f(1) and

(4.2b) f(ζτ) = f(ζ)τ for every ζ ∈ G and τ ∈ ⋃

i∈I Gi.

Note that f is already determined by f(1). Indeed, by (4.1d), each τ ∈ G
can be written as τ = τ1τ2 · · · τr with τ1, . . . , τr ∈

⋃

i∈I Gi. Hence, by (4.2b),
f(τ) = f(1)τ1···τr .

We call f the expansion of a and denote it by fa. Thus, fa(1) = a and
fa(ζτ) = fa(ζ)

τ for all ζ ∈ G and τ ∈ ⋃

i∈I Gi.

We list some elementary properties of expansions:

Lemma 4.3. Let F be the compound of E. Then:

(a) Every a ∈ E has an expansion, namely the constant function ζ 7→ a.

(b) Let a, b ∈ F . Then a+ b, ab ∈ F ; in fact, fa+b = fa + fb and fab = fafb.

(c) If a ∈ F×, then a−1 ∈ F . More precisely: fa(ζ) 6= 0 for all ζ ∈ G, and
ζ 7→ fa(ζ)

−1 is the expansion of a−1.

(d) Let a ∈ F and σ ∈ G. Then fa(σ) ∈ F ; in fact, ffa(σ)(ζ) = fa(σζ).

Proof. Statement (a) holds, because aτ = a for each τ ∈ ⋃

i∈I Gi. Next observe
that the sum and the product of two expansions is again an expansion. Hence,
Statement (b) follows from the uniqueness of expansions and from the observations
(fa+b)(1) = a+ b = fa(1) + fb(1) = (fa + fb)(1) and fab(1) = (fafb)(1).

Next we consider a nonzero a ∈ F and let τ ∈ G. Using the notation of
Definition 4.2, we have fa(τ) =

(

(aτ1)τ2···
)τr 6= 0. Since taking the inverse in

⋂

i∈I Qi commutes with the action of G, the map ζ 7→ fa(ζ)
−1 is the expansion of

a−1. This proves (c).
Finally, one can check that the map ζ → fa(σζ) has the value fa(σ) at ζ = 1

and it satisfies (4.2b). Hence, that map is an expansion of fa(σ), as claimed in
(d).
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Definition 4.4 (G-action on F ). For a ∈ F and σ ∈ G put

(4.3) aσ = fa(σ),

where fa is the expansion of a.

Lemma 4.5. The compound F of the patching data E is a field on which G acts
by (4.3) such that FG = E. Moreover, for each i ∈ I, the restriction of this action
to Gi coincides with the action of Gi = Gal(Qi/Pi) on F as a subset of Qi.

Proof. By Lemma 4.3(a),(b),(c), F is a field containing E. Furthermore, (4.3)
defines an action of G on F . Indeed, a1 = fa(1) = a. Moreover, if ζ is another
element of G, then by (4.3) and Lemma 4.3(d), (aσ)ζ = fa(σ)

ζ = ffa(σ)(ζ) =
fa(σζ) = a(σζ).

 !"#$% FG = E. Indeed, by Lemma 4.3(a), elements of E have constant
expansions, hence are fixed by G. Conversely, let a ∈ FG. Then for each i ∈ I we
have a ∈ QGi

i = Pi. Hence, by (4.1c), a ∈ E.
Finally, let τ ∈ Gi and a ∈ F . Then, fa(τ) = fa(1)

τ = aτ , where τ acts as an
element of Gi = Gal(Qi/Pi). Thus, that action coincides with the action given by
(4.3).

The next goal is to prove that F/E is a Galois extension with Galois group G.
To achieve this goal we introduce more objects and invoke Cartan’s decomposition.
Let

(4.4) N =
{

∑

ζ∈G

aζζ | aζ ∈ Q
}

be the vector space over Q with basis (ζ | ζ ∈ G), where G is given some fixed
ordering. Thus, dimQN = |G|. For each i ∈ I we consider the following subset of
N :

(4.5) Ni =
{

∑

ζ∈G

a
ζ
ζ ∈ N | a

ζ
∈ Qi, a

η
ζ
= a

ζη
for all ζ ∈ G, η ∈ Gi

}

.

It is a vector space over Pi.

Ni N

Pi
Gi Qi Q

F

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

E
Gi

Fi
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Lemma 4.6. For each i ∈ I the Q-vector space N has a basis which is contained
in Ni.

Proof. Let Λ = {λ1, . . . , λm} be a system of representatives of G/Gi and let
η1, . . . , ηr be a listing of the elements of Gi. Thus, G = {λkην | k = 1, . . . ,m; ν =
1, . . . , r}. Let z be a primitive element for Qi/Pi. The following sequence of |G|
elements of Ni

(

r
∑

ν=1

(zj−1)ην λkην | j = 1, . . . , r; k = 1, . . . ,m
)

(in some order) is linearly independent over Q, hence it forms a basis of N over
Q.

Indeed, let ajk ∈ Q such that
∑r

j=1

∑m
k=1 ajk

(
∑r

ν=1(z
j−1)ην λkην

)

= 0. Then

m
∑

k=1

r
∑

ν=1

(

r
∑

j=1

ajk(z
j−1)ην

)

λkην = 0.

This gives
∑r

j=1 ajk(z
j−1)ην = 0 for all k, ν. Thus, for each k, (a1k, . . . , ark) is a

solution of the homogeneous system of equations with the Vandermonde matrix
(

(zj−1)ην
)

. Since this matrix is invertible, ajk = 0 for all j, k.

Lemma 4.7 (Common basis lemma). N has a Q-basis in
⋂

i∈I Ni.

Proof. Consider a nonempty subset J of I. Using induction on |J |, we find a
Q-basis in

⋂

j∈J Nj. For J = I this gives the assertion of the lemma.
For each i ∈ I, Lemma 4.6 gives a Q-basis vi of N in Ni, so the result follows

when |J | = 1. Assume |J | ≥ 2 and fix i ∈ J . By induction, N has a Q-basis u in
⋂

j∈J r{i}Nj. The transition matrix B ∈ GLn(Q) between vi and u satisfies

(4.6) u = viB.

By (4.1e), there exist B1 ∈ GLn(Pi) and B2 ∈ GLn(P
′
i ) ⊆

⋂

j∈J r{i}GLn(Pj). such

that B = B1B2. Then uB−12 = viB1 is a Q-basis of N in
⋂

j∈J Nj. This finishes
the induction.

Lemma 4.8. Let G be a finite group that acts on a field F and set E = FG. If
[F : E] ≥ |G|, then F/E is a Galois extension whose Galois group is G.

Proof. let Ḡ be the quotient of G by the kernel of the action of G on F . Then Ḡ
is a finite group of automorphisms of F with fixed field E. By a lemma of Artin
[14, Algebra, Lemma VI.1.8], F/E is a Galois extension with Gal(F/E) = Ḡ.
By assumption, |G| ≥ |Ḡ| = |Gal(F/E)| = [F : E] ≥ |G|. Hence, G = Ḡ =
Gal(F/E).
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Now we are in a position to improve Lemma 4.5.

Proposition 4.9. The compound F of the patching data E is a Galois extension
of E with Galois group G acting by (4.3). Moreover, Qi = PiF for each i ∈ I.

Proof. We define a map T : F → N by

T (a) =
∑

ζ∈G

fa(ζ)ζ.

By Lemma 4.3(a),(b), T is an E-linear map. By (4.2b), fa(ζ)
τ = fa(ζτ) for all ζ ∈

G and τ ∈ ⋃

i∈I Gi, so Im(T ) ⊆
⋂

i∈I Ni. Conversely, if ξ =
∑

ζ∈G aζζ ∈
⋂

i∈I Ni,
then a1 ∈ F and T (a1) = ξ. Therefore, Im(T ) =

⋂

i∈I Ni. By Lemma 4.7, Im(T )
contains |G| linearly independent elements over Q, hence over E. Therefore,
[F : E] = dimE F ≥ dimE Im(T ) ≥ |G|. By Lemma 4.5, F = EG. Hence, by
Lemma 4.8, F/E is a Galois extension and Gal(F/E) = G.

Finally, by what we have just proved and by Lemma 4.5, the restriction

Gal(Qi/Pi)→ Gal(F/E)

is injective. Hence, Qi = PiF .

5 Galois Action on Patching Data

Knowledge of the finite groups that can be realized over a field K does not de-
termine Gal(K). The latter required control on the finite embedding problems
that can be solved over K. Unfortunately, our methods can handle only “finite
split embedding problems”. However, in some cases (like those that appear in our
main results), being able to solve all finite split embedding problem suffices.

A finite split embedding problem over a field E0 is an epimorphism

(5.1) pr : Γ⋉G→ Γ

of finite groups, where Γ = Gal(E/E0) is the Galois group of a Galois extension
E/E0, G is a finite group on which Γ acts from the right, Γ⋉G is the corresponding
semidirect product, and pr is the projection on Γ. Each element of Γ ⋉ G has a
unique presentation as a product γζ with γ ∈ Γ and ζ ∈ G. The product and
the inverse operation are given in Γ ⋉ G by the formulas γζ · δη = γδ · ζδη and
(γζ)−1 = γ−1(ζγ−1

)−1. A solution of (5.1) is a Galois extension F of E0 that
contains E and an isomorphism ψ : Gal(F/E0)→ Γ⋉G such that pr ◦ ψ = resE.
We call F a solution field of (5.1).

Suppose the compound F of a patching data E (§4) realizes G over E. A
‘proper’ action of Γ on E will then ensure that F is even a solution field for the
embedding problem (5.1).
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Definition 5.1. Let E/E0 be a finite Galois extension with Galois group Γ. Let

E = (E,Fi, Pi, Q;Gi, G)i∈I

be patching data (Definition 4.1). A proper action of Γ on E is a triple that
consists of an action of Γ on the group G, an action of Γ on the field Q, and an
action of Γ on the set I such that the following conditions hold:

(5.2a) The action of Γ on Q extends the action of Γ on E.

(5.2b) F γ
i = Fiγ , P

γ
i = Piγ , and G

γ
i = Giγ , for all i ∈ I and γ ∈ Γ.

(5.2c) (aτ )γ = (aγ)τ
γ

for all i ∈ I, a ∈ Fi, τ ∈ Gi, and γ ∈ Γ.

The action of Γ on G defines a semidirect product Γ ⋉ G such that τ γ = γ−1τγ
for all τ ∈ G and γ ∈ Γ. Let pr : Γ⋉G→ Γ be the canonical projection.

Proposition 5.2. In the notation of Definition 5.1 suppose that Γ = Gal(E/E0)
acts properly on the patching data E given in Definition 5.1. Let F be the com-
pound of E. Then Γ acts on F via the restriction from its action on Q and the
actions of Γ and G on F combine to an action of Γ⋉G on F with fixed field E0.
This gives an identification Gal(F/E0) = Γ ⋉ G such that the following diagram
of short exact sequences commutes:

1 // G // Γ⋉G
pr

// Γ // 1

1 // Gal(F/E) // Gal(F/E0)
res

// Gal(E/E0) // 1

Thus, F is a solution field of the embedding problem (5.1).

Proof. We break the proof of the proposition into three parts.

•  !"# $% The action of Γ on F .

Let i ∈ I and γ ∈ Γ. Then Qi = PiFi, so by (5.2b), Q
γ
i = Qiγ . Moreover,

we have identified Gal(Qi/Pi) with Gi = Gal(Fi/E) via restriction. Hence,
by (5.2b), for all a ∈ Pi and τ ∈ Gi we have τ

γ ∈ Giγ and aγ ∈ Piγ , so
(aτ )γ = aγ = (aγ)τ

γ

. Together with (5.2c), this gives

(5.3) (aτ )γ = (aγ)τ
γ

for all a ∈ Qi and τ ∈ Gi.

Consider an a ∈ F and let fa be the expansion of a (Definition 4.1). Define
fγ

a : G→
⋂

i∈I Qi by f
γ
a (ζ) = fa(ζ

γ−1

)γ. Then fγ
a is the expansion faγ of aγ.

Indeed, fγ
a (1) = fa(1

γ−1

)γ = aγ and if ζ ∈ G and τ ∈ Gi, then τ
γ−1 ∈ Giγ

−1 .
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Hence, by (5.3) with iγ
−1

, fa(ζ
γ−1

), τ γ−1

replacing i, a, τ , respectively, we
have

fγ
a (ζτ) = fa(ζ

γ−1

τ γ−1

)γ =
(

fa(ζ
γ−1

)τ
γ−1

)γ
=

(

fa(ζ
γ−1

)γ
)τγ−1γ

= fγ
a (ζ)

τ .

Thus aγ ∈ F . It follows that the action of Γ on Q restricts to an action of
Γ on F .

•  !"# $% The action of Γ⋉G on F . Let a ∈ F and γ ∈ Γ. We claim that

(5.4) (aσ)γ = (aγ)σ
γ

for all σ ∈ G,

where aσ = fa(σ) (Definition 4.4). Indeed, write σ as a word in
⋃

i∈I Gi.
Then (5.4) follows from (5.3) by induction on the length of the word. If
σ = 1, then (5.4) is an identity. Suppose (5.4) holds for some σ ∈ G and
let τ ∈ ⋃

i∈I Gi. Using the identification of the action of each τ ∈ Gi on F
as an element of Gi with its action as an element of G (Lemma 4.5(a)) and
(5.3) for aσ rather than a, we have

(aστ )γ =
(

(aσ)τ
)γ
=

(

(aσ)γ
)τγ

=
(

(aγ)σ
γ)τγ

= (aγ)σ
γτγ

= (aγ)(στ)γ .

Now we apply (5.4) to aγ−1

instead of a, to find that
(

(

aγ−1
)σ

)γ

= aσγ

. It

follows that the actions of Γ and G on F combine to an action of Γ⋉G on
F .

(5.5) Pi Qi Q

F

~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

E0 E Fi P ′i

•  !"# &% Conclusion of the proof. Since FG = E (Lemma 4.5) and EΓ =
E0, we have F

Γ⋉G = E0. Furthermore, [F : E0] = [F : E] · [E : E0] =
|G| · |Γ| = |Γ ⋉ G|. By Galois theory, Gal(F/E0) = Γ ⋉ G and the map
res : Gal(F/E0)→ Gal(E/E0) coincides with the canonical map pr : Γ⋉G→
Γ.

6 Normed Rings

In Section 15 we construct patching data over fields K(x), where K is a complete
ultrametric valued field. The ‘analytic’ fields Pi will be the quotient fields of
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certain rings of convergent power series in several variables over K. At a certain
point in a proof by induction we consider a ring of convergent power series in one
variable over a complete ultrametric valued ring. So, we start by recalling the
definition and properties of the latter rings.

Let A be a commutative ring with 1. An ultrametric absolute value of A
is a function | | : A→ R satisfying the following conditions:

(6.1a) |a| ≥ 0, and |a| = 0 if and only if a = 0.

(6.1b) There exists a ∈ A such that 0 < |a| < 1.

(6.1c) |ab| = |a| · |b|.

(6.1d) |a+ b| ≤ max(|a|, |b|).

By (6.1a) and (6.1c), A is an integral domain. By (6.1c), the absolute value of

A extends to an absolute value on the quotient field of A (by |a
b
| = |a|

|b|
). It follows

also that |1| = 1, | − a| = |a|, and

(6.1d′) if |a| < |b|, then |a+ b| = |b|.

Denote the ordered additive group of the real numbers by R+. The func-
tion v : Quot(A) → R+ ∪ {∞} defined by v(a) = − log |a| satisfies the following
conditions:

(6.2a) v(a) =∞ if and only if a = 0.

(6.2b) There exists a ∈ Quot(A) such that 0 < v(a) <∞.

(6.2c) v(ab) = v(a) + v(b).

(6.2d) v(a+ b) ≥ min{v(a), v(b)} (and v(a+ b) = v(b) if v(b) < v(a)).

In other words, v is a real valuation of Quot(A). Conversely, every real valuation
v : Quot(A)→ R+ ∪ {∞} gives rise to a nontrivial ultrametric absolute value | · |
of Quot(A): |a| = εv(a), where ε is a fixed real number between 0 and 1.

An attempt to extend an absolute value from A to a larger ring A′ may result
in relaxing Condition (6.1c), replacing the equality by an inequality. This leads
to the more general notion of a ‘norm’.

Definition 6.1 (Normed rings). Let R be an associative (and not necessarily
commutative) ring with 1. An (ultrametric) norm on R is a function ‖ ‖ : R→ R
that satisfies the following conditions for all a, b ∈ R:

(6.3a) ‖a‖ ≥ 0, and ‖a‖ = 0 if and only if a = 0; further ‖1‖ = ‖ − 1‖ = 1.

(6.3b) There is an x ∈ R with 0 < ‖x‖ < 1.
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(6.3c) ‖ab‖ ≤ ‖a‖ · ‖b‖.

(6.3d) ‖a+ b‖ ≤ max(‖a‖, ‖b‖).

The norm ‖ ‖ naturally defines a topology on R whose basis is the collection of
all sets U(a0, r) = {a ∈ R | ‖a− a0‖ < r} with a0 ∈ R and r > 0. Both addition
and multiplication are continuous under that topology. Thus, R is a topological

ring.

In the sequel, whenever we speak about a “normed ring”, we mean an “asso-
ciative normed ring with 1”.

Definition 6.2 (Complete rings). Let R be a normed ring. A sequence a1, a2, . . .
of elements of R is Cauchy if for each ε > 0 there existsm0 such that ‖an−am‖ <
ε for all m,n ≥ m0. We say that R is complete if every Cauchy sequence
converges.

Lemma 6.3. Let R be a normed ring and let a, b ∈ R. Then:

(a) ‖ − a‖ = ‖a‖.

(b) If ‖a‖ < ‖b‖, then ‖a+ b‖ = ‖b‖.

(c) A sequence a1, a2, a3, . . . of elements of R is Cauchy if for each ε > 0 there
exists m0 such that ‖am+1 − am‖ < ε for all m ≥ m0.

(d) The map x 7→ ‖x‖ from R to R is continuous.

(e) If R is complete, then a series
∑∞

n=0 an of elements of R converges if and
only if an → 0.

(f) If R is complete and ‖a‖ < 1, then 1− a ∈ R×. Moreover, (1− a)−1 = 1+ b
with ‖b‖ < 1.

Proof.

• Proof of (a): Observe that ‖− a‖ ≤ ‖− 1‖ · ‖a‖ = ‖a‖. Replacing a by −a,
we get ‖a‖ ≤ ‖ − a‖, hence the claimed equality.

• Proof of (b): Assume ‖a+ b‖ < ‖b‖. Then, by (a), ‖b‖ = ‖(−a)+(a+ b)‖ ≤
max(‖ − a‖, ‖a+ b‖) < ‖b‖, which is a contradiction.

• Proof of (c): With m0 as above let n > m ≥ m0. Then

‖an − am‖ ≤ max(‖an − an−1‖, . . . , ‖am+1 − am‖) < ε.
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• Proof of (d): By (6.3d), ‖x‖ = ‖(x − y) + y‖ ≤ max(‖x − y‖, ‖y‖) ≤
‖x − y‖ + ‖y‖. Hence, ‖x‖ − ‖y‖ ≤ ‖x − y‖. Symmetrically, ‖y‖ − ‖x‖ ≤
‖y − x‖ = ‖x − y‖. Therefore, | ‖x‖ − ‖y‖ | ≤ ‖x − y‖. Consequently, the
map x 7→ ‖x‖ is continuous.

• Proof of (e): Let sn =
∑n

i=0 ai. Then sn+1 − sn = an+1. Thus, by (c),
s1, s2, s3, . . . is a Cauchy sequence if and only if an → 0. Hence, the series
∑∞

n=0 an converges if and only if an → 0.

• Proof of (f): The elements ai tend to 0 as i approaches ∞. Hence, by (e),
∑∞

i=0 a
i converges. The identities (1−a)∑n

i=0 a
i = 1−an+1 and

∑n
i=0 a

i(1−
a) = 1−an+1 imply that

∑∞
i=0 a

i is both the right and the left inverse of 1−a.
Moreover,

∑∞
i=0 a

i = 1 + b with b =
∑∞

i=1 a
i and ‖b‖ ≤ maxi≥1‖a‖i < 1.

Example 6.4. (a) Every fieldK with an ultrametric absolute value is a normed
ring. For example, for each prime number p, Q has a p-adic absolute value
| · |p which is defined by |x|p = p−m if x = a

b
pm with a, b,m ∈ Z and p ∤ a, b.

(b) The ring Zp of p-adic integers and the fieldQp of p-adic numbers are complete
with respect to the p-adic absolute value.

(c) Let K0 be a field and let 0 < ε < 1. The ring K0[[t]] (resp. field K0((t)))
of formal power series

∑∞
i=0 ait

i (resp.
∑∞

i=m ait
i with m ∈ Z) with coeffi-

cients in K0 is complete with respect to the absolute value |∑∞
i=m ait

i| =
εmin(i | ai 6=0).

(d) Let ‖ · ‖ be a norm of a commutative ring A. For each positive integer n
we extend the norm to the associative (but usually not commutative) ring
Mn(A) of all n× n matrices with entries in A by

‖(aij)1≤i,j≤n‖ = max(‖aij‖1≤i,j≤n).

If b = (bjk)1≤j,k≤n is another matrix and c = ab, then cik =
∑n

j=1 aijbjk
and ‖cik‖ ≤ max(‖aij‖ · ‖bjk‖) ≤ ‖a‖ · ‖b‖. Hence, ‖c‖ ≤ ‖a‖‖b‖. This
verifies Condition (6.3c). The verification of (6.3a), (6.3b), and (6.3d) is
straightforward. Note that when n ≥ 2, even if the initial norm of A is an
absolute value, the extended norm satisfies only the weak condition (6.3c)
and not the stronger condition (6.1c), so it is not an absolute value.

If A is complete, then so is Mn(A). Indeed, let ai = (ai,rs)1≤r,s≤n be a Cauchy
sequence in Mn(A). Since ‖ai,rs − aj,rs‖ ≤ ‖ai − aj‖, each of the sequences
a1,rs, a2,rs, a3,rs, . . . is Cauchy, hence converges to an element brs of A. Set
b = (brs)1≤r,s≤n. Then ai → b. Consequently, Mn(A) is complete.

Like absolute valued rings, every normed ring has a completion:
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Lemma 6.5. Every normed ring (R, ‖ ‖) can be embedded into a complete normed
ring (R̂, ‖ ‖) such that R is dense in R̂ and the following universal condition holds:

(I) Each continuous homomorphism f of R into a complete ring S uniquely
extends to a continuous homomorphism f̂ : R̂→ S.

The normed ring (R̂, ‖ ‖) is called the completion of (R, ‖ ‖).

Proof. We consider the set A of all Cauchy sequences a = (an)
∞
n=1 with an ∈ R.

For each a ∈ A, the values ‖an‖ of its components are bounded. Hence, A is
closed under componentwise addition and multiplication and contains all constant
sequences. Thus, A is a ring. Let n be the ideal of all sequences that converge to
0. We set R̂ = A/n and identify each x ∈ R with the coset (x)∞n=1 + n.

If a ∈ Ar n, then ‖an‖ eventually becomes constant. Indeed, there exists
β > 0 such that ‖an‖ ≥ β for all sufficiently large n. Choose n0 large such
that ‖an − am‖ < β for all n,m ≥ n0. Then, ‖an − an0

‖ < β ≤ ‖an0
‖, so

‖an‖ = ‖(an − an0
) + an0

‖ = ‖an0
‖. We define ‖a‖ to be the eventual absolute

value of an and note that ‖a‖ 6= 0. If b ∈ n, we set ‖b‖ = 0 and observe that
‖a + b‖ = ‖a‖. It follows that ‖a + n‖ = ‖a‖ is a well defined function on R̂
which extends the norm of R.

One checks that ‖ ‖ is a norm on R̂ and that R is dense in R̂. Indeed, if
a = (an)

∞
n=1 ∈ A, then an + n → a + n. To prove that R̂ is complete under ‖ ‖

we consider a Cauchy sequence (ak)
∞
k=1 of elements of R̂. For each k we choose an

element bk ∈ R such that ‖bk − ak‖ < 1
k
. Then (bk)

∞
k=1 is a Cauchy sequence of R

and the sequence (ak)
∞
k=1 converges to the element (bk)

∞
k=1 + n of R̂.

Finally, let S be a complete normed ring and f : R → S a continuous ho-
momorphism. Then, for each a = (an)

∞
n=1 ∈ A, the sequence (f(an))

∞
n=1 of S is

Cauchy, hence it converges to an element s. Define f̂(a + n) = s and check that
f̂ has the desired properties.

7 Rings of Convergent Power Series

Let A be a complete normed commutative ring and x a variable. Consider the
following subset of A[[x]]:

A{x} =
{

∞
∑

n=0

anx
n | an ∈ A, lim

n→∞
‖an‖ = 0

}

.

For each f =
∑∞

n=0 anx
n ∈ A{x} we define ‖f‖ = max(‖an‖)n=0,1,2,.... This

definition makes sense because an → 0, hence ‖an‖ is bounded.
We prove the Weierstrass division theorem and the Weierstrass preparation

theorem for A{x} in analogy to the corresponding theorems for the ring of formal
power series in one variable over a local ring.
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Lemma 7.1. (a) A{x} is a subring of A[[x]] containing A.

(b) The function ‖ ‖ : A{x} → R is a norm.

(c) The ring A{x} is complete under that norm.

(d) Let B be a complete normed ring extension of A. Then each b ∈ B with
‖b‖ ≤ 1 defines an evaluation homomorphism A{x} → B given by

f =
∞
∑

n=0

anx
n 7→ f(b) =

∞
∑

n=0

anb
n.

Proof.

• Proof of (a): We prove only that A{x} is closed under multiplication. To
that end let f =

∑∞
i=0 aix

i and g =
∑∞

j=0 bjx
j be elements of A{x}. Consider

ε > 0 and let n0 be a positive number such that ‖ai‖ < ε if i ≥ n0

2
and

‖bj‖ < ε if j ≥ n0

2
. Now let n ≥ n0 and i + j = n. Then i ≥ n0

2
or j ≥ n0

2
.

It follows that ‖∑i+j=n aibj‖ ≤ max(‖ai‖ · ‖bj‖)i+j=n ≤ ε ·max(‖f‖, ‖g‖).
Thus, fg =

∑∞
n=0

∑

i+j=n aibjx
n belongs to A{x}, as claimed.

• Proof of (b): Standard checking.

• Proof of (c): Let fi =
∑∞

n=0 ainx
n, i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., be a Cauchy sequence in

A{x}. For each ε > 0 there exists i0 such that ‖ain−ajn‖ ≤ ‖fi−fj‖ < ε for
all i, j ≥ i0 and for all n. Thus, for each n, the sequence a1n, a2n, a3n, . . . is
Cauchy, hence converges to an element an ∈ A. If we let j tend to infinity in
the latter inequality, we get that ‖ain − an‖ < ε for all i ≥ i0 and all n. Set
f =

∑∞
i=0 anx

n. Then an → 0 and ‖fi − f‖ = max(‖ain − an‖)n=0,1,2,... < ε
if i ≥ i0. Consequently, the fi’s converge in A{x}.

• Proof of (d): Note that ‖anb
n‖ ≤ ‖an‖ → 0, so

∑∞
n=0 anb

n is an element of
B.

Definition 7.2. Let f =
∑∞

n=0 anx
n be a nonzero element of A{x}. We define

the pseudo degree of f to be the integer d = max{n ≥ 0 | ‖an‖ = ‖f‖} and set

pseudo.deg(f) = d.

The element ad is the pseudo leading coefficient of f . Thus, ‖ad‖ = ‖f‖ and
‖an‖ < ‖f‖ for each n > d. If f ∈ A[x] is a polynomial, then pseudo.deg(f) ≤
deg(f). If ad is invertible in A and satisfies ‖cad‖ = ‖c‖ · ‖ad‖ for all c ∈ A, we
call f regular. In particular, if A is a field and ‖ ‖ is an ultrametric absolute
value, then each 0 6= f ∈ A{x} is regular. The following lemma implies that in
this case ‖ ‖ is an absolute value of A{x}.
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Lemma 7.3 (Gauss’ Lemma). Let f, g ∈ A{x}. Suppose f is regular of pseudo de-
gree d and f, g 6= 0. Then ‖fg‖ = ‖f‖·‖g‖ and pseudo.deg(fg) = pseudo.deg(f)+
pseudo.deg(g).

Proof. Let f =
∑∞

i=0 aix
i and g =

∑∞
j=0 bjx

j. Let ad (resp. be) be the pseudo
leading coefficient of f (resp. g). Then fg =

∑∞
n=0 cnx

n with cn =
∑

i+j=n aibj.
If i + j = d + e and (i, j) 6= (d, e), then either i > d or j > e. In each case,

‖aibj‖ ≤ ‖ai‖‖bj‖ < ‖f‖ · ‖g‖. By our assumption on ad, we have ‖adbe‖ =
‖ad‖ · ‖be‖ = ‖f‖ · ‖g‖. By Lemma 6.3(b), this implies ‖cd+e‖ = ‖f‖ · ‖g‖.

If i + j > d + e, then either i > d and ‖ai‖ < ‖f‖ or j > e and ‖bj‖ < ‖g‖.
In each case ‖aibj‖ ≤ ‖ai‖ · ‖bj‖ < ‖f‖ · ‖g‖. Hence, ‖cn‖ < ‖cd+e‖ for each
n > d+ e. Therefore, cd+e is the pseudo leading coefficient of fg, and the lemma
is proved.

Proposition 7.4 (Weierstrass division theorem). Let f ∈ A{x} and let g ∈ A{x}
be regular of pseudo degree d. Then there are unique q ∈ A{x} and r ∈ A[x] such
that f = qg + r and deg(r) < d. Moreover,

(7.1) ‖qg‖ = ‖q‖ · ‖g‖ ≤ ‖f‖ and ‖r‖ ≤ ‖f‖.

Proof. We break the proof into several parts.

•  !"# $% Proof of (7.1). First we assume that there exist q ∈ A{x} and
r ∈ A[x] such that f = qg + r with deg(r) < d. If q = 0, then (7.1)
is clear. Otherwise, q 6= 0 and we let e = pseudo.deg(q). By Lemma
7.3, ‖qg‖ = ‖q‖ · ‖g‖ and pseudo.deg(qg) = e + d > deg(r). Hence, the
coefficient cd+e of x

d+e in qg is also the coefficient of xd+e in f . It follows
that ‖qg‖ = ‖cd+e‖ ≤ ‖f‖. Consequently, ‖r‖ = ‖f − qg‖ ≤ ‖f‖.

•  !"# & Uniqueness. Suppose f = qg+ r = q′g+ r′, where q, q′ ∈ A{x} and
r, r′ ∈ A[x] are of degrees less than d. Then 0 = (q − q′)g + (r − r′). By
Part A, applied to 0 rather than to f , ‖q− q′‖ · ‖g‖ = ‖r− r′‖ = 0. Hence,
q = q′ and r = r′.

•  !"# '% Existence if g is a polynomial of degree d. Write f =
∑∞

n=0 bnx
n

with bn ∈ A converging to 0. For each m ≥ 0 let fm =
∑m

n=0 bnx
n ∈

A[x]. Then the f1, f2, f3, . . . converge to f , in particular they form a Cauchy
sequence. Since g is regular of pseudo degree d, its leading coefficient is
invertible. Euclid’s algorithm for polynomials over A produces qm, rm ∈ A[x]
with fm = qmg + rm and deg(rm) < deg(g). Thus, for all k,m we have
fm − fk = (qm − qk)g + (rm − rk). By Part A, ‖qm − qk‖ · ‖g‖, ‖rm − rk‖ ≤
‖fm − fk‖. Thus, {qm}∞m=0 and {rm}∞m=0 are Cauchy sequences in A{x}.
Since A{x} is complete (Lemma 7.1), the qm’s converge to some q ∈ A{x}.
Since A is complete, the rm’s converge to an r ∈ A[x] of degree less than d.
It follows that f = qg + r.
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•  !"# $% Existence for arbitrary g. Let g =
∑∞

n=0 anx
n and set g0 =

∑d
n=0 anx

n ∈ A[x]. Then ‖g − g0‖ < ‖g‖. By Part C, there are q0 ∈ A{x}
and r0 ∈ A[x] such that f = q0g0+r0 and deg(r0) < d. By Part A, ‖q0‖ ≤ ‖f‖

‖g‖

and ‖r0‖ ≤ ‖f‖. Thus, f = q0g + r0 + f1, where f1 = −q0(g − g0), and

‖f1‖ ≤ ‖g−g0‖
‖g‖

· ‖f‖.
Set f0 = f . By induction we get, for each k ≥ 0, elements fk, qk ∈ A{x}
and rk ∈ A[x] such that deg(rk) < d and

fk = qkg + rk + fk+1, ‖qk‖ ≤
‖fk‖
‖g‖ , ‖rk‖ ≤ ‖fk‖, and

‖fk+1‖ ≤
‖g − g0‖
‖g‖ ‖fk‖.

It follows that ‖fk‖ ≤
(

‖g−g0‖
‖g‖

)k

‖f‖, so ‖fk‖ → 0. Hence, also ‖qk‖, ‖rk‖ →
0. Therefore, q =

∑∞
k=0 qk ∈ A{x} and r = ∑∞

k=0 rk ∈ A[x]. By construc-

tion, f =
∑k

n=0 qng +
∑k

n=0 rn + fk+1 for each k. Taking k to infinity, we
get f = qg + r and deg(r) < d.

Corollary 7.5 (Weierstrass preparation theorem). Let f ∈ A{x} be regular of
pseudo degree d. Then f = qg, where q is a unit of A{x} and g ∈ A[x] is a monic
polynomial of degree d with ‖g‖ = 1. Moreover, q and g are uniquely determined
by these conditions.

Proof. By Proposition 7.4 there are q′ ∈ A{x} and r′ ∈ A[x] of degree < d such
that xd = q′f + r′ and ‖r′‖ ≤ ‖xd‖ = 1. Set g = xd − r′. Then g is monic of
degree d, g = q′f , and ‖g‖ = 1. It remains to show that q′ ∈ A{x}×.

Note that g is regular of pseudo degree d. By Proposition 7.4, there are
q ∈ A{x} and r ∈ A[x] such that f = qg + r and deg(r) < d. Thus, f = qq′f + r.
Since f = 1 · f + 0, the uniqueness part of Proposition 7.4 implies that qq′ = 1.
Hence, q′ ∈ A{x}×.

Finally suppose f = q1g1, where q1 ∈ A{x}× and g1 ∈ A[x] is monic of degree
d with ‖g1‖ = 1. Then g1 = (q−11 q)g + 0 and g1 = 1 · g + (g1 − g), where g1 − g is
a polynomial of degree at most d− 1. By the uniqueness part of Proposition 7.4,
q−11 q2 = 1, so q1 = q2 and g1 = g.

Corollary 7.6. Let f =
∑∞

n=0 anx
n be a regular element of A{x} such that

‖a0b‖ = ‖a0‖·‖b‖ for each b ∈ A. Then f ∈ A{x}× if and only if pseudo.deg(f) =
0 and a0 ∈ A×.

Proof. If there exists g ∈∑∞
n=0 bnx

n in A{x} such that fg = 1, then

pseudo.deg(f) + pseudo.deg(g) = 0,
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so pseudo.deg(f) = 0. In addition, a0b0 = 1, so a0 ∈ A×.
Conversely, suppose pseudo.deg(f) = 0 and a0 ∈ A×. Then f is regular.

Hence, by Corollary 7.5, f = q · 1 where q ∈ A{x}×.
Corollary 7.7. Let K be a complete field with respect to an absolute value | | and
let O = {a ∈ K | |a| ≤ 1} be its valuation ring. Then K{x} is a principal ideal
domain, hence a unique factorization domain. Moreover, every ideal of K{x} is
generated by an element of O[x].

Proof. By the Weierstass preparation theorem (Corollary 7.5), every nonzero ideal
a of K{x} is generated by the ideal a ∩ K[x] of K[x]. Since K[x] is a principal
ideal domain, a ∩ K[x] = fK[x] for some f ∈ K[x]. Consequently, a = K{x}
is a principal ideal. Moreover, dividing f by one of its coefficients with highest
absolute value, we may assume that f ∈ O[x].

8 Convergent Power Series

Let K be a complete field with respect to an ultrametric absolute value | |. We say
that a formal power series f =

∑∞
n=m anx

n in K((x)) converges at an element
c ∈ K, if f(c) = ∑∞

n=m anc
n converges, i.e. anc

n → 0. In this case f converges at
each b ∈ K with |b| ≤ |c|. For example, each f ∈ K{x} converges at 1. We say
that f converges if f converges at some c ∈ K×.

We denote the set of all convergent power series in K((x)) by K((x))0 and
prove that K((x))0 is a field that contains K{x} and is algebraically closed in
K((x)).

Lemma 8.1. A power series f =
∑∞

n=m anx
n in K((x)) converges if and only if

there exists a positive real number γ such that |an| ≤ γn for each n ≥ 0.

Proof. First suppose f converges at c ∈ K×. Then anc
n → 0, so there exists

n0 ≥ 1 such that |anc
n| ≤ 1 for each n ≥ n0. Choose

γ = max{|c|−1, |ak|1/k | k = 0, . . . , n0 − 1}.
Then |an| ≤ γn for each n ≥ 0.

Conversely, suppose γ > 0 and |an| ≤ γn for all n ≥ 0. Increase γ, if necessary,
to assume that γ > 1. Then choose c ∈ K× such that |c| ≤ γ−1.5 and observe that
|anc

n| ≤ γ−0.5n for each n ≥ 0. Therefore, anc
n → 0, hence f converges at c.

Lemma 8.2. K((x))0 is a field that contains Quot(K{x}), hence also K(x).

Proof. The only difficulty is to prove that if f = 1 +
∑∞

n=1 anx
n converges, then

also f−1 = 1 +
∑∞

n=1 a
′
nx

n converges.
Indeed, for n ≥ 1, a′n satisfies the recursive relation a

′
n = −an−

∑n−1
i=1 aia

′
n−i.

By Lemma 8.1, there exists γ > 1 such that |ai| ≤ γi for each i ≥ 1. Set
a′0 = 1. Suppose, by induction, that |a′j| ≤ γj for j = 1, . . . , n − 1. Then
|a′n| ≤ maxi(|ai| · |a′n−i|) ≤ γn. Hence, f−1 converges.
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Let v be the valuation of K((x)) defined by

v(
∞
∑

n=m

anx
n) = m for am, am+1, am+2, . . . ∈ K with am 6= 0.

It is discrete, complete, its valuation ring is K[[x]], and v(x) = 1. The residue
of an element f =

∑∞
n=0 anx

n of K[[x]] at v is a0, and we denote it by f̄ . We
also consider the valuation ring O = K[[x]] ∩K((x))0 of K((x))0 and denote the
restriction of v to K((x))0 also by v. Since K((x))0 contains K(x), it is v-dense in
K((x)). Finally, we also denote the unique extension of v to the algebraic closure
of K((x)) by v.

Remark 8.3 (K((x))0 is not complete). Indeed, choose a ∈ K such that |a| > 1.
Then there exists no γ > 0 such that |an2| ≤ γn for all n ≥ 1. By Lemma 8.1, the
power series f =

∑∞
n=0 a

n2

xn does not belong to K((x))0. Therefore, the valued
field (K((x))0, v) is not complete.

Proposition 8.4. The field K((x))0 is separably algebraically closed in K((x)).

Proof. Let y =
∑∞

n=m anx
n, with an ∈ K, be an element of K((x)) which is

separably algebraic of degree d over K((x))0. We have to prove that y ∈ K((x))0.

•  !"# $% A shift of y. Assume that d > 1 and let y1, . . . , yd, with y = y1,
be the (distinct) conjugates of y over K((x))0. In particular r = max(v(y−
yi) | i = 2, . . . , d) is an integer. Choose s ≥ r + 1 and let

y′i =
1

xs

(

yi −
s

∑

n=m

anx
n
)

, i = 1, . . . , d.

Then y′1, . . . , y
′
d are the distinct conjugates of y

′
1 over K((x))0. Also, v(y

′
1) ≥

1 and y′i =
1
xs (yi − y) + y′1, so v(y

′
i) ≤ −1, i = 2, . . . , d. If y′1 belongs to

K((x))0, then so does y, and conversely. Therefore, we replace yi by y
′
i, if

necessary, to assume that

(8.1) v(y) ≥ 1 and v(yi) ≤ −1, i = 2, . . . , d.

In particular y =
∑∞

n=0 anx
n with a0 = 0. The elements y1, . . . , yd are the

roots of an irreducible separable polynomial

h(Y ) = pdY
d + pd−1Y

d−1 + · · ·+ p1Y + p0

with coefficients pi ∈ O. Let e = min(v(p0), . . . , v(pd)). Divide the pi, if
necessary, by xe, to assume that v(pi) ≥ 0 for each i between 0 and d and
that v(pj) = 0 for at least one j between 0 and d.
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•  !"# $% We prove that v(p0), v(pd) > 0, v(pk) > v(p1) if 2 ≤ k ≤ d− 1 and
v(p1) = 0. Indeed, since v(y) > 0 and h(y) = 0, we have v(p0) > 0. Since
v(y2) < 0 and h(y2) = 0, we have v(pd) > 0. Next observe that

p1
pd

= ±y2 · · · yd ±
d

∑

i=2

y1 · · · yd

yi

.

If 2 ≤ i ≤ d, then v(yi) < v(y1), so v(y2 · · · yd) < v(y1

yi
) + v(y2 · · · yd) =

v(y1···yd

yi
). Hence,

(8.2) v
(p1
pd

)

= v(y2 · · · yd).

For k between 1 and d− 2 we have

(8.3)
pd−k

pd

= ±
∑

σ

k
∏

i=1

yσ(i),

where σ ranges over all monotonically increasing maps from {1, . . . , k} to
{1, . . . , d}. If σ(1) 6= 1, then {yσ(1), . . . , yσ(k)} is properly contained in

{y2, . . . , yd}. Hence, v(
∏k

i=1 yσ(i)) > v(y2 · · · yd). If σ(1) = 1, then

v
(

k
∏

i=1

yσ(i)

)

> v
(

k
∏

i=2

yσ(i)

)

> v(y2 · · · yd).

Hence, by (8.2) and (8.3), v(pd−k

pd
) > v( p1

pd
), so v(pd−k) > v(p1). Since v(pj) =

0 for some j between 0 and d, since v(pi) ≥ 0 for every i between 0 and d,
and since v(p0), v(pd) > 0, we conclude that v(p1) = 0 and v(pi) > 0 for all
i 6= 1. Therefore,

(8.4) pk =
∞
∑

n=0

bknx
n, k = 0, . . . , d

with bkn ∈ K such that b1,0 6= 0 and bk,0 = 0 for each k 6= 1. In particular,
|b1,0| 6= 0. We shall need it to be larger that 1 in order to bound |an|.

•  !"# &% Making |b1,0| large. We choose c ∈ K such that |cd−1b1,0| ≥ 1 and
let z = cy. Then z is a zero of the polynomial g(Z) = pdZ

d + cpd−1Z
d−1 +

· · · + cd−1p1Z + cdp0 with coefficients in O. Relation (8.4) remains valid
except that the zero term of the coefficient of Z in g becomes cd−1b1,0. By
the choice of c, its absolute value is at least 1. So, without loss, we may
assume that

(8.5) |b1,0| ≥ 1.
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•  !"# $% An estimate for |an|. By Lemma 8.1, there exists γ > 0 such that
|bkn| ≤ γn for all 0 ≤ k ≤ d and n ≥ 1. By induction we prove that |an| ≤ γn

for each n ≥ 0. This will prove that y ∈ O and will conclude the proof of
the lemma.

Indeed, |a0| = 0 < 1 = γ0. Now assume that |am| ≤ γm for each 0 ≤ m ≤
n− 1. For each k between 0 and d we have that pky

k =
∑∞

n=0 cknx
n, where

ckn =
∑

σ∈Skn

bk,σ(0)

k
∏

j=1

aσ(j),

and

Skn = {σ : {0, . . . , k} → {0, . . . , n} |
k

∑

j=0

σ(j) = n}.

It follows that

(8.6) c0n = b0n and c1n = b1,0an + b11an−1 + · · ·+ b1,n−1a1.

For k ≥ 2 we have bk,0 = 0. Hence, if a term bk,σ(0)

∏k
j=1 aσ(j) in ckn contains

an, then σ(0) = 0, so bk,σ(0) = 0. Thus,

(8.7)
ckn = sum of products of the form bk,σ(0)

k
∏

j=1

aσ(j),

with σ(j) < n, j = 1, . . . , k.

From the relation
∑d

k=0 pky
k = h(y) = 0 we conclude that

∑d
k=0 ckn = 0 for

all n. Hence, by (8.6),

b1,0an = −b0n − b11an−1 − · · · − b1,n−1a1 − c2n − · · · − cdn.

Therefore, by (8.7),

(8.8)
b1,0an = sum of products of the form − bk,σ(0)

k
∏

j=1

aσ(j),

with σ ∈ Skn, 0 ≤ k ≤ d, and σ(j) < n, j = 1, . . . , k.

Note that bk,0 = 0 for each k 6= 1 (by (8.4)), while b1,0 does not occur on
the right hand side of (8.8). Hence, for a summand in the right hand side
of (8.8) indexed by σ we have

|bk,σ(0)

k
∏

j=1

aσ(j)| ≤ γ
Pk

j=0
σ(j) = γn.
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We conclude from |b1,0| ≥ 1 that |an| ≤ γn, as contended.

Proposition 8.5. The field K((x))0 is algebraically closed in K((x)). Thus, each
f ∈ K((x)) which is algebraic over K(x) converges at some c ∈ K×. Moreover,
there exists a positive integer m such that f converges at each b ∈ K× with |b| ≤ 1

m
.

Proof. In view of Proposition 8.4, we have to prove the proposition only for
char(K) > 0. Let f =

∑∞
n=m anx

n ∈ K((x)) be algebraic over K((x))0. Then
K((x))0(f) is a purely inseparable extension of a separable algebraic extension of
K((x))0. By Proposition 8.4, the latter coincides withK((x))0. Hence,K((x))0(f)
is a purely inseparable extension of K((x))0.

Thus, there exists a power q of char(K) such that
∑∞

n=m a
q
nx

nq = f q ∈ K((x))0.
By Lemma 8.1, there exists γ > 0 such that |aq

n| ≤ γnq for all n ≥ 1. It follows
that |an| ≤ γn for all n ≥ 1. By Lemma 8.1, f ∈ K((x))0, so there exists c ∈ K×

such that f converges at c. If 1
m
≤ |c|, then f converges at each b ∈ K× with

|b| ≤ 1
m
.

9 Several Variables

Starting from a complete valued field (K, | |), we choose an element r ∈ K×, a
finite set I, and for each i ∈ I an element ci ∈ K such that |r| ≤ |ci − cj| if
i 6= j. Then we set wi =

r
x−ci

, with an indeterminate x, and consider the ring
R = K{wi | i ∈ I} of all series

f = a0 +
∑

i∈I

∞
∑

n=1

ainw
n
i ,

with a0, ain ∈ K such that for each i the element ain tends to 0 as n→∞. The ring
R is complete under the norm defined by ‖f‖ = maxi,n(|a0|, |ain|) (Lemma 11.1).
We prove that R is a principal ideal domain (Proposition 11.8) and denote its
quotient field by Q. More generally for each subset J of I, we denote the quotient
field of K{wi | i ∈ J} by PJ . We deduce (Proposition 12.1) that PJ ∩PJ ′ = PJ∩J ′

if J, J ′ ⊆ I have a nonempty intersection and PJ ∩ PJ ′ = K(x) if J ∩ J ′ = ∅.
Thus, setting Pi = PI r{i} for i ∈ I, we conclude that

⋂

i∈I Pi = K(x). The fields
E = K(x) and Pi, i ∈ I, are the first objects of patching data (Definition 4.1)
that we start to assemble.

10 A Normed Subring of K(x)

Let E = K(x) be the field of rational functions in the variable x over a field K.
Let I be a finite set and r an element of K×. For each i ∈ I let ci be an element
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of K. Suppose ci 6= cj if i 6= j. For each i ∈ I let wi =
r

x−ci
∈ K(x). We consider

the subring R0 = K[wi | i ∈ I] of K(x), prove that each of its elements is a linear
combination of the powers wn

i with coefficients in K, and define a norm on R0.

Lemma 10.1. (a) For all i 6= j in I and for each nonnegative integer m

(10.1) wiw
m
j =

rm

(ci − cj)m
wi −

m
∑

k=1

rm+1−k

(ci − cj)m+1−k
wk

j .

(b) Given nonnegative integers mi, i ∈ I, not all zero, there exist aik ∈ K such
that

(10.2)
∏

i∈I

wmi

i =
∑

i∈I

mi
∑

k=1

aikw
k
i .

(c) Every f ∈ K[wi | i ∈ I] can be uniquely written as

(10.3) f = a0 +
∑

i∈I

∞
∑

n=1

ainw
n
i

where a0, ain ∈ K and almost all of them are zero.

(d) Let i 6= j be elements of I. Then wi

wj
= 1 +

ci−cj

r
wi ∈ K[wi] is invertible in

K[wi, wj].

Proof.

• Proof of (a) and (b): Starting from the identity

(10.4) wiwj =
r

ci − cj
wi −

r

ci − cj
wj

one proves (10.1) by induction on m. Then one proceeds by induction on
|I| and maxi∈Imi to prove (10.2).

• Proof of (c): The existence of the presentation (10.3) follows from (b). To
prove the uniqueness we assume that f = 0 in (10.3) but ajk 6= 0 for some
j ∈ I and k ∈ N. Then,

∑∞
n=1 ajnw

n
j = −a0 −

∑

i6=j

∑∞
n=1 ainw

n
i . The left

hand side has a pole at cj while the right hand side has not. This is a
contradiction.

• Proof of (d): Multiplying r
wj
− r

wi
= ci − cj by

wi

r
we get that

wi

wj

= 1 +
ci − cj
r

wi
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is in K[wi]. Similarly,
wj

wi
∈ K[wj]. Hence

wi

wj
is invertible in K[wi, wj].

Through the rest of the section and sections 11, 12, and 13, we make the
following assumption:

Assumption 10.2. The field K is complete with respect to a nontrivial ultramet-
ric absolute value | | and

(10.5) |r| ≤ |ci − cj| for all i 6= j.

Geometrically, Condition (10.5) means that the open disks {a ∈ K | |a− ci| <
r}, i ∈ I, of K are disjoint.

Let E = K(x) be the field of rational functions over K in the variable x. We
define a function ‖ ‖ on R0 = K[wi | i ∈ I] using the unique presentation (10.3):

‖a0 +
∑

i∈I

∑

n≥1

ainw
n
i ‖ = maxi,n{|a0|, |ain|}.

Then ‖f‖ ≥ 0 for each f ∈ R0, ‖f‖ = 0 if and only if f = 0 (Lemma 10.1(c)),
and ‖f + g‖ ≤ max(‖f‖, ‖g‖) for all f, g ∈ R0. Moreover, ‖wi‖ = 1 for each i ∈ I
but ‖wiwj‖ = |r|

|ci−cj |
(by (10.4)) is less than 1 if |r| < |ci − cj|. Thus, ‖ ‖ is in

general not an absolute value. However, by (10.1) and (10.5)

‖wiw
m
j ‖ ≤ max1≤k≤m

(∣

∣

∣

r

ci − cj

∣

∣

∣

m

,
∣

∣

∣

r

ci − cj

∣

∣

∣

m+1−k)

≤ 1.

By induction, ‖wk
i w

m
j ‖ ≤ 1 for each k, so ‖fg‖ ≤ ‖f‖ · ‖g‖ for all f, g ∈ R0.

Moreover, if a ∈ K and f ∈ R0, then ‖af‖ = ‖a‖ · ‖f‖. Therefore, ‖ ‖ is a norm
on R0 in the sense of Definition 6.1.

11 Mittag-Leffler Series

We keep the notation of Section 10 and Assumption 10.2 and proceed to define
rings of convergent power series of several variables over K. In the language of
rigid geometry, these are the rings of holomorphic functions on the complements
of finitely many open discs of the projective line P1(K).

Let R = K{wi | i ∈ I} be the completion of R0 = K[wi | i ∈ I] with respect
to ‖ ‖ (Lemma 6.5). Our first result gives a Mittag-Leffler decomposition of each
f ∈ R. It generalizes Lemma 10.1(c):
Lemma 11.1. Each element f of R has a unique presentation as a Mittag-

Leffler series

(11.1) f = a0 +
∑

i∈I

∞
∑

n=1

ainw
n
i ,
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where a0, ain ∈ K, and |ain| → 0 as n→∞. Moreover,

‖f‖ = maxi,n{|a0|, |ain|}.

Proof. Each f as in (11.1) is the limit of the sequence (fd)d≥1 of its partial sums

fd = a0 +
∑

i∈I

∑d
n=1 ainw

n
i ∈ R0, so f ∈ R. Since ‖fd‖ = maxi,n(|a0|, |ain|) for

each sufficiently large d, we have ‖f‖ = maxi,n(|a0|, |ain|). If f = 0 in (11.1),
then 0 = maxi,n(|a0|, |ain|), so a0 = ain = 0 for all i and n. It follows that the
presentation (11.1) is unique.

On the other hand, let g ∈ R. Then there exists a sequence of elements
gk = ak,0 +

∑

i∈I

∑∞
n=1 ak,inw

n
i , k = 1, 2, 3, . . ., in R0, that converges to g. In

particular, for each pair (k, i) we have ak,in = 0 if n is sufficiently large. Also, the
sequence (gk)

∞
k=1 is Cauchy. Hence, each of the sequences {ak,0 | k = 1, 2, 3, . . .}

and {ak,in | k = 1, 2, 3, . . .} is Cauchy. Since K is complete, ak,0 → a0 and ak,in →
ain for some a0, ain ∈ K. Fix i ∈ I and let ε > 0 be a real number. There is an
m such that for all k ≥ m and all n we have |ak,in − am,in| ≤ ‖gk − gm‖ ≤ ε. If
n is sufficiently large, then am,in = 0, and hence |ak,in| ≤ ε. Therefore, |ain| ≤ ε.
It follows that |ain| → 0. Define f by (11.1). Then f ∈ R and gk → f in R.
Consequently, g = f .

If I = ∅, then R = R0 = K.
We call the partial sum

∑∞
n=1 ainw

n
i in (11.1) the i-component of f .

Remark 11.2. Let i ∈ I. Then K{wi} = {
∑∞

n=0 anw
n
i | an → 0} is a subring of

R, the completion of K[wi] with respect to the norm. Consider the ring K{x}
of converging power series over K. By Lemma 7.1(d), there is a homomorphism
K{x} → K{wi} given by

∑∞
n=0 anx

n 7→ ∑∞
n=0 anw

n
i . By Lemma 11.1, this is an

isomorphism of normed rings.

Remark 11.3. Let (L, | |) be a complete valued field extending (K, | |). Each
c ∈ L with |c − ci| ≥ |r|, for all i ∈ I, defines a continuous evaluation ho-

momorphism R → L given by f = a0 +
∑

i∈I

∑

n ainw
n
i 7→ f(c) = a0 +

∑

i∈I

∑

n ain(
r

c−ci
)n. Indeed, x 7→ c defines a K-homomorphism φ : K[x] → L.

Let P be its kernel. Then φ extends to the localization K[x]P . Since φ(x− ci) =
c − ci 6= 0, we have wi ∈ K[x]P , for each i ∈ I. Thus, φ restricts to a homo-

morphism R0 → L, given by the above formula. Since
∣

∣

∣

r
c−ci

∣

∣

∣
≤ 1 for each i, we

have |f(c)| ≤ ‖f‖ for each f ∈ R0. Hence, φ uniquely extends to a continuous
homomorphism φ : R→ L.
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Lemma 11.4 (Degree shifting). Let f ∈ R be given by (11.1). Fix i 6= j in I.
Let

∑∞
n=1 a

′
inw

n
i be the i-component of

wj

wi
f ∈ R. Then

(11.2)

a′in = −
∞
∑

ν=n+1

aiνr
ν−n

(cj − ci)ν−n

=
−r

cj − ci

∞
∑

ν=n+1

aiν

( r

cj − ci

)ν−(n+1)
, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . .

Furthermore, let m ≥ 1 be an integer, and let
∑∞

n=1 binw
n
i be the i-component

of (
wj

wi
)mf . Let ε ≥ 0 be a real number and let d be a positive integer.

(a) If |ain| ≤ ε for each n ≥ d+1, then |bin| ≤ | r
cj−ci

|mε for each n ≥ d+1−m.

(b) Suppose d > m. If |ain| < ε for each n ≥ d + 1 and |aid| = ε, then
|bin| < | r

cj−ci
|mε for each n ≥ d+ 1−m and |bi,d−m| = | r

cj−ci
|mε.

(c)
∑∞

n=1 ainw
n
i is a polynomial in wi if and only if

∑∞
n=1 binw

n
i is.

Proof. By Lemma 10.1(d),
wj

wi
∈ R×, so (

wj

wi
)mf ∈ R for each m and the above

statements make sense.

•  !""# "# (11.2)$ We may assume that a0 = ai1 = 0 and akν = 0 for
each k 6= i and each ν. Indeed,

wj

wi
= 1 + (cj − ci)

wj

r
∈ K{wj}. Hence,

wj

wi
· wν

k ∈ K{wl | l 6= i}. Furthermore, wj

wi
· wi = wj ∈ K{wl | l 6= i}. Hence,

by (11.1), a0, ai1, and the akν do not contribute to the i-component of
wj

wi
f .

Thus, f =
∑∞

ν=2 aiνw
ν
i . Hence, by (10.1) of Section 10,

wj

wi

f =
∞
∑

ν=2

aiνwjw
ν−1
i =

∞
∑

ν=2

aiν

[ rν−1

(cj − ci)ν−1
wj −

ν−1
∑

n=1

rν−n

(cj − ci)ν−n
wn

i

]

=
∞
∑

ν=2

aiνr
ν−1

(cj − ci)ν−1
wj −

∞
∑

n=1

∞
∑

ν=n+1

aiνr
ν−n

(cj − ci)ν−n
wn

i

,

from which (11.2) follows.

•  !""# "# %a& '() %b&$ By induction on m it suffices to assume that m =
1. In this case we have to prove: (a) If |ain| ≤ ε for each n ≥ d + 1,
then |a′in| ≤ | r

cj−ci
|ε for each n ≥ d; (b) assuming d ≥ 2, if |ain| < ε for

each n ≥ d + 1 and |aid| = ε, then |a′in| < | r
cj−ci

|ε for each n ≥ d and

|a′i,d−1| = | r
cj−ci

|ε. By Condition (10.5) of Section 10, | r
ci−cj

| ≤ 1. Hence, (a)

follows from (11.2) with n = d, d + 1, d + 2, . . . and (b) follows from (11.2)
with n = d− 1, d, d+ 1, . . . .
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•  !""# "# $c%& Again, it suffices to prove that ∑∞
n=1 ainw

n
i is a polynomial

if and only if
∑∞

n=1 a
′
inw

n
i is a polynomial.

If
∑∞

n=1 ainw
n
i is a polynomial, then aiν = 0 for all large ν. It follows from

(11.2) that a′i,n = 0 for all large n. Hence,
∑∞

n=1 a
′
inw

n
i is a polynomial.

If
∑∞

n=1 ainw
n
i is not a polynomial, then for each d0 there exists d > d0 such

that aid 6= 0. Since |ain| → 0 as n→∞, there are only finitely many n ≥ d
with |ain| ≥ |aid|. Replacing d with the largest of those n’s, if necessary,
we may assume that |ain| < |aid| for each n ≥ d + 1. By (b), a′i,d−1 6= 0.
Consequently,

∑∞
n=1 a

′
inw

n
i is not a polynomial.

We apply degree shifting (albeit not yet Lemma 11.4) to generalize the Weier-
strass preparation theorem (Corollary 7.5) to Mittag-Leffler series.

Lemma 11.5. Suppose I 6= ∅ and let 0 6= f ∈ R. Then there is an i ∈ I such
that f = pu with p ∈ K[wi] and u ∈ R×.

Proof. Write f in the form (11.1). Then, there is a coefficient with absolute value
‖f‖. Thus we are either in Case I or Case II below:
• '()* +& |a0| = ‖f‖ > |ain| for all i and n. Multiply f by a−10 to assume that
a0 = 1. Then ‖1− f‖ < 1. By Lemma 6.3(f), f ∈ R×, so p = 1 and u = f
satisfy the claim of the lemma for each i ∈ I.

• '()* ++& There exist i and d ≥ 1 such that |aid| = ‖f‖. Increase d, if
necessary, to assume that |ain| < |aid| = ‖f‖ for all n > d.

Let A = K{wk | k 6= i}. This is a complete subring of R. We introduce a
new variable z, and consider the ring A{z} of convergent power series in z
over A (Lemma 7.1(c)). Since aid ∈ K× ⊆ A×, the element

f̂ = (a0 +
∑

k 6=i

∞
∑

n=1

aknw
n
k ) +

∞
∑

n=1

ainz
n

of A{z} is regular of pseudo degree d. By Corollary 7.5, we have f̂ = p̂û,
where û is a unit of A{z} and p̂ is a monic polynomial of degree d in A[z].
By definition, ‖wi‖ = 1. By Lemma 7.1(d), the evaluation homomorphism
θ : A{z} → R defined by

∑

cnz
n 7→∑

cnw
n
i , with cn ∈ A, maps f̂ onto f , û

onto a unit of R, and p̂ onto a polynomial p of degree d in A[wi]. Replacing
f by p and using Lemma 10.1, we may assume that f ∈ A[wi] = A+K[wi]
is a polynomial of degree d in wi, that is,

f = (a0 +
∑

k 6=i

∞
∑

n=1

aknw
n
k ) +

d
∑

n=1

ainw
n
i .
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If I = {i}, then A[wi] = K[wi], and we are done. If |I| ≥ 2, we choose a
j ∈ I distinct from i. By Lemma 10.1(d),

wj

wi
= 1 +

cj−ci

r
wj is invertible

in R0, hence in R. Since
wj

wi
∈ A, we have

wj

wi
(
∑

k 6=i

∑∞
n=1 aknw

n
k ) ∈ A. In

addition, by Lemma 10.1,

wj

wi

d
∑

n=1

ainw
n
i =

d
∑

n=1

ainw
n−1
i wj

is a polynomial in A[wi] of degree ≤ d − 1. Using induction on d, we may
assume that f ∈ A. Finally, we apply the induction hypothesis (on |I|) to
conclude the proof.

Lemma 11.6. Let j ∈ I. Then each f ∈ R can be written as f = pu with
p ∈ K[wj], ‖p‖ = 1, and u ∈ R×.

Proof. Lemma 11.5 gives a decomposition f = p1u1 with u1 ∈ R× and p1 ∈ K[wi]
for some i ∈ I. If i = j, we set p = p1 and u = u1. If i 6= j, we may assume
that f ∈ K[wi]. Thus, f =

∑d
n=0 anw

n
i with ad 6= 0. By Lemma 10.1(d), wi

wj
is

invertible in R0, hence in R. Multiplying f by
(

wj

wi

)d

gives

(wj

wi

)d

f =
d

∑

n=0

an

(wj

wi

)d−n
wn

j =
d

∑

n=0

an

(

1 +
cj − ci
r

wj

)d−n
wn

j ∈ K[wj].

Thus, f = pu with p ∈ K[wj] and u ∈ R×. Finally, we may divide p by a
coefficient with the highest absolute value to get that ‖p‖ = 1.

Corollary 11.7. Let 0 6= g ∈ R. Then R0 + gR = R.

Proof. Since R =
∑

i∈I K{wi} and R0 = K[wi | i ∈ I] =
∑

i∈I K[wi] (Lemma
10.1), it suffices to prove for each i ∈ I and for every f ∈ K{wi} that there is
h ∈ K[wi] such that f−h ∈ gR. By Lemma 11.6, we may assume that g ∈ K[wi].
By Remark 11.2, there is a K-isomorphism K{z} → K{wi} that maps K[z] onto
K[wi]. Therefore the assertion follows from the Weierstrass Division Theorem
(Proposition 7.4) for the ring K{z}.

The next result generalizes Proposition 7.7 to Mittag-Leffler series.

Proposition 11.8. The ring R = K{wi | i ∈ I} is a principal ideal domain,
hence a unique factorization domain. Moreover, for each i ∈ I, each ideal a of R
is generated by an element p ∈ K[wi] such that a ∩K[wi] = pK[wi].
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Proof. Let f1, f2 ∈ R with f1f2 = 0. Choose an i ∈ I. By Lemma 11.6, f1 = p1u1
and f2 = p2u2 with p1, p2 ∈ K[wi] and u1, u2 ∈ R×. Then p1p2 = f1f2(u1u2)

−1 =
0, and hence either p1 = 0 or p2 = 0. Therefore, either f1 = 0 or f2 = 0.
Consequently, R is an integral domain.

By Lemma 11.6, each ideal a of R is generated by the ideal a∩K[wi] of K[wi].
Since K[wi] is a principal ideal domain, a ∩K[wi] = pK[wi] for some p ∈ K[wi].
Consequently, a = pR is a principal ideal.

12 Fields of Mittag-Leffler Series

In the notation of Sections 10 and 11 we consider for each nonempty subset J
of I the integral domain RJ = K{wi | i ∈ J} (Proposition 11.8) and let PJ =
Quot(RJ). For J = ∅, we set PJ = K(x). All of these fields are contained in the
field Q = PI . The fields Pi = PI r{i}, i ∈ I, will be our ‘analytic’ fields in our
patching data. As in Definition 4.1, P ′i =

⋂

j 6=i Pj will be useful auxiliary fields.

Proposition 12.1. Let J and J ′ be subsets of I. Then, PJ ∩ PJ ′ = PJ∩J ′.

Proof. If either J = ∅ or J ′ = ∅, then PJ∩PJ ′ = K(x), by definition. We therefore
assume that J, J ′ 6= ∅. Let j ∈ J . Then K[wj] ⊆ RJ , hence K(x) = K(wj) ⊆ PJ .
Similarly K(x) ⊆ PJ ′ . Hence K(x) ⊆ PJ ∩ PJ ′ . If J ∩ J ′ 6= ∅, then, by the
unique representation of elements in R appearing in (11.1) of Lemma 11.1, we
have RJ∩J ′ = RJ ∩RJ ′ , so PJ∩J ′ ⊆ PJ ∩ PJ ′ .

For the converse inclusion, let 0 6= f ∈ PJ ∩ PJ ′ . Fix j ∈ J and j′ ∈ J ′; if
J ∩J ′ 6= ∅, take j, j′ ∈ J ∩J ′. Write f as f1/g1 with f1, g1 ∈ RJ . By Lemma 11.6,
g1 = p1u1, where 0 6= p1 ∈ K[wj] and u1 ∈ R×J . Replace f1 by f1u

−1
1 to assume

that g1 ∈ K[wj]. Similarly f = f2/g2 with f2 ∈ RJ ′ and g2 ∈ K[wj′ ].
If J ∩ J ′ 6= ∅, then g1, g2 ∈ RJ ∩RJ ′ = RJ∩J ′ . Thus g2f1 = g1f2 ∈ RJ ∩RJ ′ =

RJ∩J ′ ⊆ PJ∩J ′ , and hence f =
f1g2

g1g2
∈ PJ∩J ′ .

Now suppose J∩J ′ = ∅. Let g1 =
∑d1

n=0 bnw
n
j with bn ∈ K. Put h1 = (

wj′

wj
)d1g1.

Since
wj′

wj
∈ K[wj′ ] (Lemma 10.1(d)), we have h1 =

∑d1

n=0 bn(
wj′

wj
)d1−nwn

j′ ∈ K[wj′ ].

Similarly there is an integer d2 ≥ 0 such that h2 = (
wj

wj′
)d2g2 ∈ K[wj]. Let

d = d1 + d2. Then, for each k ∈ J

(12.1) f1h2 ·
(

wj′

wk

)d

= f2h1 ·
(

wj

wk

)d

.

Note that f1h2 ∈ RJ while f2h1 ∈ RJ ′ . In particular, the k-component of f2h1 is

zero. By Lemma 11.4(c), the k-component of f2h1 ·
(wj

wk

)d
is a polynomial in wk.

By (12.1), the k-component of f1h2 ·
(wj′

wk

)d
is a polynomial in wk. Hence, again

by Lemma 11.4(c), the k-component of f1h2 is a polynomial in wk.
We conclude that f1h2 ∈ K[wk | k ∈ J ], so f = f1h2

g1h2
∈ K(x).
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Corollary 12.2. For each i ∈ I we have P ′i = P{i}. Also,
⋂

j∈I Pj = K(x).

Proof. We apply Proposition 12.1 several times:

P ′i =
⋂

j 6=i

Pj =
⋂

j 6=i

PI r{j} = PT

j 6=i I r{j} = P{i}.

For the second equality we choose an i ∈ I. Then
⋂

j∈I

Pj = PI r{i} ∩
⋂

j 6=i

PI r{j} = PI r{i} ∩ P{i} = K(x),

as claimed.

13 Factorization of Matrices over Complete

Rings

We show in this section how to decompose a matrix over a complete ring into
a product of matrices over certain complete subrings. This will establish the
decomposition condition in the definition of patching data (Definition 4.1) in our
setup.

Lemma 13.1. Let (M, ‖ ‖) be a complete normed ring and let 0 < ε < 1. Con-
sider elements a1, a2, a3, . . . ∈ M such that ‖ai‖ ≤ ε for each i and ‖ai‖ → 0.
Let

pi = (1− a1) · · · (1− ai), i = 1, 2, 3, . . . .

Then, the sequence (pi)
∞
i=1 converges to an element of M×.

Proof. For each i ≥ 1 we have ‖pi‖ ≤ ‖1 − a1‖ · · · ‖1 − ai‖ ≤ 1. Setting p0 = 1,
we also have pi = pi−1(1− ai). Hence,

‖pi − pi−1‖ ≤ ‖pi−1‖ · ‖ai‖ ≤ ‖ai‖ → 0.

Thus, (pi)
∞
i=1 is a Cauchy sequence, so it converges to some p ∈M . Furthermore,

‖pk − 1‖ = ‖
k

∑

i=1

(pi − pi−1)‖ ≤ max ‖ai‖ ≤ ε.

Consequently, ‖p− 1‖ < 1. By Lemma 6.3(f), p ∈M×.

Lemma 13.2 (Cartan’s Lemma). Let (M, ‖ ‖) be a complete normed ring. Let
M1 and M2 be complete subrings of M . Suppose

(II) for each a ∈ M there are a+ ∈ M1 and a− ∈ M2 with ‖a+‖, ‖a−‖ ≤ ‖a‖
such that a = a+ + a−.
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Then for each b ∈ M with ‖b − 1‖ < 1 there exist b1 ∈ M×
1 and b2 ∈ M×

2 such
that b = b1b2.

Proof. Let a1 = b− 1 and ε = ‖a1‖. Then 0 ≤ ε < 1. The condition

(13.1) 1 + aj+1 = (1− a+j )(1 + aj)(1− a−j ),

with a+j , a
−
j associated to aj by (II), recursively defines a sequence (aj)

∞
j=1 in M .

Use the relation aj = a+j + a−j to rewrite (13.1):

(13.2) aj+1 = a+j a
−
j − a+j aj − aja

−
j + a+j aja

−
j .

Inductively assume that ‖aj‖ ≤ ε2
j−1

. Since ‖a+j ‖, ‖a−j ‖ ≤ ‖aj‖, (13.2) implies
that ‖aj+1‖ ≤ max(‖aj‖2, ‖aj‖3) = ‖aj‖2 ≤ ε2

j

. Therefore, aj → 0, a−j → 0, and
a+j → 0. Further, by (13.1),

(13.3) 1 + aj+1 = (1− a+j ) · · · (1− a+1 ) b (1− a−1 ) · · · (1− a−j ).

By Lemma 13.1, the partial products (1− a−1 ) · · · (1− a−j ) converge to some b
′
2 ∈

M×
2 . Similarly, the partial products (1−a+j ) · · · (1−a+1 ) converge to some b′1 ∈M×

1 .
Passing to the limit in (13.3), we get 1 = b′1bb

′
2. Therefore, b = (b′1)

−1(b′2)
−1, as

desired.

Lemma 13.3. Let A be a complete integral domain with respect to an absolute
value | |, A1, A2 complete subrings of A, and A0 a dense subring of A. Set Ei =
Quot(Ai) for i = 0, 1, 2 and E = Quot(A). Suppose these objects satisfy the
following conditions:

(13.4a) For each a ∈ A there are a+ ∈ A1 and a− ∈ A2 with |a+|, |a−| ≤ |a| such
that a = a+ + a−.

(13.4b) A = A0 + gA for each nonzero g ∈ A0.

(13.4c) For every f ∈ A there are p ∈ A0 and u ∈ A× such that f = pu.

(13.4d) E0 ⊆ E2.

Then, for every positive integer n and for each b ∈ GLn(E) there are b1 ∈ GLn(E1)
and b2 ∈ GLn(E2) such that b = b1b2.

Proof. As in Example 6.4(d), we define the norm of a matrix a = (aij) ∈ Mn(A) by
‖a‖ = maxij |aij| and note that Mn(A) is a complete normed ring, Mn(A1),Mn(A2)
are complete normed subrings of Mn(A), and Mn(A0) is a dense subring of Mn(A).
Moreover, by (13.4a), for each a ∈ Mn(A) there are a

+ ∈ Mn(A1) and a− ∈
Mn(A2) with ‖a+‖, ‖a−‖ ≤ ‖a‖ such that a = a+ + a−.

By Condition (13.4c) each element of E is of the form 1
h
f , where f ∈ A and

h ∈ A0, h 6= 0. Hence, there is h ∈ A0 such that hb ∈ Mn(A) and h 6= 0. If
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hb = b1b
′
2, where b1 ∈ GLn(E1) and b

′
2 ∈ GLn(E2), then b = b1b2 with b2 =

1
h
b′2 ∈

GLn(E2). Thus, we may assume that b ∈ Mn(A).
Let d ∈ A be the determinant of b. By Condition (13.4c) there are g ∈ A0 and

u ∈ A× such that d = gu. Let b′′ ∈ Mn(A) be the adjoint matrix of b, so that
bb′′ = d · 1, where 1 is here the unit of Mn(A). Let b

′ = u−1b′′. Then b′ ∈ Mn(A)
and bb′ = g · 1.

We set

V = {a′ ∈ Mn(A) | ba′ ∈ gMn(A)} and V0 = V ∩Mn(A0).

Then V is an additive subgroup of Mn(A) and gMn(A) ≤ V . By (13.4b), Mn(A) =
Mn(A0) + gMn(A). Hence V = V0 + gMn(A). Since Mn(A0) is dense in Mn(A),
the set gMn(A0) is dense in gMn(A). Therefore, V0 = V0 + gMn(A0) is dense in

V = V0 + gMn(A). Since b
′ ∈ V , there is a0 ∈ V0 such that ||b′ − a0|| < |g|

||b||
. In

particular, a0 ∈ Mn(A0) and ba0 ∈ gMn(A).
Put a = 1

g
a0 ∈ Mn(E0). Then ba ∈ Mn(A) and ||1 − ba|| = ||1

g
b(b′ − a0)|| ≤

1
|g|
||b|| · ||b′ − a0|| < 1, where the first occurrence of 1 is the identity element of

Mn(A). It follows from Lemma 6.3(f) that ba ∈ GLn(A). In particular det(a) 6= 0
and therefore a ∈ GLn(E0) ≤ GL(E2). By Lemma 13.2, there are b1 ∈ GLn(A1)
and b′2 ∈ GLn(A2) ≤ GLn(E2) such that ba = b1b

′
2. Thus b = b1b2, where

b1 ∈ GLn(A1) ≤ GLn(E1) and b2 = b′2a
−1 ∈ GLn(E2).

We apply Corollary 13.3 to the rings and fields of Section 12.

Lemma 13.4. Let B ∈ GLn(Q).

(a) For each partition I = J ·∪ J ′ there exist B1 ∈ GLn(PJ) and B2 ∈ GLn(PJ ′)
such that B = B1B2.

(b) For each i ∈ I there exist B1 ∈ GLn(Pi) and B2 ∈ GLn(P
′
i ) such that

B = B1B2.

Proof. Assertion (b) of the lemma is a special case of Assertion (a). Thus, it
suffices to prove Assertion (a).

We may assume without loss that both J and J ′ are nonempty and apply
Lemma 13.3 to the rings R,RJ , RJ ′ , R0 rather than A,A1, A2, A0, where R0 =
K[wi | i ∈ I].

By definition, R, RJ , and RJ ′ are complete rings (Second paragraph of Section
11). Given f ∈ R, say, f = a0 +

∑

i∈I

∑∞
k=1 aikw

k
i (Lemma 11.1), we let f1 =

a0 +
∑

i∈J

∑∞
k=1 aikw

k
i and f2 =

∑

i∈J ′

∑∞
k=1 aikw

k
i . Then |fi| ≤ |f |, i = 1, 2 and

f = f1 + f2. This proves Condition (13.4a) in our context.
By definition, R is the completion of R0, so R0 is dense in R and K(x) =

Quot(R0) is contained in both PJ = Quot(Rj) and PJ ′ = Quot(RJ ′). Conditions
(13.4b) and (13.4c) follow from Corollary 11.7 and Lemma 11.6, respectively. Our
Corollary is therefore a special case of Lemma 13.3.
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We apply Corollary 12.2 and Lemma 13.4 to put together patching data whose
analytic fields are the fields Pi introduced above.

Proposition 13.5. Let K be a complete field with respect to an ultrametric ab-
solute value | |. Let x be an indeterminate, G a finite group, r an element of K×,
and I a finite set with |I| ≥ 2. For each i ∈ I let Gi be a subgroup of G, Fi

a finite Galois extension of E = K(x) with Gal(Fi/K) ∼= Gi, and ci ∈ K× such
that |r| ≤ |ci − cj| if i 6= j. Set wi =

r
x−ci

, Pi = Quot(K{wj | j ∈ I r{i}}),
P ′i = Quot(K{wi}), and Q = Quot(K{wi | i ∈ I}). Suppose G = 〈Gi | i ∈ I〉
and Fi ⊆ P ′i for each i ∈ I. Then E = (E,Fi, Pi, Q,Gi, G)i∈I is patching data.

Proof. Our assumptions imply conditions (4.1a) and (4.1d) of Definition 4.1. By
Corollary 12.2, P ′i = P{i} =

⋂

j 6=i PI r{j} =
⋂

j 6=i Pj and
⋂

i∈I Pi = E. Thus,
Conditions (4.1b) and (4.1c) of Definition 4.1 hold. Finally, Condition (4.1e) of
Definition 4.1 holds by Lemma 13.4. It follows that E is patching data.

14 Cyclic Extensions

Every finite group is generated by cyclic groups whose orders are powers of prime
numbers. Given a field K, a variable x, and a power q of a prime number, we
construct a Galois extension F of K(x) with Gal(F/K(x)) ∼= Z/qZ. If in addition
K is complete with respect to a non-archimedean norm, we show how to embed
F into K{x}.

Lemma 14.1. Let K be a field, n a positive integer with char(K) ∤ n, and x a
variable. Then K(x) has a cyclic extension F of degree n which is contained in
K((x)).

Proof. Choose a root of unity ζn of order n in Ks. Let L = K(ζn) and G =

Gal(L/K). Consider the map χ : G → {1, . . . , n − 1} such that σ(ζn) = ζ
χ(σ)
n .

Then gcd(χ(σ), n) = 1 and

(14.1) χ(στ) ≡ χ(σ)χ(τ) mod n

for all σ, τ ∈ G. By [9, Example 3.5.1], K((x)) is a regular extension of K and
L((x)) = K((x))(ζn). Thus, we may identify G with Gal(L((x))/K((x))).

Consider the element

g(x) =
∏

σ∈G

(

1 + σ(ζn)x
)χ(σ−1)

of L[x]. Since char(K) ∤ n, Hensel’s lemma [9, Prop. 3.5.2] gives a z ∈ L[[x]] with
zn = 1 + ζnx. Then y =

∏

σ∈G σ(z)
χ(σ−1) ∈ L[[x]] and yn =

∏

σ∈G σ(z
n)χ(σ

−1) =
∏

σ∈G(1 + σ(ζn)x)
χ(σ−1) = g(x). Since ζn ∈ L, F = L(x, y) is a cyclic extension
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of degree d of L(x), where d|n and yd ∈ L(x) [14, p. 289, Thm. 6.2(ii)]. The
linear factors of g(x) are not associate in K[x]. In particular, (1 + x)|g(x) and
(1 + x)2 ∤ g(x). Hence, by Eisensteins’s criterion, Y n − g(x) is irreducible over
L(x). Therefore, F/L(x) is a cyclic extension of degree n. Thus, the Galois group
Gal(F/L(x)) is generated by an element ω satisfying ω(y) = ζny.

By (14.1), there exists for each τ, ρ ∈ G a positive integer k(τ, ρ) and a poly-
nomial fτ (x) ∈ L[x] such that

τ(y) =
∏

σ∈G

τσ(z)χ(σ
−1) =

∏

ρ∈G

ρ(z)χ(ρ
−1τ) =

∏

ρ∈G

ρ(z)χ(ρ
−1)χ(τ)+k(τ,ρ)n

= yχ(τ)
∏

ρ∈G

(1 + ρ(ζn)x)
k(τ,ρ) = yχ(τ)fτ (x).

It follows that G leaves F invariant. Let E be the fixed field of G in F .

K((x)) L((x))

E F= L(x, y)

K(x) L(x)

K L= K(ζn)

Denote the subgroup of Aut(F/K(x)) generated by G and Gal(F/L(x)) by
H. Then the fixed field of H is K(x), so F/K(x) is a Galois extension with
Gal(F/K(x)) = G · Gal(F/L(x)). Moreover, given τ ∈ G, put m = χ(τ). Then
τω(y) = τ(ζny) = ζm

n y
mfτ (x) = ω(y)mfτ (x) = ω(ymfτ (x)) = ωτ(y). Thus,

τω = ωτ , so G commutes with Gal(F/L(x)). Therefore, E/K(x) is a Galois
extension with Gal(E/K(x)) ∼= Gal(F/L(x)) ∼= Z/nZ.

Lemma 14.2. Let A be a principal ideal domain, E = Quot(A), F a finite
separable extension of E, and B the integral closure of A in F . Suppose B is
unramified over A. Then there exists b ∈ B such that traceF/E(b) = 1.

Proof. We write trace for traceF/E and notice that the set

B′ = {x ∈ F | trace(xB) ⊆ A}

is a fractional ideal of B that contains B [13, p. 58, Cor.]. Hence, D = (B′)−1

is an ideal of B (called the different of B over A). Moreover, a prime ideal P
of B is ramified over A if and only if P divides D [13, p. 62, Prop. 8]. Since, by
assumption, no P is ramified over A, we have D = B, so B′ = B.

Next observe that since trace : F → E is an E-linear map, trace(B) is an ideal
of A, hence there exists a ∈ A with trace(B) = aA. Since F/E is separable,
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the map trace : F → E is nonzero [14, p. 286, Thm. 5.2], so a 6= 0. Therefore,
trace(a−1B) = A, hence a−1 ∈ B′ = B. It follows that a−1B = B, so trace(B) =
A. Consequently, there exists b ∈ B with trace(b) = 1.

Lemma 14.3. Suppose p = char(K) > 0. Let F be a cyclic extension of K(x)
of degree pn in K((x)), n ≥ 1. Suppose the integral closure O of K[x] in F
is unramified over K[x]. Then K(x) has a cyclic extension F ′ of degree pn+1

in K((x)) which contains F such that the integral closure O′ of K[x] in F ′ is
unramified over K[x].

Proof. We define F ′ to be F (z), where z is a zero of Zp − Z − a with a suitable
element a ∈ O. The three parts of the proof produce a, and then show that F ′

has the desired properties.

•  !"# $% Construction of a and z. We apply Lemma 14.2 to choose b ∈ O
with traceF/K(x)(b) = 1. Then we set c = b− bp and notice that

traceF/K(x)(c) = traceF/K(x)(b)− (traceF/K(x)(b))
p = 0.

Let σ be a generator of Gal(F/K(x)). Set q = pn and

a1 =

q−1
∑

i=1

i−1
∑

j=0

bσ
i

cσ
j

.

Then a1 ∈ O and

aσ
1 =

q−1
∑

i=1

i−1
∑

j=0

bσ
i+1

cσ
j+1

=

q
∑

i=2

i−1
∑

j=1

bσ
i

cσ
j

.

Hence,

a1 − aσ
1 = bσc+ bσ

2

c+ · · ·+ bσ
q−1

c− bσ
q

q−1
∑

j=1

cσ
j

=

q−1
∑

i=0

bσ
i

c− b

q−1
∑

j=0

cσ
j

= traceF/K(x)(b)c− b · traceF/K(x)(c) = c.

Now note that O is integral over K[x] and is contained in K((x)), so O ⊆
K[[x]] (because K[[x]] is integrally closed), in particular a1 ∈ K[[x]]. Let v
be the K-valuation of K((x)) with v(x) = 1. Since K[x] is v-dense in K[[x]],
there is an a0 ∈ K[x] with v(a1 − a0) > 0. Set a = a1 − a0. Then a ∈ O,
v(a) > 0, and

(14.2) aσ − a = bp − b.

Thus, the polynomial f(Z) = Zp−Z − a satisfies v(f(0)) = v(−a) > 0 and
v(f ′(0)) = v(−1) = 0. By Hensel’s lemma forK((x)), there exists z ∈ K[[x]]
such that zp − z − a = 0.
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•  !"# $% Irreducibility of Zp − Z − a. Assume Zp − Z − a is reducible over
F . Then z ∈ F [14, p. 290, Thm. 6.4(b)]. By (14.2),

(14.3)
(zσ − z)p − (zσ − z)− (bp − b) = (zσ − z)p − (zσ − z)− (aσ − a)

= (zp − z − a)σ − (zp − z − a) = 0.

Since b is a root of Zp−Z− (bp− b), there is an integer i with zσ− z = b+ i
[14, p. 290, Thm. 6.4(b)]. Apply traceF/K(x) to both sides to get 0 on the left
and 1 on the right. This contradiction proves that Zp−Z−a is irreducible.
It follows that f = irr(z, F ) ∈ O[Z], f(z) = 0, and f ′(z) = −1, in particular
discr(f) is a unit of O [9, p. 109]. Hence, O′ = O[z] is the integral closure
of O in F ′ = F (z) and O′/O is a ring cover in the sense of [9, Def. 6.1.3].
In particular, no prime ideal of O is ramified in O′ [9, Lemma 6.1.8(b)]. It
follows from our assumption on O that O′ is unramified over K[x].

•  !"# &% Extension of σ to σ′ that maps z to z + b. Equality (14.2) implies
that z + b is a zero of Zp − Z − aσ. Thus, by Part B, σ extends to an
automorphism σ′ of F ′ with zσ′ = z + b. We need only to prove that the
order of σ′ is pn+1. Induction shows z(σ

′)j = z + b+ bσ + · · ·+ bσ
j−1

for each
j ≥ 1. In particular,

z(σ
′)q = z + traceF/K(x)(b) = z + 1.

Hence, z(σ
′)iq = z+i for i = 1, . . . , p, so the order of σ′ is pn+1. Consequently,

F ′ is a cyclic extension of K(x) of order pn+1.

We can do even better, if K is a complete field under an absolute value | |.

Lemma 14.4. Let K be a complete field under an absolute value | |, let x be
a variable, and let q be a power of a prime number. Then K(x) has a Galois
extension in K{x} in K((x)) with Galois group Z/qZ.

Proof. By Lemmas 14.1 and 14.3, K(x) has a Galois extension F in K((x)) with
Galois group isomorphic to Z/qZ. We choose a primitive element y for F/K(x)
integral over K[x]. Then y ∈ K[[x]], so y =

∑∞
n=0 anx

n with an ∈ K for each
n ≥ 0. By Proposition 8.5, y converges at some c ∈ K×. Thus, the series
∑∞

n=0 anc
n converges in K, which means that y′ =

∑∞
n=0 anc

nxn ∈ K{x}. Now,
the map x → cx extends to an automorphism φ of K((x)) that leaves K(x)
invariant. It maps K(x, y) onto the subfield K(x, y′) of K{x}. Since K(x, y)/K
is Galois with Galois group Z/qZ, so is the extension K(x, y′)/K, as desired.
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15 Embedding Problems over Complete Fields

Let K/K0 be a finite Galois extension of fields with Galois group Γ acting on a
finite group G. Consider a variable x and set E0 = K0(x) and E = K(x). Then
E/E0 is a Galois extension and we identify Gal(E/E0) with Γ = Gal(K/K0) via
restriction. We refer to

(15.1) pr : Γ⋉G→ Γ

as a constant finite split embedding problem over E0. We prove that if K0

is complete under an ultrametric absolute value, then (15.1) has a solution field
(Section 5) equipped with a K-rational place.

Proposition 15.1. Let K0 be a complete field with respect to an ultrametric ab-
solute value | |. Let K/K0 be a finite Galois extension with Galois group Γ acting
on a finite group G from the right. Then E has a Galois extension F such that

(15.2a) F/E0 is Galois;

(15.2b) there is an isomorphism ψ : Gal(F/E0)→ Γ⋉G such that pr◦ψ = resE;
and

(15.2c) F has a set of cardinality |K0| of K-rational places φ (so F/K is regular)
such that φ(x) ∈ K0 and F̄φ = K.

Proof. Our strategy is to attach patching data E to the embedding problem and
to define a proper action of Γ on E . Then we apply Proposition 5.2 to conclude
that the compound F of E gives a solution to the embedding problem.

We fix a finite set I on which Γ acts from the right and a system of generators
{τi | i ∈ I} of G such that for each i ∈ I

(15.3a) {γ ∈ Γ | iγ = i} = {1};

(15.3b) the order of the group Gi = 〈τi〉 is a power of a prime number;

(15.3c) τ γ
i = τiγ , for every γ ∈ Γ; and

(15.3d) |I| ≥ 2.

(E.g. assuming G 6= 1, let G0 be the set of all elements of G whose order is a
power of a prime number and note that Γ leaves G0 invariant. Let I = G0 × Γ
and for each (σ, γ) ∈ I and γ′ ∈ Γ let (σ, γ)γ

′

= (σ, γγ′) and τ(σ,γ) = σγ.)
Then Gγ

i = Giγ for each γ ∈ Γ and G = 〈Gi | i ∈ I〉. Choose a system of
representatives J for the Γ-orbits of I. Then every i ∈ I can be uniquely written
as i = jγ with j ∈ J and γ ∈ Γ.
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•  !"#$ %& There exists a subset {ci | i ∈ I} ⊆ K such that cγi = ciγ and
ci 6= cj for all distinct i, j ∈ I and γ ∈ Γ.

Indeed, it suffices to find {cj | j ∈ J} ⊆ K such that cδj 6= cεj for all j ∈ J
and all distinct δ, ε ∈ Γ, and cδj 6= ck for all distinct j, k ∈ J and all δ ∈ Γ.
Having done that, we can define ci, for i = jγ ∈ I, as cγj .
The first condition says that cj is a primitive element for K/K0; the second
condition means that distinct cj and ck are not conjugate over K0. Thus it
suffices to show that there are infinitely many primitive elements for K/K0.
But if c ∈ K× is primitive, then so is c + a, for each a ∈ K0. Since K0 is
complete, hence infinite, the claim follows.

•  '()*+,-*#'( .& Patching data.

We choose r ∈ K×
0 such that |r| ≤ |ci − cj| for all distinct i, j ∈ I. For

each i ∈ I we set wi =
r

x−ci
∈ K(x). As in Section 11, we consider the ring

R = K{wi | i ∈ I} and let Q = Quot(R). For each i ∈ I let

Pi = PI r{i} = Quot(K{wj | j 6= i}) and P ′i = P{i} = Quot(K{wi})

(we use the notation of Section 12).

Let γ ∈ Γ. By our definition, wγ
i = r

x−cγ
i

= wiγ , i ∈ I. Hence, γ leaves

R0 = K[wi | i ∈ I] invariant. Since | | is complete on K0, it has a unique
extension to K, so |aγ| = |a| for each a ∈ K. Moreover, for each f =
a0 +

∑

i∈I

∑∞
n=1 ainw

n
i ∈ R0, we have

(15.4) fγ = aγ
0 +

∑

i∈I

∞
∑

n=1

aγ
in(w

γ
i )

n

and

‖fγ‖ = ‖aγ
0 +

∑

i∈I

∞
∑

n=1

aγ
in(w

γ
i )

n‖ = ‖aγ
0 +

∑

i∈I

∞
∑

n=1

aγ
inw

n
iγ‖

= max(|aγ
0 |, |aγ

in|)i,n = max(|a0|, |ain|)i,n = ‖f‖.
By Lemma 6.5, γ uniquely extends to a continuous automorphism of the
completion R of R0, by formula (15.4) for f ∈ R. Hence, Γ lifts to a group
of continuous automorphisms of R. Therefore, Γ extends to a group of
automorphisms of Q = Quot(R). In addition, P γ

i = Piγ and (P
′
i )

γ = P ′iγ .

For each j ∈ J , Lemma 14.4 gives a cyclic extension Fj of E in P ′j = K{wj}
with Galois group Gj = 〈τj〉.
For an arbitrary i ∈ I there exist unique j ∈ J and γ ∈ Γ such that i = jγ

(by (15.3a)). Since γ acts on Q and leaves E invariant, Fi = F γ
j is a Galois

extension of E.
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The isomorphism γ : Fj → Fi gives an isomorphism

Gal(Fj/E) ∼= Gal(Fi/E)

that maps each τ ∈ Gal(Fj/E) onto γ
−1 ◦ τ ◦ γ ∈ Gal(Fi/E) (notice that

the elements of the Galois groups act from the right). In particular, it maps
τj onto γ−1 ◦ τj ◦ γ. We can therefore identify Gi with Gal(Fi/E) such
that τi coincides with γ

−1 ◦ τj ◦ γ. This means that (aτ )γ = (aγ)τ
γ

for all
a ∈ Fj and τ ∈ Gj. In particular, Fi ⊆ P ′i for each i ∈ I. It follows
from Proposition 13.5 that E = (E,Fi, Pi, Q;Gi, G)i∈I is patching data. By
construction, Γ acts properly on E (Definition 5.1). By Propositions 4.5
and 5.2, the compound F of E satisfies (15.2a) and (15.2b). Now we verify
(15.2c).

•  !"#$  % F/K has many prime divisors of degree 1. Each b ∈ K0 with

(15.5) |b| > max
i∈I

(|r|, |ci|)

satisfies
∣

∣

r
b−ci

∣

∣ < 1 for each i ∈ I, hence, the map x 7→ b extends to a
homomorphism from R to K that maps wi onto

r
b−ci

. Since R is a princi-
pal ideal domain (Proposition 11.8), this homomorphism extends to a K-
rational place φb : Q→ K∪{∞}. Thus, φb|F is a K-rational place of F with
φb(x) = b ∈ K0, so it corresponds to a prime divisor of F/K of degree 1.
If b′ ∈ K0 and b

′ 6= b, then φb 6= φb′ , so also the prime divisors that φb and
φb′ define are distinct. Consequently, the cardinality of the prime divisors
of F/K of degree 1 is that of K0.

Finally, the regularity of F/K follows from the fact that φb(F ) = K ∪ {∞}
[9, Lemma 2.6.9].

16 Embedding Problems over Ample Fields

In this section K/K0 is an arbitrary finite Galois extension with Galois group Γ
and x is a variable. Suppose Γ acts on a finite group G. We look for a rational
solution of the embedding problem

(16.1) pr : Gal(K(x)/K0(x))⋉G→ Gal(K(x)/K0(x))

over K0(x). We call (16.1) a constant split embedding problem. When K0 is
complete under an ultrametric absolute value, this problem reduces to the special
case solved in Section 15.

Consider also a regular extension K̂0 of K0 such that x is transcendental
over K̂0 and let K̂ = KK̂0. Then K̂0(x) is a regular extension of K0(x) [9,
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Lemma 2.6.8(a)], so K̂0(x) is linearly disjoint from K(x) over K0(x). Hence,
res : Gal(K̂(x)/K̂0(x))→ Gal(K(x)/K0(x)) is an isomorphism. This gives rise to
a finite split embedding problem over K̂0(x),

(16.2) pr : Gal(K̂(x)/K̂0(x))⋉G→ Gal(K̂(x)/K̂0(x))

such that pr ◦ (resK(x) × idG) = resK(x) ◦ pr.
We identify each of the groups Gal(K̂(x)/K̂0(x)), Gal(K(x)/K0(x)), and

Gal(K̂/K̂0) with Γ = Gal(K/K0) via restriction. Moreover, if F (resp. F̂ ) is
a solution field of embedding problem (16.1) (resp. (16.2)), then we identify
Gal(F/K0(x)) (resp. Gal(F̂ /K̂0(x))) with Γ ⋉ G via an isomorphism θ (resp. θ̂)
satisfying pr◦θ = res (resp. pr◦θ̂ = res). We say that (F, θ) is a split rational so-

lution of (16.1) if F has a K-rational place φ such that Γ is the decomposition

group

Dφ = {σ ∈ Gal(F/K0(x)) | σx = x for all x ∈ F with φ(x) 6=∞}

of φ over K0(x). We say that (F, θ) is unramified if φ can be chosen to be
unramified over K0(x).

Lemma 16.1. In the above notation suppose K0 is ample and existentially closed
in K̂0. Let F̂ be a solution field to embedding problem (16.2) with a K̂-rational
place φ̂, unramified over K̂0(x), such that φ̂(x) ∈ K̂0. Then embedding problem
(16.1) has a solution field F with a K-rational place φ unramified over K0(x) such
that φ(x) ∈ K0.

Proof. We break up the proof into several parts. First we solve embedding problem
(16.1) over K̂0(x), then we push the solution down to a solution over a function
field K0(u, x) which is regular over K0, and finally we specialize the latter solution
to a solution over K0(x) with a place satisfying all of the prescribed conditions.

•  !"# $% A solution of (16.1) over K̂0(x). By assumption, there exists an
isomorphism

θ̂ : Gal(F̂ /K̂0(x))→ Gal(K̂(x)/K̂0(x))⋉G

such that pr ◦ θ̂ = resK̂(x). Let F̂0 be the fixed field in F̂ of Dφ̂ (= Γ). Then,

F̂0 ∩ K̂(x) = K̂0(x) and F̂0 · K̂(x) = F̂ , so [F̂0 : K̂0(x)] = [F̂ : K̂(x)]. Then,
φ̂(F̂0) = K̂0 ∪ {∞}. Hence, F̂0/K̂0 is regular [9, Lemma 2.6.9(b)].

We choose a primitive element y for the extension F̂0/K̂0(x) integral over
K̂0[x]. By the preceding paragraph, F̂ = K̂(x, y).

By [12, Lemma 5.1.2], there exists an absolutely irreducible polynomial h ∈
K̂0[V,W ] and elements v, w ∈ F̂0 such that K̂0(v, w) = F̂0, h(v, w) = 0,
h(0, 0) = 0, and ∂h

∂W
(0, 0) 6= 0.
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We also choose a primitive element c for K over K0, a primitive element z
for F̂ over K̂0(x) integral over K̂0[x], and note that F̂ = K̂0(c, x, y). Then
there exist polynomials f, p0, p1 ∈ K̂0[X,Z], g, r0, r1, r2 ∈ K̂0[X, Y ], q0, q1 ∈
K̂0[T,X, Y ], and s0, s1, s2 ∈ K̂0[V,W ] such that the following conditions
hold:

(16.3a) F̂ = K̂0(x, z) and f(x, Z) = irr(z, K̂0(x));
in particular discr(f(x, Z)) ∈ K̂0(x)

×.

(16.3b) g(x, Y ) = irr(y, K̂0(x)) = irr(y, K̂(x)); since F̂0/K̂0 is regular (by
the first paragraph of Part A), g(X, Y ) is absolutely irreducible [9,
Cor. 10.2.2(b)].

(16.3c) y = p1(x,z)
p0(x,z)

, z = q1(c,x,y)
q0(c,x,y)

, p0(x, z) 6= 0, and q0(c, x, y) 6= 0.

(16.3d) v = r1(x,y)
r0(x,y)

, w = r2(x,y)
r0(x,y)

, x = s1(v,w)
s0(v,w)

, y = s2(v,w)
s0(v,w)

, r0(x, y) 6= 0, and

s0(v, w) 6= 0.

•  !"# $% Pushing down. The polynomials introduced in Part A depend on
only finitely many parameters from K̂0. Thus, there are u1, . . . , un ∈ K̂0

with the following properties:

(16.4a) The coefficients of f, g, h, p0, p1, q0, q1, r0, r1, r2, s0, s1, s2 are in
K0[u].

(16.4b) Fu = K0(u, x, z) is a Galois extension of K0(u, x),
f(x, Z) = irr(z,K0(u, x)), and discr(f(x, Z)) ∈ K0(u, x)

×.

(16.4c) g(x, Y ) = irr(y,K0(u, x)) = irr(y,K(u, x));
we set F0,u = K0(u, x, y).

It follows that restriction maps the groups Gal(F̂ /K̂0(x)), Gal(F̂ /F̂0), and
Gal(F̂ /K̂(x)) isomorphically onto Gal(Fu/K0(u, x)), Gal(Fu/F0,u), and

Gal(Fu/K(u, x)), respectively. Therefore, restriction transfers θ̂ to an iso-
morphism

(16.5) θ : Gal(Fu/K0(u, x))→ Gal(K(u, x)/K0(u, x))⋉G

satisfying pr ◦ θ = resFu/K(u,x).

 !"# &% Specialization. Since K0 is existentially closed in K̂0, the field K̂0

and therefore also K0(u) are regular extensions of K0 (Lemma 1.5). Thus,
u generates an absolutely irreducible variety U = Spec(K0[u]) over K0 [9,
Cor. 10.2.2]. The variety U has a nonempty Zariski-open subset U ′ that
contains u such that for each u′ ∈ U ′ the K0-specialization u→ u′ extends
to a K(x)-homomorphism ′ : K(x)[u, v, w, y, z]→ K(x)[u′, v′, w′, y′, z′] such
that the following conditions, derived from (16.3a–d) and (16.4a–c), hold:
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(16.6a) The coefficients of f ′, g′, h′, p′0, p
′
1, q

′
0, q

′
1, r

′
0, r

′
1, r

′
2, s

′
0, s

′
1, s

′
2 belong to

K0[u
′].

(16.6b) F = K0(u
′, x, z′) is a Galois extension of K0(u

′, x), f ′(x, z′) = 0,
and discr(f ′(x, Z)) ∈ K0(u

′, x)×.

(16.6c) y′ =
p′
1
(x,z′)

p′
0
(x,z′)

, z′ =
q′
1
(c,x,y′)

q′
0
(c,x,y′)

, p′0(x, z
′) 6= 0, and q′0(c, x, y

′) 6= 0; we set

F0 = K0(u
′, x, y′) and find that F = F0K.

(16.6d) g′(X, Y ) is absolutely irreducible, degY (g
′(x, Y )) = degY (g(x, Y )),

g′(x, y′) = 0, and so g′(x, Y ) = irr(y′, K0(u
′, x)) = irr(y′, K(u′, x));

(16.6e) h′(V,W ) is absolutely irreducible, h′(0, 0) = 0, and ∂h′

∂W
(0, 0) 6= 0.

(16.6f) v′ =
r′
1
(x,y′)

r′
0
(x,y′)

, w′ =
r′
2
(x,y′)

r′
0
(x,y′)

, x =
s′
1
(v′,w′)

s′
0
(v′,w′)

, y′ =
s′
2
(v′,w′)

s′
0
(v′,w′)

, r′0(x, y
′) 6= 0,

and s′0(v
′, w′) 6= 0; thus F0 = K0(u

′, v′, w′).

To achieve the absolute irreducibility of g′ and h′ we have used the Bertini-
Noether theorem [9, Prop. 9.4.3].

•  !"# $% Choosing u′ ∈ Kn
0 . Since K0 is existentially closed in K̂0 and since

u ∈ U ′(K̂0), we can choose u′ ∈ U ′(K0). Then K0[u
′] = K0, K0(u

′, x) =
K0(x), F0 = K0(x, y

′) = K0(v
′, w′), and F = K0(x, z

′).

Since discr(f ′(x, Z)) 6= 0 (by (16.6b)) the homomorphism ′ induces an em-
bedding

(16.7) ψ∗ : Gal(F/K0(x))→ Gal(Fu/K0(u, x))

such that (ψ∗(σ)(s))′ = σ(s′) for all σ ∈ Gal(F/K0(x)) and s ∈ Fu with s
′ ∈

F [14, p. 344, Prop. 2.8]. Each s ∈ K(x) is fixed by ′, hence ψ∗(σ)(s) = σ(s)
for each σ ∈ Gal(F/K0(x)). It follows that ψ

∗ commutes with restriction to
K(x).
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F̂0
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By (16.6c), F = K(x, y′) = F0K. By (16.6d) and [9, Cor. 10.2.2(b)], F0/K0

is a regular extension, so F0 is linearly disjoint from K over K0. Therefore,
F0 is linearly disjoint from K(x) over K0(x), hence F0 ∩K(x) = K0(x) and
[F0 : K0(x)] = [F : K(x)]. It follows from (16.6d) that

|Gal(F/K0(x))| = [F : K0(x)]

= [F : K(x)][K(x) : K0(x)]

= degY g
′(x, Y )[K : K0]

= degY g(x, Y )[K : K0]

= [Fu : K(u, x)][K(u, x) : K0(u, x)]

= [Fu : K0(u, x)] = |Gal(Fu/K0(u, x))|.

Therefore ψ∗ is an isomorphism. Let

ρ : Gal(K(u, x)/K0(u, x))⋉G→ Gal(K(x)/K0(x))⋉G

be the isomorphism whose restriction to Gal(K(u, x)/K0(u, x)) is the re-
striction map and to G is the identity map. Then, θ′ = ρ ◦ θ ◦ ψ∗ satisfies
pr◦θ′ = resF/K(x) (by (16.5)). This means that θ

′ is a solution of embedding
problem (16.1).

•  !"# $% Rational place. Finally, by (16.6e) and (16.6f), the curve defined
by h′(X, Y ) = 0 is a model of F0/K0 and (0, 0) is a K0-rational simple
point of it. Therefore, by [12, Lemma 5.1.4(b)], F0 has a K0-rational place
φ0 : F0 → K0 ∪ {∞}. Since K0 is ample, F0 has infinitely many K0-places
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(Lemma 1.1). Only finitely many of them are ramified over K0(x). Hence,
we may choose φ0 to be unramified over K0(x). Using the linear disjointness
of F0 and K over K0, we extend φ0 to a K-rational place φ : F → K ∪ {∞}
unramified over K0(x).

Theorem 16.2. Let K0 be an ample field. Then every constant finite split em-
bedding problem over K0(x) has a split unramified rational solution.

Proof. Consider a constant finite split embedding problem (16.1) over K0(x). Let
K̂0 = K0((t)). Then K̂0 is complete under a nontrivial discrete ultrametric abso-
lute value with prime element t. Consequently, by Proposition 15.1, (16.2) has a
split unramified rational solution. By Lemma 1.1(f), K0 is existentially closed in
K̂0. Hence, by Lemma 16.1, (16.1) has a split unramified rational solution.

17 PAC Hilbertian Fields are ω-Free

The statement of the title was a major open problem of Field Arithmetic. Theorem
17.3 settles that problem.

Recall that the rank of a profinite group G is the least cardinality of a system
of generators of G that converges to 1. If G is not finitely generated, then rank(G)
is also the cardinality of the set of all open normal subgroups of G [9, Prop. 17.1.2].
We denote the free profinite group of rank m by F̂m.

An embedding problem for a profinite group G is a pair

(17.1) (φ : G→ A, α : B → A),

of homomorphisms of profinite groups with φ and α surjective. The embedding
problem is said to be finite if B is finite. If there exists a homomorphism α′ : A→
B such that α ◦ α′ = idA, we say that (17.1) splits. A weak solution to (17.1)
is a homomorphism γ : G→ B such that α ◦ γ = φ. If γ is surjective, we say that
γ is a solution to (17.1). We say that G is projective if every finite embedding
problem for G has a weak solution.

An embedding problem over a field K is an embedding problem (17.1),
where G = Gal(K). If L is the fixed field of Ker(φ), we may identify A with
Gal(L/K) and φ with resKs/L and then consider α : B → Gal(L/K) as the given
embedding problem. This shows that our present definition generalizes the one
given in Section 5. Note that if γ : Gal(K) → B is a solution of (17.1) and F is
the fixed field in Ks of Ker(γ), then F is a solution field of the embedding problem
α : B → Gal(L/K) and γ induces an isomorphism γ̄ : Gal(F/K) → B such that
α ◦ γ̄ = resF/L.

The first statement of the following proposition is due to Gruenberg [9, Lemma
22.3.2], the second one is a result of Iwasawa [9, Cor. 24.8.2].
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Proposition 17.1. Let G be a projective group. If each finite split embedding
problem for G is solvable, then every finite embedding problem for G is solvable.
If in addition rank(G) ≤ ℵ0, then G ∼= F̂ω.

We say that a field K is ω-free if every finite embedding problem over K (that
is, finite embedding problem for Gal(K)) is solvable.

Theorem 17.2. Let K be an ample field.

(a) If K is Hilbertian, then each finite split embedding problem over K is solv-
able.

(b) If in addition, Gal(K) is projective, then K is ω-free.

(c) If in addition, Gal(K) has countably many generators, and in particular, if
K is countable, then Gal(K) ∼= F̂ω.

Proof.

• Proof of (a): Every finite split embedding problem over K gives a finite
split constant embedding problem over K(x). The latter is solvable by
Theorem 16.2. Now use the Hilbertianity and specialize to get a solution of
the original embedding problem over K [9, Lemma 13.1.1].

• Proof of (b): By (a), every finite split embedding problem over K is solv-
able. Hence, by Proposition 17.1, every finite embedding problem over K is
solvable.

• Proof of (c) Use (b) and Proposition 17.1.

The following special case of Theorem 17.2 is a solution of [8, Prob. 24.41].

Theorem 17.3. Let K be a PAC field. Then K is ω-free if and only if K is
Hilbertian.

Proof. That ‘K is ω-free’ implies ‘K is Hilbertian’ is a result of Roquette [9,
Cor. 27.3.3]. Conversely, if K is PAC, then Gal(K) is projective [9, Thm. 11.6.2].
By Example (a) of Section 2, K is ample. Hence, if K is Hilbertian, then by
Theorem 17.2(b), K is ω-free.
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Serre’s Modularity Conjecture1

by Michael M. Schein

Abstract

A classical conjecture of Serre, which was recently proved by Khare,
Wintenberger, and Kisin, specifies when a mod p Galois representation ρ :
Gal(Q/Q) → GL2(Fp) arises from a modular form, and moreover states the
weight and level of a suitable modular form. This expository article surveys
the conjecture, its recent generalizations to mod p representations of the
absolute Galois group of a totally real field, and the methods of proof both
of the classical conjecture and of some results towards the generalizations.
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1 Introduction

These notes are based on lectures given by the author at the Winter School on
Galois Theory held at the University of Luxembourg in February 2012. Their
aim is to give an overview of Serre’s modularity conjecture and of its proof by
Khare, Wintenberger, and Kisin [36] [37] [39], as well as of the results of other
mathematicians that played an important role in the proof. Along the way we will
remark on some recent work concerning generalizations of the conjecture. We have
tried as much as possible to concentrate on giving a broad picture of the structure
of the arguments and have deliberately ignored technical details in places. The
statements of some theorems omit the full list of technical hypotheses; we request
the reader’s forbearance.

Let F be a totally real number field. We will denote by GF the absolute
Galois group Gal(Q/F ). It was shown in Prof. Böckle’s lectures in this volume
how, under some hypotheses, a Hilbert modular eigenform f over F gives rise to
a compatible system {ρf,v} of p-adic Galois representations; see [34] for the most
general theorem. These representations are extracted from the cohomology of a
suitable algebraic variety, and this construction is more or less the only method we
have for obtaining p-adic Galois representations. Therefore the following question
is of acute interest: given a Galois representation ρ : GF → GL2(Qp), when is ρ
modular , i.e. when does there exist a Hilbert modular eigenform f and a place
v|p of F such that ρ ≃ ρf,v?

This question is a very difficult one. We will split it into two questions, which
are still very difficult, by introducing the notion of the reduction of a Galois
representation. The following result is classical; the proof given here is attributed
to N. Katz and appears in print, for instance, at the beginning of section 2 of [55].

Proposition 1.1. Let G be a compact Hausdorff group, and let ρ : G→ GLn(Qp)
be a continuous representation. Then ρ is equivalent to a representation ρ′ such
that ρ′(G) ⊂ GLn(OL), where OL is the ring of integers of some finite extension
L/Qp.

Proof. Since G is compact and Hausdorff, it admits a Haar measure µ; without
loss of generality, µ(G) = 1. Now,

GLn(Qp) =
⋃

[L:Qp]<∞

GLn(L)

and hence
G =

⋃

[L:Qp]<∞

ρ−1(GLn(L)).

Since there are countably many finite extensions L/Qp, there must be some
L such that µ(ρ−1(GLn(L))) > 0. Hence, ρ−1(GLn(L)) ⊂ G is a closed subgroup
of finite index. Then ρ−1(GLn(OL)) is an open subgroup of the compact group
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ρ−1(GLn(L)), so it has finite index in it and thus in G. Let g1, . . . , gm be a
collection of coset representatives for ρ−1(GLn(OL)). Let Λ ⊂ Ln be the lattice
generated by ρ(g1)On

L, . . . , ρ(gm)On
L. This is a lattice of maximal rank, so Λ ≃ On

L.
Furthermore, Λ is stable under the action of G. Let T ∈ GLn(L) be a linear
transformation that takes On

L to Λ, and set ρ
′(g) = T−1ρ(g)T .

The proposition above applies, in particular, to continuous representations
ρ : GF → GL2(Qp) such as we have been considering. If ρ is equivalent to
ρ′ : GF → GL2(OL), then we define the reduction ρ to be the semisimplification

of the composition ρ̃′ : GF
ρ′→ GL2(OL) → GL2(kL) → GL2(Fp), where kL is the

residue field of L and the inclusion kL →֒ Fp is induced from L →֒ Qp. In other
words, ρ is the direct sum of the Jordan-Hölder constituents of ρ̃′. This definition
is independent of all choices, and we call ρ the reduction modulo p of ρ.

Remark 1.2. Throughout these notes, except for Section 4, we will usually use ρ
to denote a mod p Galois representation. The bar simply serves to emphasize that
we are dealing with a mod p representation. It does not necessarily mean that we
have any p-adic representation ρ in mind, of which ρ is to be the reduction.

We say that a mod p Galois representation ρ : GF → GL2(Fp) is modular if
it “arises from geometry” in a way that will be made precise in the next section.
If F = Q, then ρ is modular if and only if there exists a modular eigenform f
such that ρ ≃ ρf,p. For larger totally real fields we will require a somewhat more
subtle notion of modularity. If a p-adic Galois representation ρ is modular, then
its reduction modulo p will be modular as well. We will consider two questions:

1. Let ρ : GF → GL2(Qp) be a p-adic Galois representation. Suppose that ρ is
modular. Is ρ modular?

2. Let ρ : GF → GL2(Fp) be a mod p Galois representation. When is ρ
modular?

It is clear that if we knew complete answers to both of these questions, their
union would resolve the question of when a general p-adic representation is mod-
ular. Affirmative responses to the first question are known in a variety of different
cases; results of this type are called modularity lifting theorems. A conjectural
response to the second question is given by Serre’s modularity conjecture and its
generalizations. Serre’s original conjecture, covering the case of F = Q, is now
a theorem of Khare, Wintenberger, and Kisin. However, as we shall see, even
if we do not know whether a mod p Galois representation is modular, we can
say a lot about the Hilbert modular forms f that it could come from if it were
modular. The research towards resolving each of these two questions is tightly
interconnected with work concerning the other, as shall become evident in these
notes.
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2 Statement of Serre’s modularity conjecture

2.1 The classical conjecture

If we fix an embedding Q →֒ C, then complex conjugation is a well-defined element
c ∈ GQ. Since it is an involution, any Galois representation ρ : GQ → GL2(Fp)
must send c to a matrix with determinant ±1. We say that ρ is odd if det ρ(c) =
−1. Similarly, if F is a totally real field with [F : Q] = d, then the d embeddings
F →֒ R induce d complex conjugation automorphisms c1, . . . , cd ∈ GF . We say
that ρ : GF → GL2(Fp) is totally odd if det ρ(ci) = −1 for each i = 1, . . . , d.

The original statement of Serre’s conjecture, which essentially dates back to
the 1960’s, appeared in some cases in [52], and was properly published only in
[54], is the following.

Conjecture 2.1. Let ρ : GQ → GL2(Fp) be a mod p Galois representation. If
ρ is continuous, irreducible, and odd, then there exists a modular eigenform f ∈
Sk(Γ1(N)), for some weight k and level N , such that ρ ≃ ρf,p.

This statement has a natural generalization for totally real fields:

Conjecture 2.2 (Weak Serre conjecture). If F is a totally real field and ρ : GF →
GL2(Fp) is continuous, irreducible, and totally odd, then ρ is modular.

While this conjecture is already very powerful, one generally wants to know in
what weights and levels to look for a modular form giving rise to ρ. In fact, Serre
gave such a strengthened version of his own conjecture, in which he specified
a minimal weight k(ρ) and level N(ρ) such that there should exist a modular
eigenform f ∈ Sk(ρ)(Γ1(N(ρ))) with ρ ≃ ρf,p. We shall not give the explicit
formulae for k(ρ) and N(ρ) here, but the reader will be able to extract them from
our statement of a generalized conjecture later on.
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2.2 Serre weights

One of the most basic and useful facts about mod p representation theory, and
one which is responsible for much of the difference in flavor between it and repre-
sentation theory in characteristic zero, is the following. A proof may be found in
[19].

Proposition 2.3. Let G be a profinite group, let P ⊂ G be a normal pro-p-group,
and let τ : P → GL(V ) be a continuous finite-dimensional representation of P on
an Fp-vector space V . Let V P = {v ∈ V : ∀a ∈ P, τ(a)v = v}. Then V P 6= {0}.
Moreover, if τ is irreducible, then V P = V .

Proof. Clearly we may restrict to the case where V is irreducible as a G-module.
Since τ is continuous and hence has finite image, we in fact have τ : G→ GL(W ),
where W is a finite-dimensional vector space over a finite extension of Fp. Since
P is normal in G, clearly W P ⊂ W is a sub-G-module. Since P is a pro-p-group,
every non-trivial orbit of the P -action on W must have cardinality divisible by p.
However, the cardinality of W is itself divisible by p. Hence, |W P | 6= 1, and thus
W P = W .

Definition 2.4. Let F be a number field, let v be a place of F , and let kv = OF/v
be the residue field at v.

1. A Serre weight is an irreducible Fp-representation of GL2(OF/p).

2. A local Serre weight at v is an irreducible Fp-representation of GL2(kv).

Since GL2(OF/p) is a finite group, there are only finitely many Serre weights
for any number field F . Moreover, suppose that the ideal pOF decomposes into
prime factors as pOF = p

e1
1 p

e2
2 · · · per

r . Then by the Chinese remainder theorem,
GL2(OF/p) = GL2(OF/p

e1
1 ) × · · · × GL2(OF/p

er
r ). For each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let ki

denote the residue field OF/pi. Since the kernel of the natural projection

GL2(OF/p)→ GL2(k1)× · · · ×GL2(kr)

is a p-group, all Serre weights factor through this projection by Proposition 2.3.
It follows that all Serre weights have the form

σ =
⊗

v|p

σv,

where σv is a local Serre weight at v. The representation theory of GL2 of a finite
field is well known [27], and the distinct local Serre weights at v are precisely the
following:

σv =
⊗

τ :kv →֒Fp

detwτ ⊗(Symrτk2
v ⊗kv ,τ Fp).
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Here, k2
v is the standard action of GL2(kv) on a two-dimensional vector space

over kv, whereas 0 ≤ rτ ≤ p − 1 for all τ and 0 ≤ wτ ≤ p − 1 for all τ , with the
stipulation that the wτ are not all p− 1.

What is the connection between these Serre weights and the modularity of
Galois representations? Observe, first of all, that if F = Q, then the Serre weights
are just detw⊗SymrF

2

p, where 0 ≤ r ≤ p − 1 and 0 ≤ w ≤ p − 2. Let ρ :

GQ → GL2(Fp) be a mod p Galois representation, and let T be the Hecke algebra
generated over Z by the Hecke operators Tl for l ∤ pN(ρ). Define the maximal
ideal mρ ⊂ T to be the kernel of the map

T → Fp
Tl 7→ trρ(Frobl).

The following was observed by Ash and Stevens [2].

Proposition 2.5. Let k ≥ 2. A Galois representation ρ : GQ → GL2(Fp) is

modular of level N and weight k if and only if H1(Γ1(N), Sym
k−2F

2

p)mρ
6= 0.

We remark that by Theorem 3.4 of [18], any collection of eigenvalues of T

for which there exists an eigenform of some weight has an eigenform of weight at
most p+ 1. Thus we do not lose generality by concentrating on forms associated
to Serre weights. The twist by a power of the determinant that can occur in the
Serre weight corresponds to Nebentypus.

2.3 Modularity

Inspired by the observations above, we will formulate a new definition of modu-
larity. We use quaternionic Shimura curves in place of modular curves.

Recall that F is our fixed totally real field and that d = [F : Q]. Let B/F be
a quaternion algebra that splits at exactly one real place and at all places above
p (note that we make no conditions at places away from p, so there are no parity
issues). In other words, we are able to fix isomorphisms

B ⊗ R ≃ M2(R)×Hd−1

B ⊗Qp ≃ M2(F ⊗Qp).

Denote by A the adeles of Q, and if S is a finite set of places of Q then we
set AS to be the adeles away from S. Define the group G = ResF/QB

∗, and let
U ⊂ G(A∞) be an open compact subgroup of the form U = Up × Up, where
Up ⊂ G(A∞,p) and

Up = ker





∏

v|p

GL2(OFv
)→

∏

v|p

GL2(kv)



 .
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Then the Shimura curve

MU(C) = G(Q)\(G(A∞)× (C− R))/U

has a model over F . Set V ⊂ G(A∞) to be the following open compact subgroup:

V =





∏

v|p

GL2(OFv
)



× Up.

It follows from a simple modification of an argument of Carayol [16] that if
Up is sufficiently small (see [46] for the precise definition of “sufficiently small”)
then the natural map MU →MV is a Galois cover of Shimura curves with Galois
group V/U ≃

∏

v|pGL2(kv).

Definition 2.6. Let F be a totally real field, let σ be a Serre weight, and let
ρ : GF → GL2(Fp) be a mod p Galois representation. We say that ρ is modular of
weight σ if there exist a quaternion algebra B/F and an open compact subgroup
U ⊂ G(A∞) as above such that

(2.1) ρ ⊂ (Pic0(MU)[p]⊗ σ)
Q

v|p GL2(kv).

The reader is referred to the introduction of [14] and to Propositions 2.5 and
2.10 of the same paper for a discussion of why the naive notion of modularity (a
Galois representation is modular if it arises from a Hilbert modular form of weight
(k1, . . . , kd)) is insufficient and of the connection between this naive modularity
and the notion of being modular of a certain Serre weight.

Remark 2.7. It is not hard to show, using the Eichler-Shimura relation, that the
condition (2.1) is equivalent to the following:

ρ∨ = Hom(ρ,Fp) ⊂ H1
ét(MV ⊗Q,Lσ),

where Lσ is the mod p local system associated to σ and ρ∨ is the dual of ρ. While
this fact is well-known, the author does not know of a clear proof in the literature.
See Proposition 2.6 of [46].

Remark 2.8. The reader may wonder why we assume throughout that F is a
totally real field. Why do we not work with arbitrary number fields? This question
is strengthened by the fact that the proofs of many of the results about Galois
representations ρ : GF → GL2(Fp) that are described below do not use global
information about ρ, but only local information about the restrictions of ρ to the
decomposition subgroups at various places. It is very difficult to study modular
Galois representations over arbitrary number fields F because of the lack of nice
algebraic varieties over F that store automorphic data and in whose cohomology
we could look for our Galois representations. The theory of Shimura varieties over
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totally real fields has no good analogue over general number fields. A number of
mathematicians have studied the modularity for quadratic imaginary fields: see,
for example, [28], [57], and [6]. In this case one can translate the problem to Siegel
modular surfaces. See [7] and the end of [15] for modularity lifting theorems in
the quadratic imaginary case.

2.4 Serre’s weight conjecture

For every place v of F dividing p, denote by kv the corresponding residue field
and let its cardinality be qv = pfv . Recall that GFv

can be embedded non-
canonically into GF as follows. For every finite extension L/F , we choose a
place vL of L such that vL|v and such that if L ⊂ L′, then vL′|vL. Now let
Gv = {α ∈ GF : ∀L/F, α(vL) = vL}. This Gv is called a decomposition subgroup
at v, and it is easy to show that Gv ≃ GFv

. If we replace the system {vL}L by
a different compatible system of places, we will get a subgroup conjugate to Gv.
Inside Gv, we have the inertia subgroup Iv consisting of all α ∈ Gv such that for
each L/F , the induced automorphism of OL/vL is trivial. The wild inertia Pv is
the pro-p-Sylow subgroup of Iv. Note that the isomorphism Gv ≃ GFv

induces
isomorphisms Iv ≃ Gal(Qp/F

nr
v ) and Pv ≃ Gal(Qp/F

tr
v ), where F

nr
v and F tr

v are
the maximal unramified and maximal tamely ramified extensions of Fv, respec-
tively. In particular, since F tr

v is a Galois extension of Fv, we see that Pv is a
normal subgroup of Gv. We have an exact sequence

(2.2) 1→ Iv → Gv → Gal(Fp/kv)→ 1.

Now, let r ≥ 1 and consider an embedding of fields τ : Fpr →֒ Fp. Fix a

uniformizer πv ∈ OFv
and define ψτ : Iv → F

∗

p to be the following composition of
homomorphisms:

Iv ≃ Gal(Qp/F
nr
v )→ Gal(F nr

v ( pr−1
√
πv)/F

nr
v ) ≃ F∗pr

τ→ F
∗

p.

Let ρ : GF → GL2(Fp) be a mod p Galois representation. Then Pv acts
trivially on (ρ|Gv

)ss by Proposition 2.3. Here (ρss|Gv
) is the semisimiplication of ρ|Gv

,
namely the direct sum of its irreducible Jordan-Hölder constituents. It follows that
((ρ|Gv

)ss)|Iv factors through a representation of the abelian group Iv/Pv and thus
is a sum of characters ϕ⊕ϕ′. If Frobv is a lift to Gv via (2.2) of the map x 7→ xqv ,
which is a topological generator of Gal(Fp/kv), then Frobv acts on ((ρ|Gv

)ss)|Iv by
conjugation. Therefore, {ϕ, ϕ′} = {(ϕ)qv , (ϕ′)qv}. Let [k′v : kv] = 2. We have two
possibilities:

1. If ρ|Gv
is reducible, then ρ|Iv ∼

(

ϕ ∗
0 ϕ′

)

, where ϕ and ϕ′ each factor

through kv.
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2. If ρ|Gv
is irreducible, then ρ|Iv ∼

(

ϕ 0
0 ϕ′

)

, where ϕ and ϕ′ factor through

(k′v)
∗ and we have ϕ′ = ϕqv and ϕ = (ϕ′)qv .

We are finally ready to state Serre’s conjecture. Given a mod p Galois repre-
sentation ρ : GF → GL2(Fp), our aim is to define a set W (ρ) of Serre weights and
then conjecture:

Conjecture 2.9 (Strong Serre conjecture). If ρ is continuous, irreducible, and
totally odd, then it is modular. Moreover, if σ is a Serre weight, then ρ is modular
of weight σ if and only if σ ∈ W (ρ).

A crucial property of the setW (ρ) is that it is defined locally. This means that
for each place v|p we will specify a set Wv(ρ) of local Serre weights at v (recall
Definition 2.4) and then define

(2.3) W (ρ) =







σ =
⊗

v|p

σv : ∀v|p, σv ∈ Wv(ρ)







.

Given a place v|p, let ev be the ramification index of v|p, so that [Fv : Qp] =
evfv. Let Sv be the collection of all field embeddings kv →֒ Fp. The definition of
Wv(ρ) involves several cases, corresponding to the cases above.

1. If ρ|Gv
is reducible and semisimple (i.e. the direct sum of two

one-dimensional representations) then a local Serre weight at v

(2.4) σv =
⊗

τ∈Sv

(

detwτ ⊗Symrτk2
v ⊗kv ,τ Fp

)

is contained in Wv(ρ) if and only if there exists a subset A ⊂ Sv and an
integer 0 ≤ δτ ≤ ev − 1 for each τ ∈ Sv, such that

(2.5)

ρ|Iv ∼
(

Q

τ∈A ψwτ +rτ +1+δτ
τ

Q

τ 6∈A ψwτ +ev−1−δτ
τ 0

0
Q

τ∈A ψwτ +ev−1−δτ
τ

Q

τ 6∈A ψwτ +rτ +1+δτ
τ

)

.

2. If ρ|Gv
is irreducible, then σv as in (2.4) is contained in Wv(ρ) if and only if

for each τ ∈ Sv there exists an integer 0 ≤ δτ ≤ ev−1 and a lift τ̃ : k′v →֒ Fp
of τ (recall that k′v is a quadratic extension of kv) such that

ρ|Iv ∼
(

ϕ 0
0 ϕqv

)

,

where

(2.6) ϕ =
∏

τ∈Sv

ψ
(qv+1)wτ+rτ+1+δτ+qv(ev−1−δτ )
τ̃ .
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3. If ρ|Gv
is indecomposable, i.e. reducible but not semisimple, then

ρ|Gv
∼

(

ϕ ∗
0 ϕ′

)

,

where ∗ corresponds to an element cρ ∈ Ext1(ϕ′, ϕ) ≃ H1(Gv, ϕ(ϕ
′)−1). For

each local Serre weight σv and each subset A ⊂ Sv one defines a subspace
LA,σv

⊂ H1(Gv, ϕ(ϕ
′)−1). The definition of LA,σv

is intricate, and we omit it
here. Then a local Serre weight as in (2.4) is contained in Wv(ρ) if and only
if there exist a subset A ⊂ Sv and an integer 0 ≤ δτ ≤ ev−1 for each τ ∈ Sv
such that ((ρ|Gv

)ss)|Iv has the form of (2.5) and in addition cρ ∈ LA,σv
.

As we mentioned above, this conjecture was first stated in the case of F =
Q by Serre several decades ago, in a slightly different language. We will now
indicate how to extract the minimal weight k(ρ) from the conjecture formulated
above. It follows from Proposition 2.5 and the definition of modularity that ρ
arises from a modular form of weight 2 ≤ k ≤ p + 1 (and trivial Nebentypus)

precisely when it is modular of the Serre weight Symk−2F
2

p. Furthermore, it is
easily shown by an argument with Eisenstein ideals that, for arbitrary k ≥ 2,

we have H1(Γ1(N), Sym
k−2F

2

p)mρ
6= 0 if and only if H1(Γ1(N),W )mρ

6= 0 for

some Jordan-Hölder constituent W of Symk−2Fp. Thus, the minimal weight k(ρ)
conjectured by Serre is just the minimal k ≥ 2 such that ρ is modular (in the

sense of Conjecture 2.9) of some Jordan-Hölder constituent of Symk−2F
2

p. This
k(ρ) is easily computed using the following decomposition.

Lemma 2.10. Let m > p − 1. Then the following holds, where “ss” denotes
semisimplification:

(SymmF
2

p)
ss = (det⊗Symm−p−1F

2

p)
ss ⊕ SymrF

2

p ⊕ detr⊗Symp−1−rF
2

p,

where r is the unique integer in the range 0 ≤ r ≤ p− 2 such that r ≡ m modulo
p− 1.

The first generalization of Serre’s conjecture beyond the original case of F = Q,
to the case of totally real fields F in which p is unramified, was by Buzzard,
Diamond, and Jarvis [14] and circulated for nearly a decade before their paper
appeared in print. A conjecture for arbitrary totally real fields F but semisimple
ρ|Gv

(i.e. the first two of the three cases above) was made by the author; see [45],
Theorems 2.4 and 2.5. At around the same time, Herzig [31] made a conjecture
for n-dimensional representations ρ : GQ → GLn(Fp) for arbitrary n, under the
assumption that ρ|Gp

is semisimple. These conjectures were later restated by other
authors [3] [21] to cover arbitrary ρ at the cost of becoming less explicit: if σ is
a local Serre weight at v|p, then σ ∈ Wv(ρ) is conjectured to be equivalent to the
existence of a p-adic lift of ρ with some specified local properties. Such opacity
appears already in the indecomposable case of the conjecture of [14], in the form
of the spaces LA,σv

.
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2.5 The level in Serre’s conjecture

Before proceeding, we will say a few words about the level in Serre’s conjecture.
For this, the notion of the Artin conductor of a Galois representation is crucial.
Roughly speaking, the Artin conductor n(ρ) of ρ : GF → GL2(Fp) is an ideal
n(ρ) =

∏

v v
av of OF , where v runs over the finite places of F and av measures

the ramification of ρ at v. If ρ is unramified at v, i.e. if Iv ⊂ ker ρ, then av = 0.
Otherwise, the exponent av reflects how far down the upper ramification filtration
of Iv one has to go to find a subgroup contained in ker ρ. More precisely, let L/F be
a finite Galois extension such that ρ factors through Gal(L/F ); this exists because
ρ is continuous and GF is compact, hence ρ has finite image. if v ∤ p, then let vL
be a place of L lying above v, and for each i ≥ 0 let Gi ⊂ GvL

≃ Gal(LvL
/LvL

)
be the i-th ramification subgroup; see, for instance, Chapter IV of [51] for the
definition. If Vρ is a two-dimensional Fp-vector space on which ρ acts, then we
define

av =
∞
∑

i=0

1

[IvL
: Gi]

dimFp
(Vρ/V

Gi

ρ ),

where V Gi

ρ is the subspace of Gi-invariants. More details about the Artin conduc-
tor may be found in Chapter VI of [51].

When F = Q, any modular Galois representation ρ : GQ → GL2(Fp) arises
from a modular form of weight N that is prime to p, and Serre specified a minimal
such weight N(ρ): this is just the prime-to-p part of the Artin conductor of ρ. If F
is an arbitrary totally real field, we are no longer so lucky. We can no longer expect
ρ to always arise in level prime to p (this would correspond to Up =

∏

v|pGL2(OFv
)

in Section 2.3); see the introduction of [14] for a discussion of why not. However,
the prime-to-p part of the level may conjecturally always be taken to be the prime-
to-p part of n(ρ), which means that we may take Up =

∏

v∤p U1(v
av), where the

group U1(v
av) ⊂ GL2(OFv

) consists of all matrices

(

a b
c d

)

∈ GL2(OFv
) such

that a− 1 ∈ vav and c ∈ vav .

3 Weak Serre implies strong Serre

The “weak” version of Serre’s modularity conjecture (Conjecture 2.2) is actually
a very strong statement. It has been proved only in the case F = Q. This was
achieved by Khare, Wintenberger, and Kisin [36], [37], [39], and we will sketch
some of their methods below. As we will see at the end of these notes, some of
these methods fail crucially whenever F is a totally real field with [F : Q] > 1,
so that a major new idea is needed for any substantial further progress on the
conjecture.
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In the meantime, much research in the area has focused on proving, in various
settings, that the weak version of Serre’s conjecture (Conjecture 2.2) implies the
strong version (Conjecture 2.9), in other words that if ρ is modular, then it is
modular of precisely the predicted Serre weights. In the case F = Q, this fact has
essentially been known since the late 1970’s except for a few cases where p = 2 and
was an important input in the proof of Serre’s conjecture (the stubborn cases with
p = 2 were also settled by Khare, Wintenberger, and Kisin’s work). It was proved
by Deligne for ρ|Gp

reducible and by Fontaine for ρ|Gp
irreducible. Fontaine’s

work was never published, and a (somewhat different) proof of the theorem first
appeared in print in [18].

We will now mention some of the “weak Serre implies strong Serre” theorems
that have been proved in recent years. The conjecture of [14], for F in which
p is unramified, was proved by Gee [23] for most Serre weights by deformation-
theoretic methods; see also [46] for a more geometric proof of most cases of one
direction of this conjecture for locally irreducible ρ. We will say more about the
methods of these papers in the remainder of this section. The remaining cases
of the Buzzard-Diamond-Jarvis conjecture were attacked in a series of papers by
Gee and coauthors, until it was finally proved completely in [24]. The results of
[46] were extended in [45] to cases where p ramifies in F . Moreover, the conjecture
of [45] was proved, for most cases where p is totally ramified in F , by Gee and
Savitt [26]. More cases in the related, but not equivalent, unitary setting were
resolved in [25]. Some non-totally ramified cases with e = f = 2 were addressed
by R. Smith in his Ph.D. thesis at the University of Arizona, but it seems that
new ideas are needed to make substantial further progress.

3.1 A sketch of Gee’s argument

The claim that weak Serre implies strong Serre consists, of course, of two claims
in opposite directions:

1. If ρ is modular of weight σ, then σ ∈ W (ρ).

2. If ρ is modular of some weight and σ ∈ W (ρ), then ρ is modular of weight
σ.

The most successful method for proving “weak Serre implies strong Serre” has
been that of relating the modularity of ρ to the existence of lifts of ρ with some
specific local properties and then using p-adic Hodge theory to investigate the
existence of such lifts.

An important breakthrough was Gee’s paper [23], which proved the following
result. Its statement involves the following definition: a local Serre weight at v is
said to be regular if it is of the form (2.4) with 1 ≤ rτ ≤ p − 3 for all τ ∈ Sv. A
Serre weight σ =

⊗

v|p σv is called regular if all the σv are regular.
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose that p ≥ 5 is unramified in the totally real field F , that
ρ : GF → GL2(Fp) is modular of some Serre weight, and that ρ|GF (ζp)

is irreducible.

Suppose that σ is a regular Serre weight. If ρ is modular of weight σ, then σ ∈
W (ρ). Conversely, if σ ∈ W (ρ) and some further technical conditions are satisfied
at places v|p where ρ|Gv

is reducible and σv arises from A = Sv or A = ∅ in the
recipe of Section 2.4, then ρ is modular of weight σ.

We will give a very brief sketch of part of the argument of [23] to illustrate
the method; the reader is referred to that paper (and the papers cited in it!)
for further details. It should be noted that Gee works with a different notion of
modularity than the one given above; he uses definite quaternion algebras, rather
than indefinite ones. It is not possible to translate theorems directly from one
setting to the other, but his local arguments can be translated. In this section, we
will assume that p is unramified in the totally real field F . Let ρ : GF → GL2(Fp)
be a continuous, irreducible, and totally odd mod p Galois representation. Recall
that in Section 2.4 we defined a set Wv(ρ) of local Serre weights at v for each v|p.

Let v|p; for the purposes of this section, we will say that a p-adic representa-
tion ηv of GL2(kv) is good if it is either an irreducible principal series or super-
cuspidal; in other words, ηv is any irreducible p-adic representation of GL2(kv)
that is not one-dimensional or special. We regard ηv as a representation of the
group GL2(OFv

) via the obvious inflation. Then ηv has an associated inertial
type τv, namely a p-adic representation of Iv with the property that for any irre-
ducible p-adic representation π of GL2(Fv), we have ηv ⊂ π|GL2(OFv ) if and only
if LLC(π)|Iv ≃ τv. Here LLC(π) is the Weil-Deligne representation associated to
π by the local Langlands correspondence. See Henniart’s appendix to [11] for an
exposition of the theory of types for GL2.

Proposition 3.2 ([23], Lemma 2.1.4). Let ρ be as above, and for each v|p let ηv
be a good representation as above. Then ρ is modular of some Serre weight σ ∈
JH(

⊗

v|p(ηv⊗Fp)) if and only if ρ has a modular p-adic lift ρ : GF → GL2(Qp) such

that for each v|p, the restriction ρ|Gv
is potentially Barsotti-Tate (i.e. potentially

crystalline with Hodge-Tate weights (0, 1)) and WD(ρ|Gv
)|Iv = τv.

Here, and subsequently, we write JH(V ) for the set of Jordan-Hölder con-
stituents of a representation V , whereas WD(ρ|Gv

) denotes the Weil-Deligne rep-
resentation corresponding to the local Galois representation ρ|Gv

. The reader
is referred to the classic article [56] for the correspondence between Galois and
Weil-Deligne representations.

Suppose that we know how to prove the first of the two claims at the beginning
of this section, namely that if ρ is modular of weight σ, then σ ∈ W (ρ). Assuming
that, here is a strategy for proving the second claim. Let σ ∈ W (ρ) be a Serre
weight. If it is regular, then for each v|p there exists a good ηv as above such that
JH(⊗v|p(ηv ⊗ Fp)) ∩W (ρ) = {σ}. Then by Proposition 3.2 it suffices to find a
modular lift ρ with the properties specified in the statement of that proposition.
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The most daunting aspect of coming up with a lift ρ of ρ that satisfies the
conditions of Proposition 3.2 is clearly that of showing that the ρ we have con-
structed is modular. Fortunately, Gee’s adaption of a modularity lifting theorem
of Kisin comes to the rescue. This is the first of many close connections that we
will see in these lectures between Serre’s modularity conjecture and modularity
lifting theorems.

Proposition 3.3. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold and that
ρ : GF → GL2(Qp) is a lift of ρ such that ρ|Gv

is potentially Barsotti-Tate and
WD(ρ|Gv

)|Iv = τv for each v|p. Suppose that there exists a cuspidal automorphic
representation π of GL2(AF ) such that for every v|p, the local Galois representa-
tion ρπ,v is potentially ordinary if and only if ρ|Gv

is potentially ordinary. Then ρ
is modular.

Note that the hypothesis on ρ|GF (ζp)
in the statement of Theorem 3.1 is common

in modularity lifting theorems à la Kisin, and this is the point in the proof where
it is necessary.

Now we need to construct a lift ρ satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.3.
The theory of Breuil modules allows us to translate local conditions on Galois
representations into linear-algebraic data.

Let k be a finite field of characteristic p > 2, let W (k) be the associated ring
of Witt vectors, and let K0 = W (k)[1/p] be its fraction field. Let K/K0 be a
totally tamely ramified Galois extension of degree e. Let B ⊂ K0 be a subfield
such that there exists a uniformizer π ∈ OK satisfying πe ∈ B. Choose such a
π. Let 2 ≤ k ≤ p− 1 be an integer; this conflict of notation is standard and will
produce no confusion. Let E/Fp be a finite extension. The category BrMod

k−1
dd,B of

Breuil modules with descent data has as objects quintuples (M,Mk−1, ϕk−1, N, ĝ)
such that:

1. M is a finitely generated (k⊗Fp
E)[u]/uep-module that is free over k[u]/uep.

2. Mk−1 is a submodule such that u
e(k−1)M ⊂Mk−1.

3. ϕk−1 : Mk−1 → M is an E-linear and Frobenius-semilinear homomor-
phism whose image generates M as a (k ⊗Fp

E)[u]/uep-module. Frobenius-
semilinear in this case means that if a ∈ k[u]/uep and m ∈ Mk−1, then
ϕk−1(am) = apϕk−1(m).

4. N :M → uM is a (k ⊗Fp
E)-linear map satisfying

(a) N(um) = uN(m)− um for all m ∈M .

(b) ueN(Mk−1) ⊂Mk−1.

(c) ϕk−1(u
eN(m)) = −πe

p
N(ϕk−1(m)) for all m ∈Mk−1.

5. For each g ∈ Gal(K/B), there is an additive bijection ĝ :M →M such that
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(a) Each ĝ commutes with, ϕk−1, M , and the E-action.

(b) 1̂ is the identity map, where 1 ∈ Gal(K/B) is the identity automor-
phism.

(c) ĝ ◦ ĥ = ĝ ◦ h for all g, h ∈ Gal(K/B).
(d) ĝ(auim) = g(a)((g(π)/π)i ⊗ 1)uiĝ(m) for all a ∈ k⊗Fp

E, m ∈M , and
i ≥ 0. To make sense of g(a), note that k is the residue field of K0,
hence of K, and so is acted on by Gal(K/B). We let Gal(K/B) act
trivially on the second component of k ⊗Fp

E.

The connection between Breuil modules and potentially Barsotti-Tate Galois
representations is evidenced, for instance, by the fact that the category BrMod1

dd,B

is equivalent to the category of finite flat group schemes over OK with an action
of E and descent data to B. Gee proves that the existence of a lift ρ which is
potentially Barsotti-Tate at v of inertial type τv is equivalent to the existence of a
Breuil module satisfying certain conditions. As we see from the definition above,
Breuil modules with descent data are complicated objects but are very explicit,
and one constructs the needed Breuil module by hand.

The proof for arbitrary (i.e. not necessarily regular) Serre weights follows
the same lines, but the theory of Breuil modules, which itself is an extension of
Fontaine-Laffaille theory, is not powerful enough. Here one uses Liu’s theory of
Kisin modules.

3.2 Modular weights are predicted ones: some algebraic

geometry

In this section we will sketch how to prove that if ρ is modular of a Serre weight
σ, then σ ∈ W (ρ). In order to illustrate the variety of methods applicable to this
problem, we will give an algebraic-geometry argument following [46] and [45]. This
method was used to obtain the earliest results in this direction, but it has turned
out to be less effective than the deformation-theoretic and p-adic Hodge-theoretic
techniques of which a flavor was given in the previous section. The reader may,
of course, find further details in [46].

In this section we will not impose such severe limitations on the ramification
of p in the totally real field F , but we will suppose that ρ|Gv

is irreducible for all
v|p. For each v|p, let ev be the ramification index of Fv/Qp. Let σ =

⊗

v|p σv be
a Serre weight such that for each v and each τ ∈ Sv we have 0 ≤ rτ ≤ p− ev − 1
(so in particular we are assuming here that ev ≤ p− 1).

Now we will recall some notions from Sections 2.2 and 2.3. Assume that
ρ : GF → GL2(Fp) is modular of weight σ. By definition, this implies the existence
of a quaternion algebra B/F , giving rise to an algebraic group G, and an open

compact subgroup V =
(

∏

v|pGL2(OFv
)
)

× Up ⊂ G(A∞) such that we have
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H1
ét(MV ⊗ Q,Lσ)mρ

6= 0. For each v|p, let U bal
1 (v) ⊂ GL2(OFv

) be the subgroup
of matrices whose reductions modulo v are unipotent upper triangular, i.e. of

matrices that are congruent to

(

1 ∗
0 1

)

modulo v. Consider the open compact

subgroup

U bal
1 (p) =





∏

v|p

U bal
1 (v)



× Up ⊂ G(A∞).

Fix a place v|p. Let D = W (kv) be a ring of Witt vectors, let K = F nr
v be

the fraction field of D, let K ′ = K( qv−1
√
πv) be a totally tamely ramified extension

with Gal(K ′/K) ≃ k∗v , and let D′ = OK′ . Then MUbal
1 (p) has an integral model

over D, which we shall denote MUbal
1 (p). Moreover, MUbal

1 (p) ×D D′ has a well-
behaved special fiber consisting of two smooth curves intersecting transversally at
finitely many points.

Let j : Gal(K ′/K) → O∗Fv
/(1 + v) be the isomorphism induced by the Artin

reciprocity map of local class field theory (normalized so as to send arithmetic
Frobenius to uniformizers). The special fiber of MUbal

1 (p) ×D D
′ is equipped with

natural actions of GL2(OFv
) (coming from the p-component of G(A∞)) and of

Gal(K ′/K). Carayol ([16], 10.3) shows that the action of γ ∈ Gal(K ′/K) is equal

to that of

(

j(γ)−1 0
0 1

)

and

(

1 0
0 j(γ)−1

)

, respectively, on the two components

of the special fiber.
Recall that we are assuming that ρ is modular of a given Serre weight σ. Let

B(kv) ⊂ GL2(kv) be the Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices, and let

θ : B(kv) → F
∗

p be a character such that σv ∈ JH(Ind
GL2(kv)
B(kv) θ). Let C be the

Néron model over D′ of the curve Pic0(MUbal
1 (p))×K ′. Then C[p∞] is a p-divisible

group, and the reduction C[p∞] ⊗ T/mρ contains a finite piece Gθ on which the
diagonal matrices in GL2(OFv

) act via the character θ. By the main result of
[9], Gθ[mρ]K is a direct sum of a finite number of copies of ρ. As in Section 2.4
above, ρ|Iv is a direct sum of two characters, ϕ and ϕ′, that satisfy ϕqv = ϕ′

and (ϕ′)qv = ϕ. We can pick out a subspace H ⊂ Gθ[mρ]K of rank q2
v on which

Gal(K/K) ≃ Iv acts by the character ϕ.
Let F be a finite field, sufficiently large so that im(ρ|Gv

) ⊂ GL2(F) and Fq2v ⊂ F.
We will apply Raynaud’s theory of vector space schemes [44]. An F-vector space
scheme over D is a commutative group scheme W/D carrying an action of F. Let
I ⊂ OW be the augmentation ideal, so that OW = I ⊕ OD. Here OW is the
structure sheaf of W . It is easy to see that I decomposes as follows:

I =
⊕

χ:F∗→D∗

Iχ,

where Iχ is the piece of I on which F acts via the character χ. We see that H
is an Fq2v -vector space scheme, and it satisfies the additional crucial property that
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each Iχ is a non-zero invertible sheaf. The vector space scheme H is endowed
with two Galois actions:

1. As we noted before, Gal(K/K) ≃ Iv acts on H(K) by the character ϕ,
which we are trying to determine.

2. Gal(K ′/K) ≃ k∗v acts on the cotangent space cot(HD′ ×D′ Fp). Thanks to
Carayol’s congruences mentioned above, we can express this action explicitly
in terms of the character θ.

From Raynaud’s work one deduces an explicit relation between these two dif-
ferent Galois actions. We will not perform the calculations here, but the reader
can find them in Section 3 of [45]. At the end we obtain a collection Φ(θ) of char-
acters ϕ that are compatible with the known action of Gal(K ′/K). It turns out
that these are precisely the characters ϕ arising from mod p Galois representations
ρ that are modular of some Serre weight σ′ ⊗ σv, where σ′ ∈ JH(IndGL2(kv)

B(kv) θ) and

σv =
⊗

w|p,w 6=v σw, where σw is an arbitrary local Serre weight at w. Observe that
this is the best result that we can hope to obtain at this stage of the proof, since
so far we have only used θ in our calculations and not σv itself.

To get a more precise result, we consider all the characters θ : B(kv)→ F
∗

p such

that σv ∈ JH(Ind
GL2(kv)
B(kv) θ). Clearly all the ϕ associated to ρ that are modular of

weight σv⊗σv lie in the intersection
⋂

σv∈JH(Indθ)Φθ. We hope that this intersection

will turn out to be exactly the collection of representations ρ such that σv ∈ Wv(ρ).
The hope comes true when σv is of the form (2.4) with 0 ≤ rτ ≤ p − 1 − ev for
all τ ∈ Sv, which is the reason for the hypothesis to this effect that we made
above. The combinatorial issues that prevent this method from giving us as good a
theorem as we would like when rτ does not satisfy the constraint 0 ≤ rτ ≤ p−1−ev
are essentially also what prevents the method of [23] from handling the non-regular
Serre weights.

4 The mod p local Langlands correspondence

The Langlands philosophy postulates a deep connection between algebra and anal-
ysis and is one of the main motivations behind modern research on Serre’s mod-
ularity conjecture and its generalizations. In this section we will show a very
brief glimmer of the connection between them. Let n ≥ 1, let F/Qp be a p-adic
field, and let E be a field. In very rough terms, we would like to have a corre-
spondence between certain Galois representations ρ : GF → GLn(E) and certain
representations of GLn(F ) on vector spaces over E; one of the most difficult parts
of this problem is finding the correct definition of “certain.” Often one can attach
L-functions to each of these types of objects, and the L-functions of the objects
paired by the correspondence should match.
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In the case of E = C, the correspondence was proved by Harris and Taylor
[29] and Henniart [30], working with Weil-Deligne representations instead of the
closely related Galois representations. If E = Fl, with l 6= p, then considerable
progress was made by Vignéras [60]. However, if E = Fp, then very little is known.
In many respects the study of the mod p local Langlands correspondence is at the
stage in its development where the complex local Langlands correspondence was
in the 1970’s: one tries to classify objects on both sides and pair them up explic-
itly in a natural way, but no deep underlying theory is yet available. Moreover,
understanding the mod p representation theory of GLn(F ) has turned out to be
remarkably difficult.

In this section, we will use the following notation. We let G = GLn(F ) and
consider the maximal open compact subgroup K = GLn(OF ) and the center
Z = Z(G) ≃ F ∗. Let π ∈ OF be a uniformizer, and let kF = OF/(π) be the
residue field as usual. Let q = pf be the cardinality of k. Let I ⊂ K be the
Iwahori subgroup consisting of matrices that are upper triangular modulo π, and
let I(1) be the pro-p-Sylow subgroup of I. For instance, if n = 2 then

I =

{(

a b
c d

)

∈ GL2(OF ) : c ∈ πOF

}

I(1) =

{(

a b
c d

)

∈ GL2(OF ) : c ∈ πOF ; a, d ∈ 1 + πOF

}

.

Let σ be an irreducible Fp-representation of K. By Proposition 2.3, σ factors
through the natural reduction map K → GLn(k), since the kernel of this map is a
pro-p group. Therefore, σ arises from an irreducible Fp-representation of GLn(k)
by inflation; these are exactly the objects that we called local Serre weights above
in the case n = 2. Moreover, we can view σ as a representation of the larger group

KZ by decreeing that

(

π 0
0 π

)

acts trivially.

If H ⊂ G is any open subgroup, and τ is an Fp-representation of H, we can
consider the compact induction indGHτ . A model for this representation is given by
the space of functions f : G→ Vτ that are locally constant, compactly supported
modulo Z, and satisfy the condition f(hg) = τ(h) · f(g) for every h ∈ H and
g ∈ G. Here Vτ is the underlying Fp-vector space of τ . The action of G is given
by (gf)(x) = f(xg) for all g, x ∈ G. Note that if H is a subgroup of finite index,
then local constancy and compact support are automatic and this is just the
usual induction. The endomorphisms of this compact induction were computed
by Barthel and Livné [4] for n = 2. For n ≥ 2, see [48] for an explicit computation
and [33] for a more conceptual argument on the level of algebraic groups.

Proposition 4.1. Let σ be an irreducible Fp-representation of K. The endomor-
phism algebra EndG(ind

G
KZσ) is equal to a polynomial ring Fp[T1, . . . , Tn−1], where

the Ti are explicitly defined endomorphisms.
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Let W be an irreducible Fp-representation of G with central character, i.e.
such that the elements of Z act by scalars. Twisting by an unramified character,

we may assume that

(

π 0
0 π

)

acts trivially. If σ ⊂ W|K is a K-submodule of G,

then by Frobenius reciprocity we obtain a non-zero homomorphism indGKZσ → W
of G-modules, which must be a surjection by the irreducibility of W . We say that
W is admissible if the space of invariants WU = {w ∈ W : ∀u ∈ U, uw = w} is
finite-dimensional for any open subgroup U ⊂ G; since W is an Fp-representation
this is in fact equivalent to W I(1) being finite-dimensional.

The endomorphism algebra EndG(ind
G
KZσ) is commutative by Proposition 4.1,

and it acts on HomG(ind
G
KZσ,W ) in the obvious way. IfW is assumed to be admis-

sible, then HomG(ind
G
KZσ,W ) ≃ HomKZ(σ,W|KZ) is finite-dimensional (because

σ must contain a non-zero I(1)-invariant, which must map to an element ofW I(1))
and necessarily contains an eigenvector for the EndG(ind

G
KZσ)-action. We obtain

the following result.

Proposition 4.2. Let W be a smooth irreducible Fp[G]-module with central char-
acter. Assume that W is admissible if n ≥ 3. Let σ be an irreducible Fp[K]-module

σ such that σ ⊂ W|K. Then there exist an unramified character χ : F ∗ → F
∗

p and

scalars λ1, . . . , λn−1 ∈ Fp such that there exists a surjection of G-modules

(4.1) (χ ◦ det)⊗ indGKZσ/(T1 − λ1, . . . , Tn−1 − λn−1)ind
G
KZσ ։ W.

Proof. If W is admissible, then we have sketched out the proof. If n = 2, then
Barthel and Livné (see Theorems 32 and 33 of [4]) obtain this result without
assuming admissibility of W by using the fact that EndG(ind

G
KZσ) has Krull di-

mension 1.

For the rest of this section, suppose that n = 2. In this case, the endomor-
phism algebra EndG(ind

G
KZσ) has a single generator T1, which we will call T . Up

to unramified twist, we know that every irreducible Fp[G]-module with central
character is a quotient of indGKZσ/(T − λ)(indGKZσ) for some σ and some λ ∈ Fp.
We say that an irreducible W as above is supersingular if it is a quotient of
some indGKZσ/(T − λ)(indGKZσ). Barthel and Livné proved a partial classification
of the irreducible Fp[G]-modules with central character as follows. Note that if
G = GL2(Qp), then Berger [5] recently showed that all irreducible Fp[G]-modules
have central character, but this is not known even for G = GL2(F ) whenever
F 6= Qp.

Theorem 4.3 (Barthel-Livné). Let σ be an irreducible Fp[K]-module.

1. If σ has dimension other than 1 or pf (the minimal and maximal dimen-
sions possible) or if λ 6= ±1, then indGKZσ/(T − λ)(indGKZσ) is irreducible
and is isomorphic to the parabolic induction of a character from the upper
triangular Borel subgroup B ⊂ G.
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2. The induction indGB1, where 1 is the trivial character of B, has length two.
Its subquotients are a one-dimensional representation det and an infinite-
dimensional analogue of the Steinberg representation, denoted St.

3. Up to unramified twist, every smooth irreducible Fp[G]-module W with cen-
tral character satisfies exactly one of the following statements:

(a) W ≃ indGKZσ/(T − λ)(indGKZσ), where σ has dimension other than 1
or pf , or λ 6= ±1.

(b) W ≃ χ ◦ det for some smooth character χ : F ∗ → F
∗

p.

(c) W ≃ (χ ◦ det)⊗ St for some smooth character χ : F ∗ → F
∗

p.

(d) W is supersingular.

Remark 4.4. The previous theorem classifies all non-supersingular (smooth,
with central character) Fp-representations of GL2(F ) for arbitrary finite exten-
sions F/Qp. Herzig [32] proved a generalization of this theorem of GLn(F ) for
n > 2, in which all smooth admissible representations of GLn(F ) with central
character are classified in terms of the supersingular representations of GLm(F )
for m ≤ n. A representation of GLn(F ) is called supersingular if it is a quotient
of indGKZσ/(T1, . . . , Tn−1). Abe [1] further generalized this result to a wider class
of reductive groups.

Let L be a number field and v a place of L such that Lv ≃ F . If ρ : GF →
GL2(Fp) is an irreducible local Galois representation, let ρ̃ : GL → GL2(Fp) be a
global representation such that ρ̃|Gv

≃ ρ. Recall that in Conjecture 2.9 we defined
a set Wv(ρ̃) of local Serre weights at v, which in fact depends only on ρ. Thus we
can speak of a set W (ρ) of modular local Serre weights.

Now suppose that G = GL2(Qp). In this case, the irreducible Fp[K]-modules

have the form σ = detw⊗SymrF
2

p with 0 ≤ w ≤ p−2 and 0 ≤ r ≤ p−1. We define
an involution on the set of these local Serre weights as follows. For σ as above,

define σ′ = detw+r⊗Symp−1−rF
2

p. Note that (σ
′)′ = σ. It is easy to compute from

the statement of Conjecture 2.9 that if ρ : GQp
→ GL2(Fp) is irreducible, then

W (ρ) is necessarily of the form W (ρ) = {σ, σ′}.
Breuil [10] completed the classification of the irreducible Fp-representations of

GL2(Qp) with the following result.

Theorem 4.5 (Breuil). Let G = GL2(Qp). Then for every local Serre weight σ,
the G-module indGKZσ/T (ind

G
KZσ) is irreducible. Moreover, for every σ we have

(4.2) indGKZσ/T (ind
G
KZσ) ≃ indGKZσ

′/T (indGKZσ
′)

and these are the only isomorphisms among supersingular Fp[G]-modules.
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Remark 4.6. Note that the two operators T appearing in (4.2) are different
objects. The T on the left-hand side is the generator of the endomorphism algebra
of indGKZσ, while the one on the right-hand side generates the endomorphism
algebra of indGKZσ

′.

Proof. Let W = indGKZσ/T (ind
G
KZσ) and let U ⊂ W be an irreducible G-sub-

module. By explicit computation, one shows that W I(1) is two-dimensional and
that every non-zero element of W I(1) generates W as a G-module. But U I(1) 6= 0
by Proposition 2.3 and hence U = W . The isomorphisms of (4.2) are constructed
explicitly, and one shows that

(4.3) socK(ind
G
KZσ/T (ind

G
KZσ)) ≃ σ ⊕ σ′,

implying that there are no other isomorphisms. Recall that for a G-module M ,
the socle socK(M) is the direct sum of all irreducible K-submodules of M .

If ρ : GQp
→ GL2(Fp) is an irreducible local Galois representation, define an

Fp-representation of GL2(Qp) by π(ρ) = indGKZσ/T (ind
G
KZσ), where σ ∈ W (ρ).

It is immediate from the results just presented that π(ρ) is well-defined and that
this construction provides a bijection between irreducible Galois representations
ρ : GQp

→ GL2(Fp) and supersingular representations of GL2(Qp). Note that the
following relation is satisfied:

(4.4) socK(π(ρ)) =
⊕

σ∈W (ρ)

σ.

In the same paper [10], Breuil constructed π(ρ) for semisimple reducible ρ,
and eventually Colmez defined π(ρ) for indecomposable ρ, thereby completing
the mod p local Langlands correspondence for GL2(Qp). These constructions are
more complicated than the one presented above, and we will not give them here,
nor shall we argue why these definitions of π(ρ) are the “correct” ones. However,
it is important to note that the property (4.4) remains true for all ρ.

If F 6= Qp, then almost nothing is known about the mod p local Langlands
correspondence for GL2(F ), and the statements that are known are almost all neg-
ative. For instance, we know that there cannot be a bijection between irreducible
Galois representations ρ : GF → GL2(Fp) and supersingular representations of
GL2(F ) because there are far too many of the latter. The condition (4.4) does
not isolate a π(ρ) because, for unramified extensions F/Qp, Breuil and Paskunas
[12] have proved the existence of infinite families of supersingular representations
W satisfying socK(W ) ≃ ⊕

σ∈W (ρ) σ. Moreover, although it is immediate from

Zorn’s Lemma that supersingular representations of GL2(F ) exist, we do not have
a single explicit construction of one; the proof of Breuil and Paskunas uses the
theory of diagrams and involves the taking of injective envelopes, which makes
their work very non-explicit. In fact, Schraen [49] has shown that if F/Qp is
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quadratic, then no supersingular representation of GL2(F ) is finitely presented.
This makes it difficult to contemplate generalizations of Colmez’s construction.

Let e be the ramification index of F/Qp, and recall that the residue field k of
F satisfies [k : Fp] = f . Let F0 be the maximal unramified subextension of F/Qp,
and observe that, since F and F0 have the same residue field, the Serre weights
for F0 are the same as those for F . If ρ : GF → GL2(Fp) is irreducible, then (see
[47]) one defines ef irreducible representations ρ1, . . . , ρef : GF0 → GL2(Fp) such
that one expects

socK(π(ρ)) ≃
ef
⊕

i=1

⊕

σ∈W (ρi)

σ.

The formula above explains the multiplicities of the different constituents of
the K-socle of π(ρ). Ongoing work of Breuil and Diamond aims to specify the
K-socles of π(ρ) for reducible ρ. This section has only scratched the surface of
the mod p local Langlands correspondence and has said almost nothing about
current research, but we hope that it has sufficiently piqued the reader’s interest
to consult the literature for more details about the field.

5 Potential modularity and compatible systems

After the digression about mod p local Langlands in the previous section, we
return to our discussion of Serre’s modularity conjecture. In particular, we return
to the notation of Section 2, so that F is now again a totally real number field.

5.1 A wish list

Suppose that we have two mod p Galois representations ρ1 : GF → GL2(Fp1) and
ρ2 : GF → GL2(Fp2), where p1 and p2 are two primes, possibly distinct. It clearly
would be useful to be able to prove statements of the form “if ρ1 is modular and
certain conditions are satisfied, then ρ2 is modular as well.” Such theorems would
allow us to leverage knowledge of Serre’s conjecture in some special cases to prove
it for larger classes of Galois representations.

How can we relate the modularity of two different Galois representations? A
crucial idea is to think about p-adic Galois representations, and to recall that when
we first encountered them, in Böckle’s lectures, they were constructed in families.
Indeed, for a modular form f , we obtained a representation ρf,l : GQ → GL2(Ql)
for each prime l. The ρf,l for different l were very intimately related.

An important starting point for work on modularity is an axiomatization of
this phenomenon: the notion of weakly and strongly compatible systems that we
saw in Böckle’s lectures. A strongly compatible system {ρl : GQ → GL2(Ql)}
of Galois representations behaves like a family of representations arising from a
modular form. In particular, if one member of the system is modular, then they
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all are, and the same is true of their reductions. This gives us a general strategy
for proving the “if ρ1 is modular, then ρ2 is too” theorems that we wished for at
the beginning of this section. Suppose we could find a compatible system {ρl}
such that ρ1 ≃ ρp1 and ρ2 ≃ ρp2 . We are assuming that ρ1 is modular. If we
could somehow prove that ρp1 is modular, the compatible system would allow us
to conclude that ρp2 is modular as well, and hence that ρ2 is modular.

Three major ingredients are involved in implementing this strategy. Starting
with a representation ρ : GQ → GL2(Fp), we have the following wish list:

1. Find nice lifts ρ : GQ → GL2(Qp) of ρ. “Nice” will mean that ρ satisfies
hypotheses that make the other parts of the wish list available.

2. Given such a lift ρ, embed it in a compatible system {ρl} such that ρ ≃ ρp.

3. Modularity lifting theorems.

5.2 Potential modularity of mod p Galois representations

In this section we will sketch a proof of the following theorem of Taylor [58].

Proposition 5.1. Let ρ : GQ → GL2(k) be a continuous, irreducible, odd Galois
representation, where k is a finite field of characteristic p. Then there exists a
Galois totally real extension F/Q that is unramified at p and such that ρ|GF

is
modular.

If ρ has solvable image, then this problem may be handled by the methods of
Langlands and Tunnell, so we will assume that this is not the case. Passing to a
suitable totally real extension F/Q that is unramified at p, we may assume that
the determinant of ρ|Gv

is the mod p cyclotomic character for all places v|p of F ,
and that ρ has the following form at all v|p:

ρ|Gv
∼

(

εχ−1
v ∗
0 χv

)

,

where ε is the mod p cyclotomic character and χv : Gv → k∗ is a character. Now
ρGF

looks like it could be the restriction of an ordinary p-adic representation of
Hodge-Tate weights {0, 1} coming from an abelian variety, and our task is to show
that this is indeed the case.

Recall that if A/F is an abelian variety, then for every finite place v of F , the
Galois group GF acts on the torsion A[v], and the reductions of these representa-
tions give us a strictly compatible system {ρA,v}. We are looking for an abelian
variety A/F such that ρ|GF

≃ ρA,v for some v. Let v′ 6= v be another place of
F lying over p. We will cleverly set up a moduli problem of abelian varieties in
such a way that a handy theorem of Morel-Bailly [42], quoted below, will give us
exactly the existence of the A that we need.
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Let M/Q be an imaginary quadratic extension and ψ : GM → Q
∗

p a charac-
ter. Consider the moduli problem of triples (A,ϕv, ϕv′) such that A is a Hilbert-
Blumenthal abelian variety (this is an abelian variety carrying an action of the
ring of integers OE of a specified totally real field E and some additional struc-
ture such as a Rosati involution and a polarization; we will not give a precise
definition here but only mention that there is a well-developed theory of moduli
problems for these objects, founded by Rapoport in [43]), and the ϕv and ϕv′ are

isomorphisms ϕv : ρ|GF

∼→ ρA,v and ϕv′ : Ind
GQ

GM
ψ

∼→ ρA,v′ . The general theory of
Hilbert-Blumenthal abelian varieties tells us that this moduli problem is repre-
sentable by some moduli space X/Q, and if we knew that this space had a rational
point, it would correspond to the abelian variety A that we are looking for.

Proposition 5.2 (Moret-Bailly). Let K be a number field and S a finite set of
places of K. If X/K is a geometrically irreducible smooth quasi-projective scheme
and X(Kv) 6= ∅ for all v ∈ S, then X(KS) is Zariski dense in X. Here KS/K is
the maximal extension of K in which all v ∈ S split completely.

By choosing E, v, v′, ψ wisely, it can be arranged that the hypotheses of Moret-
Bailly’s theorem are satisfied for K = Q and X/Q the moduli space considered
above. In fact, Moret-Bailly’s result appears to be far stronger than what we need
to prove the existence of a rational point. This gives us the freedom to strengthen
Proposition 5.1 by imposing a number of additional properties on the totally real
field F , such as requiring it to be linearly disjoint from any specified number field.
These strengthenings turn out to be essential, as they allow ρ|GF

to satisfy the
hypotheses of the modularity lifting theorems that we will call upon later.

5.3 Deformation theory and modularity lifting results

In the previous section we laid out the ingredients of the proof of a potential
modularity theorem for mod p representations. Now we want to build on that
result to get a potential modularity theorem for p-adic representations, which will
be used in Section 5.4. Suppose that we are given a continuous, odd, irreducible
mod p Galois representation ρ : GQ → GL2(k), as usual. First of all, we want to
find a nice p-adic lift of ρ as in the first item of the wish list of Section 5.1.

Consider the following deformation problem. We want to study deformations
ρ : GQ → GL2(A), where A is a complete local noetherian algebra with residue
field k, such that ρ lifts ρ. In addition, for each prime l we fix an equivalence
class τl of representations of the inertia group Il ≃ GQnr

l
, such that all but finitely

many of the τl are trivial. Let χp : GQ → Q
∗

p be a character; we have χp = ωk−1
p ,

where ωp is the p-adic cyclotomic character. We require that det ρ = χp, that τl
be the restriction to inertia of the Weil-Deligne representation associated to ρ|Gl

for each l, and that ρ|Gp
be crystalline of Hodge-Tate weights {0, k − 1}.

By general deformation theory, this deformation problem is represented by a
complete noetherian local ring RX

ρ,Q with residue field k. It can be proved with
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very considerable effort, using Galois cohomology and the Euler characteristic
formula (see [8]), that dimRX

ρ,Q ≥ 1 (by the dimension of a ring we mean the
Krull dimension). To get our nice lift of ρ, we need to show that RX

ρ,Q has a point
over an algebra of characteristic zero.

Consider the Hecke algebra T = Zp[Tl : l 6= p], which acts on the space of
modular forms Sk(Γ1(N(ρ)). We get a natural surjection

(5.1) RX
ρ,Q ։ Tmρ

by the universal property of RX
ρ,Q. On the other hand, if every deformation clas-

sified by RX
ρ,Q is modular, then the universal deformation must factor through

Tmρ
and therefore RX

ρ,Q ≃ Tmρ
. Proving a modularity lifting theorem, therefore,

comes down to proving such an isomorphism, i.e. an “R = T” theorem. One
of the breakthroughs of the Taylor-Wiles method [61] [59] was the understand-
ing that modularity lifting results could often be reduced to statements about
ring-theoretic properties of Hecke algebras. For example, if RX

ρ,Q were an integral
domain, then proving dimRX

ρ,Q = dimTmρ
would suffice to establish that (5.1) is

an isomorphism, since the quotient of an integral domain by a non-trivial ideal
has strictly lower Krull dimension than the original ring. In general, Spec RX

ρ,Q

will have more than one irreducible component, and proving that (5.1) is an iso-
morphism often amounts to showing that each component overlaps the image of
Spec Tmρ

as well as comparing Krull dimensions.
In fact, we do not know that (5.1) is an isomorphism. However, we know

from Proposition 5.1 that ρ|GF
is modular for some totally real fields F . We

may consider an analogous deformation problem to the one studied above, but
over F ; it is represented by a deformation ring RX

ρ,F . Moreover, if we choose F
correctly, then a modularity lifting theorem is known by work of Diamond [17]
and Fujiwara [22]; in that case one can prove that RX

ρ,F is isomorphic to a suitable
localized Hecke algebra TF .

The map Spec RX
ρ,Q → Spec RX

ρ,F corresponding to restriction to the subgroup
GF of representations of GQ is clearly quasi-finite, i.e. has finite fibers. Indeed,
GF has finite index in GQ and it is not hard to see that there are only finitely
many ways to extend a representation of GF to the larger group GQ. Moreover,
the Hecke algebra TF is finitely generated as a Zp-module, since it embeds in the
endomorphism algebra of a suitable abelian variety. This implies that TF/(p)
is a finite set, therefore that RX

ρ,F/(p) is finite, and therefore that RX
ρ,Q/(p) is

finite, hence has dimension zero. Hence, any prime ideal of RX
ρ,Q containing (p) is

necessarily maximal.
On the other hand, recall that dimRX

ρ,Q ≥ 1. This means that there exists
a non-maximal prime ideal P ⊂ RX

ρ,Q. By the above, we know that P does not
contain (p). Since RX

ρ,Q is finitely generated over Zp, it follows that the quotient
RX
ρ,Q/P embeds into the ring of integers OL of a suitable finite extension L/Qp.

Now by the universal property of RX
ρ,Q, the embedding R

X
ρ,Q/P →֒ OL corresponds

to a p-adic Galois representation ρ : GQ → GL2(OL) lifting ρ.
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We have now achieved the first part of the wish list in Section 5.1. In fact,
by doing all of this more carefully we could ensure that the obtained lift ρ has a
variety of good properties.

5.4 Constructing compatible systems

In the previous section, we started with a mod p representation ρ : GQ → GL2(Fp)
and found a finite extension L/Qp and a p-adic representation ρ : GQ → GL2(OL)
lifting ρ, thereby fulfilling the first part of the wish list of section 5.1. In this
section we will build a compatible system around ρ.

By Taylor’s potential modularity theorem (Proposition 5.1), we know that
there is a Galois totally real field F/Q such that ρ|GF

is modular. By the mod-
ularity lifting theorems of Diamond and Fujiwara that were mentioned in the
previous section, we know that ρ|GF

is modular as well. Let G = Gal(F/Q). By
Brauer’s theorem (see, for instance, chapter 10 of [53]) there exist solvable sub-
groups Hi ⊂ G, integers ni ∈ Z, and one-dimensional representations χi of Hi

such that

(5.2) 1 =
t

∑

i=1

niInd
G
Hi
χi,

in the Grothendieck group of G, where 1 is the trivial representation of G. Note
that even though 1 is a true representation, some of the ni might be negative.
This will cause us problems later. Set Fi to be the fixed field of Hi. Tensoring
with ρ, we obtain that

(5.3) ρ =
t

∑

i=1

niInd
GQ

GFi
(ρ|GFi

⊗ χi).

Since Gal(F/Fi) = Hi is solvable, we conclude by Langlands-Tunnell solvable
base change that each ρ|GFi

arises from an automorphic form πi on Fi. Hence we
can trivially rewrite (5.3) as

(5.4) ρ = ρp =
t

∑

i=1

niInd
GQ

GFi
(ρπi,p ⊗ χi).

Since each ρπi,p comes from an automorphic form and therefore sits in a com-
patible system of representations of GFi

, it is very tempting to define

(5.5) ρl =
t

∑

i=1

niInd
GQ

GFi
(ρπi,l ⊗ χi)

for arbitrary primes l. In fact, this idea works. If we knew that the ρl were true
representations and not just virtual ones, then the compatible system properties
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of the {ρπi,l} would easily imply that {ρl} is a compatible system as well. In fact,
it can indeed be checked that the {ρl} are true representations. This fulfills the
second part of the wish list.

6 Proof of Serre’s conjecture

We are finally in a position to give an exceedingly impressionistic sketch of the
strategy behind the proof of Serre’s conjecture. For more detail, the reader is
referred to Wintenberger’s excellent expository article [62] and to Khare’s expo-
sition [35], which has somewhat fewer details but paints the big picture in bold
strokes. For simplicity, we will only consider the level one case of Serre’s conjec-
ture. This means that we start with a Galois representation ρ : GQ → GL2(Fp)
that is continuous, irreducible, odd, and unramified outside p. Recall from Section
2.5 that the lack of ramification outside p means that the prime-to-p part of the
Artin conductor n(ρ) is trivial, and hence N(ρ) = 1. We aim to prove that ρ is
modular.

It is important to note that some special cases of Serre’s conjecture were known
well before Khare’s idea of applying Taylor’s potential modularity results and
Kisin’s modularity lifting techniques to this problem. In the 1970’s Tate used
discriminant bounds to prove that there are no continuous irreducible odd rep-
resentations ρ : GQ → GL2(F2), and therefore that the level one case of Serre’s
modularity conjecture is vacuously true for p = 2. Serre extended his argument to
p = 3 shortly afterwards, and these two results are essential to the work of Khare
and Wintenberger, since they constitute the base cases of their induction argu-
ment. We note that the level one case of Serre’s conjecture for p = 5 was proved
by Brueggeman [13] contingent on the generalized Riemann hypothesis, and that,
with some local hypotheses at small primes but no restriction on the level, the
conjecture was proved for ρ with image lying in GL2(F7) by Manoharmayum [40]
and for ρ with image lying in GL2(F9) by Ellenberg [20].

To give a taste of the inductive argument that proves Serre’s conjecture, and
to illustrate its crucial reliance on modularity lifting theorems, we will first fla-
grantly disregard the current reality and describe what the proof would look like
if modularity lifting technology were more advanced than it actually is. Assume
the following, for the moment:

Dream 6.1. Let ρ : GQ → GL2(Qp) be continuous, irreducible, unramified outside
p, and crystalline at p with Hodge-Tate weights {w, 0} for some w ≤ 2p. Suppose
that its reduction ρ is modular. Then ρ is modular.

This dream follows, of course, from the Fontaine-Mazur conjecture. It was
considered totally out of reach when Khare and Wintenberger did their work,
but such a modularity lifting result has since been proved in most cases by Kisin
[38]. In fact, since Serre’s conjecture is now known, his work implies most cases
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of Fontaine-Mazur for two-dimensional representations of GQ. In any case, let us
assume the dream and then prove Serre’s conjecture in level one.

Let pn be the n-th prime. We will prove Serre’s conjecture by induction on n.
It is known for p1 = 2 and p2 = 3 by the theorems of Tate and Serre that were
mentioned above. Suppose that it is also known for pn−1. Let ρ : GQ → GL2(Fpn

)
be continuous, irreducible, odd, and unramified outside pn. By the methods of
Sections 5.3 and 5.4, we can find a lift ρ of ρ that sits in a compatible system
{ρl}, so that ρpn

≃ ρ. Consider ρpn−1
; it is modular by induction. Moreover,

by the properties of compatible systems, ρpn−1 is unramified outside pn−1 and is
crystalline of Hodge-Tate weight (0, k(ρ)−1). As we saw at the beginning of these
notes, up to a twist we can assume that k(ρ) ≤ pn ≤ 2pn−1, where the second
inequality is Bertrand’s Postulate. By the Dream, ρpn−1 is modular. Hence ρpn

is
modular by the compatible system, and hence ρ is modular and we are done.

The powerful modularity lifting theorem of the Dream can be seen as a fulfill-
ment of the third part of the wish list of Section 5.1. Even though the Dream is not
yet known, the modularity lifting theorems available to Khare and Wintenberger
in 2005 were enough to prove Serre’s conjecture, albeit with lots of technical work.
The modularity lifting theorems available now, and still more those available then,
come with long lists of technical hypotheses, and one must be very careful to en-
sure that the liftings of ρ and the compatible systems obtained from the methods
of Sections 5.3 and 5.4 satisfy these. In these notes we have entirely ignored these
technical points, which complicate the work tremendously. However, at its core
the basic idea is the simple one presented here.

We conclude with the unfortunate observation that it does not appear to be
possible, at least not without a major new idea, to generalize the beautiful ar-
gument of Khare and Wintenberger to obtain a proof of the generalizations of
Serre’s conjecture to totally real fields that were incorporated into Conjecture 2.9
above. While all the ingredients of their proof – potential modularity, construc-
tion of lifts, compatible systems, modularity lifting theorems – are less developed
for arbitrary totally real fields than for Q, a more fundamental problem is that
any inductive argument on the places of F would require that enough base cases
be proved first, and it is not yet known how to prove them. Recall that Tate and
Serre proved (the level one case of) Serre’s conjecture for p = 2 and p = 3 by
showing that it was vacuously true, i.e. that there were no ρ that were contin-
uous, irreducible, odd, and unramified outside p. While analogous non-existence
theorems have been proved for some small primes and a few specific quadratic real
fields (see, for instance, [41] and [50]), we know that for general totally real fields,
even quadratic ones, Serre’s conjecture is never vacuously true. Indeed, for general
totally real fields, for all p there exist continuous, irreducible, odd mod p Galois
representations that are unramified outside p; see the introduction to [14] for an
example in the case of F = Q(

√
29). Thus, to get the base case for an induction

argument, one would need to establish a sufficiently large number of non-vacuous
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cases of Serre’s conjecture, and it is not clear at all at the present time how to
attack this problem. Serre’s modularity conjecture will likely continue to be an
important motivation and source of research problems for some time to come.
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Model completeness of valued PAC fields
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Abstract

We present a theorem of Kollár on the density property of valued PAC
fields and a theorem of Abraham Robinson on the model completeness of
the theory of algebraically closed non-trivial valued fields. Then we prove
that the theory T of non-trivial valued fields in an appropriate first order
language has a model completion T̃ . The models of T̃ are non-trivial valued
fields (K, v) that are ω-imperfect, ω-free, and PAC.
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Introduction

A field K is said to be PAC (pseudo algebraically closed) if every absolutely
irreducible variety V defined over K (i.e. a geometrically integral K-scheme) has
a K-rational point. Here and throughout the paper we use K̃ to denote a fixed
algebraic closure of K.

The notion of PAC fields has been introduced in [Ax68] (although not by
this name) in connection with the decidability of the elementary theory of finite
fields. Each countable Hilbertian field K has an abundance of separable algebraic
extensions of K which are PAC. Indeed, for each positive integer e and for almost
all σ ∈ Gal(K)e, the fixed field Ks(σ) is PAC [FrJ08, Thm. 18.6.1]. Here Ks

is the separable algebraic closure of K, Gal(K) = Gal(Ks/K) is the absolute
Galois group of K, “almost all” is meant in the sense of the Haar measure of
Gal(K)e with respect to its Krull topology, and Ks(σ) is the fixed field in Ks of
the coordinates of σ = (σ1, . . . , σe).

Chapter 11 of [FrJ08] gives an extensive treatment of PAC fields. In particular,
it points out that if K is PAC, then V (K) is Zariski dense in V (K̃) for each
absolutely irreducible variety V defined over K [FrJ08, p. 192, Prop. 11.1.1] and
asks whether V (K) is even v-dense in V (K̃) for each valuation v of K̃ [FrJ05,
Problem 11.5.4]. If this happens, we say that K has the density property.

The latter problem goes back to [GeJ75, Problem 1], where the following the-
orem is proved: Let K be a countable Hilbertian field and e a positive integer.
Then for every valuation v of K̃, for almost all σ ∈ Gal(K)e, and for every abso-
lutely irreducible variety V defined over K, the set V (Ks(σ)) is v-dense in V (K̃)
[GeJ75, Thm. 6.2]. Note that the order of the quantifiers “for every valuation v”
and “for almost all σ ∈ Gal(K)e” can not be exchanged without a substantial
argument, because K̃ has in general uncountably many valuations. That argu-
ment is supplied in [FrJ76], where the “stability of PAC fields” is proved [FrJ76,
Thm. 3.4]. As a result, it is proved that Ks(σ) has the density property for almost
all σ ∈ Gal(K)e.

For a general PAC field K and an arbitrary valuation v of K̃, Prestel proved
that K is v-dense in K̃ [FrJ08, p. 204, Prop. 11.5.3]. The proof is based on the
observation that if f ∈ K[X] is a nonconstant separable polynomial and c ∈ K×,
then f(X1)f(X2) − c2 is an absolutely irreducible polynomial. Thus, there exist
x1, x2 ∈ K with f(x1)f(x2) = c2, so v(f(x1)) ≥ v(c) or v(f(x2)) ≥ v(c).

János Kollár refined Prestel’s trick and proved that every PAC field has the
density property [Kol07, Thm. 2]. Using the stability property of PAC fields with
an extra condition (which Kollár proves), he reduces the theorem to proving that
if K is a PAC field and f ∈ K[X, Y ] is an absolutely irreducible polynomial
which is Galois in Y , then one can approximate each zero (0, b̃) ∈ K̃2 of f by
a zero (a, b) ∈ K2. The main point is to find c ∈ K× with v(c) large such that
the algebraic set defined by f(X1, Y1) = 0, f(X2, Y2) = 0, and X1X2 = c2 is an
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absolutely irreducible variety defined over K. This is done by using a lemma of
Enriques-Severi-Zariski followed by smoothness arguments.

The first goal of this note is to give a self contained presentation of Kollár’s
proof. Then we present Abraham Robinson’s proof that the theory of non-trivial
algebraically closed valued field is model complete. Finally, we apply the density
property of PAC fields and Robinson’s result to prove that the elementary the-
ory of PAC valued fields, in an appropriate first order language, is itself model
complete. Moreover, it admits elimination of quantifiers.

Acknowledgements: The authors are indebted to Dan Haran for a useful discus-
sion on the subject and to Aharon Razon for a critical reading of the manuscript.

1 Convention

We follow [Wei62, Section I.1] and choose a universal extension ℧ of K that
contains the algebraic closure K̃ of K. Thus, ℧ is an algebraically closed field
containing K̃ with trans.deg(℧/K) = ∞. For each non-negative integer n and
every field K ⊆ L ⊆ ℧ we follow the classical algebraic geometry and consider
An(L) as the set of all points a = (a1, . . . , an) with coordinates a1, . . . , an ∈ L.
Likewise we consider Pn(L) as the set of all points a = (a0:a1: · · · :an) which are, as
usual, equivalence classes of (n+1)-tuples (a0, a1, . . . , an) of elements of ℧ modulo
multiplication by a non-zero element of ℧ such that there exists 0 ≤ i ≤ n with
ai 6= 0 and

aj

ai
∈ L for j = 0, . . . , n. In this case K

(
a0

ai
, a1

ai
, . . . , an

ai
) is the residue

field of a. The elements a0, a1, . . . , an are homogeneous coordinates of a.
Next we consider the affine n-dimensional space

An
K = Spec(K[X1, . . . , Xn])

over K and the projective n-dimensional space

Pn
K = Proj(K[X0, . . . , Xn])

overK. We say that V is an absolutely irreducible variety in An
K (resp. Pn

K)
defined over K, if V is a Zariski-closed subscheme of An

K (resp. Pn
K) such that

the scheme V ×K ℧ obtained from V by extending the field of scalars from K to
℧ is integral. Equivalently, V ×K K̃ is an integral scheme.

If V = Spec(K[X1, . . . , Xn]/I) (resp. V = Proj(K[X0, . . . , Xn]/I)) is an ab-
solutely irreducible variety in An

K (resp. Pn
K) defined over K, then for each field

K ⊆ L ⊆ ℧, we consider V (L) as the set of all zeros a ∈ An(L) (resp. a ∈ Pn(L))
of I. Note that there is a natural bijective correspondence between V (L) and
MorK(Spec(L), V ). In particular, we may identify each point a ∈ V (K) with a
unique scheme theoretic K-rational point of V (i.e. a point of V whose residue
field is K).
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A point x ∈ V (℧) is a generic point of V over K if the field F = K(x) is
regular over K and trans.deg(F/K) = dim(V ). In this case, F is the function
field of V over K. Note that F is unique up to a K-isomorphism. Moreover, it
is always possible to choose the homogeneous coordinates of x in F . Indeed, if in
the projective case x = (x0: · · · :xn) and xi 6= 0, then F = K(x−1

i x0, . . . , x
−1
i xn).

With this notation, a reduced closed subscheme V of An
K is an absolutely

irreducible variety in An
K defined over K if and only if the scheme V ×K ℧ (al-

ternatively V ×K K̃) is irreducible and the ideal of ℧[X1, . . . , Xn] (alternatively
K̃[X1, . . . , Xn]) of all polynomials that vanish on V (℧) (alternatively V (K̃)) is
generated by polynomials with coefficients in K.

Note that if p = char(K) > 0, a ∈ K has no pth root in K, and we set
V = Spec(K[X]/K[X](Xp−a)), then V (K̃) consists of one point, namely p

√
a. In

particular VK̃ is irreducible. However, the polynomial X − p
√
a vanishes on V (K̃)

but does not belong to K̃[X](Xp−a), so V is not an absolutely irreducible variety
in A1

K defined over K.
A reduced closed subscheme V of Pn

K is an absolutely irreducible variety
in Pn

K which is defined over K if and only if each of the standard affine open
subsets of V is an absolutely irreducible variety in An

K defined over K.
By [FrJ08, p. 175, Cor. 10.2.2(a)] or [GoW10, p. 136, Prop. 5.51], a reduced

irreducible closed subscheme V of An
K or Pn

K is an absolutely irreducible variety
which is defined over K if and only if the function field F of V is a regular
extension of K, i.e. K is algebraically closed in K and F/K is separable.

Thus, our definition of an “absolutely irreducible variety in An
K (resp. Pn

K)
defined over K” is equivalent to the definition of the same notion in the classical
language of algebraic geometry (see also [FrJ08, Sec. 10.2]).

For each absolutely irreducible variety V defined over K we write Ṽ for the
variety V ×K K̃ obtained from V by extending the base field from K to K̃. We
also say that Ṽ is defined over K. If ϕ : V → W is a morphism of absolutely
irreducible varieties defined over K and L is a field extension of K in ℧, we abuse
notation and write ϕ : V (L)→ W (L) also for the set theoretic map induced from
the morphism ϕ. Finally we write ϕ̃ : Ṽ → W̃ for the morphism obtained from ϕ
by extending the base field from K to K̃.

2 Conics in P1
K × P1

K

We consider the direct product P1
K × P1

K of two copies of the projective line over
an arbitrary field K, define a pencil of conics in that space, and then blow it up
at two points.
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2.1 The Conics Ha

We consider two copies of P1
K , one with homogeneous coordinates (X0:X1) and the

other one with homogeneous coordinates (Y0:Y1). For each a = (a0:a1) ∈ P1(K̃)
we associate the conic H̃a in P1

K̃
× P1

K̃
defined by the bi-homogeneous equation

(2.1) a1X0Y0 = a0X1Y1.

If a ∈ P1(K), we denote by Ha the conic in P1
K×P1

K defined by (2.1). In this case
we also have a ∈ P1(K̃) and H̃a = Ha ×K K̃, in accordance with our convention.

The scheme P1 × P1 is covered by the open subsets

U ij = {(x,y) ∈ P1 × P1 | xiyj 6= 0}, i, j = 0, 1

which are isomorphic to the affine plane A2 with the affine coordinates Xi′ =
Xi′

Xi

and Yj′ =
Yj′

Yj
, where {i, i′} = {j, j′} = {0, 1}. Therefore, the conic H̃a is covered

by the open affine subsets H̃ ij
a = U ij ∩ H̃a for i, j = 0, 1. As subsets of A2 the

latter subsets are defined by the following equations:

(2.2)
H̃00

a : a1 = a0X1Y1, H̃01
a : a1Y0 = a0X1

H̃10
a : a1X0 = a0Y1, H̃11

a : a1X0Y0 = a0.

Thus, H̃ ij
a is a line or a hyperbola. Hence,

(3.3) if a ∈ P1(K̃) is not in the set B = {(1:0), (0:1)} of the base points of P1,
i.e. if a0a1 6= 0, then H̃a is a smooth absolutely irreducible curve defined
over K(a).

The origins of the affine planes U01 and U10 are the points

q1 = ((1:0), (0:1)), respectively q2 = ((0:1), (1:0)),

which are the only points (x,y) ∈ P1 × P1 with x0y0 = 0 = x1y1. They satisfy:

(3.4) For each a ∈ P1(K̃) we have q1,q2 ∈ H̃a. Moreover, if a /∈ B, then the slope
of the tangent of H̃a at q1 (resp. q2) is

a0

a1
(resp. a1

a0
) if a1 6= 0 (resp. a0 6= 0).

(3.5) The conic H̃(1:0) is defined by the equation X1Y1 = 0. Let L1 = (1:0)× P1
K̃

be the line defined by X1 = 0 and L2 = P1
K̃
× (1:0) be the line defined by

Y1 = 0. Then L1 goes through q1, L2 goes through q2, H̃(1:0) = L1 ∪ L2,

and both lines go through ((1:0), (1:0)) which is therefore a node of H̃(1:0)

and actually its only singular point.
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(3.6) The conic H̃(0:1) is defined by the equation X0Y0 = 0. Let L′1 = (0:1)× P1
K̃

be the line defined by X0 = 0, L′2 = P1
K̃
× (0:1) be the line defined by

Y0 = 0. Then L′1 goes through q2, L′2 goes through q1, H̃(0:1) = L′1 ∪ L′2,
and both lines go through ((0:1), (0:1)) which is therefore a node of H̃(0:1)

and actually its only singular point.

Summing up the information about the tangents of the H̃a’s at q1 and q2, we
have:

(3.7) Let i ∈ {1, 2}. If a and a′ are distinct points of P1(K̃), then the tangents
of H̃a and H̃a′ at qi are distinct. Moreover, as a ranges over all points
of P1(K̃), the tangents of H̃a at q1 (resp. q2) form the full pencil of lines
through q1 (resp. q2) in U

01 (resp. in U10).

(3.8) If a 6= a′, then q1 and q2 are the only points of intersection of H̃a and H̃a′ .

Indeed, suppose q ∈ H̃a ∩ H̃ ′
a with q = ((x0:x1), (y0:y1)) 6= q1,q2 and a 6= a′.

Then,

(3.8a) a1x0y0 = a0x1y1 and a
′
1x0y0 = a′0x1y1,

and

(3.8b) x0y0 6= 0 or x1y1 6= 0 (otherwise x0 = y1 = 0 and q = q2 or y0 = x1 = 0
and q = q1).

If a, a′ /∈ B, then a1

a0
x0y0 =

a′
1

a′
0

x0y0 and
a0

a1
x1y1 =

a′
0

a′
1

x1y1, hence a = a′. If

a = (1:0), then x1y1 = 0 and a′1 6= 0, so x0y0 = 0 in contrast to (3.8b). If
a = (0:1), then x0y0 = 0 and a′0 6= 0, so x1y1 = 0, in contrast to (3.8b). Similarly,
the assumption a′ ∈ B contradicts (3.8b).

(3.9) P1(K̃)× P1(K̃) =
⋃

a∈P1(K̃) H̃a(K̃).

Indeed, if ((x0:x1), (y0:y1)) 6= q1,q2, then x0y0 6= 0 or x1y1 6= 0. Hence, the
equality (x1y1)x0y0 = (x0y0)x1y1 implies that ((x0:x1), (y0:y1)) ∈ H̃(x0y0:x1y1). This
together with (3.8) proves (3.9).

Lemma 2.1. Let ϕ : H ′ → H be a birational surjective morphism of a curve H ′

onto a normal curve H over K̃. Then ϕ is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let F be the common field of functions of H and H ′ over K̃. Consider
p′ ∈ H ′(K̃) and let p = ϕ(p′). Then OH,p ⊆ OH′,p′ ⊂ F . By assumption, OH,p is
a discrete valuation ring andOH′,p′ a proper local ring of F . Hence, OH,p = OH′,p′ .
Therefore, ϕ is an isomorphism.
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2.2 Blowing up

We blow up P1
K×P1

K at the set {q1,q2} to obtain a surface S in (P1
K×P1

K)×P1
K×P1

K

such that the projection σ : S → P1
K × P1

K on the first factor is a birational
projective K-morphism, (the second factor P1

K comes from blowing up at q1, and
the third factor P1

K comes from blowing up at q2). The morphism σ has the
following properties [Mum88, pp. 219-225]:

(3.10a) S is an absolutely irreducible surface defined over K. We set S̃ = S×K K̃
but use σ to denote also the map S̃ → P1

K̃
× P1

K̃
obtained by extending the

base field from K to K̃. Note that S̃(K̃) can be naturally identified with
S(K̃).

(3.10b) The restriction of σ to Srσ−1({q1,q2}) is an isomorphism onto P1
K ×

P1
K

r{q1,q2}. In particular, over each point (a, a′) ∈ P1(K̃)×P1(K̃) not in
{q1,q2} there lies a unique point of S(K̃) which we also denote by (a, a′).

(3.10c) For i = 1, 2, the fiber σ−1(qi) is of dimension 1, indeed the fiber is iso-
morphic to P1

K .

(3.10d) For each a ∈ P1(K̃) let H ′
a be the Zariski-closure in S̃ of

σ−1(H̃a r{q1,q2}). Then σ maps H ′
a isomorphically onto H̃a.

Proof of (3.10d). Since σ is a morphism, it is Zariski-continuous. Hence, using a
bar to denote the Zariski-closure, we have

σ(H ′

a) = σ
(
σ−1(H̃a r{q1,q2})

)
⊆ σ(σ−1(H̃a r{q1,q2})) = H̃a − {q1,q2} = H̃a.

Since σ is projective, it is closed [Liu06, p. 108]. Hence, σ(H ′
a) is a Zariski-closed

subset of H̃a. Since H̃a r{q1,q2} ⊆ σ(H ′
a), we get that σ(H

′
a) = H̃a. Further,

since by (3.10b) σ maps σ−1(H̃a r{q1,q2}) isomorphically onto H̃a r{q1,q2}, σ
maps H ′

a birationally onto H̃a.
If a 6= (0:1), (1:0), then, by (3.3), H̃a is smooth, hence normal. By Lemma 2.1,

σ maps H ′
a isomorphically onto H̃a.

If a = (1:0), then by (3.5), H̃a is defined in P1
K̃
×P1

K̃
by the equation X1Y1 = 0.

Thus, H̃a = L1 ∪ L2, where L1 is the line defined by X1 = 0 and L2 is the line
defined by Y1 = 0. For i = 1, 2 consider the closed set L′i = σ−1(Li)∩H ′

a. Since Li

is smooth, we have as in the previous case that σ maps L′i isomorphically onto Li.
Next note that the point L1∩L2 = ((1:0), (1:0)) (see (3.5)) is different from q1 and
from q2. Since σ is an isomorphism beyond σ−1({q1,q2}), σ maps H ′

a = L′1 ∪ L′2
isomorphically onto H̃a = L1 ∪ L2.

The case where a = (0:1) is symmetric to the case where a = (1:0).

(3.11) S(K̃) =
⋃· a∈P1(K̃)H

′
a(K̃).
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Proof of (3.11). By the second part of (3.7), the lines σ−1(q1) and σ
−1(q2) are

contained in the right hand side of (3.11). Taking the inverse images of (3.9) under
σ and using (3.10d), we have that S(K̃) =

⋃
a∈P1(K̃)H

′
a(K̃). It remains to prove

that the union is disjoint. To this end let i ∈ {1, 2} and note that since qi is a
simple point of P1(K)×P1(K), σ−1(qi) is isomorphic to the projectivised tangent
cone of P1

K × P1
K at that point [Mum88, p. 225 (V.)]. Let i ∈ {1, 2} and let a, a′

be distinct points of P1(K̃). Then, H ′
a(K̃)∩σ−1(qi)(K̃) and H

′

a′(K̃)∩σ−1(qi)(K̃)
are points of S(K̃) that correspond under that isomorphism to the tangents of
H̃a and H̃a′ , respectively, at qi. By (3.7), those tangents are distinct. Hence,
H ′

a(K̃) ∩ H ′

a′(K̃) ∩ σ−1({q1,q2})(K̃) = ∅. Since, by (3.8), H̃a(K̃) ∩ H̃a′(K̃) =
{q1,q2}, it follows from (3.10b) that H ′

a(K̃) ∩H ′

a′(K̃) = ∅, as claimed.

(3.12) For each a ∈ P1(K̃), the projection π of S̃ on the second factor P1
K̃
of

(P1
K̃
× P1

K̃
)× P1

K̃
× P1

K̃
is an epimorphism that maps each H ′

a onto a.

Proof of (3.12). The affine (Y0, X1)-plane A = U01 is a Zariski-open neighborhood
of q1 in P1

K̃
× P1

K̃
. By (3.2), the intersection H̃01

a = H̃a ∩ A is defined by a1Y0 =
a0X1. The blow up of A at q1 is the subset A

′ of A×P1
K̃
defined by the equation

Z1Y0 = Z0X1, where (Z0:Z1) are the homogeneous coordinates of P1
K̃
. Let π1 : A×

P1
K̃
→ P1

K̃
be the projection on the second factor. Then, π−1

1 (a) ∩ A′ = H̃01
a .

Since the blow up of P1
K × P1

K is done in two stages, first in q1 and then in
the inverse image of q2 (which we identify with q2) and since q2 /∈ A(K̃), we
have π(σ−1(H̃01

a )) = a. By the Zariski-continuity of π, we have π(H ′
a) = a, as

claimed.

Since, by (3.11), the H ′
a are disjoint,

(3.13) π−1(a) = H ′
a.

3 Irreducible Curves

Let K̃ be a fixed algebraic closure of a field K, D̃ a smooth projective irreducible
curve over K̃, and ϕ̃ : D̃ → P1

K̃
a surjective morphism. Given a morphism α : X →

Y of schemes and a point y ∈ Y , we say that α is smooth over y if α is smooth
at each x ∈ X with α(x) = y. With this terminology, we assume

(4.1) ϕ̃ is smooth over (0:1).

As in Section 2 we consider two copies of P1
K̃
with respective homogeneous

coordinates (X0:X1) and (Y0:Y1). For each a = (a0:a1) ∈ P1(K̃) we consider the
conic H̃a defined in P1

K̃
×P1

K̃
by the equation a1X0Y0 = a0X1Y1. Let δ̃ : D̃× D̃ →

P1
K̃
× P1

K̃
be the product ϕ̃× ϕ̃ and consider the inverse image Ĩa = δ̃−1(H̃a). By

[AlK70, p. 129, Prop. 1.7(d)],
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(4.2a) δ̃ : D̃ × D̃ → P1
K̃
× P1

K̃
is smooth over ((0:1), (0:1)).

Since D̃ is a smooth projective curve and ϕ̃ : D̃ → P1
K̃
is a surjective morphism,

ϕ̃ is finite (see [Sha77, p. 122, Thm. 11] or [Har77, p. 137, Prop. 6.8]). Since the
property of being finite is stable under composition and base change [GoW, p. 325,
Prop. 12.11(3)],

(4.2b) δ̃ is a finite morphism, hence proper [GoW10, p. 325, Prop. 12.12].

Since dim(H̃a) = 1, it follows from (4.2b) that dim(Ĩa) = 1. By (3.9) of Section
2, D̃(K̃)× D̃(K̃) =

⋃
a∈P1(K̃) Ĩa(K̃).

Lemma 3.1. For all a ∈ P1(K̃)r{(0:1), (1:0)}, Ĩa is a connected scheme.

Proof. First we note that

(4.3) each of the conics H̃a, with a = (a0:a1) ∈ P1(K̃)r{(0:1), (1:0)}, considered
as an irreducible divisor of P1

K̃
× P1

K̃
, is very ample.

To this end we consider the Segre embedding s : P1
K̃
× P1

K̃
→ P3

K̃
given by

s((x0:x1), (y0:y1)) = (z0:z1:z2:z3), where z0 = x0y0, z1 = x0y1, z2 = x1y0, and
z3 = x1y1. Then s is a closed immersion onto a closed subsurface P of P3

K̃
[GoW10,

p. 112, Prop. 4.39]. Hence, s induces an isomorphism of OP (1) represented by the
divisor Pa of P3

K̃
defined by the linear equation a1Z0 = a0Z3 onto the invertible

sheaf La of P1
K̃
×P1

K̃
corresponding to H̃a. By definition, H̃a is very ample [Har77,

p. 120, Def. and p. 307].
By (4.3) and by definition [Har77, p. 307], H̃a is an effective ample divisor.

By (4.2b) and [Har77, p. 232, Exer. 5.7(d)], Ĩa = δ̃−1(H̃a) is an effective ample
divisor of D̃ × D̃. By assumption, D̃ × D̃ is an integral smooth (hence normal)
projective variety. It follows from a Lemma of Enriques-Severi-Zariski [Har77,
p. 244, Cor. 7.9] that Ĩa is connected.

Remark 3.2 (Singular points). Let κ : X → Y be a morphism of finite type
between schemes of finite type over the algebraically closed field K̃. We set

Sing(κ) = {x ∈ X | κ is not smooth at x}.

By [Gro64, 6.8.7] or [Liu06, p. 224, Cor. 2.12], Sing(κ) is a closed subset of X. If
λ : Y → Z is another morphism of finite type between schemes of finite type over
K̃, then

(3.4) Sing(λ ◦ κ) ⊆ Sing(κ) ∪ κ−1(Sing(λ)),

because composition of smooth morphisms is smooth [Liu06, p. 143, Prop. 3.38]. If
Y = Spec(K̃), then Sing(X) = Sing(κ) is the set of singular points ofX. Applying
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the equivalent definition of smoothness given by [Liu06, p. 142, Definition 3.35],
we find that

(3.5) Sing(κ) =
⋃

y∈Y

Sing(κ−1(y))

if κ is flat.

Lemma 3.3. For almost all a ∈ P1(K̃), Ĩa is a smooth scheme.

Proof. As in Section 2, we consider the points q1 = ((1:0), (0:1)) and q2 =
((0:1), (1:0)) of P1(K̃) × P1(K̃). As in Subsection 2.2, let S be the closed K̃-
subsurface of (P1

K̃
× P1

K̃
) × P1

K̃
× P1

K̃
obtained by blowing up P1

K̃
× P1

K̃
at the

set {q1,q2}, let σ : S → (P1
K̃
× P1

K̃
) be the projection on the first factor, and

π : S → P1
K̃
the projection on the second factor. Both morphisms are projective,

hence proper [Liu06, p. 108, Thm. 3.30]. Now we break up the rest of the proof
into several parts.

 !"# $% A commutative diagram. Let T = (D̃ × D̃)×(P1

K̃
×P1

K̃
) S be the fibred

product of δ̃ and σ. Let τ : T → S be the projection on the second factor and let
πT = π ◦ τ . Since δ̃ is proper (by (4.2b)), so is τ [Liu06, p. 104, Cor. 3.16(c)].
Since also π is proper,

(4.6) πT = π ◦ τ is also proper [Liu06, p. 104, Cor. 3.16(b)].

By (3.11) of Section 2, S(K̃) =
⋃· a∈P1(K̃)H

′
a(K̃), where H

′
a is a curve on S that

σ maps isomorphically onto H̃a. For each a ∈ P1(K̃) let I ′a = τ−1(H ′
a) = Ĩa×H̃a

H ′
a.

Then, T (K̃) =
⋃· a∈P1(K̃) I

′
a(K̃). Moreover, by (3.13) of Section 2, π

−1(a) = H ′
a,

so with πT = π ◦ τ , we have

(4.7) π−1
T (a) = τ−1(π−1(a)) = τ−1(H ′

a) = I ′a for each a ∈ P1(K̃).

This gives a commutative diagram

(3.8)
⋃

a∈P1(K̃) Ĩa =D̃ × D̃

δ̃
��

T =
⋃· a∈P1(K̃) I

′
a

τ

��

σToo
πT // P1

K̃

⋃
a∈P1(K̃) H̃a =P1

K̃
× P1

K̃
S =

⋃· a∈P1(K̃)H
′
a

σoo π // P1
K̃
,

where the left square is cartesian. By (4.2b), δ̃ is finite. Since finiteness of mor-
phisms is preserved under base change [GoW10, p. 325, Prop. 12.11(2)],

(4.9) τ is a finite morphism.
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Since dim(P1
K̃
) = 1 and P1

K̃
is smooth, P1

K̃
is a Dedekind scheme. In addition

π is not a constant map. Since σ is birational, S is integral, so by [Liu06, p. 137,
Cor. 3.10],

(4.10) π is flat.

Similarly, since σT is birational, T is integral, so by [Liu06, p. 137, Cor. 3.10],

(4.11) πT = π ◦ τ is flat.

 !"# $% Finiteness of τ−1(Sing(π)). By (4.10) and (4.5), and by (3.13) of
Section 2,

(3.12) Sing(π) =
⋃

a∈P1(K̃)

Sing(π−1(a)) =
⋃

a∈P1(K̃)

Sing(H ′

a).

Let a ∈ P1(K̃). By (3.10d) of Section 2, H ′
a
∼= H̃a. By (3.3) of Section 2, H̃a is

smooth if a 6= (1:0), (0:1), so Sing(H ′
a) is empty. By (3.5) and (3.6) of Section 2,

each of the conics H(1:0) and H(0:1) has a unique singular point. It follows from
(4.12) that Sing(π) is finite. By (4.9), the set τ−1(Sing(π)) is finite.

 !"# &% Finiteness of πT (Sing(πT ) ∩ Sing(τ)). Let a ∈ P1(K̃). By (3.10d) of
Section 2, the morphism σ maps H ′

a isomorphically onto H̃a. Since the diagram

δ̃−1(H̃a) =Ĩa

δ̃a
��

I ′a = τ−1(H ′
a)

τa

��

σT,a
oo

H̃a H ′
a ,

σaoo

where the arrows are the corresponding restrictions of the arrows of the left square
of Diagram (4.8), is cartesian,

(4.13) σT,a maps I
′
a isomorphically onto Ĩa.

By (3.6) of Section 2, H̃(0:1) = ((0:1) × P1
K̃
) ∪ (P1

K̃
× (0:1)). Therefore, by

(4.13), I ′(0:1) is isomorphic to I(0:1) = (ϕ̃−1((0:1))× D̃)∪ (D̃× ϕ̃−1((0:1)). Since D̃
is smooth, the latter scheme is smooth except for nodes lying over the intersection
point of the two components of H̃(0:1), namely over ((0:1), (0:1)). Therefore, using
Convention (3.10b) of Section 2,

(3.14) τ(Sing(I ′(0:1))) = {((0:1), (0:1))}.

By (3.13) of Section 2, π−1((0:1)) = H ′

(0:1). Hence,

(3.15) π−1
T ((0:1)) = τ−1(π−1((0:1))) = τ−1(H ′

(0:1)) = I ′(0:1).
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Therefore, by (4.11) and (4.5),

Sing(I ′(0:1)) = Sing(π−1
T ((0:1))) = Sing(πT ) ∩ I ′(0:1).

It follows by (4.14) that

(3.16) τ(Sing(πT ) ∩ I ′(0:1)) = τ(Sing(I ′(0:1))) = {((0:1), (0:1))}.

On the other hand, by (4.2a), δ̃ is smooth over ((0:1), (0:1)), so by [Liu06,
p. 143, Prop. 3.38], τ is also smooth over the point ((0:1), (0:1)) of S (Convention
(3.10b) of Section 2). In other words,

(3.17) τ−1(((0:1), (0:1))) ∩ Sing(τ) = ∅.

It follows from (4.16) and (4.17) that

(3.18) Sing(πT ) ∩ Sing(τ) ∩ I ′(0:1) = ∅.

By (4.6), πT is proper. By Remark 3.2, Sing(πT )∩Sing(τ) is closed in T . Hence,
the set πT (Sing(πT )∩ Sing(τ)) is closed in P1

K̃
. Therefore, πT (Sing(πT )∩ Sing(τ))

is either P1
K̃
or a finite set. In the former case, each point in I ′(0:1) = π−1

T ((0:1))

(see (4.15)) lies in Sing(πT ) ∩ Sing(τ), which contradicts (4.18). Therefore,

(4.19) the set πT (Sing(πT ) ∩ Sing(τ)) is finite.

 !"# $% Finiteness of πT (Sing(πT )). Now note by (4.4) that Sing(πT ) =
Sing(π ◦ τ) ⊆ Sing(τ) ∪ τ−1(Sing(π)). Hence,

πT (Sing(πT )) ⊆ πT (Sing(πT ) ∩ Sing(τ)) ∪ πT (τ
−1(Sing(π))).

It follows from (4.19) and the finiteness of τ−1(Sing(π)) (Part B) that πT (Sing(πT ))
is finite.

 !"# &% End of proof. We consider a ∈ P1(K̃)rπT (Sing(πT )). By (4.7),
π−1

T (a) = I ′a. Hence, I
′
a is smooth. By (4.13), I

′
a is isomorphic to Ĩa. Hence, Ĩa

is smooth. It follows from Part D that Ĩa is smooth for almost all a ∈ P1(K̃), as
claimed.

Since normal (in particular, smooth) connected K̃-schemes of finite type are
irreducible (e.g. [GoW10, p. 168, Exer. 6.20]), a combination of Lemma 3.1 and
Lemma 3.3 yields the following result:

Corollary 3.4. For almost all a ∈ P1(K̃), Ĩa is an irreducible smooth curve.
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4 The Open Mapping Theorem

As in Section 2, we fix an algebraic closure K̃ of a field K. We also fix a valuation
v of K̃ and prove an open map theorem for varieties over K̃ in the v-topology.

Our proof is based on a theorem about the continuity of roots for not neces-
sarily separable polynomials. A convenient reference is [Jar91, Prop. 12.2].

Lemma 4.1. Let p(X) =
∏n

i=1(X − ai) be a monic polynomial with coefficients
in K̃. Then, for each c ∈ K̃× there exists c′ ∈ K̃× such that if q ∈ K̃[X] is a
monic polynomial of degree n and v(q − p) > v(c′), then q(X) may be presented
as a product q(X) =

∏n
i=1(X − bi) such that v(bi − ai) > v(c) for i = 1, . . . , n.

Here and throughout we write v
(∑n

i=0 ciX
i) > v(b) for c0, . . . , cn ∈ K̃ and

b ∈ K̃× as an abbreviation for “v(ci) > v(b) for i = 0, . . . , n.”

Lemma 4.2. Let V be a vector space of finite dimension d over an infinite field
K0. Then V has an infinite subset V0 such that every subset of V0 of cardinality
d is a basis of V .

Proof. By assumption, V has a subset of cardinality d which is a basis of V .
Inductively suppose that U is a finite subset of V with e ≥ d elements such that
every subset of U of cardinality d is a basis of V . We denote the collection of
all subsets of U of cardinality d − 1 by U . By assumption, for each U0 ∈ U the
dimension of the subspace

∑
u∈U0

K0u of V is d− 1, so that subspace is properly
contained in V . It follows that also

⋃
U0∈U

∑
u∈U0

K0u is a proper subset of V .
We choose an element v ∈ V r

⋃
U0∈U

∑
u∈U0

K0u. Then, for each U0 ∈ U we have
dim(K0v +

∑
u∈U0

K0u) = d, so {v} ∪ U0 is a basis of V . Consequently, every
subset of U ∪ {v} of cardinality d is a basis of V . This completes the induction
and the proof of the lemma.

Remark 4.3 (The v-topology on Max(A)). Let B be a finitely generated integral
domain over K̃. We denote the set of all maximal ideals of B by Max(B). For
each q ∈ Max(B) we identify B/q with K̃ and let x(q) be the residue of x ∈ B
at q. The v-topology of K̃ induces a v-topology on Max(B). A basic open
neighborhood of a point q0 ∈ Max(B) is a set

(4.1) V =
r⋂

i=1

{q ∈ Max(B) | v(yi(q)− yi(q0)) > v(c0)},

where y1, . . . , yr ∈ B and c0 ∈ K̃×. Thus, each x ∈ B may be viewed as a
v-continuous (i.e. continuous in the v-topology) map from Max(B) to K̃.

Let A be an integral domain that contains K̃ with quotient field E. Suppose
that F = Quot(B) is an extension of E and that B is an integral extension of
A. If q ∈ Max(B), then p = q ∩ A ∈ Max(A) and we identify x(p) with x(q) for
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each x ∈ A. Then, the canonical morphism ϕ : Max(B) → Max(A) defined by
ϕ(q) = q ∩ A is v-continuous.

Indeed, consider a basic open neighborhood

U =
m⋂

i=1

{p ∈ Max(A) | v(xi(p)− xi(p0)) > v(a0)}

of a point p0 ∈ Max(A) with x1, . . . , xm ∈ A and a0 ∈ K̃×. By the going up
theorem, ϕ(Max(B)) = Max(A) [Lan93, p. 339, Prop. 1.10]. Hence, with q0 ∈
ϕ−1(p0),

ϕ−1(U) =
m⋂

i=1

{q ∈ Max(B) | v(xi(q)− xi(q0)) > v(a0)},

is v-open in Max(B).

We use Lemma 4.1 to prove that the map ϕ of Remark 4.3 is v-open if F/E
is finite and separable and A is integrally closed.

Lemma 4.4. Let A be an integrally closed domain which contains K̃, E =
Quot(A), F a finite separable extension of E, and B a subdomain of F which
contains A and is integral over A. Then the canonical morphism ϕ : Max(B) →
Max(A) defined by ϕ(q) = q ∩ A is a v-open map.

Proof. Let F̂ be the Galois closure of F/E, B̂ the integral closure of B in F̂ ,
and ψ : Max(B̂) → Max(B) the canonical map. Then, B̂ is also the integral
closure of A in F̂ and ϕ̂ = ϕ ◦ ψ is the canonical map of Max(B̂) to Max(A).
Let V be a v-open subset of Max(B). By Remark 4.3, ψ is v-continuous. Hence,
V̂ = ψ−1(V) is a v-open subset of Max(B̂). If ϕ̂(V̂) is v-open in Max(A), then so
is ϕ(V) = ϕ̂(ψ−1(V)). Therefore, replacing F by F̂ , we may assume that F/E is
Galois of degree n with G = Gal(F/E) and B is the integral closure of A in F .

Consider a point q ∈ Max(B) and let p = ϕ(q). It suffices to prove that for
every basic v-open neighborhood V =

⋂r
i=1{q′ ∈ Max(B) | v(yi(q

′)−yi(q)) > v(c)}
of q in Max(B) with y1, . . . , yr ∈ B, and c ∈ K̃×, the point p of Max(A) has a
v-open neighborhood in ϕ(V). We break the proof of this statement into several
parts.

 !"# $% Many bases of a vector space. We consider the vector space V =∑r
i=1 K̃yi spanned by y1, . . . , yr over K̃ and let d = dim(V ). By Lemma 4.2,

there exists an infinite subset Z ′′ of V such that every subset of Z ′′ of cardinality
d is a basis of V . We choose a finite subset Z ′ of Z ′′ of cardinality greater than
(d − 1)n. Since K̃ ⊆ A, the vector space V is contained in B, hence Z ′ ⊆ B. In
particular, every z ∈ Z ′ is integral over A.

Let Z be the collection of all subsets of Z ′ of cardinality d. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ r
and Z ∈ Z there exists a presentation

(4.2) yi =
∑

z∈Z

ai,Z,zz with ai,Z,z ∈ K̃.
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We set

(4.3) α = min(v(ai,Z,z)i=1,...,r ,Z∈Z, z∈Z).

 !"# $% Continuity of roots. Since A is integrally closed, Part A implies that
for each z ∈ Z ′

(5.4) fz(X) =
∏

σ∈G(X − σz) is a monic polynomial of degree n with coefficients
in A.

Then,

(4.5) fz(p)(X) = fz(q)(X) =
∏

σ∈G

(X − (σz)(q)) =
∏

σ∈G

(X − z(σ−1
q)).

Let p′ ∈ Max(A) and choose q′ ∈ Max(B) over p′. As in (5.5), fz(p
′)(X) =∏

σ∈G(X−z(σ−1q′)). By Lemma 4.1, there exists c′ ∈ K̃× and there exists σz ∈ G
such that

(5.6) if v(fz(p
′)− fz(p)) > v(c′), then v(z(σ−1

z q′)− z(q)) > v(c)− α.

Let s : Z ′ → G be the map defined by s(z) = σz. Then (d − 1)n < |Z ′| =∑
σ∈G |s−1(σ)|. Hence, there exists σ ∈ G such that |s−1(σ)| ≥ d. Choose a subset

Z of s−1(σ) of cardinality d, in particular Z ∈ Z. By (5.6), if v(fz(p
′)− fz(p)) >

v(c′) for each z ∈ Z, then

(4.7) v(z(σ−1
q
′)− z(q)) > v(c)− α for all z ∈ Z.

 !"# &% Conclusion of the proof. We prove that the open neighborhood

U = {p′ ∈ Max(A) |
∧

z∈Z

v(fz(p
′)− fz(p)) > v(c′)}

of p in Max(A) is contained in ϕ(V).
Indeed, let p′ ∈ U and choose q′ ∈ Max(B) with ϕ(q′) = p′. Then, v(fz(p

′)−
fz(p)) > v(c′) for each z ∈ Z, so (5.7) holds. We set q′′ = σ−1q′ and notice that
ϕ(q′′) = p′. By (5.7), v(z(q′′) − z(q)) > v(c) − α for each z ∈ Z. In addition, by
(5.3), v(ai,Z,z) ≥ α for i = 1, . . . , r and for each z ∈ Z. It follows from (5.2) that

v(yi(q
′′)− yi(q)) = v

(∑

z∈Z

ai,Z,z(z(q
′′)− z(q))

)

≥ min
z∈Z

(
v(ai,Z,z) + v(z(q′′)− z(q))

)
> v(c)

for i = 1, . . . , r. Consequently, q′′ ∈ V, as claimed.
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Proposition 4.5. Let (K̃, v) be an algebraically closed valued field and ϕ : W → V
a finite morphism of absolutely irreducible varieties defined over K̃ with V normal.
Then, the v-continuous map ϕ : W (K̃)→ V (K̃) is v-open.

Proof. The morphism ϕ decomposes into a purely inseparable finite morphism
followed by a separable finite morphism. Since inseparable finite morphisms induce
v-homeomorphisms on the corresponding sets ofK-rational points, we may assume
that ϕ is separable.

By definition, V has a cover consisting of affine Zariski-open subsets Vi whose
inverse imagesWi under ϕ are also affine, such that for each i, Γ(Vi,OV ) is an inte-
grally closed domain, Γ(Wi,OW ) is an integral domain which is finitely generated
as a module over Γ(Vi,OV ). It follows that Γ(Wi,OW ) is integral over Γ(Vi,OV ).
Since every Zariski-open subset of a variety is also v-open, our proposition is a
consequence of Lemma 4.4.

Remark 4.6. Proposition 4.5 is related to [GPR95, Thm. 9.4(1)]. The latter
result says that if (K, v) is an arbitrary Henselian field and ϕ : W → V is a
smooth surjective morphism of absolutely irreducible varieties V and W defined
over K, then the map ϕ : W (K)→ V (K) is v-open.

5 A Density Property of Smooth Curves over

PAC Fields

The aim of this short section is to prove a density result for curves over PAC
fields.

We start with an arbitrary field K. As in Section 2 we consider for each
a = (a0:a1) ∈ P1(K) the conic Ha defined in P1

K × P1
K by the equation a1X0Y0 =

a0X1Y1. We consider a smooth projective absolutely irreducible curve D defined
over K. Using the Segre embedding [GoW10, p. 112, Prop. 4.39], we may consider
Ha also as a closed subscheme of P3

K . Let ϕ : D → P1
K be a non-constant separable

morphism. We assume that

(6.1) ϕ is smooth over (0:1).

Let δ : D ×D → P1
K × P1

K be the product ϕ × ϕ and consider the inverse image
Ia = δ−1(Ha).

Recall that we use a tilde to denote the constant extension from K to K̃ of
algebro-geometrical objects.

Lemma 5.1. Under Assumption (6.1), for almost all a ∈ P1(K), the scheme Ia
is an absolutely irreducible smooth curve defined over K.

Proof. Since D is absolutely irreducible and defined over K, the curve D̃ is K̃-
irreducible, and the morphism ϕ̃ : D̃ → P1

K̃
is surjective [Har77, p. 137, Prop. 6.8]
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and smooth over (0:1). Also, Ĩa = (δ̃)−1(H̃a). By Corollary 3.4, for almost all
a ∈ P1(K̃), Ĩa is irreducible. Moreover, by the latter corollary, Ĩa is also smooth.
Hence, each point p of Ĩa is regular. Therefore, OĨa,p is an integral domain. It
follows that Ia is an absolutely irreducible curve defined over K.

Lemma 5.2. Let ψ : W → V be a finite morphism of integral schemes over a field
K such that V is normal. Consider the inclusion of the function field E of V into
the function field F of W that ψ induces and assume that F/E is Galois. Suppose
that the natural action of G = Gal(F/E) on the generic point of W extends to an
action on W over V such that OV is the fixed subsheaf of the induced action of
G on OW . Then, for every q,q′ ∈ W with ψ(q) = ψ(q′) there exists σ ∈ G such
that σq = q′.

Proof. Let p ∈ V and q,q′ ∈ W such that ψ(q) = p and ψ(q′) = p. Let
V0 = Spec(A) be an affine Zariski-open neighborhood of p in V . Since V is
integral and normal, A is an integrally closed domain with Quot(A) = E. Since
ψ is finite, W0 = ϕ−1(V0) is also affine, say W0 = Spec(B), where B is an integral
domain which is integral over A. By assumption, F = Quot(B) is a finite Galois
extension of E. Also, G acts on B with A being the fixed ring of B under G.
Finally, we may identify q and q′ with prime ideals of B and p with the prime
ideal of A lying under both q and q′. By [Bou89, p. 331, Thm. 2(i)], there exists
σ ∈ G such that σq = q′, as claimed.

The proof of the following lemma uses a trick of Prestel [FrJ08, p. 204, proof
of Prop. 11.5.3].

Lemma 5.3. Let K be a PAC field and let v be a valuation of K̃. Let E be the
function field of P1

K and let F̂ be a finite Galois extension of E which is regular
over K. Suppose the morphism ϕ : D → P1

K introduced at the beginning of this
section (in particular ϕ satisfies (6.1)) is the normalization of P1

K in F̂ [Liu06,
p. 120, Def. 1.24].

Let p be a point in D(K̃) such that ϕ̃(p) = (1:0) and let V be a v-open
neighborhood of p in D(K̃). Then V ∩D(K) 6= ∅.
Proof. Let G = Gal(F̂ /E). Since F̂ is a regular extension of K, we may identify
G with Gal(F̂ K̃/EK̃). Note that F̂ K̃/EK̃ is the function field extension that
corresponds to the morphism ϕ̃ : D̃ → P1

K̃
. Thus, the action of G on D extends to

an action of G on D̃. Moreover, P1
K̃
is normal and OP1

K̃

is the fixed subsheaf under

the action of G on OD̃. Also, by [Liu06, p. 121, Prop. 1.25], ϕ is finite, hence ϕ̃
is finite. It follows from Lemma 5.2 (with K̃ replacing K, ϕ̃ : D̃ → P1

K̃
replacing

ψ : W → V , and F̂ K̃/EK̃ replacing F/E) that if q,q′ ∈ D(K̃) and ϕ̃(q) = ϕ̃(q′),
then there exists σ ∈ G such that σq = q′. Since σ fixes the elements of K, we
have

(6.2) if q ∈ D(K), then q′ = σq ∈ σ(D(K)) = D(K).
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By Proposition 4.5, U = ϕ̃(V) is a v-open neighborhood of (1:0) in P1(K̃).
Hence, there exists a ∈ K× such that

(6.3) if b ∈ K̃× and v(b) ≥ v(a), then (1:b) ∈ U .
By definition, I(1:a2) ⊂ D × D. Avoiding finitely many elements of K×, we

may use Lemma 5.1 to choose a in K such that the curve I(1:a2) is absolutely
irreducible and is defined over K. Moreover, H(1:a2) = δ(I(1:a2)) is defined by the
equation a2X0Y0 = X1Y1. Let U be the nonempty Zariski-open subset of H(1:a2)

defined by the inequalities X0 6= 0 and Y0 6= 0. Let V = δ−1(U). Since K is PAC,
there exists (q, r) ∈ V (K). That is, q, r ∈ D(K), ϕ(q) = (1:b), ϕ(r) = (1:c),
and bc = a2 for some b, c ∈ K×. Thus, v(b) + v(c) = 2v(a). We may assume
without loss that v(b) ≥ v(a). By (6.3), ϕ̃(q) = (1:b) ∈ U . Hence, there exists
q′ ∈ V with ϕ̃(q′) = ϕ̃(q). Since q ∈ D(K), it follows from (6.2) that q′ ∈ D(K).
Consequently, V ∩D(K) 6= ∅.

6 On the Density Property of PAC Fields

We prove Kollár’s result saying that if V is an absolutely irreducible variety defined
over a PAC field K and v is a valuation of K̃, then V (K) is v-dense in V (K̃).

Remark 6.1. Let F/E be a Galois extension of degree n.

 !"#$% If w,w′ are valuations of F such that Ow = Ow′ and w|E = w′|E,
then w = w′ Indeed, let x ∈ F . Since (w(F×) : w(E×))|n, there exists a ∈ E
such that nw(x) = w(a). Hence, w(xna−1) = 0, so xna−1 ∈ O×w . Therefore,
xna−1 ∈ O×w′ , hence, w

′(xna−1) = 0, so nw′(x) = w′(a). Since w(a) = w′(a), we
get nw(x) = nw′(x), consequently w(x) = w′(x), as claimed.

In particular, if an element σ of Gal(F/E) belongs to the decomposition group
Dw of w over E, then Ow◦σ = Ow. In addition w ◦ σ|E = w|E. Hence, by the
claim, w = w ◦ σ.

Now suppose that w1, . . . , wm are all of the extensions to F (up to equivalence)
of a valuation v of E. Then Ow1

, . . . , Owm
are all of the valuation rings of F whose

intersections with E are Ov. Then for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n there exists σi ∈ Gal(F/E)
such that Ow1

= σiOwi
, that is Ow1◦σi

= Owi
. By the preceding paragraph,

wi = w1 ◦ σi.

Lemma 6.2. Let (E, v) be a valued field, F a finite separable extension of E, and
F̂ the Galois closure of F/E. Suppose v totally splits in F . Then v totally splits
in F̂ .

Proof. Let w be a valuation of F̂ lying over v. It suffices to prove that the
decomposition group Dw/v of w over v is trivial. Consider σ ∈ Dw/v.

 !"#$% σ ∈ Gal(F̂ /F ). Let d = [F : E]. By assumption F has d distinct
valuations v1, . . . , vd extending v. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ d we extend vi to a valuation
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wi of F̂ such that w1 = w. By Remark 6.1, there exists σi ∈ Gal(F̂ /E) such that
wi = w ◦ σi and σ1 = 1. If some 1 ≤ j ≤ d satisfies σiGal(F̂ /F ) = σjGal(F̂ /F ),
then for each x ∈ F we have vi(x) = wi(x) = w(σix) = w(σjx) = wj(x) = vj(x),

so vi = vj, hence i = j. Thus, σ1Gal(F̂ /F ), . . . , σdGal(F̂ /F ) are distinct cosets of

Gal(F̂ /F ) in Gal(F̂ /E). Since (Gal(F̂ /E) : Gal(F̂ /F )) = d, we have Gal(F̂ /E) =⋃· d
i=1 σiGal(F̂ /F ).

It follows that σ = σiη for some 1 ≤ i ≤ d and η ∈ Gal(F̂ /F ). If 2 ≤ i ≤ d,
then v1 = w|F = w ◦ σ|F = w ◦ σi ◦ η|F = wi|F = vi, which is a contradiction. It
follows that i = 1, so σ ∈ Gal(F̂ /F ), as claimed.

Now, since v totally splits in F , it totally splits in each of the conjugates F ′

of F over E. By the claim, σ belongs to Gal(F̂ /F ′). Since the compositum of all
of the fields F ′ is F̂ , we conclude that σ = 1, as asserted.

When we speak about a function field of one variable F/K, we always assume
that F/K is a regular extension [FrJ08, Section 3.1]. If D =

∑n
i=1 aiPi is a divisor

of F/K with distinct prime divisors P1, . . . , Pn and integral coefficients a1, . . . , an,
we write vP (D) = ai for a prime divisor P of F/K, if P = Pi for some i between 1
and n, and vP (D) = 0 otherwise. The divisor and the pole divisor of an element
f ∈ F× are div(f) =

∑
P vP (f)P and div∞(f) = −∑

vP (f)<0 vP (f)P , where P

ranges over all prime divisors of F/K and vP is here the normalized valuation
of F associated with P . Note that deg(div∞(f)) = [F : K(f)]. We say that
div∞(f) totally splits in F if div∞(f) = P1 + · · · + Pm, where m = [F : K(f)]
and P1, . . . , Pm are distinct prime divisors of F/K. This holds if and only if the
valuation v∞ of K(f)/K defined by v∞(f) = −1 totally splits in F .

Lemma 6.3. Let F be a function field of one variable over a PAC field K. Then
F/K has a separating transcendental element f such that the Galois closure F̂
of F/K(f) is a regular extension of K. Moreover, given a prime divisor P of
FK̃/K̃, we may choose f ∈ F such that vP (f) > 0 and div∞(f) totally splits in
F and in F̂ .

Proof. The prime divisor P is already defined over a finite extension M of K.
Let σ1, . . . , σd be the distinct K-embeddings of M into K̃. If p = char(K) > 0,
let q = pj be the inseparable degree of M/K. If char(K) = 0, put q = 1. Then
D =

∑d
i=1 qσiP is a positive divisor of F/K and vP (D) > 0.

Since K is PAC, F/K has for each positive integer m distinct prime divisors
Q1, . . . , Qm of degree 1 with Qi 6= P , i = 1, . . . ,m. Taking m sufficiently large,
there exists by Riemann-Roch an element f ∈ F× such that

(7.1a) div(f) +Q1 + · · ·+Qm ≥ D,

and

(7.1b) div∞(f) = Q1 + · · ·+Qm.
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By (7.1a), vP (f) > 0. By (7.1b), [F : K(f)] = deg(div∞(f)) = m, so by (7.1b)
again, div∞(f) totally splits in F . In particular, F/K(f) is a finite separable
extension. Let F̂ be the Galois closure of F/K(f). Then, by Lemma 6.2, div∞(f)
totally splits in F̂ . In particular, F̂ has a K-valuation with residue field K. Thus,
by [FrJ08, p. 42, Lemma 2.6.9], F̂ is regular over K.

Remark 6.4 (Comparison of proofs). We say that a field K is stable if each
finitely generated regular extension F of K has a separating transcendence base t
such that the Galois closure F̂ of F/K(t) is regular overK. The stability property
of PAC fields is proved in [FrJ76]. The essential case in the proof is that where F is
a function field of one variable over K. In that case [FrJ76, Thm. 2.3] constructs
for each large prime number l a separating transcendental element t for F/K
such that the pole divisor of t over K̃(t) decomposes as P1 + · · · + Pl−2 + 2Pl−1,
where P1, . . . , Pl−2, Pl−1 are distinct prime divisors of FK̃/K̃. This leads to the
conclusion that the Galois closure F̂ of F/K(t) satisfies Gal(F̂ /K(t)) ∼= Sl, from
which the regularity of F̂ /K easily follows [FrJ76, Lemma 2.1].

On the other hand, the proof of Lemma 6.3, due to Kollár, generates a sepa-
rating transcendental element f of F/K for each prime divisor P of F/K of degree
1 such that P is a zero of f and the pole divisor of f over K(t) totally splits in
F and is of arbitrary large degree, not necessarily prime. This implies that each
of the pole divisors of f in F̂ /K is of degree 1, so F̂ /K is regular. However, that
proof gives no clue for the Galois group Gal(F̂ /K(f)).

The next lemma is a standard result of algebraic geometry (see [Lan58, p. 152,
Cor.] or [Har77, p. 43, Prop. 6.8]).

Lemma 6.5. Let f : C → C ′ be a rational map of absolutely irreducible curves
defined over a field K with C ′ projective and C normal. Then, f is a morphism.

Proof. We have to prove that f is defined at each point q of C. Replacing C, if
necessary by an affine open neighborhood of q, we may assume that C is affine. Let
x be a generic point of C and y = (y0:y1: · · · :yn) a homogeneous generic point of C

′

such that f(x) = y. Assume without loss that y0, y1, . . . , yn belong to the function
field F of C ′ over K. Since C is a normal curve, OC,q is a discrete valuation ring.
Denote the corresponding valuation of F/K by vq. Now let u be an element of
F with vq(u) = min(vq(y0), vq(y1), . . . , vq(yn)). Then each of the elements u

−1yi,
i = 0, . . . , n, belongs to OC,q and at least one of them is a unit. Hence, f is
defined at q and its value is ((u−1y0)(q):(u

−1y1)(q): · · · :(u−1yn)(q)).

Theorem 6.6 (Density theorem). Let K be a PAC field, v a valuation of K̃, and
V an absolutely irreducible variety defined over K. Then, V (K) is v-dense in
V (K̃).

Proof. We break up the proof into several parts.
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 !"# $%We prove that C(K) is v-dense in C(K̃) for each absolutely irreducible
projective normal curve C which is defined over K. Let p ∈ C(K̃) and let U be
a v-open neighborhood of p in C(K̃). Denote the function field of C over K by
F . Then F is an algebraic function field of one variable over K which is regular
over K [FrJ08, p. 175, Cor. 10.2.2(a)]. Let P be a prime divisor of FK̃/K̃ whose
center at CK̃ is p. Lemma 6.3 gives an f ∈ F such that F/K(f) is a finite

separable extension and the Galois closure F̂ of F/K(f) is a regular extension of
K. It follows that we may identify G = Gal(F̂ K̃/K̃(f)) with Gal(F̂ /K(f)) via
the restriction map. Moreover,

(7.2) vP (f) > 0 and div∞(f) totally splits in F̂ .

We consider f also as a rational map from C into P1
K . By Lemma 6.5, f is

a morphism. Since C is projective, f is proper [GoW10, p. 386, Cor. 13.41]. By
(7.2), f is not constant, hence each of the fibers of f is finite (Otherwise there
exists a point a ∈ P1

K such that f−1(a) is infinite. Since the fiber is closed and
C is an irreducible curve, f−1(a) = C, hence f(C) = a, in contrast to the former
conclusion.) i.e. f is quasi-finite. It follows that f : C → P1

K is a finite morphism
[GoW10, p. 358, Cor. 89]. The corresponding function field extension is F/K(f).

Now let π : D → C be the projective normalization of C in F̂ [Lan58, p. 143,
Thm. 5], in particular, D is normal and π is finite [Liu06, p. 121, Prop. 1.25].
Then ϕ = f ◦ π is a finite morphism of D onto P1

K . It follows that ϕ : D → P1
K is

the normalization of P1
K in F̂ [Liu06, p. 120, Def. 1.24].

We may interpret (7.2) as

(7.3) f(p) = (1:0) and |ϕ−1((0:1))| = [F̂ : K(f)].

In particular, ϕ is unramified over (0:1). Since the local ring OP1
K

,(0:1) is a discrete
valuation ring, it is a Dedekind domain. Therefore, each of the local rings of D
lying over OP1

K
,(0:1) is flat over OP1

K
,(0:1) [Liu06, p. 11, Corollary 2.14]. It follows

that ϕ is étale over (0:1), hence smooth over (0:1).
Since π : D → C is finite, so is π̃ : D̃ → C̃ [GoW10, p. 325, Prop. 12.11(2)].

Hence, the map π̃ : D(K̃) → C(K̃) is surjective [GoW10, p. 339, Prop. 12.43(2)]
and v-continuous. Let q be a point in D(K̃) lying over p. By (7.3), ϕ̃(q) = (1:0)
and V = π̃−1(U) is an open neighborhood of q in D(K̃). By Lemma 5.3, there
exists q′ ∈ V ∩D(K). Then, p′ = π(q′) ∈ U ∩ C(K). Thus, C(K) is v-dense in
C(K̃).

 !"# &%We prove that C(K) is v-dense in C(K̃) for each absolutely irreducible
curve C which is defined over K. Again, let p ∈ C(K̃) and let U be a v-open
neighborhood of p in C(K̃). Let Csimp be the Zariski-open subset of C consisting of
all simple points. Then Csimp(K̃) is v-open and v-dense in C(K̃) [GeJ75, Lemma
2.2], in particular, U0 = Csimp(K̃) ∩ U is nonempty and v-open. Replacing U by
U0 and C by Csimp, we may assume that C is smooth. Similarly, replacing C by
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a nonempty Zariski-open affine subset, we may assume that C ⊆ An
K for some

positive integer n.
Let C∗ be the Zariski-closure of C in Pn

K . In particular, we may view C as a
Zariski-open subset of C∗. Let π : D → C∗ be the projective normalization of C∗

[Lan58, p. 143, Thm. 5]. Since C is normal, the restriction of π to π−1(C) is an
isomorphism. Since π−1(C) is Zariski-open in D, π̃−1(U) is a nonempty v-open
subset of D(K̃). By Part A, π̃−1(U)∩D(K) 6= ∅. Hence, by [GeJ75, Lemma 2.2],
π̃−1(U) ∩ π̃−1(C(K)) 6= ∅. It follows that U ∩ C(K) 6= ∅, as desired.

 !"# $% The general case. Again, let U be a nonempty v-open subset of V .
By [GeJ75, Lemma 2.4], V (Ks) is v-dense in V (K̃). Hence, we may assume that
U ∩ V (Ks) contains a point p. Let C be an absolutely irreducible subcurve of
V defined over K with p ∈ C(Ks) [JaR98, Lemma 10.1]. Then, U ∩ C(K̃) is a
v-open neighborhood of p in C(K̃). By Part B, U ∩ C(K) 6= ∅. Consequently,
U ∩ V (K) 6= ∅, as desired.

7 Embedding Lemma

The essential step in the proof of Abraham Robinson’s result about the model
completeness of the theory of algebraically closed valued fields is the embedding
lemma 7.3 that we prove below. Our presentation follows that of Alexander Prestel
in [Pre86, pp. 236–241]. In this section and the following ones we allow valuations
of fields to be trivial.

Lemma 7.1. Let K be an algebraically closed field, E a field extension of K, and
v a valuation of E. We denote the valuation ring of v by Ov and use a bar to
denote reduction modulo v.

(a) K̄ is algebraically closed, v(K×) is a divisible group, and division in v(K×)
by each n ∈ N is unique. Moreover, if K is an algebraic closure of a subfield
K0, then v(K×) is the divisible closure of v(K×

0 ).

(b) The ordered group Γ = v(K×) is dense in itself. That is, for all α, β ∈ Γ
with α < β there exists γ ∈ Γ such that α < γ < β. Moreover, if v is
non-trivial, then for each α ∈ Γ there exist δ, δ′ ∈ Γ such that δ < α < δ′.

(c) Let x be an element of E such that x̄ is transcendental over K̄. Then for
all a0, . . . , an ∈ K we have v(

∑n
i=0 aix

i) = min(v(a0), . . . , v(an)).

(d) Let x be an element of E× such that v(x) /∈ v(K×). Then the order of v(x)
in v(E×) is infinite and v(K(x)×) = v(K×)⊕ Zv(x).
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Proof.

Proof of (a): Consider a polynomial f̄(X) = Xn + ān−1X
n−1 + · · ·+ ā0, with

n ≥ 1 and a0, . . . , an−1 ∈ Ov ∩K. Since K is algebraically closed, there exists x ∈
K with f(x) = 0. If v(x) < 0, then v(x−1) > 0 and 1+an−1x

−1+ · · ·+a0x
−n = 0.

Taking residues on both sides, we get the contradiction 1 = 0. Thus, v(x) ≥ 0
and f̄(x̄) = 0, as desired.

Now let a ∈ K× and let n a positive integer. Then a1/n ∈ K× and v(a) =
nv(a1/n). Hence, v(K×) is divisible. Since v(K×) is an ordered group, division
by n is unique. Finally, e = (v(K0(a)

×) : v(K×

0 )) <∞. Hence, ev(a) = v(a0) for
some a0 ∈ K0.

Proof of (b): Using (a), we may take γ = α+β
2

to prove the first claim in (b). If
v is non-trivial, there exists a positive ε ∈ Γ. Then α− ε < α < α+ ε, as desired.

Proof of (c): We choose a 0 ≤ j ≤ n with v(aj) = min(v(a0), . . . , v(an)) and
let bi = aia

−1
j , i = 1, . . . , n. Then b̄j = 1 and b̄i ∈ K̄ for i = 0, . . . , n. Since x̄

is transcendental over K̄, we have
∑n

i=0 b̄ix̄
i 6= 0, so v(

∑n
i=0 bix

i) = 0. Therefore,
v(
∑n

i=0 aix
i) = v(aj) + v(

∑n
i=0 bix

i) = min(v(a0), . . . , v(an)), as claimed.

Proof of (d): First note that the order of v(x) is not only infinite but even
infinite modulo v(K×). Indeed, if there exist n ∈ N and a ∈ K× such that
nv(x) = v(a), then v(x) = v(a1/n) ∈ v(K×), in contrast to the assumption on x.

Next consider an element
∑n

i=0 aix
i in K[x]. If 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n, then v(aix

i) 6=
v(ajx

j). Otherwise, (j − i)v(x) = v(aia
−1
j ) ∈ v(K), in contrast to the preceding

paragraph. It follows that

v
( n∑

i=0

aix
i) = min(v(a0), v(a1) + v(x), . . . , v(an) + nv(x)) ∈ v(K×) + Zv(x).

By the preceding paragraph, the sum on the right hand side is direct.

An embedding of a valued field (E, v) into a valued field (F,w) is a pair
(ϕ, ϕ′), where ϕ : E → F is an embedding of fields, ϕ′ : v(E×) → w(F×) is an
embedding of ordered groups, and w(ϕ(e)) = ϕ′(v(e)) for each e ∈ E×. In the
sequel we sometimes abuse our language and write ϕ also for ϕ′ and also for the
pair (ϕ, ϕ′). If K is a common subfield of E and F , ϕ is the identity on K, and
ϕ′ is the identity on v(K×), we say that ϕ is a K-embedding.

Lemma 7.2. Let ϕ0 : E0 → F0 be an isomorphism of fields. Let (E, v) and
(F,w) be valued fields such that E is an algebraic extension of E0 and F is a
field extension of F0 which is algebraically closed. Let ϕ′0 : v(E

×

0 ) → w(F×0 ) be
an isomorphism of valued groups. Suppose w(ϕ0(e)) = ϕ′0(v(e)) for each e ∈ E×0 .
Then it is possible to extend ϕ0 to an embedding ϕ : E → F and to extend ϕ′0 to
an embedding ϕ′ : v(E×)→ w(F×) of ordered groups such that w(ϕ(e)) = ϕ′(v(e))
for each e ∈ E×.
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Proof. We choose an algebraic closure Ẽ0 of E0 that contains E and an algebraic
closure F̃0 of F0 in F . Then we extend ϕ0 to an isomorphism ϕ̃ : Ẽ0 → F̃0. By
Chevalley’s theorem, v extends to a valuation ṽ of Ẽ0. Let γ̃ ∈ v(Ẽ×0 ) (resp. δ̃ ∈
w(F̃×0 )). Then, there exists n ∈ N and there exists a unique γ0 ∈ v(E×0 ) (resp. δ0 ∈
w(F×0 )) such that γ0 = nγ̃ (resp. δ0 = nδ̃) (Lemma 7.1(a)). Hence, ϕ′0 uniquely
extends to an isomorphism ϕ̃′ : ṽ(Ẽ×0 )→ w(F̃×0 ). Then, w̃ = w|F̃0

and ϕ̃′ ◦ ṽ ◦ ϕ̃−1

are valuations of F̃0 that coincide on F0. Hence, there exists σ ∈ Aut(F̃0/F0) such
that w̃ ◦ σ = ϕ̃′ ◦ ṽ ◦ ϕ̃−1 [Efr06, p. 131, Thm. 14.3.2], so w̃ = ϕ̃′ ◦ ṽ ◦ (σ ◦ ϕ̃)−1.
Then, ϕ = σ ◦ ϕ̃|E is an embedding of E into F that extends ϕ0 and ϕ

′ = ϕ̃′|E× is
an embedding of v(E×) into w(F×) that extends ϕ′0 such that w(ϕ(e)) = ϕ′(v(e))
for each e ∈ E×.

Recall that a structure A of a language L with a domain A is ℵ1-saturated
if it satisfies the following condition: Let ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, . . . be formulas of L in the
free variables X1, X2, X3, . . . with parameters in A. Suppose for each n there
exist a1, a2, a3, . . . ∈ A such that ϕ1(a), . . . , ϕn(a) hold in A. Then there exist
x1, x2, x3, . . . ∈ A such that each ϕn(x) holds in A [FrJ08, p. 143].

Lemma 7.3 (Embedding lemma). Let K be a countable algebraically closed field,
(E, v) a valued field such that E is a function field of one variable over K, and
(F,w) an ℵ1-saturated algebraically closed non-trivial valued field such that K ⊆ F
and v|K = w|K. Then there exists a K-embedding ϕ : (E, v)→ (F,w).

Proof. Let O = Ov∩K = Ow∩K and use a bar to denote reduction with respect to
both v and w. In particular, K̄, Ē, F̄ are the residue fields of K,E, F , respectively,
K̄ ⊆ Ē, F̄ , and both K̄ and F̄ are algebraically closed (Lemma 7.1(a)).

If x ∈ E is transcendental over K, then by assumption, E is algebraic over
E0 = K(x). Hence, in order to prove the lemma, it suffices by Lemma 7.2 to prove
the following claim.

 !"#$% There exist x ∈ E and y ∈ F transcendental over K, and there exists
a K-isomorphism

ϕ : (K(x), v(K(x)×))→ (K(y), w(K(y)×))

such that ϕ(x) = y and w(ϕ(e)) = ϕ′(v(e)) for each e ∈ K(x)×.
The proof of the Claim splits into three cases.

 "&' (% K̄ 6= Ē. We choose x ∈ Ov such that x̄ /∈ K̄. Then x /∈ K, so x is
transcendental over K.

Since K̄ is algebraically closed, K̄ is infinite. Hence, for all a1, . . . , an ∈ O there
exists y ∈ O such that ȳ 6= āi, so w(y−ai) = v(y−ai) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n. Since O
is countable and (F,w) is ℵ1-saturated, there exists y ∈ Ow such that w(y−a) = 0
for each a ∈ O. This means that ȳ /∈ K̄. As in the preceding paragraph, y is
transcendental over K. Therefore, there is a unique K-isomorphism ϕ : K(x) →
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K(y) such that ϕ(x) = y. Moreover, since both x̄ and ȳ are transcendental over
K̄, Lemma 7.1(c) implies that w(

∑n
i=0 aiy

i) = v(
∑n

i=0 aix
i) for all a0, . . . , an ∈ K.

Thus, w(ϕ(e)) = v(e) = ϕ′(v(e)), where ϕ′ = idv(K(x)×), for all e ∈ K(x)×, as
desired.

 !"# $% v(E×) 6= v(K×). We choose x ∈ E× such that

(8.1) v(x) /∈ v(K×).

We consider a1, . . . , an ∈ K and assume without loss that

(7.2) v(a1) ≤ · · · ≤ v(am) < v(x) < v(am+1) ≤ · · · ≤ v(an)

for some m between 0 and n. By convention, if m = 0, then relation (8.2)
becomes v(x) < v(a1) ≤ · · · ≤ v(an) and if m = n, then relation (8.2) simplifies
to v(a1) ≤ · · · ≤ v(an) < v(x). By assumption, w(ai) = v(ai) for i = 1, . . . , n. If
m = 0, then Lemma 7.1(b) gives y ∈ F such that w(y) < w(a1). If m = n, then
Lemma 7.1(b) gives y ∈ F such that w(an) < w(y). Otherwise, Lemma 7.1(b)
gives y ∈ F such that w(am) < w(y) < w(am+1). Note that the first two cases use
the assumption that w is non-trivial.

Since K is countable and (F,w) is ℵ1-saturated, there exists y ∈ F such that

(8.3) for all a ∈ K, v(x) < v(a) implies that w(y) < w(a), and v(x) > v(a)
implies that w(y) > w(a).

In particular,

(8.4) y /∈ K and w(y) /∈ w(K×).

Since K is algebraically closed, both x and y are transcendental over K.
Let ϕ : K(x) → K(y) be the unique K-isomorphism with ϕ(x) = y. By (8.1)
(resp. (8.4)) and Lemma 7.1(d), the order of v(x) (resp. w(y)) modulo v(K×) is
infinite and

(8.5) v(K(x)×) = v(K×)⊕ Zv(x) (resp. w(K(y)×) = v(K×)⊕ Zw(y)).

Hence, there is an isomorphism ϕ′ : v(K(x)×)→ v(K(y)×) of ordered groups (by
(8.3)) which is the identity map on v(K×) such that ϕ′(v(x)) = w(y). It follows
from (8.3) that ϕ′(v(x− a)) = w(y − a) for each a ∈ K. Hence,

ϕ′(v(a0

m∏

i=1

(x− ai))) = w(a0

m∏

i=1

(y − ai))

for all a0, a1, . . . , am ∈ K with a0 6= 0. Since K is algebraically closed, this implies
that w(ϕ(e)) = ϕ′(v(e)) for each e ∈ K(x)×, as claimed.

 !"# &% Ē = K̄ and v(E×) = v(K×). We choose x ∈ E, transcendental over
K and prove:
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(8.6) For all a1, . . . , an ∈ K there exists y ∈ K such that w(y − ai) = v(x − ai),
i = 1, . . . , n.

Indeed, by assumption there exists for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n an element bi ∈
K× such that v(x − ai) = v(bi). We choose 1 ≤ j ≤ n such that v(bj) =
max(v(b1), . . . , v(bn)). Then, v((x − aj)b

−1
j ) = 0, so by assumption, there exists

c ∈ K with c̄ = (x− aj)b
−1
j . Hence,

v
(x− (aj + cbj)

bj

)
= v

(x− aj

bj
− c

)
> 0.

Set y = aj + cbj. Then, v(x− y) > v(bj) ≥ v(bi) = v(x− ai), hence

w(y − ai) = v(y − ai) = v((x− ai)− (x− y)) = v(x− ai), i = 1, . . . , n,

as claimed.
Since K is countable and (F,w) is ℵ1-saturated, there exists y ∈ F such that

(8.7) w(y − a) = v(x− a) for all a ∈ K.

Since x /∈ K, (8.7) implies that y /∈ K. Since K is algebraically closed, y is
transcendental over K. Let ϕ : K(x)→ K(y) be the unique K-isomorphism with
ϕ(x) = y. Again, since K is algebraically closed, each non-constant u ∈ K[x]
can be written as u = c0

∏m
i=1(x − ci) with c0, c1, . . . , cm ∈ K and c0 6= 0, so

ϕ(u) = c0
∏m

i=1(y − ci). It follows from (8.7) that w(ϕ(u)) = v(u). Hence, the
latter relation holds for each u ∈ K(x)×, as desired.

8 Algebraically Closed Valued Fields

The goal of this section is to prove Abraham Robinson’s model completeness
theorem for the theory of algebraically closed valued fields and also the stronger
result about the elimination of quantifiers in that theory. For both goals we have
to fix the first order language with which we want to speak about the algebraically
closed fields. If we restrict ourselves only to the model completeness, it suffices to
extend the language L(ring) of rings [FrJ08, p. 135, Example 7.3.1] with a unary
predicate symbol O whose interpretation in a valued field (K, v) is the valuation
ring Ov.

We start with the language of rings L(ring) with the constant symbols 0, 1,
the binary function symbol + (for addition), the binary function symbol · (for
multiplication), and the unary function symbol − (for taking the negative)2. The

2Note that the symbol − does not appear among the function symbols of L(ring) in [FrJ08,
p. 135, Example 7.3.1]. We have been forced here to include this symbol in L(ring) in order to
be able to prove Lemma 8.1(a).
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axioms for fields in that language are:

(8.1)

(∀X)(∀Y )(∀Z)[(X + Y ) + Z = X + (Y + Z)];

(∀X)(∀Y )[X + Y = Y +X];

(∀X)[X + 0 = X];

(∀X)[X + (−X) = 0];

(∀X)(∀Y )(∀Z)[(XY )Z = X(Y Z)];

(∀X)(∀Y )[XY = Y X];

(∀X)[1 ·X = X];

(∀X)[X 6= 0→ (∃Y )[XY = 1]];

1 6= 0; and

(∀X)(∀Y )(∀Z)[X(Y + Z) = XY +XZ].

Note that a substructure R of a field K in the language L(ring) is a subset of
K that contains 0, 1 and is closed under addition, negation, and multiplication.
Thus, R is an integral domain. If K = Quot(R) is a valued field, then the main
axiom for valued fields, “for all nonzero x we have x ∈ O or x−1 ∈ O”, does
not make sense over R. This forces us to replace the monadic symbol O by the
division relation associated with each valued field.

For each valued field (K, v) we define a binary relation |v on K by

(8.2) a|vb⇐⇒ v(a) ≤ v(b).

It satisfies the following axioms (where we omit the index v):

(9.3a) 1|0.

(9.3b) (∀X)[X|X].

(9.3c) (∀X)(∀Y )(∀Z)[X|Y ∧ Y |Z → X|Z].

(9.3d) (∀X)(∀Y )[X|Y ∨ Y |X].

(9.3e) (∀X)(∀Y )(∀Z)[X|Y → XZ|Y Z].

(9.3f) (∀X)(∀Y )(∀Z)[X|Y ∧X|Z → X|(Y + Z)].

We call | a division relation on K.
Conversely, if | is a division relation on K, then O = {a ∈ K | 1|a} is a

valuation ring of K. Indeed, by (9.3a) and (9.3b), 0, 1 ∈ O. By (9.3d), we have
1|−1 or −1|1. By (9.3e), the latter case implies 1|−1. Hence, in any case −1 ∈ O.
If a, b ∈ O, then 1|a and 1|b, so a+ b ∈ O, by (9.3f). By (9.3e), a|ab, so by (9.3c),
1|ab, which implies ab ∈ O. Finally, if a ∈ K×, then 1|a or a|1 (by (9.3d)). In
the latter case 1|a−1 (by (9.3e)), so in each case either a ∈ O or a−1 ∈ O. Thus,
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O defines a valuation of K (which may be trivial) whose division relation is |. It
follows that the correspondence between valuations and division relations on K is
bijective. We denote the division relation on K that corresponds to a valuation
v of K by |v. The advantage of the division relation is that it allows to treat
valuation rings as first order structures.

The language of valued fields will therefore be the extension of L(ring) by the
division symbol |. We denote the extended language by Lval(ring). Let Tval be
the theory of Lval(ring) that consists of the axioms (9.1) of fields and the axioms
(9.3) for |.
Lemma 8.1. Let (E, v) and (F,w) be valued fields. Let ϕ0 : (R, |v,0) → (S, |w,0)
be an isomorphism of substructures of (E, |v) and (F, |w), respectively. Let K =
Quot(R) and L = Quot(S). Then

(a) ϕ0 extends to an isomorphism ϕ : (K, v|K)→ (L,w|L) of valued fields.

(b) If E and F are algebraically closed, then ϕ extends to an isomorphism
ϕ̃ : (K̃, v|K̃)→ (L̃, w|L̃).

Proof. As usual, ϕ0 extends to an isomorphism ϕ : K → L of the quotient fields.
If x, y ∈ K satisfy x|vy, then there exists b ∈ R, b 6= 0, such that bx, by ∈ R,
and then bx|vby. Hence, ϕ(bx)|wϕ(by), so ϕ(b)ϕ(x)|wϕ(b)ϕ(y). Since ϕ(b) 6= 0,
we have ϕ(x)|wϕ(y). It follows that ϕ : (K, v|K)→ (L,w|L) is an isomorphism of
valued fields, which proves (a).

In order to prove (b), we use the valuations rather than the division relations.
Let ψ : K̃ → L̃ be an isomorphism of fields that extends ϕ. Then, there exists σ ∈
Aut(L̃/L) such that σ ◦ ψ : (K̃, v|K̃) → (L̃, w|L̃) extends ϕ : (K, v|K) → (L,w|L)
[Efr06, p. 131, Thm. 14.3.21]. Thus, ϕ̃ = σ ◦ ψ is the desired isomorphism.

Whenever we speak about a “formula ϕ(X1, . . . , Xn)” we mean that the free
variables of that formula belong to the set {X1, . . . , Xn}.
Definition 8.2. Let T be a theory in a first order language L.
(a) We say that T ismodel complete if whenever a model A of T is a substruc-

ture of another model B of T , the model A is an elementary substructure of
B.

(b) We say that T has the amalgamation property if whenever two models
B, C of T contain a common L-substructure A, there exists a model D of T
and embeddings f : B → D and g : C → D that coincide on A.

(c) We say that T admits elimination of quantifiers if for every formula
ϕ(X1, . . . , Xn) of the language L there exists a quantifier free formula
ψ(X1, . . . , Xn) such that for every model A of T with a domain A and for
all a1, . . . , an ∈ A, the truth of ϕ(a) in A is equivalent to the truth of ψ(a)
in A.
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We cite two theorems about the concepts just defined.

Proposition 8.3. Let T be a theory in a first order language L.

(a) T admits elimination of quantifiers if and only if T is model complete and
has the amalgamation property [Pre86, p. 193, Satz 3.22].

(b) T admits elimination of quantifiers if for every two models B, C of T with
domains B,C respectively, for every finitely generated common substructure
A with domain A, and for every quantifier free formula η(X) with param-
eters in A, the existence of b ∈ B such that η(b) holds in B implies the
existence of c ∈ C such that η(c) holds in C [Pre86, p. 187, Satz 3.20].

A valued field (K, v) is non-trivial if and only if there exists a ∈ K such that
v(a) > 0, equivalently if

(9.4) there exists x ∈ K such that ¬(1|x).

Theorem 8.4 (Abraham Robinson). The theory of algebraically closed non-trivial
valued fields in the language Lval(ring) admits elimination of quantifiers, hence it
is model complete and has the amalgamation property.

Proof. By Proposition 8.3, it suffices to consider algebraically closed non-trivial
valued fields (E, v) and (F,w), a common finitely generated substructure (K, |)
of (E, |v) and (F, |w), a quantifier free formula η(X) with parameters in K such
that there exists x ∈ E with E |= η(x), and to prove that there exists y ∈ F such
that F |= η(y). In particular, K is a countable integral domain. By Lemma 8.1,
we may replace K with the algebraic closure of Quot(K). We therefore assume
that K is an algebraically closed field and use henceforth valuations rather than
division relations.

Now recall that if (F ∗, w∗) = (F,w)N/D is a nonprincipal ultrapower of (F,w),
then (F ∗, w∗) is ℵ1-saturated [FrJ08, p. 143, Lemma 7.7.4] and is an elementary
extension of (F,w) [FrJ08, p. 144, Prop. 7.7.5]. Replacing (F,w) by (F ∗, w∗), if
necessary, we may assume that (F,w) is ℵ1-saturated.

Let η and x be as in the first paragraph of the proof. By the embedding lemma
7.3, there exists a K-embedding ϕ : (K(x), v|K(x)) → (F,w) of valued fields. Set
y = ϕ(x). Since η(X) is quantifier free, η(x) holds in (K(x), v|K(x)). Hence, η(y)
holds in (K(y), w|K(y)) and therefore also in (F,w), as desired.

9 Existential Closedness of PAC Fields

Using the density theorem 6.6, we prove that every PAC valued field (K, v) is
existentially closed in each regular valued field extension (F, v) such that F is also
PAC.
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Theorem 9.1. Let (F, v)/(K, v) be an extension of non-trivial valued fields such
that K is PAC and F/K is regular. Then (K, v) is existentially closed in (F, v)
in the language Lval(ring).

Proof. We break up the proof into two parts.

 !"# $% Simplified form for existential formulas. Let X = (X1, . . . , Xm) and
Y = (Y1, . . . , Yn) be tuples of variables and let f(X,Y) and g(X,Y) be polyno-
mials with coefficients in K. We may replace the formula f(X,Y)|g(X,Y) by the
equivalent formula v(g(X,Y)) ≥ v(f(X,Y)) and the formula f(X,Y) ∤ g(X,Y)
by the equivalent formula v(f(X,Y)) > v(g(X,Y)). Thus, every existential for-
mula ϕ(X1, . . . , Xm) in Lval(ring) with parameters inK is equivalent (in the theory
of valued fields) to a formula of the form

(9.1)

(∃Y1) · · · (∃Yn)
∨

i∈I

∧

j∈J

[
fij(X,Y) = 0 ∧ f ′ij(X,Y) 6= 0

∧ v(gij(X,Y)) ≥ v(g′ij(X,Y))

∧ v(hij(X,Y)) > v(h′ij(X,Y))
]

where I and J are finite sets, and fij, f
′
ij, gij, g

′
ij, hij, h

′
ij are polynomials with

coefficients in K for all (i, j) ∈ I × J . We have to prove that

(10.2) if there exists x ∈ Fm such that ϕ(x) holds in (F, v), then there exists
a ∈ Km such that ϕ(a) holds in (K, v).

First note that the disjunction symbol commutes with the existential quanti-
fiers. Moreover, if (10.2) holds for one of the disjuncts of ϕ, it also holds for ϕ.
Thus, it suffices to consider ϕ of the form

(9.3)

(∃Y1) · · · (∃Yn)
∧

j∈J

[
fj(X,Y) = 0 ∧ f ′j(X,Y) 6= 0

∧ v(gj(X,Y)) ≥ v(g′j(X,Y))

∧ v(hj(X,Y)) > v(h′j(X,Y))
]
,

where fj, f
′
j, gj, g

′
j, hj, h

′
j ∈ K[X,Y] for all j ∈ J .

The formula f ′j(X,Y) 6= 0 is equivalent to (∃Zj1)[Zj1f
′
j(X,Y) − 1 = 0]. The

formula v(gj(X,Y)) ≥ v(g′j(X,Y)) is equivalent to

[gj(X,Y) = 0 ∧ g′j(X,Y) = 0]

∨
[
g′j(X,Y) 6= 0 ∧ (∃Zj2)[gj(X,Y) = Zj2g

′

j(X,Y) ∧ v(Zj2) ≥ 0]
]
.

Finally, the formula v(hj(X,Y)) > v(h′j(X,Y)) is equivalent to
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[hj(X,Y) = 0 ∧ h′j(X,Y) 6= 0]

∨
[
hj(X,Y) 6= 0 ∧ (∃Zj3)[hj(X,Y) = Zj3h

′

j(X,Y) ∧ v(Zj3) > 0]
]
.

Since Zj1, Zj2, Zj3 do not occur among the coordinates of Y, we may pull over the
quantifiers ∃Zj1, ∃Zj2, and ∃Zj3 to the left of (10.3). Then we rename each Zjk

as Yr for some r > n and finally enlarge n and repeat the first two simplification
steps to conclude that ϕ has the form

(∃Y1) · · · (∃Yn)
∧

j∈J

[fj(X,Y) = 0 ∧ v(Y1) ≻1 0 ∧ · · · ∧ v(Yn) ≻n 0],

where for i = 1, . . . , n the relation ≻i is either ≥, or >, or the trivial relation
0 = 0.

 !"# $% Existential closedness. Let x ∈ Fm be such that ϕ(x) holds in (F, v).
Then there exists y ∈ F n such that

∧

j∈J

[fj(x,y) = 0 ∧ v(y1) ≻1 0 ∧ · · · ∧ v(yn) ≻n 0].

Since F/K is a regular extension, so is K(x,y)/K. Thus, (x,y) is a generic
point of an affine absolutely irreducible varietyW defined in Am+n over K [FrJ08,
p. 175, Cor. 10.2.2]. Now we extend v to a valuation v of F̃ and again denote the
restriction of v to K̃ by v. By Theorem 8.4, the first order theory of algebraically
closed non-trivial valued field is model complete. In particular, (K̃, v) is an ele-
mentary substructure of (F̃ , v). Therefore, there exists (ã, b̃) ∈ W (K̃) such that
v(b̃i) ≻i 0 for each i. SinceW (K) is v-dense inW (K̃) (Theorem 6.6), we conclude
that there exists (a,b) ∈ W (K) such that v(bi) ≻i 0 for each i. Consequently,
ϕ(a) holds in (K, v).

10 Model Companion

Model companions and model completions of first order theories generalize the
relation that the theory of algebraically closed fields has relative to the theory of
all fields. In this section we prove the existence of a model companion for the
theory of non-trivial valued fields in a language that allows only extensions L/K
of fields such that K is algebraically closed in L. In the next section we add
more predicates to the language that force the field extensions we consider to be
regular. This results in a model completion of the corresponding theory.

Definition 10.1. Let T and T̃ be theories in a first order language L. We say
that T̃ is a model companion of T if the following holds:
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(11.1a) Each model of T̃ is a model of T .

(11.1b) Each model of T can be embedded into a model of T̃ .

(11.1c) T̃ is model complete (Definition 8.2(a)).

We say that T̃ is a model completion of T if in addition

(11.1d) T has the amalgamation property (Definition 8.2(b)).

Remark 10.2. By (11.1a) and (11.1b) of Definition 10.1, (11.1d) is equivalent to
the statement

(11.1.d’) T̃ has the amalgamation property.

In this case T̃ admits, by Proposition 8.3(a), elimination of quantifiers.

Example 10.3. (a) The theory of algebraically closed fields is the model com-
pletion of the theory of fields in L(ring).
(Essentially [FrJ08, p. 168, Cor. 9.3.2]).

(b) The theory RCF of real closed fields is the model companion of the theory OF
of ordered fields in the language L(ring, <), where < is the ordering symbol
[Pre86, Kor. 4.8]. By [VdD78, p. 40], RCF is even the model completion of
OF.

(c) The theory ACFval of algebraically closed non-trivial valued fields is the mod-
el completion of the theory Fval of valued fields in the language Lval(ring).
This follows from Chevalley’s extension theorem of valuations and from The-
orem 8.4 of Abraham Robinson [Pre86, p. 241, Kor. 4.18].

Example 10.4. We augment the language L(ring) to a language LR(ring) by an
n-ary relation symbol Rn for each positive integer n. Let TR be the theory of
fields together with the axioms

(10.2) Rn(X1, . . . , Xn)↔ (∃Z)[Zn +X1Z
n−1 + · · ·+Xn = 0].

For each field K and every n we interpret Rn in K in the unique way such that
(11.2) holds. Then consider K also as a model of TR. If an L(ring)-structure L is
a field, then an LR(ring)-substructure K of the LR(ring)-structure L is an integral
domain contained in L such that every equation Xn + an−1X

n−1 + · · · + a0 = 0
with coefficients in K that has a root in L has a root in K. In particular, if K is
a field, then K is algebraically closed in L.

By [FrJ08, p. 663, Thm. 27.2.3], TR has a model companion T̃R. A field K is a
model of T̃R if and only if K is 1-imperfect (i.e. char(K) = 0 or char(K) = p > 0
and [K : Kp] = p), ω-free (i.e. every finite embedding problem over K is solvable),
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and PAC. However, TR has no model completion, because TR does not have the
amalgamation property [FrJ08, p. 664, Example 27.2.4].

Let Tval be the theory of Lval(ring) that consists of the usual axioms of fields
(9.1) of Section 8 and the axioms (9.3) of Section 8 for |.

Adding the division symbol to the language LR(ring), we get a first order lan-
guage LR,val(ring) for valued fields such that a valued field (F, |) is a substructure
of another valued field (F ′, |′) if and only if F is an algebraically closed subfield of
F ′ and the restriction of |′ to F is |. Let TR,val be the theory in LR,val(ring) that
consists of TR and the axioms (9.3) of Section 8.

Remark 10.5. Every valued field (K, v) has an extension (K ′, v′), where K ′/K
is regular and v′ is a non-trivial valuation of K ′.

Indeed, if v is non-trivial, let K ′ = K and v′ = v. Otherwise, choose an
indeterminate t, let K ′ = K(t) and v′ any of the valuations of K ′/K (e.g. the one
with v′(t) = −1).
Theorem 10.6. The theory TR,val of valued fields has a model companion T̃R,val

in the language LR,val(ring). A non-trivial valued field (K, v) is a model of T̃R,val

if and only if K is 1-imperfect, ω-free, and PAC.

Proof. Let T̃R,val be the theory T̃R of Example 10.4 together with the axioms (9.3)
and (9.4) of Section 8 for non-trivial valued fields.

If (K, v) is a model of T̃R,val, then K is a model of T̃R. By Example 10.4, K
is 1-imperfect, ω-free, and PAC. Conversely, if a field K is 1-imperfect, ω-free,
and PAC, then by Example 10.4, K is a model of T̃R. Hence, if v is a non-trivial
valuation of K, then (K, v) is a model of T̃R,val.

If (K, v) is a valued field, we extend it to another model (K ′, v′) with K ′/K
regular and v′ non-trivial (Remark 10.5). By Example 10.4 and by Definition
10.1(b), there exists a field extension L of K ′ which is 1-imperfect, ω-free and
PAC such that K ′ is algebraically closed in L. Then, K is algebraically closed
in L. By Chevalley, v′ extends to a valuation w of L [Lan58, p. 8, Thm. 1]. In
particular w is non-trivial. Hence, (L,w) is a model of T̃R,val that extends (K, v)
in the language LR,val(ring). Thus, T̃R,val satisfies Condition (11.1a) and (11.1b)
of Definition 10.1.

 !"#$% If (K, v) ⊆ (L,w) is an extension of models of T̃R,val, then the field L
is a regular extension of K. Indeed, by Example 10.4, K is algebraically closed
in L. Moreover, by the second paragraph of the proof, K is 1-imperfect. Hence,
by [FrJ08, p. 47, Lemma 2.7.5], L/K is a regular extension.

Next observe that if (K, v) and (L,w) are models of T̃R,val and (K, v) ⊆ (L,w),
then K is PAC, and L/K is a regular extension (by the Claim). Moreover, both
v and w are non-trivial valuations. Hence, by Theorem 9.1, (K, v) is existen-
tially closed in (L,w) in the language Lval(ring). Since each of the axioms Rn is
equivalent to an existential formula of Lval(ring) (Example 10.4), (K, v) is existen-
tially closed in (L,w) in the language LR,val(ring). By Abraham Robinson, T̃R,val
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is model complete [FrJ08, p. 659, Lemma 27.1.11], that is it satisfies Condition
(11.1c) of Definition 10.1. Consequently, T̃R,val is a model companion of TR,val.

11 The Non-Amalgamation Property of TR,val

Example 27.2.4 of [FrJ08] constructs fields K and L of positive characteristic p
that are algebraically closed in no common field extension. However, K and L
are isomorphic, so that example does not prove that the theory TR does not have
the amalgamation property, as the paragraph before that example claims.

In this section we correct that example by constructing three fields E,K,L of
characteristic p such that E is algebraically closed in both K and L but K and L
are algebraically closed in no common field extension. This implies that none of
the theories TR and TR,val has the amalgamation property.

Our construction uses the notions of differentials of fields. For each field L of
characteristic p we consider the vector space Der(L,L) over Fp of all derivations
of L into L and the map dL : L→ Hom(Der(L,L), L) defined by (dLa)(D) = Da
for each a ∈ L. It satisfies the relations

(11.1) p · dLa = 0, dL(a+ b) = dLa+ dLb, and dL(ab) = adLb+ bdLa

for all a, b ∈ L. Each dLa with a ∈ L is called a differential of L. Repeated
application of (12.1) leads for a0, a1, . . . , an ∈ L to the following formula:

(11.2) dL(a
p
0a

i1
1 · · · ain

n ) =
n∑

j=1

ap
0a

i1
1 · · · a

ij−1

j−1 · ija
ij−1
j · aij+1

j+1 · · · ain
n · dLaj.

Lemma 11.1. Let L be a field extension of Fp and let a ∈ L. Then dLa = 0 if
and only if a ∈ Lp.

Proof. If a = ap
0 for some a0 ∈ Lp, then dLa = pap−1

0 · dLa0 = 0. Conversely,
assume that a /∈ Lp. Then a can be completed to a p-basis of L [FrJ08, p. 45,
Lemma 2.7.1]. By [Lan58, Thm. 1] or [Gey13, Prop. (d) of Section 1.18], the
trivial derivative of Lp extends to a derivative D ∈ Der(L,L) such that Da = 1.
Hence, (dLa)(D) = Da 6= 0, so dLa 6= 0.

Lemma 11.2. Let E be a field extension of Fp with [E : Ep] = pn, where n ≥ 2 is
an integer, let a1, . . . , an be a p-basis for E over Ep, and let x be an indeterminate.
For i = 2, . . . , n let

(11.3) yi = a
1/p
i−1x+ a

1/p
i

and let L = E(x, y2, . . . , yn). Then E is algebraically closed in L. Moreover, for
i = 2, . . . , n we have

(11.4) [E(x, y2, . . . , yi) : E(x)] = pi−1.
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Proof. We break the proof into three parts.

 !"# $% Proof of (12.4). By assumption, [E(a
1/p
i ) : E] = p for i = 1, . . . , n

and the fields E(a
1/p
1 ), . . . , E(a

1/p
n ) are linearly disjoint over E. Hence, E ′ =

E(a
1/p
1 , . . . , a

1/p
n ) satisfies [E ′ : E] = pn, so [E ′(x) : E(x)] = pn. By (12.3),

yi ∈ E ′(x) for i = 2, . . . , n, so L ⊆ E ′(x). Moreover, by (12.3), yp
i ∈ E(x), so

[E(x, y2, . . . , yi+1) : E(x, y2, . . . , yi)] ≤ p for i = 2, . . . , n−1 and [E(x, y2) : E(x)] ≤
p. Finally, by (12.3), L(a

1/p
1 ) = E(x, y2, . . . , yn, a

1/p
1 ) = E ′(x) and [E ′(x) : L] ≤ p.

It follows that (12.4) holds for i = 2, . . . , n and also

(11.5) [E ′(x) : L] = p.

 !"# &% For each e ∈ E with dEe 6= 0 we have dLe 6= 0. Otherwise, there
exists e ∈ E such that

(11.6) dEe 6= 0 but dLe = 0.

We denote the set of all n-tuples j = (j1, . . . , jn) with 0 ≤ j1, . . . , jn ≤ p− 1 by J .
By our assumption on a1, . . . , an, there exist ej ∈ E, j ∈ J , such that

(11.7) e =
∑

j∈J

ep
ja

j1
1 a

j2
2 · · · ajn

n .

Taking differentials of both sides of (12.7) and using formula (12.2), we get
ε1, . . . , εn ∈ E such that

(11.8) dEe =
n∑

i=1

εidEai and 0 = dLe =
n∑

i=1

εidLai.

Next we raise (12.3) to the pth power and get

(11.9) an = yp
n − an−1x

p, an−1 = yp
n−1 − an−2x

p, . . . , a2 = yp
2 − a1x

p.

Applying dL on the latter equalities, we get

(11.10) dLan = −xpdLan−1, dLan−1 = −xpdLan−2, . . . , dLa2 = −xpdLa1.

Now we successively substitute dLan, dLan−1, . . . , dLa2 from (12.10) in the right
equality of (12.8) to get a relation

(11.11) 0 = (
n∑

i=1

±εix
(i−1)p)dLa1.

If dLa1 = 0, then by Lemma 11.1, a1 ∈ Lp. Hence, by (12.9), a2, . . . , an ∈ Lp. It
follows that L = E ′(x), in contrast to (12.5). It follows from this contradiction
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that dLa1 is a nonzero element of L. Hence, by (12.11),
∑n

i=1±εix
(i−1)p = 0.

Therefore, ε1, . . . , εn = 0, so by (12.8), dEe = 0, in contrast to (12.6).

 !"# $% E is algebraically closed in L. Let u be an element of L which is
algebraic over E. Then u belongs to E ′(x) and is algebraic over E ′. Hence,
u ∈ E ′. Since (E ′)p ⊆ E, we have u0 = up ∈ E ∩ Lp. Therefore, dLu0 = 0. By
Part B, dEu0 = 0. Hence, by Lemma 11.1, u0 ∈ Ep. Consequently, u ∈ E, as
claimed.

Proposition 11.3. None of the theories TR and TR,val have the amalgamation
property.

Proof. We choose a field E of positive characteristic p such that [E : Ep] = p3 and
let a, b, c be p-basis for E over Ep. For example, we may take a, b, c as algebraically
independent elements over Fp and set E = Fp(a, b, c) [FrJ08, p. 45, proof of Lemma
2.7.2]. Then, let x be a transcendental element over E, set y = a1/px + b1/p and
z = b1/px + c1/p, and let K = E(x, y) and L = E(x, y, z). By Lemma 11.2, E is
algebraically closed in both K and L.

We assume there exist a field M and embeddings ϕ : K →M and ψ : L→M
that coincide on E such that K ′ = ϕ(K) and L′ = ψ(L) are algebraically closed
inM . We may assume without loss that K ′ = K and ϕ is the identity map. Then
ϕ(E) = E, so E is algebraically closed in M .

Raising y and z to the pth power we get

(11.12) yp = axp + b and zp = bxp + c.

Hence, x′ = ψ(x), y′ = ψ(y), and z′ = ψ(z) satisfy

(11.13) (y′)p = a(x′)p + b and (z′)p = b(x′)p + c.

If x′ 6= x, then by (12.12) and (12.13),
(

y′−y
x′−x

)p

= a. Hence, a1/p ∈ M ∩ Ẽ = E,

which is a contradiction.
If x′ = x, then y′ = y and z′ = z. Hence, L′ = L, so L ⊆ M . However, by

Lemma 11.2, L is a proper algebraic extension of K, so K is not algebraically
closed in M , which is again a contradiction.

We conclude that an M as above does not exist, so TR does not have the
amalgamation property.

Now we choose a valuation vE of E and extend vE, by Chevalley, to valuations
vK and vL of K and L, respectively. Then (E, vE) is a TR,val-submodel of (K, vK)
and of (L, vL). But (K, vK) and (L, vL) can not be embedded into a common
TR,val-model (M, vM) over (E, vE), because K will then be algebraically closed in
M , in contrast to the construction of K above. Thus, TR,val does not have the
amalgamation property.
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In the next section we rectify the deficiency of TR,val expressed in Proposition
11.3 by adding more relation symbols to the language LR,val. The new relations
will ensure that if a model of the new language is contained in another model,
then the underlying field of the latter model will be a regular extension of the
underlying field of the former model.

12 Elimination of Quantifiers

Let (K, v) and (L,w) be valued fields and consider them as structures for the
language LR,val(ring) (Example 10.4). If (K, v) is a substructure for (L,w), then
by that example, K is algebraically closed in L. However, L is not necessarily a
regular extension of K. We rectify this deficiency of LR,val(ring) by adding more
relations to the language and prove that the theory of the non-trivial valued fields
in the new language has a model completion admitting elimination of quantifiers.

Example 12.1. As in [FrJ08, p. 664, Sec. 27.3] we augment the language LR(ring)
(Example 10.4) to a language LR,Q(ring) by adding n-ary relation symbols Qp,n,
one for each prime number p and each positive integer n. Let TR,Q be the theory
of LR,Q(ring) consisting of TR (Example 10.4) together with the axioms

(12.1) Qp,n(X1, . . . , Xn)↔ p = 0∧ (∃Ui)i∈I

(∑

i∈I

Up
i X

i1
1 · · ·X in

n = 0∧
∨

i∈I

Ui 6= 0
)
,

one for each pair (p, n), where I is the set of all n-tuples (i1, . . . , in) of integers
between 0 and p − 1. Given a field K, we may uniquely regard K as a model
of TR,Q. Indeed, if char(K) = p > 0, we define Qp,n as the set of all n-tuples
of elements of K satisfying the right hand side of (13.1), i.e. all n-tuples of p-
dependent elements of K. In this case Qp′,n is the empty relation for each prime
number p′ 6= p. Therefore, if K ⊆ L is an extension of fields considered as models
of TR,Q, if p = char(K) > 0, and if x1, . . . , xn ∈ K are p-independent in K,
then ¬Qp,n(x1, . . . , xn) is true in K, hence in L, and therefore x1, . . . , xn are p-
independent in L. It follows that L/K is a separable extension [FrJ08, p. 38,
Lemma 2.6.1]. Considering L/K as an LR(ring)-extension, we find that K is
algebraically closed in L (Example 10.4). Therefore, L/K is a regular extension
[FrJ08, p. 39, Lemma 2.6.4].

Conversely, every regular extension L/K of fields is an extension of structures
for the language LR,Q(ring).

Definition 12.2. We say that a field K is ω-imperfect if either char(K) = 0 or
char(K) = p > 0 and [K1/p : K] =∞. In the latter case, if L is a separable field
extension of K, then L is linearly disjoint from K1/p over K, hence [L1/p : L] =∞,
so L is also ω-imperfect.
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Note that if char(K) = p > 0,K is a model of TR,Q, and x1, . . . , xn are elements

of K such that ¬Qp,n(x1, . . . , xn) holds in K, then, by (13.1), [K(x
1/p
1 , . . . , x

1/p
n ) :

K] = pn. Hence, if each of the sentences

(12.2) (∃X1) · · · (∃Xn)¬Qp,n(X1, . . . , Xn)

holds in K, then K is ω-imperfect.

The following result is [FrJ08, p. 665, Thm. 27.3.1].

Proposition 12.3. The theory TR,Q has a model completion T̃R,Q whose models
are the ω-imperfect ω-free PAC fields.

The axioms of T̃R,Q differ from the axioms of T̃R by the sentences (13.2) that
replace the axioms for 1-imperfectness.

Adding the division symbol to the language LR,Q(ring), we get a first order
language LR,Q,val(ring) for valued fields. Then we augment the theory TR,Q to a
theory TR,Q,val in the language LR,Q,val(ring) by adding the axioms (9.3) of Section
8 to TR,Q. We also augment T̃R,Q to a theory T̃R,Q,val of the language LR,Q,val(ring)
by adding the axioms (9.3) and (9.4) of Section 8 to T̃R,Q. In particular, each of
the models (K, v) of T̃R,Q,val is a non-trivial valued field.

Lemma 12.4. The theory TR,Q,val has the amalgamation property.

Proof. Let (L1, v1) and (L2, v2) be two models of TR,Q,val that contain a common
substructure for TR,Q,val. By Lemma 8.1(a), we may assume that this model is a
common valued subfield (K, v). In particular, L1 and L2 are regular extensions of
K. Replacing (L2, v2) by an isomorphic valued field extension (L

′
2, v

′
2) of (K, v),

we may assume, in addition, that L1 and L2 are algebraically independent over
K. Hence, L1 and L2 are linearly disjoint over K [FrJ08, p. 41, Lemma 2.6.7]. In
particular, the compositum L = L1L2 is a regular extension of K [FrJ08, p. 41,
Cor. 2.6.8(b)]. By [FrJ08, p. 35, Lemma 2.5.5], L has a valuation w that extends
both v1 and v2. Thus, (L,w) is a model of TR,Q,val that extends both (L1, v1) and
(L2, v2), as desired.

We are now in a position to prove an analog of both Theorem 10.6 and Propo-
sition 12.3.

Theorem 12.5. The theory TR,Q,val has a model completion T̃R,Q,val whose models
are the non-trivial valued fields (F,w) such that F is an ω-imperfect, ω-free PAC
field. Moreover, T̃R,Q,val admits elimination of quantifiers.

Proof. If (K, v) is a model of T̃R,Q,val, then K is a model of T̃R,Q. By Proposition
12.3, K is ω-imperfect, ω-free, and PAC. Conversely, if a field K is ω-imperfect,
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ω-free, and PAC, then by Proposition 12.3, K is a model of T̃R,Q. Hence, if v is a
non-trivial valuation of K, then (K, v) is a model of T̃R,Q,val.

If (K, v) is a model of TR,Q,val, we replace it by a regular valued field extension,
if necessary, to assume that v is non-trivial (Remark 10.5). By Proposition 12.3,
K has a regular field extension L which is ω-imperfect, ω-free and PAC. Note that
the regularity of L/K is forced by the language TR,Q,val, as noted in Example 12.1.
By Chevalley, v extends to a valuation w of L [Lan58, p. 8, Thm. 1], so (L,w) is a
model of T̃R,Q,val that extends (K, v) in the language LR,Q,val(ring). Thus, T̃R,Q,val

satisfies Conditions (11.1a) and (11.1b) of Definition 10.1.
Next observe that if (E, v) and (F,w) are models of T̃R,Q,val and (E, v) ⊆

(F,w), then E is PAC and F/E is a regular extension. Moreover, both v and w
are non-trivial valuations. Hence, by Theorem 9.1, (E, v) is existentially closed
in (F,w) in the language Lval(ring). Since each of the axioms Rn and Qp,n is
equivalent to an existential formula of Lval(ring) (Example 10.4 and Example
12.1), (E, v) is existentially closed in (F,w) in the language LR,Q,val(ring). Thus,
T̃R,Q,val is model complete, that is it satisfies Condition (11.1c) of Definition 10.1.
Consequently, T̃R,Q,val is a model companion of TR,Q,val. By Lemma 12.4, T̃R,Q,val

is a model completion of TR,Q,val. By Remark 10.2, T̃R,Q,val admits elimination of
quantifiers.
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